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  In 2008, the Office of Tax Analysis (OTA), U.S. Department of the Treasury revised its 

incidence assumption for the corporate income tax.  Prior to 2008, OTA assumed the corporate 

income tax was borne entirely by all (positive) capital income.1 Currently, OTA assumes the 

share of the corporate income tax that represents a tax on supernormal returns is borne by 

supernormal capital income; the share of the corporate income tax that represents cash flow has 

no burden in the long run; and the remainder of the corporate income tax is borne equally by 

labor and positive normal capital income.  In the final analysis the new methodology assumes 82 

percent of the corporate tax burden is borne by supernormal or normal capital income and 18 

percent is borne by labor.2 

  The change in distribution methodology was motivated by the desire to incorporate some 

of the more recent findings in the literature and to give Treasury the ability to more accurately 

capture the distributional effects of the existing tax system, which is a hybrid tax system that has 

features of a true income tax and of a consumption tax.  Section I of this paper briefly reviews 

the literature.  Section II summarizes the distribution assumptions of other tax policy offices.  

Section III gives a general description of our revised methodology.  Section IV describes in 

detail how we used Treasury’s Corporate Tax Model to measure the share of tax borne by 

supernormal returns and Section V describes how we used Treasury’s Depreciation Model to 

measure the share of the corporate income tax that is not a burden in the long run.  Section VI  

shows how the new assumptions affect the distribution of the corporate income tax, the 

distribution of certain proposed changes to the corporate income tax, and the distribution of all 

                                                 
1 Treasury had maintained this assumption since 1990, although some earlier Treasury studies took a shorter run 
view and distributed the corporate income tax to corporate shareholders. 
2 The percentages used from 2008 through 2011 were 76 percent to normal or supernormal capital income and 24 
percent to labor.  These percentages were based on estimates by Gentry and Hubbard (1996) and Randolph (2006).  
Beginning with the 2012 model year, these percentages will be modified to reflect the findings presented in this 
paper. 
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federal taxes in general.     

 

I. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Harberger (1962) develops a general equilibrium model of corporate tax incidence where 

the economy is assumed to be closed and have two sectors, corporate and non-corporate.  His 

analysis shows that, under certain assumptions, a tax increase on the return to corporate capital 

would be borne entirely by all owners of capital, including non-corporate capital.  In equilibrium, 

the after-tax return to capital must be the same in the two sectors.  Following this work, research 

has extended Harberger’s model and modified its assumptions to draw additional conclusions 

about corporate tax incidence.  Depending on the time frame and assumptions under 

consideration, some studies conclude that the incidence falls more narrowly on corporate capital 

whereas some studies show that the incidence falls more broadly beyond capital.  Auerbach 

(2005) and Gravelle (2010) provide reviews of these studies.  

As indicated in Harberger’s model, the answer to the question of who bears the corporate 

tax incidence differs between the long run and the transition period.  A corporate tax increase 

initially lowers the after-tax return to corporate capital, thereby reducing asset values through 

capitalization.  In response, capital moves from the corporate to the non-corporate sector, 

reducing the pre-tax return to non-corporate capital.  As capital flows take place, the corporate 

tax burden is shifted to non-corporate capital over time through reductions in the return to non-

corporate capital until after tax returns in both sectors are the same.  As such, the tax burden 

initially falls on current owners of corporate capital and then on future investors of corporate and 

non-corporate capital.  Auerbach (2005) points out that this different timing of incidence has 

generational distribution implications because the change in asset values is felt instantly by older 
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asset holders who have shorter planning horizons whereas the future change in the rate of returns 

will matter more for younger individuals who have not accumulated much wealth.   

Another factor affecting the corporate tax incidence is investment and capital cost 

recovery provisions.  The Harberger model assumes that the corporate income tax is imposed on 

economic income generated by corporate capital.  In the presence of investment provisions such 

as accelerated depreciation, the corporate tax base deviates from economic income, resulting in a 

layer of corporate tax incidence not considered in the Harberger model.  Auerbach (1983) shows 

that, because of the investment provisions, changes in corporate tax rates would alter the relative 

value of existing to new capital.  This “surcharge” on existing assets imposes an additional piece 

of corporate tax incidence borne by existing shareholders during the transition period.   

One critical assumption in Harberger’s model is that the economy is closed.  If capital 

owners have the ability to move capital abroad and escape the corporate tax increase, some 

burden of the higher tax will fall on domestic labor, which is assumed to be relatively immobile, 

through reductions in wages.  The extent to which the burden is shifted to domestic labor 

depends on several factors.  First, the less mobile the capital is across borders, the less burden is 

shifted to domestic labor as there will be less decline in the demand for domestic labor.  Grubert 

and Mutti (1985) provide a simulation model demonstrating this relationship.  In addition, the 

size of the U.S. capital stock relative to the rest of the world matters.  As the United States is a 

large country, outflow of capital would lower the worldwide rate of return.  This suggests that 

domestic capital cannot escape the corporate tax incidence entirely, leaving a smaller share of 

burden borne by domestic labor.   

In the context of an open economy, the share of the corporate tax incidence borne by 

domestic labor depends also on the substitutability of the tradable goods and the degree to which 
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the tradable goods are corporate capital intensive.  If the tradable good is corporate capital 

intensive and there is perfect product substitution, then the incidence would fall relatively more 

on domestic labor as domestic capital can flow abroad to escape the tax.  Randolph (2006) 

calibrates the effects with a simulation model where various assumptions are made about country 

size and the degree of capital intensity of corporate sectors.  Gravelle and Smetters (2006) show 

that, in the long run, the extent to which the burden falls on domestic labor declines as foreign 

and domestic goods become imperfect substitutes.  

Another factor not considered in the Harberger model is the type of return.  Because the 

model assumes no risk and assumes competitive markets, it applies if capital earns a normal rate 

of return.  Since the real, normal rate of return to capital is close to zero, Gordon (1985) suggests 

that the corporate income tax imposes little burden because the revenue collected reflects only 

the expected returns to risk.  However, given that the corporate tax revenue is always positive, 

risk returns cannot be the only reason for the revenue collected.  Depreciation allowances and 

limited loss offsets both contribute to explaining the positive tax revenue.  Positive corporate tax 

revenues can also be a result of economic rents.  Auerbach (2005) describes how the corporate 

tax incidence varies with the source of rents.  In some cases the entire burden falls on corporate 

capital whereas in other cases the standard Harberger analysis applies.   

Different types of returns to capital suggest that the corporate income tax revenue could 

be decomposed into one portion that is imposed on excess returns and the other portion on 

normal returns.  Because normal returns to capital are exempt from tax under a consumption tax, 

several studies estimate the share of the corporate tax revenue attributable to normal returns to 

analyze the effect of switching from the current tax system to a consumption tax system.  Gordon 

and Slemrod (1988), Gordon et al. (2004a), and Gordon et al. (2004b) estimate the effect of 
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replacing the corporate income tax with a modified cash flow tax and find the revenue change 

sensitive to tax law and economic conditions.  Toder and Rueben (2005) subsequently estimate 

the revenue effect of switching to expensing and find that the new tax base is equal to 68 percent 

of the corporate tax system in 2004, implying that normal returns are roughly 32 percent of all 

corporate returns.  Using stock market data, Gentry and Hubbard (1996) estimate that a 

substantial portion – about 60 percent – of the return to corporate capital is in excess of the 

normal return. 

 

II. ASSUMPTIONS BY OTHER TAX POLICY GROUPS 

 

Government agencies and policy analysts have used different incidence assumptions to 

distribute corporate income taxes.  From 1990 to 2008 Treasury assumed that the corporate 

income tax was born by all (positive) capital income.  Cronin (1999) describes Treasury’s 

distributional analysis methodology and Nunns (1995) illustrates the methodology with a 

distribution of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (OBRA93).  Since 1996 the 

Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has allocated the corporate income tax burden to capital 

income.  The methodology is documented in several CBO papers and studies (1996, 1998, 2000, 

and 2011).  From 1990 to 1995, CBO generally allocated half of the corporate income tax burden 

to labor income and half to capital income and this methodology was described in Kasten, 

Sammartino and Toder (1994). In its original tax burden study and its update, CBO (1987 and 

1988) allocated the corporate tax burden in two ways, one in proportion to capital income and 

one in proportion to total labor compensation.  The Joint Committee on Taxation has not 

distributed the corporate income tax since 1995 due to the uncertainty concerning the incidence 

of the tax.  In distribution tables released for OBRA93 and its study, JCT (1993) distributed the 
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burden to owners of corporate capital.  The Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center (TPC) has 

produced distribution tables since 2003 and during that time has allocated the corporate income 

tax to capital income.  Browning and Johnson (1979) and Gale et al. (1996) allocate the 

corporate income tax to capital income, but show an alternative distribution where the tax is 

allocated to half labor and half capital income.  Pechman (1987) assumes that the burden of the 

corporate income tax is borne by capital income. 

 

III. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF NEW METHODOLOGY 

 

  Treasury’s new methodology has the goal of improving upon our prior methodology.  We 

wanted to be able to model elements of expensing as the current corporate income tax is not a 

pure income tax.  For example, some assets in service under the current corporate income tax 

have benefitted from accelerated depreciation.  We also wanted to differentiate among proposals 

that affected only supernormal returns, only normal returns, or both types of returns.  Under the 

prior methodology, a $10 billion dollar increase in the corporate income tax whether it 

represented an increase in burden on rents or a decrease in depreciation deductions had the same 

distribution.  Any revenue-neutral change in burdens did not change the distribution.  Under the 

new methodology (as illustrated below), an increase in burdens due to a rate increase is not 

distributed the same as an increase in burdens due to a decrease in depreciation deductions.  A 

change in rates would affect the normal return to capital, labor and supernormal returns to capital 

while a change in depreciation deductions would only affect the normal return to capital and 

labor. 

  To improve our methodology, we have incorporated some of the findings in the literature 

including the observation that supernormal returns are taxed under a consumption tax while 
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normal returns are not and that labor may share some part of the burden of the corporate income 

tax.   We have not attempted to account for all possible incidences regarding the corporate 

income tax.  For example, some part of the U.S. corporate income tax may be exported to foreign 

labor or capital held by families not included in our tables but we do not take this into 

consideration.  Our tables also focus on the long run incidence.  We have not considered the 

short-run incidence or incidence in the transition from the short run to the long run. 

 

A. Methodology   

 

63 percent of the corporate tax is a burden on supernormal capital income: As described in 

Section IV, we find that 63 percent of current corporate taxable income is due to supernormal 

returns.  We distribute this share to corporate supernormal capital income.   

  Whether non-corporate returns also bear the burden of the tax on the supernormal return 

depends on the source of the supernormal returns (see Auerbach 2005). If the source of 

supernormal returns is rent, then the burden is only borne by corporate capital because pure 

economic rents in a competitive market do not respond to taxation.   In contrast, if the source of 

supernormal returns is risk (without a full loss offset), the burden would be borne by both non-

corporate and corporate capital.  We assume the source of the supernormal return is pure rent, 

not risk, and distribute the entire supernormal burden to supernormal corporate capital income.   

 

1 percent of the corporate tax is not a burden:  As described in Section V, of the remaining 37 

percent of the corporate tax on the taxable income attributable to normal returns, we find that 3 

percent (1 percent of total corporate tax) is not a burden.  The investments that produced the 

taxable income were allowed favorable treatment in the year that they were put into service and 
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tax collected in the current year is just a cash flow tax.  The present value of the tax savings 

arising from the favorable treatment offsets the present value of the tax collected on the normal 

return to the investment over its lifetime.  We do not distribute this small portion of the corporate 

income tax.   The portion of the corporate income tax which is not a burden changes for different 

capital cost recovery proposals. We compute the change in cash flow versus burden associated 

with each capital cost recovery proposal, and only distribute the burden portion of the change. 

 

36 percent of the corporate tax is a burden on normal capital income and labor:  The remainder 

of the corporate tax on the normal return to capital is distributed equally to normal capital 

income and labor income. The open economy results of Randolph (2006), using factor shares and 

output shares for the U.S. economy, suggest that domestic labor bears as much as 70 percent of 

the long run burden of the corporate income tax. Gravelle and Smetters (2006) and Gentry 

(2007) both review the open economy results of Randolph. Allowing for imperfect product 

substitution, Gravelle and Smetters (2006) find a much smaller percentage being borne by labor, 

while Gentry (2007) argues for a more substantial burden remaining on labor. Without a 

conclusive answer, we have chosen an assumption that recognizes that some portion of the 

corporate tax may be on labor, even though the overall share borne by labor is relatively small 

when considering both the normal and supernormal return.  

  The end result is that our revised methodology assigns 82 percent of the burden of the 

corporate income tax to capital, either normal or supernormal, and 18 percent to labor.3 

 

                                                 
3 In earlier versions of the same modeling approach, we assumed that 76 percent of the burden of the corporate 
income tax was on capital and 24 percent was on labor. The resulting distributions however are virtually unchanged 
because the earlier version had a lower percentage of the burden on supernormal capital income.  This paper 
replaces these assumptions with estimates from our model.   
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IV. ESTIMATING THE PERCENTAGE OF THE TAX BASE ATTRIBUTABLE TO 

       NORMAL RETURNS 

 

The first step of the new corporate distributional methodology is to identify the portion of 

corporate liability attributable to normal versus supernormal returns. Supernormal returns 

arguably accrue to supernormal capital owners and so ought appropriately to be distributed 

solely to them, while normal return accrues to both capital and labor.4  Thus, we want to separate 

the percentage of corporate liability attributable to each of these types of returns so that they can 

be distributed appropriately.  

  In equilibrium, the present value of the normal return over the life of the investment is 

just equal to the cost of the investment.  If the cost is expensed then the present value of the tax 

savings due to expensing offsets the present value of the tax collected on the normal return over 

the life of the investment.  In contrast, income in excess of the normal return (the supernormal 

return) will still bear a burden.  This fact can be used to identify the portion of the current law 

corporate tax base attributable to the normal return to capital.  This percentage has been 

estimated to be 40 percent by Gentry and Hubbard (1996) using stock market data and 32 percent 

by Toder and Rueben (2005) using aggregate tax data.  

Gentry and Hubbard (1996) compare an average historical stock market rate of return of 

16.5 percent (grossed up to 22 percent to reflect corporate taxes paid) to a riskless rate of return 

on bonds of 10 percent and conclude that a substantial portion of the return to equity is 

“supernormal.”  They use 60 percent.  Toder and Rueben (2005) modify the approach of Gordon 

et al. (2004a and 2004b). They use estimates of aggregate 2004 data to adjust the current law 

corporate tax base.  They remove all financial income from the tax base, and convert the 
                                                 
4 By definition the supernormal return is the return in excess of the risk free rate of return, and in practice it has 
been measured (e.g., Gentry and Hubbard (1996)) based on the return available in the stock market.  
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corporate tax base from one which includes depreciation (and capitalization) of assets (and 

inventories) to one which includes expensing.  They attribute the change in the tax base to the 

normal return to capital, and conclude that, based on the percentage change in the tax base, 32 

percent of current law corporate income is attributable to the normal return to capital.  They 

effectively proxy the elimination of the tax on the normal return to capital with the elimination of 

taxes on capital and inventories (that is, with a move from depreciation and amortization5 to 

expensing).  

We use the Toder and Rueben approach as a starting point for our own estimate, but we 

modify their approach in several respects.  First, we conduct much of the analysis at the micro 

level using the Treasury Department’s corporate tax micro-simulation model (CTM).  The 

corporate tax model extrapolates the detailed 2007 tax return data of over 1.8 million C 

corporations in order to forecast baseline corporate tax receipts over the 10-year budget window 

(2013-2022); as well as to estimate how changes in tax policy affect corporate tax receipts.  The 

model also contains some historical corporate tax return data (2001-2006).  The remainder of the 

analysis is conducted using detailed aggregate corporate tax return data for nonfinancial 

corporations. Second, we use multiple years of actual data rather than 2004 estimated data.  

Third, we assume the steady-state capital cost recovery policy does not include 50 percent bonus 

depreciation for equipment, which was available to taxpayers in 2004 and which Toder and 

Rueben assumed would be permanent in a steady state.  Fourth, we do not make an adjustment 

for a move from depletion to expensing due to limited data.  Fifth, we remove total dividends 

(not only domestic dividends) from the baseline tax base.6  Finally, we compare the change in 

                                                 
5 Amortization is a type of capital cost recovery which is frequently less generous than the Modified Accelerated 
Cost Recovery (MACRS) depreciation system, and which is used primarily for intangible assets. 
6 The Gordon et al. data on which the Toder study is based only removes domestic dividends received from the tax 
base.  This is because they do not change the tax treatment of foreign dividends in their simulations, and so they do 
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our base to the pre-expensing corporate tax base.  

 The Treasury’s corporate tax model (CTM) contains a corporate level tax calculator 

which can compute corporate tax liabilities under current law, and also under alternative tax 

policy specifications, as well as compute the change in corporate net income, taxable income, 

deficits, and tax liabilities, resulting from any given change in tax policy.  The model is 

particularly useful for determining how much of any change in the tax base accrues to taxable 

firms versus deficit firms.  It is also useful for making additional micro-level adjustments such as 

“purging” the data of the impact of bonus depreciation.  Bonus depreciation was enacted late in 

2001 and continued into 2002, 2003, and 2004.  From September 2001 through May 2003 the tax 

code provided 30 percent expensing of equipment investment and between May 2003 and 

December 2004 it provided 50 percent equipment expensing.7  It is arguably difficult to analyze 

the percentage of the tax base attributable to the normal return to capital during bonus 

depreciation years because the capital cost recovery system (which largely determines the 

taxation of the normal return to capital) during these years is so different from our “standard” 

capital cost recovery system (modified accelerated cost recovery system (MACRS)), and because 

these tax law changes imply that the system is obviously not in a “steady state.”  We use the 

CTM to make adjustments to remove the impact of bonus depreciation and thus to construct a 

proxy for a “steady state” without bonus depreciation.  Further, we compute the percentage of 

the tax base attributable to the normal return to capital in years in which there was no bonus 

depreciation. 

                                                                                                                                                             
not remove them from the tax base.  However, for our purposes, the appropriate tax base measure is taxable income 
net of total dividends, i.e., domestic and foreign dividends, and so our dividend adjustment is substantially larger 
than Gordon et al.  
7 There was no bonus depreciation in 2005, 2006, and 2007, but it was reinstated for 2008 and has been extended 
since that time, currently through 2012.  From January 2008 through the beginning of September 2010, the tax code 
provided 50 percent bonus depreciation for equipment. From September 2010 through December 2011, it provided 
100 percent bonus depreciation for equipment.  Bonus depreciation for 2012 is 50 percent for equipment. 
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Like Toder and Rueben, the baseline against which we conduct the analysis is the income 

base associated with real assets, or an R base.8  In order to construct the R base, we remove 

interest received, dividends received, and net capital gains from each nonfinancial corporate 

taxpayer’s total income (reported on their annual Form 1120 tax return), and we add back their 

interest paid deduction.  These steps are detailed in Table 1.  Note that in all years, for 

nonfinancial corporations, interest paid exceeds interest received (nonfinancial corporations are 

net borrowers), and in all years except the recession year, the deduction associated with net 

interest is less than dividend and capital gain income.  This implies that, in all years except the 

recession year, the adjustment to convert taxable income to an R base is negative; the R base is 

smaller than the taxable income base.  

Our analyses include the years 1999, 2000, 2001, 2004, and 2007.  For 2004 and 2007, 

the CTM is used to estimate the changes in the corporate tax base associated with expensing of 

inventories, investment, and intangibles, as well as to construct the R base as described above.  

For reasons described above, the data are also adjusted to remove the impact of bonus 

depreciation.9  Aggregate data analyses using totals of nonfinancial tax return data were used for    

                                                 
8 See Gordon et al. for a discussion of R base. 
9 In particular, for 2004, the bonus depreciation deduction was replaced with MACRS depreciation for bonus 
property.  Then prior year deductions were increased by roughly 15% to reflect the fact that prior year deductions 
are lower than they would have been in the absence of bonus depreciation (because some 2001, 2002, and 2003 
investment was already expensed).  The 15% adjustment was derived by assuming all bonus depreciation property is 
7 year property (midpoint of MACRS equipment distribution) and then computing the “missing” depreciation 
deductions by multiplying the bonus depreciation amount by the 7 year deduction percentage implied for 2004 for 
the bonus vintages.  The true distribution of bonus depreciation by MACRS class is not known and therefore the 
adjustment is rough.  It results in an approximately $50 billion increase in prior year deductions which could be too 
low if more bonus depreciation property is 5 year property and too high if more bonus depreciation property is 
longer lived.  For 2007, prior year deductions were increased by roughly 8% adjustment to reflect the fact that prior 
year deductions are lower than they would have been in the absence of bonus depreciation (because some 2001, 
2002, 2003, and 2004 investment was already expensed).  The 8% was derived by assuming all bonus depreciation 
property is 7 year property (midpoint of MACRS equipment distribution) and then computing the "missing" 
depreciation deductions by multiplying the bonus depreciation amount by the 7 year deduction percentage implied in 
2007 for the bonus depreciation vintages.  The true distribution of bonus depreciation by MACRS class is not known 
and therefore the adjustment is rough.  It results in an approximately $30 billion increase in prior year deductions, 
which could be over-stated or under-stated if property is shorter or longer lived than is assumed.  
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Table 1 

The Percentage of the Tax Base Attributable to the Normal Return to Capital, and the Steps 

Necessary to Estimate It  

(Estimated Using Tax Return Data of Nonfinancial Corporations) 

  1999 2000 2001 2004   2007   AVERAGE 
Current Law Cost of Goods Sold 7,069,199 7,996,933 7,884,327 8,602,716 

 
10,591,838 

 
8,429,003 

Expensing of Purchases 7,120,279 8,106,781 7,845,599 8,692,201 
 

10,642,781 
 

8,481,528 
Change in Deductions associated with 
Inventories 51,080 109,849 -38,729 89,484 

 
50,943 

 
52,526 

         Current Law Depreciation Deductions 456,674 477,928 501,413 478,749 * 494,173 * 481,788 
Expensing of Investment 590,454 608,058 594,414 560,498 

 
684,405 

 
607,566 

Change in Capital Cost Recovery 
Deductions 133,780 130,129 105,037 81,749 

 
190,232 

 
125,778 

         Change in Deductions Associated with 
the Expensing of Section 197 
Intangibles 25,096 29,057 22,090 19,863 

 
39,090 

 
27,039 

         Total Change in Deductions 
Associated with Full Expensing of 
Investment, Inventories, and 
Intangibles 209,956 269,035 76,362 191,096 

 
280,265 

 
205,343 

         Changes Required To Construct an 
"R" Base 

        Eliminate Net Interest (add back 
absolute value) -185,246 -213,539 -214,542 -169,399 

 
-246,335 

 
-205,812 

Eliminate Net Gains (subtract) 108,544 126,028 83,645 67,325 
 

116,572 
 

100,423 
Eliminate Total Dividends (subtract) 119,932 124,515 111,146 137,596 

 
186,657 

 
135,969 

Total Change in the Tax Base: Current 
Law to R Base -43,229 -37,003 19,750 -35,522 

 
-56,894 

 
-30,580 

         Net Income (R Base) 336,040 301,754 141,613 439,551 
 

711,290 
  Change in Net Income due to 

Expensing (R Base) 
   

-191,096 
 

-280,265 
  

         Taxable Income (R Base) 478,283 522,674 463,333 529,289 
 

779,121 
 

554,540 
Change in Taxable Income due to Expensing (R Base) 

  
-65,927 

 
-98,687 

  
         Net Operating Loss Deduction  
(R Base) 

   
117,189 

 
136,994 

           Deficits (R Base) 
   

-228,491 
 

-210,860 
  Change in Deficits (R Base) 

   
-122,903 

 
-173,976 

           Percentage of the Tax Base 
Attributable to the Normal Return to 
Capital 0.439 0.515 0.165 0.361 

 
0.360 

 
0.370 

                           
* These values have been adjusted to remove the impact of bonus depreciation. See text for full description. 
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1999-2001.  1999 and 2000 were chosen in order to analyze periods completely free of 

bonus depreciation.  2001 was chosen to analyze the tax on the normal return to capital during a 

recession year.  Aggregate analyses were used because it is somewhat cumbersome to adapt the 

model to historical years, and in years without bonus depreciation the aggregate data suffice.10 

For each of these years, we identify (either using the CTM or aggregate data) the change 

in the corporate tax base resulting from a change from depreciation and amortization of 

intangible capital, tangible capital, and inventories, to expensing.  We replace the current law 

value of deductions for all MACRS classes (including the bonus adjustment), for section 197 

intangibles (which are acquired intangibles that include goodwill, workforce in place, patents, 

copyrights, licenses, permits, franchises, trademarks, customer-based intangibles, and supplier-

based intangibles), for software, and for the cost of goods sold deduction which are reported on 

the corporate tax return with their expensing value; that is, with the level of investment 

associated with these deductions.11  As noted above, we do not make an adjustment to the 

                                                 
10 Bonus depreciation was enacted at the end of 2001, and therefore there was a small amount of equipment 
expensing associated with bonus depreciation in 2001.  We make an adjustment to remove bonus depreciation at the 
aggregate level by decreasing deductions associated with bonus depreciation by 85% (using the 7 year MACRS 
class first year deduction as representative).  We do not use the CTM to reallocate bonus depreciation in 2001 
because bonus depreciation in 2001 is much less significant than in 2004 (the 2001 bonus depreciation is about 15% 
of the 2004 value).  
11 Taxpayers are required to report the investment amount associated with their tangible capital depreciation 
deductions.  Sometimes taxpayers fail to report the actual investment level but only report the deduction. In these 
cases, we back out the investment amount from the deduction amount.  To proxy the value of software investment to 
be expensed we use the total reported software deductions across all investment vintages.  Note that this is a 
conservative estimate because it assumes no growth.  For intangible investment, we gross up reported current year 
vintage section 197 intangible amortization by 15 (since intangibles are amortized over 15 years) to estimate the 
investment amount associated with 197 intangibles which is to be expensed.  Note that this estimate of intangible 
expensing is conservative because it assumes only section 197 intangibles receive expensing and the gross up factor 
is conservative (one could argue that a factor as high as 30 should be used if intangible property is placed in service 
evenly throughout the year).  Finally, we do not change the treatment of certain types of capital, including tax 
exempt use property, foreign use property, listed property, motion picture, sound, and video recording property, and 
section 168 property.  Section 179 expensing deductions and the minor amount of bonus depreciation reported in 
2007 are assumed permanent.  For inventories, we replace the current year COGS deduction with the reported value 
of current year purchases, cost of labor, section 263a costs, and all other relevant costs. Finally, as discussed more 
thoroughly in Gordon et al. (2004), the elimination of taxation on the normal return to capital can be proxied either 
by expensing new capital investment and removing all gains and losses associated with the disposition of tangible 
property from the tax base or by expensing both new and used capital and including the gains and losses from 
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depletion deduction, since current law depletion laws are complex and our data do not allow us 

to accurately estimate investment bases associated with depletion deductions.12  However, the 

depletion deduction is very small relative to total depreciation thus leaving it unchanged is not 

likely to substantially affect the results.  The change in the tax base resulting from expensing of 

tangible capital, intangible capital, and inventories, and also from the change to an R base, are 

also reported in Table 1. 

On average across all years in the analysis, the tax base net of financial income and 

including expensing is about 37 percent of the baseline tax base.13  This implies that 37 percent 

of our current corporate tax base is attributable to the normal return to capital, which is roughly 

in line with other estimates.  This percentage varies considerably by year, and is substantially 

lower during the recession year (2001).  The impact of inventory expensing is somewhat smaller 

than that of the expensing of capital, though it is even more volatile.14  It is largely the negative 

impact of inventory expensing during the recession that causes the percentage of taxable income 

attributable to the normal return to capital during the recession year to be so small.  The negative 

value reflects the fact that inventories are drawn down during a recession, and hence, expensing 

                                                                                                                                                             
tangible property disposition in the tax base.  We chose the latter strategy. 
12  Depletion is a method of depreciating property which is widely applicable in the oil and gas and mining 
industries.  Under current law, the majority of corporations in these industries that take depletion deductions use 
percentage depletion, which allows the company to deduct a percentage of its gross receipts as a proxy for its 
depletion expense.  The deduction can be taken even if the company no longer has basis in the mine or oil well.  
Thus, in principle, percentage depletion could be even more generous than expensing.  Only the largest firms use 
cost depletion, which is analogous to economic depreciation.  Given that there are two very different depletion 
methods not separated in the data, and the additional complication that firms can and do switch between cost and 
percentage depletion (depending on which is more advantageous), there is no accurate way to estimate the change 
that would occur under a system that allowed expensing.  However, total depletion deductions are small in 
comparison to total tangible capital and therefore we hope that ignoring depletion will not meaningfully distort the 
results. 
13 This average is computed by averaging the baseline and proposed law values for all relevant variables, then 
computing the changes associated with these averages, and finally computing the ratio of the total change to the 
average of the taxable income bases. The average is obviously designed to smooth any anomalies in the data. 
14 The current cost of goods sold deduction allows firms to write off expenses associated with merchandise which is 
sold in the current year, but requires firms to capitalize expenditures associated with inventories. Expensing of 
inventories essentially means that all current year purchases are expensed, regardless of whether these purchases are 
used to produce goods for sale or inventory. 
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is actually inferior to the cost of goods sold deduction during a recession.15  The impact of 

inventory expensing in other years varies somewhat, and on average, about a quarter of the tax 

on the normal return to capital is attributable to inventory capitalization. 

The change from depreciation to expensing of investment also varies by year, though not 

in a predictable fashion.  This time period is a particularly challenging one in which to analyze 

the impact of changes in capital cost recovery policy. In addition to the existence of bonus 

depreciation, investment in the U.S. economy fell in 2002 and again in 2003, and barely began to 

recover in 2004.  As can be seen in Table 2, it then grew rapidly from 2004 to 2007 and beyond. 

This investment pattern in part explains why the 2004 change from depreciation to expensing 

seems low compared to other years, while the 2007 change appears somewhat high.  That having 

been said, the adjustments to remove bonus depreciation are by their nature imperfect so it is 

possible that this imperfection distorts somewhat the 2004 and 2007 values.  We performed 

sensitivity testing in which we increased/decreased the prior year deductions by different 

percentages.  Within a reasonable range of prior year deduction values, these sensitivity tests  

increased/decreased the percentage of the tax base attributable to the normal return to capital by 

a few percentage points in either direction. 

The expensing of section 197 intangibles has a smaller impact in the total change from 

depreciation to expensing, which implies that amortization of intangibles contributes modestly to 

the taxation of the normal return to capital.  Typically section 197 intangibles are amortized over  

  

                                                 
15 We also compute the percentage of the tax base attributable to normal capital (and a new average) assuming that 
inventory expensing is equal to the cost of goods sold deduction in a recession. As shown in the table, this raises 
both percentages somewhat. 
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Table 2 

Corporate Sector Investment and Depreciation: 2001 – 2008 

YEAR 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 

          Total Corporate Investment 636,987 547,932 516,418 543,485 578,873 635,353 682,773 685,021 
 Corporate Depreciation 531,624 586,496 585,637 583,988 457,452 503,623 542,737 680,383 
 Corporate Expensing 25,031 90,395 123,214 149,856 8,618 9,114 10,238 143,616 

                  

Estimates from Treasury's Depreciation Model. Original data source BEA historical cost investment, altered to be consistent 
with taxable capital. 

 

15 years, so a change to expensing represent a significant change in their capital cost recovery, 

but they continue to represent a fairly small portion of the capital base, so the overall impact is 

not too large.  There are other types of amortizable intangibles, but their treatment was left 

unchanged either because they were too small to matter or because we were unable to identify 

the type of amortizable and/or the amortization period, and therefore could not compute a 

change.  

As mentioned previously, on average, the normal return to capital represents about 37 

percent of the taxable income base. This percentage varies considerably from a low of 16.5 

percent during the recession to a high of 51 percent in the year 2000. However, it is worth 

mentioning that this analysis implicitly assumes that all of the change in the move from 

depreciation to expense accrues to taxable income. In fact, as can be seen from the 

decomposition of the change into the portion attributable to taxable firms and the portion 

attributable to deficit firms provided by the CTM and reported in Table 1, at least two thirds of 

the change from depreciation to expensing accrues to deficits.  A study by Cooper and Knittel 

(2010) demonstrates that, in present value terms, on average, only 50 percent of the dollar value 

of deficits ever gets used to reduce taxable income. This loss of the value of the deficit implicitly 

represents an additional tax on the normal return to capital.  It is worth considering how one 
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might take into account this additional tax on the normal return to capital in the estimates, to be 

certain that the appropriate portion of the current taxable income base attributable to the normal 

return to capital is identified.  

 

V. ESTIMATING THE SHARE OF THE CORPORATE TAX WHICH IS NOT A   

 BURDEN 

 

A country’s capital cost recovery policy impacts the burden imposed by its corporate tax. 

A pure cash flow tax (imposed on the normal return to capital), which taxes total income minus 

total expenses in a given year, collects no tax on capital in present value terms. The deduction of 

the expenses represents a loan which the government provides the taxpayer for his investment, 

and the future tax revenue associated with that investment represents the repayment of that loan. 

By contrast, an income tax system does not allow immediate full expense deduction, so 

taxpayers lose the time value of money associated with the "extra" taxes which they must pay, 

and in this sense the tax system imposes a burden on capital. But in terms of tax revenue 

collected (in a steady state), these two different tax systems, which impose two very different 

burdens on taxpayers, appear similar. 

Treasury’s old distributional methodology viewed all corporate tax payments as being 

borne by some class of individuals.  But for accurate distributional analysis, we want to identify 

and distribute only the portion of the corporate tax on capital which actually imposes burden, and 

also only distribute the change in burden associated with any capital cost recovery proposal. The 

portion of corporate liabilities which impose burden can be identified by computing the “burden 

revenue,” that is, the revenue attributable to a tax on economic income at the true marginal 

effective tax, and then comparing that to actual revenue collected under the current income tax. 
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The ratio of these two amounts is the percentage of current taxes which impose burden, while 

one minus that ratio is the proportion of the tax which represents a cash flow tax.16 We use 

Treasury’s depreciation model (DM) to compute these ratios, as well as the intermediate steps 

required for their computation, for 80 different asset types (i.e., BEA Hulten Wykoff 

depreciation classes) with 8 different tax depreciation rates in four different tax sectors. 

The depreciation model, which is based on the NIPA annual investment flow numbers, is 

a multi-vintage model designed to measure the effect on tax liabilities of changes in capital cost 

recovery law.  This model forecasts current law depreciation deductions, as well as deductions 

associated with any proposed change in law, and then, with the help of the corporate tax micro-

simulation model (CTM) and the individual tax model (ITM), it calculates the change in tax 

liabilities associated with the proposed changes. The model also has the capability to estimate 

economic depreciation using the same NIPA data, and these economic depreciation estimates are 

used in several of the computations required for the corporate distributional estimates. The 

ultimate goal of the distributional computations on the DM is twofold: first, to determine the 

percentage of baseline corporate tax receipts which represent a burden imposed by the tax system 

(versus a cash flow tax on the governments implicit loan to investors), and, second, to determine 

the changes in burden associated with various capital cost recovery proposals.    

Table 3 summarizes each of the calculations made by the DM in arriving at the baseline 

corporate tax receipt percentages (the first goal of the analysis). The depreciation model 

computes each of the listed formulas at the asset – MACRS class – sector level. The rows of the 

table describe the intermediate steps required to compute the final output of the exercise – the 

percentage of corporate tax liability (on the normal return to capital) which constitutes a burden. 

                                                 
16 This methodology builds on the insights of Auerbach (1993, 1987) and JCT (1993), see the discussion of the 
current tax system as a hybrid between a pure income tax and a deduction for investment. 
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The aggregate burden percentage is obtained by computing the micro-level “burden revenue” 

and “actual revenue” amounts, summing them to the aggregate level, and dividing.17  The 

percentage of the corporate tax on the normal return which imposes a burden – 97 percent 

according to our  computations – is then applied to corporate tax receipts associated with the 

normal return to capital (i.e. excluding receipts associated with supernormal returns) to arrive at 

the amount of corporate tax receipts to be distributed. Thus the implied 3 percent of the normal 

return associated with a cash flow tax (which does not impose burden) is not distributed. 

 When estimating changes in the burden associated with changes in capital cost recovery 

legislation (the second goal of the analysis), the objective is to determine the magnitude of the 

tax liability change to distribute.  For short run analyses, we essentially calculate the annuity that 

provides the same present value as the tax savings from the proposal for 2013 investment.  For 

our long run analyses, we also calculate the annuity that provides the same present value as the 

tax savings, but the tax savings over all investments. 

 We compute these values as follows.  For the short run, we calculate the cost of 

capital by subtracting the economic depreciation rate from the user cost of capital (µ-δ)  Then we 

calculate economic income by multiplying the cost of capital times the level of investment in 

2013 (for the short run calculations).  Then we multiply this pre-tax income by the marginal 

effective tax rate (METR)18.  This is the short run current law burden amount.  Holding pre-tax 

  

                                                 
17 Note this methodology provides the same answer as computing the burden percentage at the micro-level and then 
taking the weighted average of the micro-level percentages, using the share of actual taxes paid as the weight. 
18  The marginal effective tax rate is the difference between the cost of capital and the required after-tax return 
divided by the cost of capital.  It is the implied tax rate that would offer the same after-tax return as is offered by the 
existing tax code if it was applied to true economic income.  Therefore, it takes into account features of the tax 
system such as depreciation rules. 
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Table 3 
 

Steps for Computing the Percentage of the Normal Return to Capital Attributable to a  
Cash Flow Tax 

 

Description of Variable Source or Formula for Computation 

Aggregate 
Values (Sum 
across asset 
types) 

PV of tax depreciation, 2013 investment Σ t{[1/(1+i)]t*(2013 tax depreciationt)} , DM output 767,488 

PV capital stock,  2013  [1/( �+r)]*(2013 investment ) 7,730,357 

PV economic depreciation, 2013 investment  [� /(r+ �)]*(2013 investment) 655,271 

Computation of user cost of capital = µ: numerator/denominator 0.120 

                            Numerator 
{(2013 Investment)-[u*(PV tax depreciation, 2013 
vintage)]} 

                             denominator {(1-u)*(PV capital stock, 2013)}   

PV after tax cash flow first part +second part 17,183 

                             first part (PV capital stock, 2013)*(1-u)*µ 
                               second part (PV tax depreciation, 2013)*u   

Total investment in 2013 DM model output 922,742 

Pre-Tax Return = PV(PTCF - Econ Deprec) {pre-tax cash flow - (PV economic depreciation, 2013)} 
                     Pre-tax cash flow PV capital stock, 2013*µ   

PV After tax income PV after tax cash flow - PV economic depreciation, 2013 
 METR (pre-tax return-after tax Income)/(pre-tax return) 0.269 

Capital Stock = K 
Σage (1-�)age *(Investmentage )*inflrtage, DM output, across 
prior vintages in 2013 8,872,194 

CK -get from model  in 2013 µ*capital stock 1,038,624 

DD = Tax Deprec Deductions 
(depreciation deductions 2013), DM output = sum of tax 
depreciation deductions in 2013 for all prior vintages  684,824 

Economic Depreciation =ED 
Σage (�)*(1-� )age *(Investmentage)*inflrtage, DM output, 
across prior vintages in 2013 555,468 

Estimated Tax Base (CK-DD) 353,800 

Estimated Taxes Paid u*(CK-DD) 123,830 

Estimated Burdensome Tax Base (CK-ED) 483,156 

Estimated Burdensome Taxes Paid  METR*(Ck-ED) 120,352 

Cash flow percentage 1=Burden Percentage 0.03 

Burden percentage Estimated Burdensome Taxes Paid/Estimated Taxes Paid 0.97 
 
Definitions 
δ=economic depreciation rate (BEA's modified Hulten wykoff rates, which are asset specific); r = real interest rate (3.5%); 
i=nominal discount rate (value 5%); u=statutory tax rate; µ= user cost of capital; METR= marginal effective tax rate; inflrt = 
inflation rates, which are BEA asset specific rates.  
Notes 
All computations, including the METR, user cost, steady state capital stock, taxes paid, cash flow piece, and burden piece, are 
made for each unique economic depreciation rate - MACRS class - sector combination.  Then the cash flow and burden 
percentages are aggregated to the sector level by computing the weighted average of the micro-level percentages, where the 
weights are micro-level taxes paid as a percentage of total taxes paid in the sector.  There are 80 unique economic depreciation 
rates, 8 unique MACRS classes and 4 unique sectors. 
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income constant, we then multiply it by the new METR – i.e. the METR associated with the new 

capital cost recovery law to get proposed law short run burden.  The difference is the magnitude 

of the tax liability change to be distributed.  

 For the long run analysis we calculate the cost of capital by subtracting the economic 

depreciation rate from the user cost of capital (µ-δ).  We, then, calculate economic income by 

multiplying the cost of capital times the level of the capital stock in 2013.  Finally, we multiply 

economic income by the METR.  This is the long run current law burden amount.  Holding 

economic income constant, we then multiply it by the new METR – i.e. the METR associated 

with the new capital cost recovery law to get “proposed law long-run burden.”  The difference is 

the magnitude of the tax liability change to be distributed.  The percentage of corporate tax 

liability which constitutes a burden (as contrasted with the portion which constitutes a cash flow 

tax) will be different under different capital cost recovery systems.  Our methodology will 

capture the change in burden from moving to alternative capital cost recovery systems. 

 

VI. DISTRIBUTION RESULTS  
 

  The distribution of the burden of the corporate income tax among families is dependent 

on each family’s share of labor income, normal capital income and supernormal corporate capital 

income.  Treasury uses cash income to measure a family’s ability to pay and to group families 

into income classes.  Cash income consists of wages and salaries, net income from a business or 

farm, taxable and tax-exempt interest, dividends, rental income, realized capital gains, cash 

transfers from the government, retirement benefits, and employer-provided health insurance.  

Employer contributions for payroll taxes and the federal corporate income tax are added to place 

cash income on a pre-tax basis.  Treasury’s measure of capital income is constrained to the 
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components of cash income so, for example, accrued but unrealized capital gains are not part of 

Treasury’s measure of capital income.   

  Supernormal capital income is measured as 63 percent of positive realized capital gains, 

63 percent of dividends, and 63 percent of the capital share of active income from closely held 

businesses.  In Treasury’s model, inside build-up in defined contribution pension plans is also 

assumed to be capital income and a small portion of this income is assumed to be supernormal.  

In total 10 percent of retirement distributions are assumed to be attributable to supernormal 

income.19   

  Normal capital income is measured as 37 percent of positive realized capital gains, 37 

percent of dividends, 37 percent of the capital share of active income from closely held 

businesses, the capital share of passive income from closely held businesses, taxable and tax 

exempt interest, and 30 percent of retirement distributions. 

  Labor income is measured as wages and salaries, earnings from self-employment, 

employer-provided health insurance, 60 percent of retirement distributions, and employer 

contributions to payroll taxes.   

  Table 4 shows the distributions of income by source.  As expected, a greater share of 

supernormal than normal capital income accrues to families in the top income quintile.  Families 

in the top 1 percent of the income distribution receive 51.2 percent of corporate supernormal 

capital income, 64.3 percent of non-corporate supernormal capital income, and 45.6 percent of 

normal capital income.  Yet, both shares are significantly higher end than the distribution of 

                                                 
19 Sixty percent of pension distributions are assumed to be labor income, 30 percent is assumed to be normal capital 
income and 10 percent is assumed to be supernormal capital income.  All distributions from defined benefit plans 
are included as labor income.  The share of distributions from defined contribution plans that represents labor 
compensation is included as labor income.  Inside build-up on defined contribution plans is counted as capital 
income.  The portfolios of defined contribution plans were considered to split accruals between normal and 
supernormal capital income.   
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labor income.  Families in the top 1 percent of the income distribution receive “only” 11.5 

percent of all labor income. 

Table 4 

Percent Distribution of Cash Income by Source 

(2012 Income Levels) 

Family 
Cash 

Income 
Quintile 

Family 
Cash 

Income 

Transfer 
Income 

Labor 
Income 

Positive Capital Income 

Total Normal Supernormal 
- Corporate 

Supernormal 
- Non-

Corporate 

        Lowest 2.3 9.9 1.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.3 
Second 6.8 18.1 6.8 2.3 2.5 2.4 1.1 
Third 11.8 22.2 12.4 5.2 5.9 5.1 2.2 
Fourth 19.7 23.6 21.8 9.7 11.0 9.4 4.9 
Highest 59.9 26.1 56.8 80.9 78.5 80.7 91.3 

        Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

        Top 10 44.5 14.4 39.1 72.8 69.6 72.8 86.4 
Top 5 33.4 7.3 26.8 65.6 61.8 65.8 81.3 
Top 1 18.6 1.2 11.5 49.8 45.6 51.2 64.3 
        NOTE:  Quintiles begin at cash income of: Second $18,094; Third $34,910; Fourth $57,714; Highest $99,912;  
Top 10% $145,011; Top 5% $205,697; and Top 1% $499,329. 
Families with negative incomes are excluded from the lowest income quintile but included in the total line. 

  

 Table 5 shows the distribution of the corporate income tax under the new methodology 

(63 percent attributed to supernormal corporate capital income, 18 percent to normal capital 

income and 18 percent to labor), the prior methodology (100 percent to all capital income) and to 

an alternative distribution that assumes half the burden is borne by labor and half by capital.  
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Table 5 

Percent Distribution of the Corporate Income Tax Under Alternate Assumptions 

(2012 Income Levels) 

Family Cash 
Income 
Quintile 

New 
Methodology 

100 % 
Positive 
Capital 

50 % Positive 
Capital                                   

&                                          
50% Labor 

    Lowest 1.1 0.8 1.4 
Second 3.2 2.3 4.6 
Third 6.6 5.2 8.8 
Fourth 12.0 9.7 15.8 
Highest 76.0 80.9 68.9 

    Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

    Top 10 66.1 72.8 56.0 
Top 5 58.0 65.6 46.2 
Top 1 43.0 49.8 30.6 
  

        

 

A lower share of the corporate tax is borne by the highest income families under the new 

methodology than the prior methodology.  Under the assumption that the tax is borne by all 

capital income, families in the top 1 percent of the income distribution bore 50 percent of the 

burden of the corporate income tax.  Under the new methodology they bear 43 percent of the 

burden.  The increase in progressivity from attributing a large portion of the tax to corporate 

supernormal income which accrues disproportionately to the highest income families is more 

than offset by the decrease in progressivity from attributing a small portion of the corporate 

income tax to labor which is less skewed to the high end.  So that on net, the change is fairly 

small.  The distribution under the assumption that half of the corporate tax burden is borne by 

labor and half is borne by capital income has the least progressive distribution. 
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 Table 6 shows the distribution of all federal taxes under the same alternate assumptions 

shown in Table 5.  The new methodology results in almost the same distribution as the prior 

methodology that assumed the burden was borne by all capital income.  Even the distribution of 

all federal taxes that assumes that the corporate income tax is borne half by labor and half by 

capital income generally is only slightly lower end than the other two.  The corporate income tax 

under 2012 current law (with an AMT patch) and projected income levels is only expected to be 

14 percent of total Federal taxes.  In contrast, Federal individual income taxes are expected to be 

42 percent of the total federal burden and payroll taxes are expected to be 38 percent of the 

burden.  The small weight of the corporate income tax combined with the fact that the alternate 

corporate distributions are all generally progressive results in very small differences when all 

federal taxes are considered.     

  One benefit of the new methodology lies in its ability to differentiate among proposals 

that affect the normal return and the supernormal return differently.  Consider two proposals:  1) 

a decrease in the corporate rate; and 2) bonus depreciation.  Under the prior methodology, both 

proposals would be treated the same.  Under the new methodology, a change in the corporate rate 

would be distributed in proportion to the corporate tax burden.  In contrast, changes in 

depreciation rules only affect the taxable normal return and hence the burden falls on normal 

capital and labor.     
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Table 6 

Percent Distribution of All Federal Taxes Under Alternate Corporate Income Tax Assumption 

(2012 Income Levels) 

Family Cash 
Income 
Quintile 

New 
Methodology 

100 % 
Positive 
Capital 

50 % Positive 
Capital                                   

&                                          
50% Labor 

    Lowest 0.6 0.5 0.6 
Second 2.8 2.7 3.0 
Third 7.9 7.7 8.2 
Fourth 17.2 16.9 17.8 
Highest 71.2 71.9 70.2 

    Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 

    Top 10 55.8 56.8 54.4 
Top 5 43.7 44.8 42.0 
Top 1 25.9 26.9 24.2 
  

   Note: The taxes included are individual and corporate income, payroll 
(Social Security, Medicare and unemployment), excises, customs duties, 
and estate and gift taxes.  The individual income tax is assumed to be borne 
by payers, payroll taxes (employer and employee shares) by labor (wages 
and self-employment income), excises on purchases by individuals in 
proportion to relative consumption of the taxed good and proportionately 
by labor and capital income and excises on purchases by businesses and 
customs duties proportionately by labor and capital income, and the estate 
and gift taxes by decedents.   

     

 Table 7 shows the percent distribution of change from current law capital cost recovery 

rules to 50 percent bonus expensing under the new methodology.  The distribution of the 

depreciation change is lower than a change in rates.  Because the top 1 percent accrues a larger 

share of supernormal returns than normal returns, they benefit more from a rate cut (which 

reduces the burden on normal and supernormal returns) than bonus expensing (which only 

reduces the burden on normal returns).  They receive 43.0 percent of the benefit of a rate cut but 

only 28.5 percent of the benefit of an increase in bonus expensing.  So while the overall 
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distribution of the corporate income tax is not very different under the new methodology, the 

distributions of certain proposals will be very different.    

 

Table 7 

Percent Distribution of Proposed 50 Percent Bonus Expensing 

(2012 Income Levels) 

Family Cash 
Income 
Quintile 

Distribution of 
Burden on 

Normal Return 
(50% Normal 

Capital Income 
and 50% Labor) 

  Lowest          1.4   
Second          4.7   
Third          9.1   
Fourth        16.4   
Highest        67.7   

  Total      100.0   

  Top 10        54.4   
Top 5         44.3   
Top 1        28.5   
    

 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this analysis is to improve the Treasury distributional model and 

methodology by defining new, or redefining existing, model parameters.  We surveyed the 

extensive literature on this topic and also performed our own computations in order to identify 

and estimate a) the percentage of capital income attributable to normal versus supernormal return 

(37 percent of the corporate tax versus 63 percent of the corporate tax), b) the percentage of 
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normal return attributable to a cash flow tax versus a “burdensome” capital tax (1 percent of the 

corporate tax versus 99 percent of the corporate tax), and c) the portion of the “burdensome” 

normal return to capital (36 percent of the corporate tax) to distribute to capital income versus to 

labor income (18 percent of the corporate tax versus 18 percent of the corporate tax).  The end 

result is that our revised methodology assigns 82 percent of the burden of the corporate income 

tax to capital, either normal or supernormal, and 18 percent to labor.  Accounting for these 

important, realistic factors in distributional analysis improves the accuracy of our estimates and 

provides greater flexibility and specificity in the distributional analysis.  On the whole, these 

changes do not alter the current law baseline distribution substantially, relative to Treasury’s 

prior distributional methodology.  This is because some of the changes are offsetting, and 

corporate taxes comprise a relatively modest portion of the total federal tax base.  However, the 

implications of the new methodology could be very important for many types of tax reform 

proposals.  The new methodology will allow a differential impact of various types of proposals 

because it appropriately distributes different types of corporate tax changes to supernormal 

versus normal capital income, and because it appropriately only distributes the burdensome 

portion of changes in capital cost recovery policy.  Further, if tax reform were ever to be enacted, 

the new methodology will provide a more accurate baseline distribution of corporate tax burdens 

than the old methodology.  
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ABSTRACT 
 
Recent economic research has improved our understanding of who bears the burden of the 
corporate income tax. One key finding is that a substantial share of the return to corporate capital 
is from “supernormal” returns, the returns to successful risk taking, inframarginal returns, and 
economic rents in excess of the “normal” return (the riskless return to waiting). The other key 
result is that international capital mobility shifts some of the corporate income tax burden on the 
normal return from corporate capital to labor, which is relatively immobile internationally. Based 
on these recent research findings, TPC has updated its corporate income tax incidence. 
 
For standard distributional analyses, TPC now treats 20 percent of the corporate income tax 
burden as falling on labor, 20 percent on the normal return to all capital, and 60 percent on the 
supernormal returns to corporate equity (shareholders). Previously, we had treated the entire 
corporate income tax burden as being borne by the total returns to all capital. Our updated 
approach to incidence reduces somewhat the measured progressivity of the corporate income tax, 
but has little effect on the distribution of the total federal tax burden. We now also distinguish the 
incidence of changes in the corporate income tax that affect only the normal return, such as 
changes in cost recovery rules, which we distribute 50 percent to labor and 50 percent to the 
normal return to all capital. In addition, for short-run analyses of changes in the corporate 
income tax we now treat all of the burden as falling on shareholders.  
 
_____________________ 
The author thanks Eric Toder, Donald Marron, Roberton Williams, Bill Gale, and Joe 
Rosenberg of TPC and Jennifer Gravelle of CBO for very helpful comments on earlier drafts.
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HOW TPC DISTRIBUTES THE CORPORATE INCOME TAX 
 
The Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center (TPC) has updated its methodology for distributing the 
burden of the corporate income tax among taxpayers to reflect the latest findings in the 
economics literature on the incidence of the tax. This paper summarizes the recent literature on 
corporate tax incidence, explains TPC’s updated incidence assumptions, and describes how TPC 
implemented these assumptions in its microsimulation model. It concludes with a discussion of 
the effects of the new incidence assumptions on the distributions of the corporate income tax 
burden and the total federal tax burden. 
 
TPC’s updated incidence assumptions for standard distributional analyses are that 20 percent of 
the corporate income tax burden is borne by labor, 20 percent by the normal return to all capital, 
and 60 percent by the supernormal returns to corporate equity (shareholders). Previously, like 
most other groups producing distributional analyses, we had assumed that the entire corporate 
income tax burden was borne by the total returns to all capital.  
 
The change in assumptions is based on two main results from the recent literature. One is that a 
substantial share of the return to corporate capital is due to “supernormal” returns—the returns to 
successful risk taking, inframarginal returns, and economic rents—in excess of the “normal” 
return (which only compensates shareholders for the amount they could earn on riskless assets 
such as high-grade government bonds). We use the low end of the range of recent estimates for 
this “supernormal” share, 60 percent, and assign it only to shareholders.  
 
The other result is that international capital mobility shifts some of the corporate income tax 
burden on the “normal” return from corporate capital to labor, which is relatively immobile 
internationally. We use the middle of the range of recent plausible estimates for labor’s share of 
the normal return, 50 percent. Because the total normal return is 40 percent, labor’s share of the 
total corporate income tax burden is 20 percent. The remaining 20 percent of the total burden is 
on the normal return to all capital. 
 
TPC’s updated incidence assumptions reduce somewhat the measured progressivity of the 
corporate income tax, because some of the burden is assumed to be on labor. But because the 
corporate income tax constitutes a relatively small share of total federal taxes, the reduction in its 
measured progressivity affects the measured progressivity of the entire federal tax system only 
modestly. 
 
TPC’s updated methodology also uses different incidence assumptions depending on the nature 
of changes in the corporate income tax and whether an analysis examines short-run or long-run 
effects. Changes in cost recovery provisions, for example, only affect the normal return to capital 
and therefore are distributed 50 percent to labor and 50 percent to all capital income. As a result, 
an increase in corporate revenues due, for example, to scaling back accelerated depreciation 
would be less progressive than the baseline corporate tax, for which the burden on labor is only 
20 percent. In contrast, changes that also affect supernormal returns, such as changes in rates, are 
distributed in the same way as the baseline corporate tax.  
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TPC’s basic distribution tables show the fully phased-in distributional effects of changes in the 
corporate income tax and other taxes. In the short run, however, the burden of a corporate 
income tax change cannot be shifted, so it falls entirely on shareholders. Therefore, the short-run 
distribution of a corporate tax change is more progressive than the long-run distribution, which 
takes account of shifting of capital to the non-corporate sector and overseas to avoid the tax. 
 
Incidence of the Corporate Income Tax 
 
The incidence of all taxes is on households, who bear the burden of taxes through reductions in 
income from one or more sources (such as wages, interest, and dividends), or through higher 
prices for goods and services they consume. Distributional analysis assigns these burdens to each 
household according to the incidence assumptions and the household’s sources of income and 
consumption patterns.  
 
The incidence of the corporate income tax is perhaps the least settled issue in distributional 
analysis. The tax applies to corporate equity returns, because workers’ earnings, interest paid to 
bondholders and other lenders, and other business costs are deductible in computing taxable 
profits. Therefore, the legal incidence of the corporate income tax is on the equity returns of 
shareholders of taxable corporations.1 The earliest distributional analyses of the federal tax 
burden followed the legal incidence of the tax, assigning the corporate tax burden to 
shareholders.2  
 
The economic incidence of the tax, however, may differ significantly from its legal incidence if 
responses to the tax by investors, workers, or consumers shift some of its burden away from 
shareholders. Shifting investment (capital) from corporate to noncorporate businesses could 
reduce returns to noncorporate investors, for example, and shifting investment abroad could 
reduce wages for domestic workers. The economics literature on corporate tax incidence 
subsequent to the earliest studies examined in detail the technological and market forces through 
which economic incidence can differ from legal incidence. Economists have long agreed that 
some of the corporate income tax burden is shifted away from shareholders, but there is no 
consensus on how the burden is divided among shareholders, other capital income recipients, 
workers, and consumers. 
 
In a highly influential 1962 paper, Arnold Harberger formalized the analysis of corporate income 
tax incidence in a simplified general equilibrium model of a closed economy. Although 
Harberger examined a number of alternative specifications for the model, his basic model has 
two sectors (corporate and noncorporate) producing goods and services, two inputs to production 
(capital and labor), fixed total supplies of capital and labor, perfect mobility of capital and labor 
between sectors (i.e., capital owners and workers receive the same after-tax return in each 
sector), and a closed economy (i.e., there are no international movements of capital, labor, or 
goods and services). Firms and households respond to changes in relative prices according to 

                                                 
1 The equity returns of owners of subchapter S corporations and partnerships are not subject to corporate income tax. 
Instead, these profits are passed through to owners and taxed under the individual income tax. 
2 See Atrostic and Nunns (1991) for a description of these early distributional analyses. 
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fixed elasticities of factor substitution and fixed elasticities of demand.3 Each sector has its own 
production technology, which may differ in the relative employment of labor and capital (factor 
intensities), and both sectors exhibit constant returns to scale, meaning that doubling labor and 
capital inputs doubles output.  
 
The Harberger model explicitly identifies the incidence of the corporate income tax—its effect 
on households’ income and the prices they pay for goods and services. The corporate income tax 
initially reduces the return to capital in the corporate sector, causing investment (capital) to move 
to the noncorporate sector where the return is untaxed under the corporate income tax and 
therefore higher.4 This movement of capital from the corporate to the noncorporate sector drives 
the (pretax) return up in the corporate sector and the (untaxed) return down in the noncorporate 
sector. Capital continues to move until the after-tax return in the corporate sector equals the now 
lower (but untaxed) return in the noncorporate sector. The corporate income tax thus reduces 
returns to capital received by investors in both sectors. This movement of capital could also 
affect the productivity of labor, and therefore wages, by changing the capital to labor ratio in 
each sector. 
 
In addition to its effects on returns to capital and labor, the corporate income tax affects the 
prices of goods and services purchased by households. Production costs in the corporate sector 
are higher because the sector’s cost of capital now includes the corporate income tax. With 
higher production costs the prices for goods and services the corporate sector sells to households 
must also rise relative to the prices for goods and services sold by the noncorporate sector.5 So as 
consumers, households are made relatively worse off by the corporate income tax to the extent 
they purchase goods and services produced in the corporate sector, but relatively better off to the 
extent they purchase goods and services produced by the noncorporate sector. Such relative price 
effects impose a burden on some households but benefit others. For a typical household, 
however, these price effects are offsetting, so the corporate income tax does not impose a net 
burden on consumption. 6  
 
With no net burden on consumption, the entire burden of the corporate income tax must fall on 
capital, labor, or both. The share of the burden that falls on capital and the share that falls on 
labor are determined by the various elasticities and factor intensities specified in the model. 
When Harberger calibrated the model to estimated elasticities and factor shares for the U.S. 
economy, he found that the entire corporate tax burden falls on capital (including noncorporate 
capital), with essentially none of the burden on labor. Harberger summarized his findings: “It is 
hard to avoid the conclusion that plausible alternative sets of assumptions about relevant 

                                                 
3 The elasticity of factor substitution measures the change in the capital-labor ratio resulting from a change in the 
relative prices of capital and labor. The elasticity of demand measures the change in consumption of a good or 
service resulting from a change in its price relative to the prices of other goods and services. 
4 Returns to capital from both the corporate and noncorporate sectors are subject to individual income tax, but here 
we are interested only in the differential effect of the corporate income tax across sectors. 
5 Note that it is the relative prices of goods and services produced by the corporate and noncorporate sectors that 
matter for any burden on consumption. The overall price level might be unchanged or rise, depending on actions 
taken by the Federal Reserve. The Harberger model takes any change in the overall price level into account by 
measuring returns to capital and labor in real (price-level adjusted) terms. 
6 Because such relative price effects sum to zero (i.e., impose no aggregate net burden or benefit), they are generally 
not taken into account in Harberger-type models. 
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elasticities all yield results in which capital bears very close to 100 percent of the tax burden” 
(1962, 234)  
 
Harberger’s main result—that the entire corporate income tax burden is spread across corporate 
and noncorporate capital—was widely adopted as the standard incidence assumption in 
subsequent distributional analyses. The assumption was made in papers by academics such as 
Browning and Johnson (1979) and Feldstein (1988). It was also made by analysts in the federal 
government, first by Treasury in Blueprints for Basic Tax Reform (1977) and later for all 
Treasury distributional analyses (see Nunns 1995 and Cronin 1999),7 by the Tax Analysis 
Division of the Congressional Budget Office (see CBO 20128), and, for the brief period (1993–
1994) that they distributed the corporate income tax, by the Joint Committee on Taxation (JCT; 
see JCT 1993). TPC also adopted the assumption for its distributional analyses (see Rohaly, 
Carasso, and Saleem 2005).  
 
International Capital Mobility 
 
A key aspect of the original Harberger model is that the economy is closed, so that corporate 
capital can move to the noncorporate sector of the U.S. economy, but not overseas, in response to 
the corporate income tax. That assumption seemed reasonable when the U.S. economy and 
capital stock represented a substantial share of the world economy and capital stock and 
international capital flows were fairly limited. Over time, however, the relative size of the U.S. 
economy and its capital stock have fallen and international capital mobility has greatly increased, 
raising the potential for shareholders to avoid a portion of the corporate tax burden by shifting 
capital abroad. The evolution of the U.S. economy and the growing recognition among 
economists of the potential importance of internationally mobile capital (and relatively less 
mobile labor) on the incidence of the corporate income tax precipitated a number of theoretical 
and empirical research papers on the issue, which are only briefly summarized here.9  
 
Randolph (2006) develops an extended Harberger model to examine the implications of an open 
economy on Harberger’s results. In Randolph’s model, labor is immobile internationally, so a 
reduced domestic capital stock will mean that much of the corporate income tax burden falls on 
domestic labor as the capital-labor ratio, and therefore labor productivity, falls. The allocation of 
the burden between domestic and foreign capital and domestic labor (and possibly land) depends 
on several factors, including the relative size and mobility of the domestic capital stock, the 
allocation of corporate capital across industries that produce traded and nontraded goods, product 
and factor substitution elasticities, and whether and how foreign governments react to changes in 
U.S. corporate income tax policies. Calibrating the model to the U.S. economy, Randolph shows 
that in the “base case” (with perfectly mobile capital, internationally immobile labor, perfect 
substitutability between domestic and foreign products, and no change in foreign tax regimes), 
                                                 
7 As discussed below, Treasury has recently revised its corporate income tax incidence assumptions. 
8 As discussed below, CBO has also recently revised its corporate income tax incidence assumptions. In some earlier 
analyses, CBO also presented distributions under alternative corporate income tax incidence assumptions—that 
some or all of the tax is borne by labor. See, for example, CBO (1987). 
9 Harberger has authored several of these papers, in which he argues that for the analysis of the incidence of a single 
country’s corporate income tax, an open economy model is appropriate. See, for example, Harberger (2008). For 
additional references and more comprehensive reviews of the recent literature, see Auerbach (2005), Gentry (2007), 
and Gravelle (2010, 2011). 
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70 percent of the corporate income tax burden is borne by domestic labor and 30 percent by 
domestic capital. This is a dramatically different result from the 100 percent burden on 
(domestic) capital found in Harberger’s closed economy model.  
 
Randolph finds that worldwide, capital bears 100 percent of the U. S. corporate income tax 
burden, with gains to foreign labor offsetting the losses to domestic labor and the entire net 
burden of the tax falling on domestic capital and labor.10 This worldwide result is similar to 
Harberger’s closed economy result, except that labor incomes do not equalize due to labor’s 
international immobility. Randolph also conducts simulations using alternative model 
parameters, finding that domestic labor bears a lower share of the corporate income tax burden if 
capital is not perfectly mobile internationally, and in certain other circumstances. 
 
Gravelle reviews Randolph’s and several similar studies that use open economy general 
equilibrium models to analyze corporate tax incidence. She also reviews the most recent 
econometric estimates of factor, product, and portfolio substitution elasticities, and uses these 
estimates to adjust the various model results. She summarizes: “Taken together, these results, 
albeit imperfect, suggest that an assumption that 40 percent of the corporate tax burden falls on 
labor and 60 percent falls on capital is consistent with open-economy models and with the 
current empirical evidence regarding the appropriate parameter values for those models” (2010, 
26). 
 
Other recent studies reviewed in Gravelle (2011) and Jensen and Mathur (2011) have approached 
the issue econometrically. These studies use variations in corporate income tax rates across 
countries or states, or a wage-bargaining model, to estimate the effect of the tax on wages. Both 
Gravelle and Jensen and Mathur note the various econometric issues such studies confront: 
endogeneity, sample selection, comparability of data, measurement error, and omitted variables 
bias. Jensen and Mathur note that most of the studies use standard methods to try to address these 
issues. Gravelle observes that corporate income tax incidence is the result of general equilibrium 
effects, which these studies, based on firm, state, or country wages, cannot adequately control 
for. 
 
The recent empirical studies reach sharply different estimates of labor’s share of the corporate 
income tax burden. Some find shares that fall in the same range as the results from recent 
Harberger-type models, but others find far higher shares, ranging between 200 to 400 percent. 
Jensen and Mathur suggest that the higher range could indicate much higher deadweight losses 
from the corporate income tax than previous estimates indicated. Gravelle characterizes these 
high estimates as “improbable.” 
 
Incidence Issues Not Addressed in Harberger-Type Models 
 
The Harberger model and extensions of it by Randolph and others all examine the long-run 
incidence of a pure tax on the (riskless) normal return to corporate (equity) capital, assuming 
constant returns to scale in production and perfectly competitive markets. Results from these 
models provide guidance on how the portion of the corporate income tax that falls on the normal 
return to capital might be allocated between capital and labor in a standard, long-run 
                                                 
10 The burden on foreign capital is offset by the gains to foreign labor, so there is no net foreign burden. 
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distributional analysis. But these models do not provide direct guidance on the incidence of the 
tax on returns above the normal return to capital, the incidence effects of provisions that cause 
taxable income to differ from economic income, or differences between short- and long-run 
incidence. Each of these incidence issues can be critical to a distributional analysis of the 
corporate income tax or proposed changes to it. 
 
Supernormal Returns 
 
Corporate profits include both “normal” and “supernormal” returns. To attract equity capital, 
corporations need to compensate shareholders for the time value of money and the opportunity 
costs of forgoing the income they could earn on riskless assets (such as high-grade government 
bonds). This riskless return to waiting is the “normal” return to capital. But profits also include 
the returns to successful risk taking,11 inframarginal returns, and economic rents.12 If these 
“supernormal” returns are pure rents, they bear the full burden of the corporate income tax and 
this portion of the burden is not shifted from shareholders, even in the long run.13 However, if 
supernormal returns are the result of entrepreneurial labor (e.g., Bill Gates and others who 
founded Microsoft), taxing those returns could discourage such entrepreneurial efforts and some 
of the burden could fall on domestic labor generally by making workers less productive.  
 
A number of studies have estimated the share of corporate income that represents supernormal 
returns. Gordon and Slemrod (1988) compute taxable corporate income under a cash flow tax, 
which would only tax supernormal returns, but they do not compute the share it represents of 
corporate income. Gentry and Hubbard (1997) estimate that supernormal returns represent 60 
percent of the total returns to equity. Using the same approach as Gordon and Slemrod, Toder 
and Rueben (2007) estimate that only 32 percent of corporate returns are normal, implying that 
68 percent are supernormal. Recent estimates reported in Cronin, Lin, Power and Cooper (2012), 
based on aggregate data for some years and microsimulation results for others, indicate an 
average supernormal share of 63 percent. Similar TPC calculations based on Flow of Funds data 
for 1995–2009 find a 62 percent share for supernormal returns. However, although supernormal 
returns generally accrue to shareholders, the corporate income tax provides a strong incentive to 
remove these returns from income subject to current U.S. corporate income tax, and corporations 
have responded to that incentive by moving these returns abroad.14 So it is possible that the 
various estimates omit some supernormal returns on intangible assets because these assets have 
been transferred to foreign entities and returns on them are not included in the underlying U.S. 
corporate income tax data. 
 
                                                 
11 Corporate equity on average receives a higher return than bonds over most long historical periods (the equity 
premium), reflecting the relatively higher variability of corporate profits. As Auerbach (2006) notes, however, 
taxing risk premiums raises revenue but would not impose a net burden if the income tax allowed full loss offsets 
and only economic depreciation. While profits on average are higher due to this risk premium, the profits of some 
companies simply reflect unusually successful investments. 
12 An economic rent is the return an individual or a business receives from an activity in excess of what could be 
earned in alternatives. The sources of economic rents are diverse, including items such as the higher returns of 
unusually productive farmland or oil wells, the returns to scarce skills of top professional athletes, and the returns to 
companies with a unique product or exceptionally efficient and nonreplicable workforce.  
13 Harberger (1962) explored this issue through a modification of his basic model. Note that through capitalization, 
the burden on such supernormal returns may fall on initial investors rather than current shareholders. 
14 See Grubert (2012). 
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Mismeasurement of Income 
 
Taxable income as measured for corporate income tax purposes can deviate substantially from 
economic income. A major difference is in the measurement of depreciation of capital goods. 
Income tax depreciation schedules for plant and equipment are generally accelerated relative to 
economic depreciation. The cost of producing intangibles, such as research and advertising, is 
generally expensed for income tax purposes, rather than capitalized and recovered as the value of 
these assets declines. Other cost recovery rules, such as depletion allowances and certain 
methods of inventory accounting, are also accelerated relative to economic cost recovery. 
Accelerated cost recovery delays income tax payments, reducing the present value of taxes on 
the return to affected investments. 
 
In addition to accelerated cost recovery rules, the corporate income tax provides credits for a 
percentage of the cost of certain capital goods (in particular, energy-related investments), and in 
the past allowed a more general investment tax credit. Investment tax credits also reduce the 
present value of income tax payments, by both increasing and accelerating the recovery of costs 
relative to economic depreciation. 
 
Cost recovery and related income measurement rules affect the normal return to corporate equity 
but they generally do not affect supernormal returns. The incidence of the burden due to changes 
in these rules is therefore different from the incidence of the baseline burden of the corporate 
income tax or changes in rates or similar provisions that affect both normal and supernormal 
returns. Distributional analyses of corporate income tax changes must therefore distinguish 
between the effects of different changes in tax law. 
 
Short Run versus Long Run 
 
In the short run, the incidence of any change in corporate income tax burdens is entirely on 
shareholders because any shifting of the burden (or benefit of a tax reduction) to other factors 
can only occur over time.15 The immediate effect of the change will be capitalized into the value 
of shares, so shareholders cannot avoid the burden due to the change by selling their shares. Over 
time, however, an increase in the corporate income tax can lead to a shift in capital from the 
corporate to the noncorporate sector or overseas, driving up pretax returns on corporate capital 
and lowering pretax returns on capital in other sectors and possibly wages in the United States. 
The size and distribution of burden changes may also differ between the short run and the long 
run apart from changes in pretax corporate returns, either because provisions phase in (or out) 
over time, or because changes in cost recovery rules only apply to new investment and the 
existing stock (which remains subject to the prior rules) will not be replaced by new investment 
for an extended period of time. 
 
  

                                                 
15 A change in the taxation of labor income effected through corporate income tax provisions would burden labor 
(both in the long run and perhaps in the short run), but such changes would not be part of the provisions that define 
the corporate income tax, which are designed to tax returns to corporate (equity) capital and are not considered here. 
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Plausible Range of Incidence Assumptions 
 
The formalization of corporate income tax incidence analysis using general equilibrium models 
in Harberger (1962) initiated an extensive literature that has examined in depth alternative 
specifications and parameterizations of such models. With recent extensions to open economy 
versions and use of the latest econometric estimates of key parameters, Harberger-type models 
provide a plausible range of estimates for the incidence of the corporate income tax burden on 
the normal return to capital. In contrast, results from the recent empirical literature on corporate 
tax incidence have not been broadly confirmed, raise various econometric issues that are difficult 
to address satisfactorily, and in some cases appear to be implausible. For these reasons, the 
econometric studies do not appear to provide reliable guidance on the plausible range of 
incidence assumptions. 
 
Based on our reading of the recent literature, TPC has combined a range of results from 
Harberger-type models with the range of estimates for the share of corporate income due to 
supernormal returns to develop a plausible range of long-run incidence assumptions for standard 
distributional analysis.16 For labor’s share, we used the range of 40 percent in Gravelle (2010) to 
70 percent in Randolph (2006). For the share of corporate income due to supernormal returns, we 
used the range of 60 percent in TPC’s calculations from Flow of Funds data to the roughly 70 
percent implied by Toder and Rueben (2007). Combining these results requires an assumption 
about how much (if any) of the corporate income tax burden on supernormal returns is shifted 
from shareholders to other capital or to labor. TPC assumes that shareholders cannot shift any 
portion of this burden, so that it falls entirely on corporate equity.17 Using this assumption, we 
can combine the ranges of results into a plausible range of assumptions about the share of the 
corporate tax burden borne by labor, by all (i.e., corporate and noncorporate) capital, and by 
corporate equity only.  
 
The combined results give a range for labor’s share of 12 to 28 percent, for all (corporate and 
noncorporate) capital’s share of 9 percent to 24 percent, and for corporate equity’s share of 60 to 
70 percent (Table 1).  
 

Table 1 
Plausible Range of Long-Run Incidence Assumptions for the Corporate Income Tax 

 

Supernormal Return Share/ 
Labor Share of Normal Return 

Return Shares (percent) 

Total 
Super- 
normal 

Normal 
Total Labor Capital 

Supernormal return share is low (60%) and:      
Labor share of normal return is low (40%) 100 60 40 16 24 
Labor share of normal return is high (70%) 100 60 40 28 12 

      

Supernormal return share is high (70%) and:      
Labor share of normal return is low (40%) 100 70 30 12 18 
Labor share of normal return is high (70%) 100 70 30 21  9 

                                                 
16 Modification of these incidence assumptions necessary for short-run distributional analyses and for analysis of 
changes in cost recovery provisions is discussed below. 
17 As explained below, we temper this assumption by using the lowest value in the supernormal return share range. 
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How much using alternative assumptions in these ranges affects distributional results depends on 
three factors:  

 The relative distributions across income classes of labor income, the normal return to all 
capital income, and corporate equity income;  

 The relative share of corporate income tax burdens in total tax burdens included in the 
distributional analysis; and  

 Whether the effect of changes in the corporate income tax are distributed in the same 
manner (i.e., using the same incidence assumptions) as the baseline corporate income tax 
burden. 

 
The normal return to all capital income is more concentrated at higher income levels than labor 
income, and corporate equity income is generally more concentrated at higher income levels than 
the normal return to all capital income (Table 2). As a result, the corporate income tax 
distribution would be most progressive using the highest (70 percent) share for supernormal 
returns (corporate equity income only) and the lowest (40 percent) share of the normal return for 
labor. That combination assigns just 12 percent of the total burden of the corporate income tax to 
labor (column 4 in Table 2).  
 

 
 

Cash All Corporate Most Least TPC's
Income Labor Capital2 Equity Progressive Progressive Updated

Percentile (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Lowest Quintile1 3.5% 1.8% 0.6% 1.2% 1.6% 1.4%
Second Quintile 9.8% 3.6% 1.8% 3.1% 4.3% 3.8%
Middle Quintile 16.2% 4.8% 2.9% 4.8% 6.8% 5.9%
Fourth Quintile 22.5% 7.4% 5.7% 8.1% 10.6% 9.4%
Top Quintile 47.8% 81.5% 88.4% 82.3% 76.2% 78.9%
All 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Addendum
80-90 15.2% 5.2% 4.4% 5.8% 7.5% 6.7%
90-95 9.8% 6.1% 5.2% 5.9% 6.6% 6.3%
95-99 11.9% 15.4% 12.8% 13.1% 12.8% 13.1%
Top 1 Percent 10.9% 54.8% 66.1% 57.4% 49.3% 52.8%
Top 0.1 Percent 4.3% 30.0% 44.2% 36.8% 31.3% 33.4%

Source:  TPC microsimulation model.
1 Tax units with losses are excluded from the lowest quintile but included in the totals.
2 Normal return only.

Income Shares
Corporate Income Tax Shares Under
Alternative Incidence Assumptions

Shares of Factor Incomes and the Corporate Income Tax Under the Most and Least Progressive 
and TPC's Updated Long-Run Incidence Assumptions, by Cash Income Percentile in 2015

Table 2
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Conversely, the distribution would be least progressive using the lowest (60 percent) share for 
supernormal returns and highest (70 percent) share of the normal return for labor, giving labor 28 
percent of the total burden (column 5 in Table 2). The share of the top quintile, for example, 
would be 82.3 percent under the most progressive assumptions, but not much less, 76.2 percent, 
under the least progressive. 
 
Updated TPC Incidence Assumptions 
 
The plausible range of incidence assumptions from the recent literature indicates that the 
assumptions TPC previously adopted—that the entire corporate income tax burden falls on the 
total return to all capital, with no separate share on supernormal returns to corporate equity 
capital and no burden on labor—require updating.  
 
TPC’s updated long-run incidence assumptions for the corporate income tax are that 60 percent 
of the burden falls on supernormal returns, 20 percent on labor income, and 20 percent on the 
normal return to all capital (Table 3). We assume the burden on supernormal returns falls only on 
shareholders (corporate equity only) and therefore selected the bottom of the plausible range to 
reflect the possibility that a portion may be shifted to other factors. We assume that labor bears 
20 percent of the burden, the midpoint of the plausible range, making the residual share for the 
normal return to all capital also 20 percent. These shares imply that the corporate income tax 
burden on the normal return is split evenly between labor and capital. Adopting these rounded 
shares as TPC’s updated long-run assumptions produces distributional results that fall between 
the extremes of the plausible range but differ little from results that would be obtained using any 
set of shares within the range (compare columns 4, 5 and 6 of Table 2). 
 

Table 3 
TPC’s Updated Long-Run Incidence Assumptions for the Corporate Income Tax 

 

Supernormal Return Share/ 
Labor Share of Normal Return 

Return Shares (percent) 

Total 
Super- 
normal 

Normal 
Total Labor Capital 

 Supernormal return share is 60% and 
 labor share of normal return is 50% 100 60 40 20 20 

 
 
The Treasury’s Office of Tax Analysis (OTA) recently updated its incidence assumptions for 
distributing the corporate income tax (Cronin, Lin, Power and Cooper 2012). The updated OTA 
assumptions are quite similar to TPC’s updated assumptions and fall well within the plausible 
range (Table 1). OTA assumes that a somewhat higher share of the burden falls on supernormal 
returns than TPC does (63 percent versus 60 percent). However, OTA estimates that about 1 
percent of corporate income tax revenues represent repayments of “loans” due to expensing and 
accelerated depreciation provisions, rather than a burden on the normal return, and adjusts the 
normal return accordingly.18 This adjustment reduces OTA’s estimated burden on the normal 
return to 36 percent, which it splits evenly between labor and capital. OTA’s resulting shares on 
both labor and all capital are therefore 18 percent (versus TPC’s 20 percent). 
                                                 
18 TPC’s updated incidence assumptions do not include a comparable adjustment. 
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The Tax Analysis Division of CBO has also recently updated its incidence assumptions for 
distributing the corporate income tax (CBO 2012). CBO now distributes 75 percent of the 
corporate income tax burden to all capital income and 25 percent to labor. CBO does not 
distinguish normal and supernormal returns to capital, but these returns have similar distributions 
(Table 2) so the distinction does not have a significant effect on distributional results. Aside from 
the normal-supernormal distinction, CBO’s updated assumptions are also well within the 
plausible range (Table 1). 
 
Implementing TPC’s Updated Incidence Assumptions 
 
Implementing TPC’s updated corporate income tax incidence assumptions in its microsimulation 
model requires estimates of the corporate income tax burden and the distribution of corporate 
shareholders’ part of that burden, as well as operational definitions of income from labor, 
corporate equity, and the normal return to all capital. 
 
Burden Measure 
 
For distributional analyses, the burden of the corporate income tax is generally measured by 
revenues. CBO projections of corporate income tax revenues are typically used to measure 
burdens under baseline law, while JCT or OTA revenue estimates are typically used to measure 
the burden of changes to baseline law. Using revenue as the measure of corporate income tax 
burden is consistent with the measure typically used in Harberger-type models, and revenue is 
usually the only measure available. However, measuring burden by revenue omits the excess 
burdens due to the reductions in economic efficiency that result from the corporate income tax. 
In addition, as discussed below, revenue estimates may include offsetting changes in individual 
income taxes that could affect the distribution somewhat, and in some circumstances revenue 
may not appropriately measure burden so an alternative measure is used. 
 
Increases or reductions in corporate income tax liabilities will correspondingly decrease or 
increase after-tax corporate income, which will change dividend payments, the value of 
corporate stock, or both. Changes in dividends received or in realizations of gains on stock will 
in turn alter individual income tax liabilities in an opposite, offsetting direction to the corporate 
income tax change.19 JCT and OTA estimators include these offsetting individual income tax 
effects as part of the corporate income tax estimate. Using JCT or OTA corporate income tax 
estimates results in TPC distributing these offsetting individual income tax effects in the same 
way it distributes the corporate income tax, instead of in proportion to changes in individual 
income taxes paid on income from dividends and gains on corporate stock.  
 
Cost recovery provisions generally affect corporate tax revenues unevenly over multiple years, 
so the revenue change in any one year from a legislative revision to cost recovery rules does not 
properly reflect the annual change in tax burden. In place of annual revenue changes, TPC uses a 
real level annuity measure for the annual change in burden for long-run distributional analyses. 
This annuity has the same present value as the change in revenues over the life of the stock of 
covered assets in the long run (i.e., when all covered assets are subject to the changed cost 
                                                 
19 Over time, the change in the corporate income tax would be partially shifted to non-corporate capital and to labor, 
changing reported incomes and associated individual income tax liabilities for those other factors. 
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recovery rules), computed on the current level of the stock of covered assets. For short-run 
analyses, only the change in revenues from the current level of investment in covered assets is 
taken into account. When assets with varying useful lives are covered by a cost recovery 
provision, TPC computes the real level annuity separately for broad classes (defined by useful 
lives) of covered assets, and then sums the results for the analysis.20 
 
A final issue in measuring burden is the effect of the corporate income tax on relative prices of 
consumer goods. These relative price effects have no net effect on the corporate tax burden, but 
change the burden across households to the extent households consume different direct and 
indirect shares of corporate and noncorporate goods. Such relative price effects are typically 
taken into account in distributing the burden of a VAT or other consumption-based tax.21 The 
data required to compute the relative price effects of direct taxes on consumption are generally 
available from the Consumer Expenditure Survey conducted by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
No such data are generally available, however, for the indirect effects of the corporate income 
tax on consumer prices, and a significant effort would be required to develop estimates of such 
effects. Further, there is no reason to expect that the consumption share for goods and services 
produced in the corporate sector differs across income groups. For these reasons, measures of the 
corporate income tax burden typically do not take into account relative price effects. TPC’s 
burden measure also omits these effects. 
 
Distributing the Share of the Burden that Falls on Corporate Shareholders 
 
Shareholders bear a large share of the corporate income tax burden under TPC’s updated 
incidence assumptions—60 percent of the total due to the burden on supernormal returns plus 
much of the 20 percent of the total due to the capital income share of the burden on the normal 
return. Shareholders subject to individual income tax can be identified through their reporting of 
dividends or capital gains on stock on their tax returns, as described below. But not all 
shareholders are individuals, and a large share of individual holdings is held indirectly through 
defined contribution plans like 401(k)s and IRAs.22 At the end of 2011, individuals directly held 
only a little over a third (34.3 percent) of the stock of domestic corporations, and indirectly 
another 30.0 percent (Table 4).23 The remaining 35.7 percent was held primarily by defined 
benefit retirement plans (12.6 percent of the total) and the rest of the world (18.8 percent), with 
smaller holdings by nonprofits (3.4 percent) and the federal, state and local governments (0.8 
percent). Auerbach (2006) discusses the difficulty of determining how households bear the 
burden of the corporate income tax attributable to stock held by nonprofits, defined benefit plans, 
or governments. 
 
It is also unclear to what extent domestic households bear the burden of the tax attributable to 
holdings by the rest of the world. The holdings of domestic corporate stock by the rest of the 
world are roughly equal to the holdings of stock in nondomestic corporations by domestic 

                                                 
20 In practice, useful lives are based on tax rather than economic asset classes. 
21 See, for example, Toder, Nunns and Rosenberg (2011) and Cronin (1999).  
22 Mutual funds are also a form of indirect holdings but generally pass through dividends and capital gains to 
owners, who report the income for tax purposes. 
23 Table 4 nets out all ownership by other domestic corporations. 
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households.24 Auerbach nets these holdings without discussing the incidence of the U.S. federal 
corporate income tax on them. 
 
Distributional analyses prepared by academics, federal agencies, and TPC have generally not 
addressed the issue of stock ownership by entities other than households or the incidence of the 
corporate income tax on such owners. Instead, the entire corporate income tax burden has been 
attributed to the factor incomes of (domestic) households according to the incidence assumptions 
made for the analysis. Absent further guidance from the literature, TPC will continue to 
distribute the entire measured corporate income tax burden to U.S. households according to its 
updated incidence assumptions. 
 

 
 
 
Labor and Capital Income 
 
TPC distributes shares of the corporate income tax burden to sources of income by applying its 
updated incidence assumptions to the relevant labor and capital components of TPC’s cash 
income measure.25 Labor income for purposes of distributing the corporate income tax includes 

                                                 
24 Compare Lines 3 and 6 of Table L.213 in Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (2012).  
25 Cash income is defined as AGI, less state and local tax refunds, plus: above-the-line deductions, nontaxable Social 
Security benefits, cash transfer payments, nontaxable pensions, tax-exempt interest, employee retirement 
contributions, the employer share of payroll taxes, and the corporate income tax. Capital income is defined as 

Owner
Total 16,883 100.0%
Household sector, total 10,862 64.3%
   Direct 5,799 34.3%
   Indirect 5,063 30.0%
      Mutual funds 1,962 11.6%
      Life insurance 1,139 6.7%
      Defined contribution plans 1,962 11.6%
Nonprofits 579 3.4%
Defined benefit plans 2,134 12.6%
Governments 136 0.8%
Rest of the World 3,172 18.8%

Value ($ billions)
Stock Holdings

Percent of Total

Source:  Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Flow of Funds Accounts for 
the United States  (March 12, 2012), Tables L.117, L.118.b, L.118.c, L.119, L.120, L.122, 
L.123, L.214, L.225, B.100, B.100.e and author's calculations.

Ownership of Stock in Domestic Corporations, 2011 (End of Year)
Table 4
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wages, employee retirement contributions, distributions (excluding rollovers) from defined 
contribution plans and defined benefit plans, and the employer’s share of Social Security and 
Medicare taxes (i.e., FICA). Labor income also includes the labor component of self-
employment and partnership income, assumed to be 80 percent of the SECA base.26 
 
Capital income for purposes of distributing the corporate income tax includes returns to assets 
held directly and the capital component of self-employment and pass-through entity income. The 
various types of capital income must be split between normal and supernormal returns to 
implement the updated incidence assumptions (Table 5).  
 

Table 5 
Normal and Supernormal Shares of Capital Income by Source  

for Purposes of Distributing the Corporate Income Tax 
 

Income source 
Capital Income Share That Is: 

Normal Supernormal 
Dividends1  40 60 
Capital gains on stocks2  40 60 
Capital share of earnings subject to SECA3 100  0 
Other self-employment and pass-through income  40 N.A.4 
Capital gains on assets other than corporate stock  40 N.A.4 
Supplemental gains 100  0 
Taxable interest 100  0 
Tax-exempt interest 100  0 

1 Includes only “qualified” dividends; other income reported as dividends on tax returns is treated as taxable interest. 
2 Includes capital gains distributions from mutual funds and 70 percent of capital gains of pass-through entities (the 
assumed share of their gains from sales of corporate stock). 
3 Earnings subject to SECA are assumed to be 20 percent capital and 80 percent labor, based on NIPA aggregate 
returns to capital and labor in the corporate sector. 
4 These are non-corporate sources of capital income, for which the supernormal portion (60 percent) is assumed not 
to bear any corporate income tax. 
 
 
TPC’s New Distribution of the Corporate Income Tax 
 
The corporate income tax is less progressive under TPC’s updated incidence assumptions than 
under the prior assumption: more of the burden falls on low- and middle-income households and 
less on high-income households (Table 6). For example, the middle quintile bears 5.9 percent of 
the burden under TPC’s updated incidence assumptions, compared with 4.0 percent under the 
prior incidence assumption, while the top quintile bears 78.9 percent, down from 85.4 percent 
(columns 1 and 2 of Table 6).  
 

                                                                                                                                                             
qualified and nonqualified dividends, taxable and tax-exempt interest, capital gains, and the (positive) capital 
income component of self-employment and pass-through entity income. 
26 SECA is the Social Security and Medicare tax on self-employed individuals (including active partners in a 
partnership). The 80 percent figure is based on aggregate returns to capital and labor in the corporate sector from the 
National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA). 
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The reduction in progressivity of the corporate income tax due to the updated incidence 
assumptions can also be measured by effective corporate tax rates (columns 3 and 4 of Table 6). 
Effective rates are higher in the first four income quintiles and only lower in the fifth quintile. 
Within the fifth quintile, effective tax rates are higher for the 80th to 95th percentiles and lower 
for the top 5 percent, with the largest reduction for the top 1 percent for which the estimated 
effective rate falls from 10.3 percent to 9.3 percent. 
 
Effect of Alternative Incidence Assumptions on the Distribution of the Federal Tax Burden 
 
Alternative assumptions about the incidence of the corporate income tax affect the distribution of 
the total federal tax burden (Table 7). Under TPC’s updated incidence assumptions for standard 
long-run analyses, the total federal tax burden is 4.9 percent of income for the lowest quintile, 
32.0 percent for the highest quintile, and 38.9 percent for the top 1 percent of tax units. Using the  

Prior Updated Prior Updated
Cash Incidence Incidence Incidence Incidence

Income Assumption1 Assumptions2 Assumption1 Assumptions2

Percentile (1) (2) (3) (4)

Lowest Quintile3 0.9% 1.4% 0.7% 1.2%
Second Quintile 2.5% 3.8% 0.9% 1.3%
Middle Quintile 4.0% 5.9% 1.0% 1.4%
Fourth Quintile 6.2% 9.4% 1.1% 1.7%
Top Quintile 85.4% 78.9% 5.5% 5.2%
All 100.0% 100.0% 3.4% 3.4%

Addendum
80-90 5.4% 6.7% 1.5% 1.8%
90-95 5.8% 6.3% 2.3% 2.5%
95-99 15.0% 13.1% 4.3% 3.8%
Top 1 Percent 59.3% 52.8% 10.3% 9.3%
Top 0.1 Percent 35.6% 33.4% 12.5% 11.9%

Source:  TPC microsimulation model.

3 Tax units with losses are excluded from the lowest quintile but included in the totals.

Table 6
Shares and Effective Tax Rates for Corporate Income Tax under Prior

1 The prior corporate incidence assumption is that 100% of the corporate income tax burden is borne by the 
total return to all capital income.

and Updated Incidence Assumptions, by Cash Income Percentile, 2015

--- Shares of Burden --- --- Effective Tax Rates ---

2 The updated incidence assumptions are that 20% of the corporate income tax burden is borne by labor 
income, 20% by the normal return to all capital income and 60% by corporate equity income.
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Cash
Income Updated Most Least

Percentile (Standard)1 Progressive2 Progressive3 Prior4

Lowest Quintile5 4.9% 4.7% 5.1% 4.6%
Second Quintile 13.0% 12.8% 13.2% 12.7%
Middle Quintile 18.6% 18.3% 18.8% 18.2%
Fourth Quintile 22.3% 22.0% 22.5% 21.9%
Top Quintile 32.0% 32.2% 31.8% 32.2%
All 25.4% 25.4% 25.4% 25.4%

Addendum
80-90 25.7% 25.4% 25.9% 25.3%
90-95 27.2% 27.0% 27.3% 26.9%
95-99 30.8% 30.8% 30.7% 31.2%
Top 1 Percent 38.9% 39.7% 38.3% 39.5%
Top 0.1 Percent 40.8% 42.0% 40.0% 41.1%

Source:  TPC microsimulation model.

5 Tax units with losses are excluded from the lowest quintile but included in the totals.

Table 7
Effective Total Federal Tax Rates under Alternative Assumptions about 

Corporate Income Tax Incidence, by Cash Income Percentile, 2015
(Current Law Baseline)

4 Under the prior incidence assumption, all of the (long-run) corporate income tax burden is 
distributed to the total return to all capital income.  Because cash income includes the (baseline) 
corporate income tax burden, the distribution of cash income is slightly different under the prior and 
updated incidence assumptions.

1 Under the updated incidence assumptions for long-run (standard) distributions of the baseline 
corporate income tax burden or the burden of rate and similar changes, 20% is distributed to labor 
income, 20% to the normal return to all capital income and 60% to corporate equity income.
2 Under the most progressive incidence assumptions in the plausible range, 12% of the (long-run) 
corporate income tax burden is distributed to labor income, 18% to the normal return to all capital 
income and 70% to corporate equity income.
3 Under the least progressive incidence assumptions in the plausible range, 28% of the (long-run) 
corporate income tax burden is distributed to labor income, 12% to the normal return to all capital 
income and 60% to corporate equity income.

In Plausible Range

--- Effective Tax Rates ---

Incidence Assumptions
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most and least progressive corporate income tax incidence assumptions within the plausible 
range (second and third columns of Table 7) would have only a modest effect on the measured 
total federal tax burden. For example, the burden on the highest quintile would only vary 
between 32.2 percent under the most progressive incidence assumptions and 31.8 under the least 
progressive.  
 
Using TPC’s prior incidence assumption that the entire corporate income tax burden falls on the 
total return to all capital income would make the corporate income tax slightly more progressive 
than under TPC’s updated incidence assumptions (last column of Table 7).27 However, 
differences are generally not large. For example, the effective tax rate in the highest quintile is 
only slightly higher under the prior incidence assumption (32.2 percent versus 32.0 percent). The 
difference for the top 1 percent is the largest (39.5 percent versus 38.9 percent). 
 
Incidence and Distribution of Corporate Income Tax Changes 
 
The discussion in the preceding sections focused on how the updated incidence assumptions for 
“standard” long-run analyses affected the distribution of the corporate income tax and total 
federal taxes. These “standard” incidence assumptions apply for distributing the baseline 
corporate income tax burden. These assumptions also apply for distributing the long-run change 
in burdens due to changes in the corporate income tax rate or changes in the tax base that affect 
both normal and supernormal returns. But, as discussed above, changes in cost recovery 
provisions affect only the normal return and so in the long run would be distributed according to 
the updated assumption for the incidence on the normal return—50 percent to labor income and 
50 percent to the normal return to all capital income.  
 
In the short run, the entire incidence of the burden of any change in the corporate income tax is 
on shareholders (corporate equity income). As noted above, however, the size of the short-run 
change in in burden (or benefit of a reduction in tax) may be quite different from the change in 
long-run burden (or benefit). The difference can arise either because the change is phased in (or 
out) over time or because a change in cost recovery rules applies only to new investment. 
 
The distribution of the corporate income tax burden is more progressive in the short run than in 
the long run and more progressive in the long run for changes in rates than for changes in cost 
recovery provisions (Table 8). For example, the highest quintile bears 88.4 percent of changes in 
burden in the short run, 78.9 percent of the burden in standard long-run distributions, and 64.6 
percent of changes in the long-run burden due to changes in cost recovery provisions. 
 
Conclusions 
 
TPC’s updated methodology for distributing the corporate income tax reduces the measured 
progressivity of the tax, primarily because it assumes that some of the burden falls on labor 
income, rather than only on capital income as previously assumed. However, the corporate 
income tax remains a very progressive component of the federal tax system, and because the 
corporate income tax represents a relatively small share of total federal taxes, the reduced 
                                                 
27 Note that the distribution of cash income, which includes the (baseline) corporate income tax burden, is slightly 
different under the two sets of incidence assumptions. 
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Cash Change in Short-Run
Income Rate Cost Recovery Changes in

Percentile Change1 Provisions2 Burden3

Lowest Quintile4 1.4% 2.7% 0.6%
Second Quintile 3.8% 6.7% 1.8%
Middle Quintile 5.9% 10.5% 2.9%
Fourth Quintile 9.4% 15.0% 5.7%
Top Quintile 78.9% 64.6% 88.4%
All 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Addendum
80-90 6.7% 10.2% 4.4%
90-95 6.3% 7.9% 5.2%
95-99 13.1% 13.6% 12.8%
Top 1 Percent 52.8% 32.8% 66.1%
Top 0.1 Percent 33.4% 17.1% 44.2%

Source:  TPC microsimulation model.

4 Tax units with losses are excluded from the lowest quintile but included in the totals.

3  Corporate income tax burden on supernormal returns (corporate equity under the 
updated incidence assumptions, column 3 of Table 2).

---  Shares of Corporate Income Tax Burden  ---

1  Standard long-run distribution for the baseline corporate income tax burden under the 
updated incidence assumptions (column 2 of Table 6).
2  Corporate income tax burden on the normal return (50% labor and 50% all capital) 
under the updated incidence assumptions (computed from columns 1 and 2 of Table 2).

Long-Run Burden

Distribution of Changes in the Corporate Income Tax Burden: Long-
Run Changes in Rates or in Cost Recovery Provisions and All Short-

Run Changes, by Cash Income Percentiles, 2015

Table 8
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estimate of the progressivity of the corporate income tax has only a modest effect on the 
estimated progressivity of the total federal tax system. 
 
TPC’s updated methodology also applies different incidence assumptions, depending on the 
nature of changes in the corporate income tax and whether short-run or long-run effects are being 
analyzed. Corporate tax increases through changes in cost recovery provisions only affect the 
normal return to capital and have different, less progressive effects on the distribution than the 
baseline amount of corporate income tax or changes that also affect supernormal returns, such as 
changes in statutory tax rates. In the short run, the entire burden of a corporate income tax 
change falls on shareholders and therefore increases in the corporate income tax impose higher 
burdens on the very top incomes in the short run than in the long run. 
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FOREIGN TAXES AND THE GROWING SHARE 
OF U.S. MULTINATIONAL COMPANY INCOME ABROAD:

PROFITS, NOT SALES, ARE BEING GLOBALIZED

Harry Grubert

The foreign share of the worldwide income of U.S. multinational corporations 
(MNCs) has risen sharply in recent years. Data from a panel of 754 large MNCs 
indicate that the MNC foreign income share increased by 14 percentage points from 
1996 to 2004. The differential between a company’s U.S. and foreign effective tax 
rates exerts a signifi cant effect on the share of its income abroad, largely through 
changes in foreign and domestic profi t margins rather than a shift in sales. U.S.-
foreign tax differentials are estimated to have raised the foreign share of MNC 
worldwide income by about 12 percentage points by 2004. Lower foreign effective 
tax rates had no signifi cant effect on a company’s domestic sales or on the growth 
of its worldwide pre-tax profi ts. Lower taxes on foreign income do not seem to 
promote “competitiveness.”

Keywords: multinational corporations, domestic-foreign tax differentials, income 
shifting, foreign-source income

JEL Codes: F23, H25, H32

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Since 1996 the share of the worldwide income of U.S. multinational companies 
(MNCs) that is declared abroad has increased signifi cantly. This development has 

received a great deal of attention in the tax press (Sullivan, 2008), and is also refl ected 
in the rather expansive estimates of the revenue that the United States would gain if it 
adopted formula apportionment (Avi-Yonah and Clausing, 2007).

Data from a linked sample of 754 large nonfi nancial U.S.-based MNCs obtained 
from the Treasury corporate income tax fi les indicate that the share of aggregate pre-tax 
worldwide income earned abroad increased from 37.1 percent in 1996 to 51.1 percent 
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in 2004.1 This increase in the foreign share of total income was almost completely in 
the form of income that is not repatriated from abroad, which rose from 17.4 percent of 
worldwide income in 1996 to 31.4 percent in 2004. Foreign income here is defi ned as 
the equity income before foreign tax of the foreign subsidiaries of U.S. parent corpora-
tions. Domestic income is U.S. taxable income less dividends from abroad. It therefore 
includes royalties and interest received from foreign affi liates because they are deduct-
ible in the host country and included in the current U.S. tax base.

The objective of this paper is to use the fi rm level data to better understand the role of 
tax incentives in this dramatic change in the foreign share of worldwide MNC income. 
In particular, how would the foreign share of income be different if corporate foreign 
income were subject to accrual taxation at the normal 35 percent tax rate applied to 
domestic income? Tax differentials can provide incentives to increase investment abroad, 
and to shift income through transfer price manipulation, the location of company debt, 
and other mechanisms. These differences between domestic and foreign tax burdens 
have widened in part because of the greater opportunities for foreign tax planning made 
possible by several new regulations introduced in 1997.

After a brief review of recent papers that address some of these issues, the paper 
describes the data used in the empirical work, in particular how the foreign share of 
income and the average effective foreign tax rate are computed. These data are then 
used to estimate the effect that a company’s average effective foreign tax rate has on its 
foreign share of worldwide income. Furthermore, because a company’s foreign share 
of income can change either because of a change in the share of its worldwide sales 
abroad or in its foreign and domestic profi t margins, these are also analyzed separately.

Various specifi cations and samples are used in the fi rm level analysis. One sample 
includes companies with worldwide losses in either 1996 or 2004, and the other sample 
excludes them so that foreign shares of worldwide income can be computed. Regres-
sions are estimated for both the change in profi t margins and sales and their levels in a 
given year. One series of regressions evaluates the role of intangible assets in facilitat-
ing income shifting. Another allows the sensitivity of foreign income shares and profi t 
margins to tax differentials to change over time. The results consistently show that tax 
differentials have a signifi cant impact on the foreign share of a company’s worldwide 
income abroad, primarily through a change in profi t margins rather than changes in 
the locations of sales. Furthermore the mobility of profi ts and sales in response to tax 
differentials seems to have increased over time.

An important question is the extent to which a decline in foreign tax rates affects 
the domestic economy. Does such a decline lead to a reduction in domestic sales or a 
decline in domestic profi t margins? A fall in foreign tax rates can increase the share of 
worldwide income abroad but that may simply refl ect greater sales and income abroad 
without implying any reduction in U.S. domestic income. On conceptual grounds, 

1 As described in greater detail at the end of the paper, data published by the Bureau of Economic Analysis 
(BEA) of the U.S. Commerce Department show that foreign profi ts have continued to rise substantially 
as a percentage of total national profi ts since 2004.
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foreign and domestic investment could be net substitutes or complements. In the fi rm 
level analysis, it is diffi cult to identify any signifi cant positive or negative effect of lower 
effective foreign tax rates on domestic sales. Furthermore, lower foreign tax burdens 
have no impact on companies’ worldwide profi t growth from 1996–2004.

The paper then uses the fi rm level results to estimate the extent to which tax differen-
tials contributed to the 14.0 percentage point increase in the foreign share of aggregate 
worldwide multinational income. It is fi rst necessary to link the fi rm level evidence 
and the sample aggregates. The foreign share of aggregate MNC income can increase 
in two ways: because the companies with a high initial foreign income share grew 
faster worldwide than the average, or because the average company in terms of initial 
worldwide income increased its foreign income share over the period. Specifi cally, the 
change in the foreign share of aggregate worldwide MNC income can be expressed 
as the sum of two components: the change in each MNC’s foreign share weighted by 
its initial 1996 share of worldwide income, and the change in each MNC’s share of 
worldwide income weighted by its initial foreign share.

Each of the terms in these two components, including the weights, can be infl uenced 
by the foreign-domestic tax differential. For example, a large difference between a 
company’s foreign and domestic effective tax rates in 1996 may have already raised 
its 1996 foreign share of income.

Because the various specifi cations and samples yield different quantitative estimates 
of the response of profi t margins and sales to tax differentials, we present a range of 
estimates. A specifi cation that allows for the tax sensitivity of sales and income to 
increase over time suggests that the combined effect of U.S.-foreign tax differentials in 
1996 and the widening of those differentials from 1996 to 2004 increased the foreign 
share of total MNC worldwide income by about 12 percentage points.

Finally, because of the important changes in the U.S. tax treatment of foreign income 
after 1996, which are described in detail below, the paper attempts to identify the role 
they played in companies’ ability to achieve greater reductions in their foreign effective 
tax rates. The introduction of the check-the-box provisions in 1997, which facilitated 
the shifting of income from high tax to low tax countries, seems to have accounted for 
1 to 2 percentage points of the 5.0 percentage point decline in average foreign effec-
tive rates. The “active fi nance exception,” which reinstituted deferral for income from 
active fi nancial business abroad, accounts for about an additional 0.5 percentage point 
of this reduction.

We also include a section on qualifi cations and caveats because of limitations in the 
data and analysis that may bias the results. The fi nal section summarizes the conclu-
sions of the analysis.

II. RELATIONSHIP TO THE LITERATURE

The literature on the relationship between tax rates and the location of direct invest-
ment and income goes back at least to Grubert and Mutti (1991) and Hines and Rice 
(1994). The large number of subsequent studies is summarized recently in Organisation 
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for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) (2008). Most of these studies 
are based on a cross section of host countries with varying tax rates. It is therefore 
impossible to determine whether high profi t rates in a low tax location, such as Ireland, 
refl ect income shifting from either corporations based in the United States or from their 
subsidiaries in high tax foreign countries. Similarly, there has been very little analysis 
of the effect of foreign-domestic tax differentials on increases or decreases of economic 
activity in the United States.

Two very recent papers are particularly relevant for the analysis in this paper. Clausing 
(2009) attempts to estimate the total amount of income shifted out of the United States 
using data published by the BEA. But, in contrast to the analysis here, the estimate is 
not based on the observed relationship between average foreign tax rates and domestic 
profi t margins and sales. As in much of the income shifting literature, Clausing’s sta-
tistical analysis is based on a cross-section of host countries for U.S. direct investment 
and the effective tax rates in those locations. After estimating the total income shifted 
to the low tax locations in the cross-section, Clausing then calculates how much of 
that is attributable to income shifted from the United States. This estimate is based on 
a comparison of how much subsidiaries trade with their parents and how much they 
trade with related parties in other foreign locations. Apart from being purely mechani-
cal and somewhat arbitrary, this procedure ignores the fact that most income shifting 
from the United States is probably due to “non-transactions,” i.e., subsidiaries paying 
inadequate royalties for U.S.-developed intellectual property.

Desai, Foley, and Hines (2009) examine whether MNC investment abroad comes 
at the expense of investment at home. The direction of causation always arises as a 
problem when investigating this question because, for example, successful companies 
tend to expand everywhere. Furthermore, the relationship between foreign and domestic 
investment varies depending on the reason for the increased foreign investment. There 
could be various reasons, including the growth of foreign markets, lower costs abroad 
including taxes, or high trade barriers making exporting from the United States diffi cult. 
The authors address the causality issue by using host country GDP growth as an instru-
ment for companies’ foreign investment. They fi nd that greater foreign investment is 
associated with greater domestic investment. But it is not surprising that GDP growth 
abroad results in greater MNC exports of U.S. components and headquarters services. 
However, the Desai, Foley, and Hines fi ndings have no bearing on whether an increase 
in U.S. taxes on foreign income would decrease domestic investment. Changes in 
foreign and domestic tax rates, or changes in any other relative cost variables, are not 
considered in their analysis.

In contrast, this paper uses foreign-domestic tax differentials to address the question of 
how taxes affect decisions by MNCs on where to locate investment and income. Using 
U.S. Department of the Treasury corporate tax fi les described in the next section, each 
MNC’s average effective foreign tax rate is calculated, aggregating income and taxes paid 
across all its foreign subsidiaries. The resulting cross-sectional variation in companies’ 
foreign-domestic tax differentials then identifi es the extent to which lower foreign tax 
rates cause the shifting of income and economic activity in or out of the United States.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA AND EMPIRICAL STRATEGY

A. Data

A match of the 1996 and 2004 Treasury corporate tax fi les is the basis for identify-
ing the sources of the increased share of MNC income abroad. These fi les include 
information from Form 1120 which is the basic corporate return, Form 1118 on which 
foreign tax credits are claimed, and Form 5471 which provides operating and balance 
sheet data for each of the company’s controlled foreign corporations (CFCs). The total 
linked sample includes 754 nonfi nancial corporations and 111 fi nancial corporations. 
Most of the analysis concentrates on nonfi nancial companies, which account for 88 
percent of the foreign income in the sample in 2004. (A brief summary of the data on 
fi nancial companies is contained in Appendix A.) The 865 companies we are able to 
link accounted for about 80 percent of total foreign MNC income in 2004.

The fi les are used to compute each MNC’s average effective foreign tax rate in 1996 
and 2004. Company foreign effective tax rates are computed from the total foreign 
taxes paid by subsidiaries in relation to pre-tax Earnings and Profi ts (E&P), a measure 
defi ned in the internal revenue code that approximates book income.2 In summing sub-
sidiary E&P we net out dividends that a subsidiary receives from a lower tier subsidiary 
to avoid double counting. As noted above, domestic income is defi ned as all pre-tax 
domestic taxable income reported on Form 1120, less dividends received from abroad. 
It therefore includes royalties and interest received from subsidiaries because they are 
included in the current U.S. tax base and deductible from host country tax abroad.3 In 
contrast, foreign income can potentially be deferred.

We use the change in parent level average foreign effective tax rates rather than 
average statutory rates because the change in the effective foreign tax rate, i.e., total 
foreign taxes paid in relation to total pretax foreign income, can refl ect the company’s 
own tax planning efforts, such as shifting income from high tax countries to tax havens. 
This type of income shifting was greatly facilitated by regulations introduced in 1997. 
(These regulations are described in greater detail below in the analysis of the sources 
of the decline in effective foreign tax rates.) Prior to 1997, payments of interest and 
royalties from one subsidiary to another subsidiary would generally be subject to cur-
rent U.S. tax under the anti-abuse CFC rules.4 The 1997 regulations had the effect of 
allowing companies to defer this current U.S. tax until the funds were repatriated to 

2 The effective foreign tax rates are computed from the company’s CFCs that have positive profi ts. They 
may therefore not be a good measure of the company’s long run incentives if there are large losses in other 
CFCs.

3 Including repatriated dividends in domestic income as well was a possibility because they are also part of 
the domestic tax base. As indicated above, the increase in the share of worldwide income deferred abroad 
was virtually identical to the increase in the foreign share. But this would have necessitated an analysis of 
the repatriation decision, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

4 The current tax does not apply if the income is subject to foreign tax greater than 90 percent of the top 
U.S. corporate rate.
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the U.S. parent. Because of this newfound ability to shift income from one country to 
another, there may be little relation between where a subsidiary is incorporated and 
where its income is located. It is therefore impossible to obtain weights for a composite 
measure based on country statutory tax rates. Accordingly, the average effective foreign 
tax rate is the best available indicator of the incentive to locate both economic activity 
and income abroad.5

On the domestic side, the U.S. statutory tax rate on corporate income remained at 35 
percent from 1996 to 2004. As discussed in detail below, the changes in tax provisions 
over that period, such as those governing depreciation, were not large enough to have 
a signifi cant effect on domestic effective tax rates. In any case, the 35 percent statutory 
rate is the most relevant rate for analyzing income shifting between the United States 
and foreign locations, as income that is shifted is taxed at the statutory rate. The aver-
age effective foreign tax rate is used on the foreign side because it is the best indicator 
of the relevant statutory rates.

The corporate tax fi les were used to construct basic company characteristics such 
as date of incorporation and total sales. Parent advertising expenses were taken from 
Form 1120. Research and development (R&D) expenditures were based on Qualifi ed 
Research and Experimentation reported on the corporate return for the purposes of the 
Research and Experimentation (R&E) credit. This tends to be smaller than the amount 
of R&D stated on fi nancial reports, in part because of rules specifying which expendi-
tures qualify for the credit, and also because the R&E must be performed in the United 
States. In the small number of cases  in which no credit is claimed but R&D is reported 
in Compustat, an imputation is made based on the Compustat entry.

In the empirical analysis, profi t margins on sales are used as the profi tability indicators 
and sales are used as the activity measure and investment proxy at home and abroad. 
The reason for the use of sales rather than assets or tangible capital is that the asset data 
in the Treasury fi les, and in particular the balance sheet on the parent’s Schedule L, are 
unreliable. The main problem for the purposes of this paper is uncertainty about how 
foreign assets are included in total Schedule L assets. For example, some companies 
apparently report net equity in foreign subsidiaries and others include gross foreign 
assets on the asset side and foreign debt on the liability side. It is therefore diffi cult to 
calculate a valid measure of domestic assets. In contrast, the U.S. parent’s own sales 
are given at the top of its Form 1120, and sales by each of its CFCs are reported on its 
Form 5471.

While reliable asset data might be preferred if available, the use of sales has some 
advantages. Unlike assets, sales are not subject to historical book value distortions. In 
addition, while self-developed intangible assets like patents and trademarks are usually 
carried at a zero basis on corporate balance sheets, their contributions to production are 

5 The country-by-country foreign income data published by the BEA in the U.S. Commerce department 
also does not reliably identify the country in which taxable income is located. As shown by Altshuler and 
Grubert (2005), a substantial fraction of the huge volume of inter-affi liate payments going to holding 
companies in tax havens is deductible in the country in which the income originates.
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refl ected in sales values, which is very useful since these assets play the critical role in 
cross-border investment.

B. Empirical Strategy

Companies can have different average effective foreign tax rates because they have 
different opportunities for the location of their activity. In other words, some companies’ 
choice of location is more responsive to tax differences.6 For example, mobile high tech 
companies that serve a worldwide market can easily locate in low tax jurisdictions. On 
the other hand, some companies fi nd it more effi cient to locate close to their customers, 
even if they reside in a high tax country.

Companies can also have lower foreign effective tax rates if they shift income from 
high to low tax countries. Firms that engage in more aggressive tax planning will have 
lower average effective foreign tax rates; that is, for a given difference in country tax 
rates, such fi rms will shift more income from the high tax country to the low tax country.

Greater sensitivity of investment location to local tax rates and more aggressive 
income shifting can create a relationship between observed average foreign tax rates 
and the foreign share of MNC income, either because a greater share of worldwide 
activity is located in low tax countries or because more of worldwide income is located 
there. Moreover, the location of investment and income reinforce each other. If a 
company invests in low tax locations, it has greater opportunities for shifting income 
there, further increasing the foreign share of income and lowering effective foreign 
tax rates. Aggressive tax planners lower foreign tax burdens, which in turn promotes 
more foreign investment.

We hope to identify this relationship between average effective foreign tax rates and 
the foreign share of income. Note that a relationship between average effective foreign 
tax rates and foreign profi t margins would be observed only if there is income shifting 
from the United States. Shifting income from high tax foreign countries to low tax 
foreign countries would not affect pre-tax foreign or domestic profi t margins, since 
such income remains within consolidated foreign income.

We use this observed relationship between effective foreign tax rates and foreign 
shares of income, and between foreign tax rates and domestic sales and profi t margins, 
to estimate the impact of eliminating the tax incentives to invest and shift income abroad, 
for example, by eliminating the deferral privilege for active income abroad. Eliminating 
deferral would remove all tax incentives to locate income and activity in countries with 
tax rates below the rate in the United States, as all the factors that create the relationship 
between the foreign share of income and effective foreign tax rates would no longer 
be operative. The effects of differences in average foreign tax rates would disappear as 
all worldwide income would be currently subject to the U.S. tax rate. The companies 
that are in a position to take the greatest advantage of lower foreign tax rates under 

6 For convenience, we sometimes refer to “foreign tax rates” and “average foreign tax rates,” but in all cases 
“average effective foreign tax rates” is intended as the meaning.
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current law would have no more reason to shift income or locate activity abroad than 
those that cannot, or choose not to, take advantage of lower foreign rates. Even if the 
observed relationship between domestic profi t margins and average foreign tax rates 
is due exclusively to different degrees of aggressiveness in income shifting to low tax 
countries, the estimated coeffi cient will reveal the impact of removing the opportunities 
for lower foreign rates. The profi t margins of aggressive and non-aggressive MNCs 
would be similar.7

IV. THE IMPACT OF EFFECTIVE FOREIGN TAX RATES ON THE FOREIGN SHARE 
  OF INCOME AND DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN PROFIT MARGINS

A. Diff erent Samples and Specifi cations

The question to be investigated is the extent to which a lower effective foreign tax 
rate induces an increase in the share of a company’s worldwide income abroad, and 
further how any increase is split between a shift in sales and a shift in profi t margins. 
This will be identifi ed mainly from the relationship between changes in foreign income 
shares, profi t margins and sales on the one hand, and the change in effective foreign 
tax rates on the other. This has the advantage of controlling for unmeasured company 
characteristics that could bias the results. One specifi cation includes the interaction of 
the parent’s R&D intensity and the change in its effective foreign tax rate to examine 
the role of intellectual property in contributing to income shifting. In addition we also 
introduce a specifi cation that permits the tax responsiveness parameters to change 
over time, for example, because of heightened capital mobility or more aggressive tax 
planning over time. It is therefore useful to look at a regression based on the levels of 
the variables in 2004 to see if the results are consistent with the fi nal transformed tax 
elasticities derived from this more fl exible specifi cation.

The regressions will be presented for two related samples. The fi rst sample includes 
companies that may have worldwide losses in one or both of the two years analyzed. 
The only requirement is that companies reported foreign and domestic sales so that profi t 
margins can be computed. (This requirement has virtually no impact on the aggregate 
change of the foreign share of income earned by the companies remaining in the sample, 
which is still 14.0 percentage points.) This sample contains 622 companies. The second 
sample, which excludes companies with worldwide losses in any of the two years so 
that foreign income shares can be computed, contains 415 parent-level observations.

In addition to the average effective foreign tax rate, the independent variables in the 
regressions include other possible determinants of the company’s foreign income share. 
The ratio of parent R&D to sales and the ratio of advertising to sales are indicators of the 
levels of company intangible assets, which may increase the opportunities for profi table 

7 The apparent endogeneity issues raised by the use of the observed relationship between the foreign share 
of an MNC’s income and its effective foreign tax rate are discussed more fully at the end of the paper.
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investment abroad. Regressions not displayed show that R&D and advertising have a 
statistically signifi cant impact on worldwide profi t margins.

Other independent variables are a dummy for companies incorporated after 1980 and 
a measure of the company’s worldwide size in 1996. Less mature companies might be 
expected to have a smaller initial share of income abroad but their foreign share may 
rise more rapidly. Furthermore, large companies may have opportunities or handicaps 
different from smaller companies. (A table with the means of the variables used in the 
analysis is provided in Appendix B.)

In addition, the regressions for foreign and domestic profi t margins include the 
worldwide profi t margin as an independent variable. This variable measures the total 
pool of worldwide profi ts that can potentially be located either at home or abroad, while 
the effective foreign tax rate refl ects the incentive for choosing one location rather than 
another. Apart from tax considerations, a company’s profi tability would be expected to 
be similar at home and abroad. The worldwide profi t margin also controls for the possible 
correlation between worldwide profi tability and effective foreign tax rates. Profi table 
high tech companies may tend be more mobile and locate in low tax countries. They 
may also have the opportunity for more aggressive tax planning. In fact, the negative 
correlation between effective foreign tax rates and worldwide profi t margins is highly 
signifi cant in 2004. R&D intensive companies obtained signifi cantly greater reductions 
in effective foreign tax rates from 1996 to 2004. Excluding the worldwide profi t margin 
as an explanatory variable in the profi t margin equations could therefore result in serious 
omitted variable bias in the estimates of the tax coeffi cients.

B. Empirical Results

Table 1 presents the results of seven regressions estimating the changes in the shares 
of income, profi t margins, and sales in response to changes in average effective for-
eign tax rates and other variables. The sample in Table 1 is limited to companies with 
positive worldwide profi ts in both years. The fi rst regression shows that a change in a 
company’s effective foreign tax rate has a large and statistically signifi cant impact on 
its foreign share. The –0.436 coeffi cient, statistically signifi cant at the 1 percent level, 
indicates that a 10 percent decline in the effective foreign tax rate would increase the 
foreign share of income by more than 4 percentage points.

Regressions 2 and 3 show that a reduction in effective foreign tax rates has a statisti-
cally signifi cant effect on domestic and foreign profi t margins. A lower foreign tax burden 
reduces the domestic profi t margin while raising the foreign profi t margin. Moreover 
the impact of a change in foreign effective tax rates is quantitatively signifi cant. A 10 
percentage point reduction in the effective foreign tax rate raises the foreign profi t mar-
gin by 0.9 percentage points or about 10 percent of the 1996 mean. The domestic profi t 
margin falls by almost as much, 0.75 percentage points. If income is shifted from the 
United States abroad because of the lower foreign tax rate, we would expect the foreign 
margin coeffi cient to be somewhat larger than the domestic margin coeffi cient in absolute 
value but opposite in sign, because domestic sales tend to be larger than foreign sales.
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Table 1

C
hanges in F

oreign S
hare of Incom

e, P
rofi t M

argins, and S
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D
ependent Variables

Independent Variables

Change in 
Foreign Share 

of Incom
e

(1)

Change in 
D

om
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Profi t M
argin

(2)

Change in 
Foreign Profi t 

M
argin
(3)

Change in 
Foreign Share 
of Total Sales

(4)

Change in 
Foreign Share 

of Incom
e

(5)

Change in Log 
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estic 

Sales
(6)

Change in 
Log of 

Foreign Sales
(7)

C
hange in average effective 

 
foreign tax rate

–0.436***
(0.136)

0.075***
(0.029)

–0.090**
(0.045)

–0.0736
(0.0492)

–0.370***
(0.135)

0.173
(0.226)

0.334
(0.420)

Parent R
&

D
/sales, 2004

0.875
(1.71)

–0.641
**

(0.268)
0.555

(0.503)
0.440

(0.616)
–0.277
(1.27)

4.65
(2.83)

2.69
(5.27)

Parent advertising/sales, 
 

2004
–1.10

*

(0.62)
0.307

**

(0.148)
0.046

(0.185)
–0.394

*

(0.225)
–1.50

**

(0.690)
–0.221
(1.03)

–2.34
(1.92)

Incorporation after 1980
–0.101

*

(0.052)
–0.0048
(0.0108)

0.0164
(0.0152)

0.004
(0.019)

–0.113
**

(0.051)
0.73

(0.085)
0.091

(0.159)
Size: log of sales, 1996

–0.071
***

(.019)
0.0157

***

(0.0039)
–0.0147

***

(0.0055)
–0.0129*
(0.0067)

–0.062
***

(0.018)
–0.048
(0.031)

–0.094
(0.058)
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orldw
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0.721

***

(0.062)
0.533

***

(0.088)
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hange in foreign share 
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0.565
***

(0.136)
N
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obust standard errors are in parentheses. The num

ber of observations is N
 = 415. The sam
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panies w
ith positive w

orldw
ide 

incom
e in both years. The change in the average foreign tax rate is the foreign effective tax rate in 2004 m

inus the foreign effective tax rate in 1996. The m
ean change is 

negative. Sim
ilarly, the change in the foreign share is the foreign share in 2004 m

inus the foreign share in 1996. The R
&

D
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D
 and advertising expenditures relative to dom
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orldw
ide 
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argins are the ratio of net incom
e to sale. A

sterisks denote signifi cance at the 1%
 (***), 5%

 (**), and 10%
 (*) levels.
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The statistically signifi cant negative coeffi cient for company R&D intensity is 
noteworthy in the second regression. Domestic profi t margins of high tech companies 
tended to decline from 1996 to 2004. The R&D variable has a positive coeffi cient in 
the foreign profi t margin regressions but the estimates are not statistically signifi cant. 
The role of R&D is examined further in Table 3 to see if it facilitates the shifting of 
income from the United States.

The relationship between the foreign share of income and foreign effective tax rates 
could in part be attributable to a shift in the composition of worldwide sales. But regres-
sions 4 and 5 show that the change in the geographical composition of sales plays at 
most a minor role. In regression 4 for the change in the foreign share of worldwide sales, 
the change in the effective foreign tax rate is not statistically signifi cant. In regression 5 
where the change in the foreign share of sales is added as an explanatory variable in the 
change in foreign share of income regression, the sales share is statistically signifi cant 
but the size and statistical signifi cance of the change in foreign tax variable is not much 
affected (–0.370 compared to –0.436 in column 1). It is the effect of effective foreign 
tax rates on domestic and foreign profi t margins that is important, not their effect on 
foreign and domestic sales.

We can also look at foreign and domestic sales separately to shed light on the long-
standing controversy regarding the impact of foreign direct investment on the domestic 
economy. Is it the “export of jobs” view, as embodied in various legislative proposals 
to restrict “runaway plants,” or the “foreign investment is good for America” view, as 
expressed by Desai, Foley, and Hines (2009), that turns out to be valid?8 The answer 
to this question on the relationship between MNC foreign activity and the domestic 
economy depends on why foreign investment expands. Increased investment abroad 
because of growing foreign economies may have an effect on domestic output differ-
ent from foreign investment increasing in response to lower effective foreign tax rates. 
Since the question is usually posed to guide U.S. tax policy, it is necessary to observe 
the actual domestic response to changing foreign tax burdens.

When examining the change in the log of domestic sales (regression 6), the change 
in the foreign tax rate coeffi cient is positive, indicating that a reduction in foreign tax 
rates reduces domestic sales, but the estimate is not statistically signifi cant. The diffi -
culty in identifying any signifi cant positive or negative effect of lower foreign tax rates 
on domestic sales suggests that the positive effects, such as the increase in component 
exports to affi liates, offset the possible negative effect in the form of a shift in activ-
ity to foreign locations. Neither the “export of jobs to low tax locations” view nor the 
“low tax burdens on MNC income abroad increase domestic investment” view seems 
to have strong empirical support.9

8 Sullivan (2010) presents anecdotal evidence in support of the “export of jobs” view based on the activity 
of a single company.

9 The papers summarized in OECD (2008) indicate a signifi cant impact of effective tax rates on the location 
of investment, but most of this evidence is based on the choice among foreign locations. The evidence on 
the choice between the home country and a foreign location is much weaker, particularly on whether the 
expansion abroad reduces expansion at home.
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Regression 7 indicates that changes in the effective foreign tax rate also did not seem 
to have any statistically signifi cant effect on foreign sales. As in the case of domestic 
sales, the tax coeffi cient is not statistically signifi cant. One possible reason that lower 
foreign tax burdens do not have an effect on real activity is that companies can exploit 
lower tax rates by shifting income. Shifting investment and shifting income may be 
substitutes.

Looking at the size and post-1980-incorporation variables in the regressions presented 
in Table 1, we see that bigger companies tended to have larger increases in domestic 
profi t margins and smaller increases in foreign profi t margins. In both cases the size 
coeffi cients were statistically signifi cant. Therefore, the foreign income shares of big-
ger companies increased less than smaller companies. Companies incorporated after 
1980 had smaller increases in domestic profi t margins and larger increases in foreign 
profi t margins, although in this case the coeffi cients were generally not statistically 
signifi cant.

Consistent with the fi rm level results for profi t margins, the sample indicates that 
from 1996 to 2004 there was a major shift in domestic and foreign profi t margins. The 
foreign (unweighted) mean profi t margin increased by more than 5 percentage points, 
almost doubling, while the domestic margin declined by more than 3 percentage points 
(Appendix B, Table B1). Mean worldwide profi t margins were virtually unchanged.

Table 2 replicates some of the analysis in Table 1 for the larger sample, which includes 
companies that had worldwide losses in one or both of the two sample years. The major 
difference is that in this case there can be no analysis of changes in the foreign income 
share. The results in the change of domestic and foreign profi t margin regressions in 
the fi rst two regressions are similar to those presented in Table 1. The changes in effec-
tive tax rate coeffi cients are each statistically signifi cant at least at the 5 percent level, 
although they are somewhat smaller in absolute value than those presented in Table 
1. It may be that the tax effects are smaller when companies with worldwide losses 
are included because decision making changes when there are worldwide losses. For 
example, if a company has a domestic loss and foreign profi ts, it would want to shift 
income back to the domestic operation to utilize the loss even if the foreign tax rate is 
much lower. Furthermore, the foreign effective tax rate measure is less meaningful if 
there are foreign losses. As described earlier, the measure we use is constructed from 
the CFCs that have positive income, but this may not give an accurate picture of the 
companies’ long run incentives.

Previous work has suggested that the presence of intangibles greatly facilitates the 
shifting of income. For example, using data on subsidiaries in various foreign countries, 
Grubert (2003) fi nds that the shifting of intangible income and the allocation of debt 
explain almost all of the differences in profi tability in response to taxes. Therefore, 
Table 3 presents profi t margin regressions in which the interaction of the company’s 
R&D intensity and the change in its average effective foreign tax rate is added as an 
independent variable; that is, this variable investigates whether R&D-intensive com-
panies have a greater opportunity to exploit low foreign tax rates.
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These results generally support the hypothesis that R&D-based intangibles facilitate 
income shifting. The fi rst two regressions in Table 3 use the sample in Table 1 that 
was restricted to companies with positive worldwide income in both 1996 and 2004. 
The coeffi cient of the foreign tax rate-R&D interaction in the fi rst regression has the 
expected positive sign but it is not statistically signifi cant by normal standards. How-
ever, the coeffi cient of the change in foreign tax rate-R&D interaction term is highly 
statistically signifi cant in the regression 2, which examines the change in the foreign 
profi t margin. Furthermore, in regressions 2 and 3, which use the expanded sample 
including companies with worldwide losses, the coeffi cients for the change in foreign 

Table 2
Changes in Profi t Margins and Sales

(1996–2004)

Dependent Variable

Independent Variables

Change in 
Domestic 

Profi t Margin
(1)

Change in 
Foreign 

Profi t Margin
(2)

Change in 
Log of 

Domestic 
Sales
(3)

Change in average effective 
 foreign tax rate

0.039***
(0.018)

–0.056**
(0.028)

0.239
(0.180)

Parent R&D/sales 2004 –1.02***
(0.28)

0.180
(0.432)

1.97
(2.80)

Parent advertising/sales 2004 –0.068
(0.120)

0.017
(0.185)

–0.101
(1.20)

Incorporation after 1980 –0.000
(0.008)

0.013
(0.013)

–0.012
(0.082)

Size: log of sales 1996 0.010***
(0.003)

–0.0086*
(0.0049)

–0.076**
(0.031)

Change in worldwide profi t margin 0.657***
(0.039)

0.519***
(0.060)

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. The number of fi rms is N = 622. The sample includes 
companies with worldwide losses in 1996 or 2004. The only requirement is that they report foreign and 
domestic sales so that profi t margins can be computed, which explains the decrease to 622 companies 
from the original sample of 754. Only nonfi nancial parent companies are included. Asterisks denote 
signifi cance at the 1% (***), 5% (**), and 10% (*) levels.
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tax-R&D interaction term are highly signifi cant for both the domestic and foreign profi t 
margins. Intangible assets created by R&D permit companies to take greater advantage 
of a relatively low foreign tax rate.10 Since the intangibles are created in the United 
States, the results confi rm the fi ndings in Tables 1 and 2 that lower foreign tax burdens 
increase the shifting of income from the United States.11

Table 3
The Importance of Intangible Assets

Dependent Variables

Independent Variables

Change in 
Domestic 

Profi t 
Margin

(1)

Change in 
Foreign 
Profi t 

Margin
(2)

Change in 
Domestic 

Profi t 
Margin

(3)

Change in 
Foreign 
Profi t 

Margin
(4)

Parent R&D/sales –0.676*
(0.365)

0.367
(0.514)

–1.10***
(0.28)

0.223
(0.429)

Parent advertising/sales –0.152
(0.132)

0.029
(0.186)

–0.068
(0.118)

0.017
(0.184)

Incorporation since 1980 –0.007
(0.011)

0.0142
(0.0153)

0.000
(0.008)

0.0146
(0.0126)

Size: log of sales 1996 0.0169***
(0.0039)

–0.0154***
(0.0056)

0.010***
(0.003)

–0.0093
(0.0048)

Change in worldwide 
 profi t margin

0.742***
(0.063)

0.533***
(0.089)

0.663***
(0.039)

0.507***
(0.060)

Change in average effective 
 foreign tax rate

0.054
(0.035)

–0.027
(0.050)

0.019
(0.020)

–0.009
(0.032)

Change in average effective 
 foreign tax rate * R&D/sales

2.48
(1.57)

–4.91**
(2.22)

2.79**
(1.29)

–4.87***
(1.69)

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. Regressions 1 and 2 are based on the sample of 415 
companies that had positive worldwide income in both 1996 and 2004. Regressions 3 and 4 are based 
on the larger sample of 622 companies. Asterisks denote signifi cance at the 1% (***), 5% (**), and 
10% (*) levels.

10 They may also help a company achieve a lower tax rate.
11 As noted previously, the R&D used in this analysis is the amount that qualifi es for the R&E credit and 

must be performed in the Unites States. In fact, R&D performed in the United States accounts for the 
overwhelming portion of company R&D. For example, Yorgason (2007) indicates that in 2004 U.S. parents 
performed 85 percent of total MNC R&D.
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As suggested at the beginning of the paper, companies can become more responsive 
over time to a given tax differential, for example, by shifting income more aggressively. 
This can be tested by adding the initial 1996 foreign tax rate to the change in foreign 
share regression.12 The regression results presented in Table 4 explore that possibility. 
The coeffi cient of the initial 1996 effective foreign tax rate is a measure of the increased 
responsiveness of shares and margins to tax differentials. The coeffi cient of the change 
in the effective foreign tax rate becomes the fi nal responsiveness parameter after the 
change.

The fi rst regression in Table 4, for the change in the foreign share, indicates that 
companies indeed have become more responsive to tax differentials. The 1996 effective 
foreign tax rate is statistically signifi cant at the 5 percent level, indicating a substantial 
increase in companies’ sensitivity to tax differentials. Further, the coeffi cient of the 
basic change in the effective foreign tax rate becomes much larger in absolute value 
and more statistically signifi cant compared to the Table 1 regression based on the same 
sample. This might be expected because it is the fi nal tax response coeffi cient after the 
increased sensitivity to tax rates has taken place.

The remaining regression results displayed in Table 4 show that the greater sensitiv-
ity of the foreign share to the tax differential seems primarily attributable to changes 
in domestic profi t margins and in the foreign share of worldwide sales. The second 
regression shows that the 1996 effective foreign tax rate had a signifi cant impact on 
the change in domestic profi t margins from 1996 to 2004. The coeffi cient is signifi cant 
statistically at the 5 percent level with a positive sign as expected. In addition, the 
coeffi cient for the change in the effective foreign tax rate is much larger, almost twice 
the comparable coeffi cient in Table 1. But, surprisingly, the effective foreign tax rate 
in 1996 is not signifi cant in the regression for the change in the foreign profi t margin, 
although the coeffi cient of the change in the foreign tax rate variable is larger in absolute 
value than in the results presented in Table 1.13

The fourth regression in Table 4 shows that the tax sensitivity of the foreign share of 
sales also increased. The coeffi cient for the average effective foreign tax rate in 1996 
is negative and statistically signifi cant. The last two regressions indicate that this is 
attributable to the increase in foreign sales, not the decrease in domestic sales, although 
the effect does not seem very large.

12 This specifi cation is suggested by starting with an equation in which the foreign share is a function of 
an elasticity parameter and the tax differential, and then taking the derivative of the foreign share with 
respect to time while allowing changes in both the tax differential and the elasticity. This can also be 
seen for discrete changes by subtracting a 1996 level equation from a 2004 equation, allowing the tax 
coeffi cients in each year to be different. This methodology was used in Altshuler, Grubert, and Newlon 
(2001).

13 One possible explanation for the signifi cant negative coeffi cient for the 1996 effective tax rate in the Table 
4 regressions is the enactment in 2004 of the one-year tax holiday for dividend repatriations. In 2005, 
dividends could be repatriated at the low tentative U.S. tax rate of 5.25 percent compared to the normal 
35 percent, with a proportionately scaled down foreign tax credit. Enactment of this provision became an 
active possibility as early as 2002. Firms therefore may have put a lower tax cost on income deferred in 
low tax locations abroad. 
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Table 4

D
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ependent Variables
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Foreign Share 
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C
hange in 
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Foreign Share 
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C
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(5)

C
hange in Log 
of Foreign 

Sales
(6)

R
&

D
/sales 2004

0.383
(1.28)

–0.742**
(0.359)

0.161
(0.383)

0.374
(0.613)

4.83*
(2.83)

2.59
(5.29)

A
dvertising/sales 2004

–1.46**
(0.70)

–0.171
(0.132)

0.006
(0.211)

–0.374*
(0.224)

–0.218
(1.03)

–2.12
(1.93)

Incorporation after 1980
–0.112**
(0.051)

–0.0072
(0.0109)

0.016
(0.015)

0.0022
(0.0184)

0.045
(0.085)

0.034
(0.159)

Size: log of sales 1996
–0.074***

(0.019)
0.0171***
(0.0039)

–0.0150***
(0.0056)

–0.0144**
(0.0061)

–0.051
(0.031)

–0.110*
(0.058)

C
hange in w

orldw
ide profi t m

argin
0.762***
(0.063)

0.532***
(0.090)

C
hange in average effective 

 
foreign tax rate

–0.704***
(0.188)

0.142***
(0.040)

–0.101*
(0.057)

–0.181***
(0.067)

0.173
(0.311)

–0.267
(0.582)

Average effective foreign tax rate 
 

1996
–0.546**
(0.237)

0.1019**
(0.0506)

–0.016
(0.072)

–0.198**
(0.086)

–0.109
(0.395)

–1.35*
(0.739)

N
otes: R

obust standard errors are in parentheses. The num
ber of observations is N

 = 415. A
sterisks denote signifi cance at the 1%

 (***), 5%
 (**), and 

10%
 (*) levels.
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This pattern of increased sensitivity to tax rates is also evident in comparable profi t 
margin regressions, which are not displayed, that are based on the expanded sample 
in which companies with worldwide losses are included. The absolute size of the 
change in average effective tax rate coeffi cients in both the domestic and foreign profi t 
margin regressions almost doubles. It therefore appears that the initial 1996 effective 
foreign tax rate is an important omitted variable in the earlier regressions presented 
in Tables 1–3, and that those results seriously underestimate the importance of tax 
differentials.

In contrast to the fi rst four tables in which the 1996 to 2004 changes in the foreign 
share and profi t margins are the dependent variables, Table 5 presents the results of 
regressions for the level of companies’ foreign share and profi t margins in 2004. As in 
Table 1, the sample is restricted to the companies that had positive worldwide income in 
both 1996 and 2004. Again the focus is on the impact of the company’s effective foreign 
tax rate, which has a highly statistically signifi cant impact on the company’s foreign 
share of income, and its domestic and foreign profi t margins. The tax coeffi cients tend 
to be much larger in absolute value than the comparable coeffi cients for the change in 
the effective foreign tax rate in the regressions presented in Table 1. The coeffi cients for 
the R&D-foreign tax rate interaction terms in regressions 4 and 5 for the domestic and 
foreign profi t margins are also much larger and more signifi cant. These quantitatively 
more signifi cant responses to tax differentials in 2004 are consistent with the results 
in Table 4, indicating that the tax sensitivity of the foreign share of income and profi t 
margins has increased over time. Indeed, the –0.914 effective foreign tax rate coeffi -
cient in the fi rst regression in Table 5, for the foreign share of income, is similar to the 
–0.704 coeffi cient in Table 4 that represents the fi nal tax sensitivity of the foreign share 
of income. (The tax effects in 2004 regressions using the sample that includes compa-
nies with worldwide losses, which are not displayed, are closer to those presented in 
Table 1.)

C. Summarizing the Range of the Tax Impacts

The results in Tables 1–5 can be used to estimate the impact of foreign-domestic 
effective tax differentials on the foreign share of MNC income. The regressions con-
sistently indicate that a company’s effective foreign tax rate has a signifi cant impact 
on the foreign share of its worldwide income, and on its domestic and foreign profi t 
margins in particular. The results also support the hypothesis that opportunities for 
tax-induced income shifting are strongly infl uenced by the presence of intangible 
assets. However, the size of the tax effect varies depending on the sample and the 
specifi cation.

We can illustrate the range of possible impacts by starting with the initial 1996 tax 
differential. The highly signifi cant –0.436 coeffi cient for the change in effective for-
eign tax rates in the results of the fi rst regression presented in Table 1 indicates that the 
approximate 10 percentage point differential between foreign and domestic effective 
tax rates in 1996 raised the foreign share of MNC income by more than 4 percentage 
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Table 5

Foreign Share of Incom
e and Profi t M

argins in 2004

D
ependent Variables

Independent Variables

Foreign Share 
of W

orldw
ide 
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e

(1)
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estic Profi t 
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argin on Sales
(2)

Foreign Profi t 
M

argin on Sales
(3)

D
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estic 
Profi t M

argin 
on Sales

(4)

Foreign Profi t 
M

argin on Sales
(5)

Parent R
&

D
/sales

2.45*
(1.28)

–0.252
(0.216)

–0.734**
(0.368)

–1.36***
(0.387)

0.992
(0.662)

Parent advertising/sales
0.059

(0.233)
0.465***
(0.117)

–0.420**
(0.172)

0.493***
(0.116)

–0.464**
(0.199)

Incorporation after 1980
–0.089*
(0.052)

0.0041
(0.0085)

0.0080
(0.0145)

0.0039
(0.0084)

0.0083
(0.0143)

Size-log of 1996 sales
–0.0192
(0.0188)

0.0045
(0.0031)

–0.0007
(0.0053)

0.0051*
(0.0031)

–0.0015
(0.0053)

Average effective foreign tax rate 
 

in 2004
–0.914***

(0.188)
0.093***
(0.031)

–0.127**
(0.053)

0.023
(0.037)

–0.018
(0.063)

W
orldw

ide profi t m
argin

0.614***
(0.053)

1.25***
(0.091)

0.622***
(0.052)

1.24***
(0.090)

Average effective foreign tax rate* 
 

R
&

D
/sales

5.92***
(1.73)

–9.23***
(2.96)

N
otes: R

obust standard errors are in parentheses. The profi t m
argins on sales variables refer to the ratio of profi ts to sales. A

sterisks denote signifi cance 
at the 1%

 (***), 5%
 (**), and 10%

 (*) levels.
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points by 1996.14 Furthermore, the results of the last regression presented in Table 1 
indicates that the tax coeffi cient only decreases to –0.370 when the change in foreign 
sales is added to the regression, showing that the tax impact is almost exclusively 
through changes in profi t margins.

In the regression results presented in Table 2, which include companies with world-
wide losses in one or both of the years in the sample, there is no foreign share equation 
but we can estimate the foreign share from the profi t margin equations. The basic tax 
coeffi cients for the domestic and foreign profi t margins are on average only about 55 
percent in absolute value of those for the more restricted sample analyzed in Table 1. 
On the other hand, the R&D-tax change interaction term coeffi cients in Table 3 tend to 
be larger and more signifi cant. But using instead the basic coeffi cients for the change 
in the effective foreign tax rate in Table 2, the estimate of the effect of the 10 percent-
age point tax differential on the 1996 foreign share would therefore be closer to 2.5 
percentage points.

The coeffi cients presented in Table 4, which refl ect the specifi cation allowing the 
sensitivity of foreign shares to change over time, suggest a much larger impact — a 7 
percentage point increase in the foreign share of income as a result of the 10 percent-
age point tax differential. The level regressions for 2004 presented in Table 5 indicate 
an even larger impact of taxes, with the 10 percentage point tax differential resulting 
in a 9 percentage point increase in the foreign share of income. The estimated effect 
of the 10 percentage point domestic-foreign tax differential in 1996 therefore covers a 
wide range, from 2.5 percentage points to 9 percentage points of worldwide income. 
Because of the generality of the specifi cation that allows the tax responsiveness to 
change over time as income becomes more mobile, the 7 percentage point estimate is 
our preferred estimate.

V. COMPONENTS OF THE CHANGE IN THE FOREIGN SHARE AND 
   THE ROLE OF TAXES

The fi rm level results can now be used to estimate the role of foreign-domestic tax 
differentials in the 14 percentage point jump in the foreign share of total MNC income. 
But in order to link the fi rm level data and the change in the foreign share of aggregate 
MNC income, it is useful to decompose the change in the aggregate share into its 
constituent parts.

A. The Decomposition

The initial aggregate foreign share of worldwide income, S, can be expressed as the 
sum of each MNC’s foreign share weighted by its share of total worldwide income: 

14 Appendix Table B1 indicates an average effective foreign tax rate in 1996 of 21.3 percent. U.S. General Ac-
countability Offi ce (2008) provides estimates of domestic effective tax rates. When state corporate taxes are 
included, 10 percentage points may be an underestimate.
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S = Σisiwi,where s is the individual MNC’s foreign income share and w is the MNC’s 
weight in worldwide income. Taking the derivative of the aggregate S with respect to 
time and gathering terms we fi nd that
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The fi rst summation term on the right hand side is the change in the individual MNC’s 
foreign share weighted by the MNC’s initial share of worldwide income, and the sec-
ond summation is the change in each MNC’s share of aggregate worldwide company 
income weighted by its initial foreign share. These are our basic components. However, 
in implementing this decomposition it is necessary to calculate companies’ foreign 
share, which is impossible if worldwide income is negative. Therefore, companies with 
worldwide losses, either initially in 1996 or in 2004, are considered separately before 
proceeding with the full analysis based on the fi rm level data.15

B. Estimating the Components

1. Eff ect of Excluding Companies with Worldwide Losses

Implementing the above decomposition requires that worldwide income be greater 
than zero so that the share can be calculated. When companies with worldwide losses in 
either 1996 or 2004 are excluded from the sample, the growth in the aggregate foreign 
share of income falls from 14.0 percentage points to 11.3 percentage points. This 2.7 
percentage point decline could have two basic sources. One is that some companies’ 
domestic income declined so much from 1996 to 2004 that they resulted in a world-
wide loss in 2004. Another is that companies with foreign losses large enough to cause 
a worldwide loss in 1996 had foreign income large enough in 2004 to eliminate the 
worldwide loss. But in regressions and probits to explain the occurrence of these pat-
terns, the change in effective foreign tax rates did not seem to have any signifi cance.

It is true that domestic losses seemed to become more important in 2004. Tabulations 
of the linked sample show domestic losses increased from 2.1 percent of worldwide 
income in 1996 to 5.8 percent of worldwide income in 2004. In contrast, there was only 
a modest increase in the signifi cance of foreign losses, from 0.5 percent of worldwide 
income to 1.2 percent.

2. The First Component: Companies’ Worldwide Income Growth Weighted by Their Initial 
   Foreign Share of Income

The fi rst basic component is the increase in the aggregate foreign income share attrib-
utable to the growth of each company’s worldwide profi ts from 1996–2004, holding 
its initial foreign share of income constant at its 1996 level, which is the second term 

15 In the application below, the estimates use fi nite changes in shares and worldwide growth. There is therefore 
an interaction term that has to be assigned to one of the components. Since the component composed of 
company worldwide growth weighted by the initial share is calculated fi rst, the interaction term is implicitly 
assigned to the second component.
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in the decomposition equation above. This component provides the answer to a simple 
question: What would have happened to the aggregate share of foreign income if each 
company had maintained the same foreign share of worldwide income in 2004 as in 
1996 but experienced its own actual change in worldwide income? The answer is that 
the foreign share of overall worldwide income in the sample would have increased by 
5.0 percentage points, or about 44 percent of the actual 11.3 percentage point growth 
in the sample in which companies with worldwide losses in either 1996 or 2004 were 
excluded. The companies that already had a large foreign share in 1996 grew much faster.

The fi rst set of regression results presented in Table 6 illustrates the strong positive 
relationship between worldwide profi t growth from 1996 to 2004 and the initial 1996 
foreign share of income. The dependent variable is worldwide income growth, the ratio 

Table 6
Worldwide Income Growth and the Foreign Share in 1996

Dependent Variable

Independent Variables

Growth of 
Income 

1996–2004
(1)

Growth of 
Income 

1996–2004
(2)

Growth of 
Income 

1996–2004
(3)

Foreign share of income 1996 1.35***
(0.182)

1.35***
(0.183)

1.34***
(0.183)

R&D/sales 2004 8.41
(5.80)

8.55
(5.81)

8.06
(5.85)

Advertising/sales 2004 –0.680
(2.13)

–0.673
(2.13)

–0.584
(2.13)

Incorporation after 1980 0.274
(0.175)

0.267
(0.176)

0.271
(0.176)

Size: log of worldwide sales 
 1996

–0.084
(0.065)

–0.086
(0.065)

–0.088
(0.066)

Average effective foreign tax rate 
 1996

–0.318
(0.594)

–0.748
(0.820)

Change in average foreign tax rate 
 1996–2004

0.491
(0.644)

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. The number of observations is N = 415. The growth 
in income is the ratio of worldwide income in 2004 to worldwide income in 1996. Asterisks denote 
signifi cance at the 1% (***), 5% (**), and 10% (*) levels.
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of worldwide income in 2004 to worldwide income in 1996. To examine the relation-
ship between worldwide profi t growth and the 1996 foreign share, we add the same 
variables used in the earlier regressions to control for other possible determinants of the 
fi rm’s growth, its R&D and advertising intensity, the dummy variable for companies 
incorporated after 1980, and a size variable in the form of the log of worldwide sales in 
1996.

The only statistically signifi cant independent variable in the fi rst regression is the 
foreign share of worldwide income in 1996, which is signifi cant at the 1 percent level. 
The R&D and post-1980 incorporation variables have the expected signs but only 
approach borderline signifi cance.

While the fi rm level results suggest that tax differentials already had a signifi cant 
impact on foreign and domestic profi t margins by 1996, the impact of the initial 1996 
tax differential only explains about 1 percentage point of the increase in the foreign 
share from 1996 to 2004. That estimate is based on using the estimated coeffi cient in 
the fi rst regression presented in Table 1 to adjust each company’s foreign income share 
in 1996 for the effect of its foreign effective tax rate compared to the U.S. effective tax 
rate, and then examining how this foreign share, which is undistorted by taxes, alters 
the impact of its worldwide growth on its overall foreign income share in 2004. 

As indicated in the decomposition (1), this component is the product of the company’s 
initial foreign share and its actual worldwide profi t growth from 1996 to 2004. Therefore, 
one question in assessing the role of taxes in this component is whether low foreign tax 
burdens enabled companies to achieve faster worldwide growth. The last two regressions 
presented in Table 6 attempt to answer that question. The dependent variable is again 
worldwide income growth as in the fi rst regression, but the 1996 average foreign tax 
rate is added as an explanatory variable in regression 2 and the change in the foreign 
tax rate from 1996–2004 is added in regression 3. In neither case are the tax coeffi cients 
statistically signifi cant, even at the 10 percent level. Lower effective foreign tax rates 
do not seem to be important contributors to worldwide growth. The importance of low 
tax burdens on foreign income for U.S. worldwide “competitiveness” does not seem 
to have much empirical support.

3. The Second Component: The Change of Companies’ Foreign Share of Income Weighted 
  by Its Initial Share of Worldwide Income

The remaining 6.3 percentage points of the 11.3 percentage points increase in the 
aggregate foreign income share rise is attributable to the second component, the change in 
companies’ foreign share weighted by their share of worldwide income. The approximate 
5 percentage point decline in foreign effective tax rates between 1996 and 2004 widened 
the foreign-domestic tax differential to 15 percentage points (Appendix B, Table B1). 
Therefore, in view of the above discussion of the range of possible effects of the initial 
10 percentage point tax differential on the share of foreign income, it appears that the 
5 percentage point decline in the average effective foreign tax rate added from 1.25 
percentage points to 4.5 percentage points to the foreign share of worldwide income. 
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Our preferred specifi cation, where the impact of tax differentials can change over time, 
suggests the increase is 3.5 percentage points.

Finally, no contribution of tax rates is attributed to the other term in this component, 
the share of worldwide income weights, because the results in Table 6 indicate that low 
effective foreign tax rates do not contribute to worldwide growth.

4. Adding Up the Components

Using our preferred specifi cation where the response to tax differentials can change 
over time, we conclude that the combined effect of the initial 10 percentage point tax 
differential and its 5 percentage point increase from 1996 to 2004 increased the foreign 
share of worldwide MNC income by about 12 percentage points. This 12 percentage 
point estimate is the sum of 7 percentage points attributable to the initial 10 percentage 
point tax differential, the 3.5 percentage points attributable to the additional 5 percent-
age point increase in the tax differential, and the 1 percentage point estimated for the 
fi rst component in the decomposition. The complete range of estimates based on the 
various specifi cations and samples is 5 to 15 percentage points.

VI. THE SOURCES OF FALLING EFFECTIVE FOREIGN TAX RATES — 
    THE ROLE OF NEW U.S. RULES

Table 7 goes on to evaluate the sources of the decline in effective foreign tax rates, 
in particular the new tax planning opportunities provided by the changes in the U.S. 
tax rules after 1996. Two of the new U.S. tax rules introduced after 1996 are especially 
signifi cant. The fi rst is the implementation of the “check-the-box” rules in 1997. Prior 
to 1997, a payment of interest or royalties by one CFC to another would trigger a cur-
rent U.S. tax liability. With the check-the-box rules, the MNC could declare one of the 
CFCs to effectively be an unincorporated branch of the other. But the host government 
still regarded this CFC as a corporation and would therefore permit a deduction for the 
payment. The payment would however not be subject to current U.S. tax, because from 
the U.S. Treasury’s point of view the transfer of funds would occur within one consoli-
dated entity. By using such “hybrid” entities, which are treated as corporations by the 
host country but as branches by the United States, MNCs are able to shift income from 
high tax to low tax countries, signifi cantly lowering their overall foreign tax burdens, 
without incurring current U.S. tax liability.

A recent report by the Joint Committee on Taxation of the U.S. Congress describes 
the various structures that companies use in exploiting these new rules (Joint Com-
mittee on Taxation, 2010). One way to shift income from high tax countries to low tax 
countries is to use intercompany loans issued by a tax haven fi nance subsidiary to a 
hybrid entity that is an affi liate in a high tax country. Another device is to use R&D 
cost sharing agreements to locate patents in a tax haven subsidiary. The tax haven entity 
“shares” in the costs of an R&D development project and is thus entitled to a share of 
any royalties from the resulting innovation. The tax haven subsidiary then licenses the 
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Table 7
Sources of Change in Eff ective Foreign Tax Rates 1996–2004

Dependent Variables

Independent Variables

Change in 
Foreign Effective 

Tax Rate
(1)

Use of 
Hybrids

(2)

Change in 
Foreign Effective 

Tax Rate
(3)

Use of hybrid entities –0.0426**
(0.0198)

0.0573*
(0.033)

Parent R&D/sales 2004 –0.696**
(0.341)

4.54***
(1.11)

0.059
(0.386)

Parent advertising/sales 2004 0.272
(0.183)

–0.295
(0.407)

0.308*
(0.179)

Incorporation after 1980 0.0096
(0.0135)

0.0324
(0.0337)

0.0130
(0.0133)

Foreign profi t margin 1996 –0.101**
(0.050)

–0.106**
(0.050)

Financial services dummy –0.0324
(0.0218)

0.0150
(0.0553)

–0.038*
(0.020)

Foreign effective tax rate 1996 –0.881***
(0.0456)

–0.0679
(0.1135)

–0.812***
(0.057)

Foreign share of income 1996 0.103***
(0.035)

Size: log of sales 1996 0.0006
(0.0054)

0.0429***
(0.0137)

Hybrid * effective foreign 
 tax rate 1996

–0.264**
(0.114)

Hybrid * R&D/Sales –3.72***
(0.95)

Notes: Robust standard errors are in parentheses. The number of observations is N = 415. The hybrid 
entity variable indicates the extent of the company’s use of hybrid entities under the check-the-box 
rules introduced in 1997. Hybrid * Tax is the interaction of the hybrid variable with the average foreign 
tax rate in 1996. Hybrid * R&D is the interaction of the hybrid variable with company R&D intensity. 
The Financial Services dummy variable indicates whether the parent received fi nancial services income 
from abroad in 1996. Asterisks denote signifi cance at the 1% (***), 5% (**), and 10% (*) levels.
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innovation to a hybrid entity in a high tax location in exchange for deductible royalty 
payments. The hybrid structure of the affi liate in the high tax country  again makes it 
possible to avoid current U.S. tax on these inter-affi liate payments.16 These schemes 
lower the companies’ average foreign tax rates, irrespective of where their real operations 
were located, thereby encouraging greater shifting of income from the United States.

The second signifi cant new tax rule enacted in 1997 is the extension of the deferral 
privilege to active fi nancial income. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 repealed deferral 
for fi nancial income on the grounds that it was impossible to distinguish passive from 
active fi nancial income. Financial income was therefore taxed by the United States on 
a current basis as earned. The 1997 restoration of deferral for active fi nancial business 
abroad was the beginning of a series of temporary extensions of the active fi nance excep-
tion. The provisions specifi ed the requirements for fi nancial income to be considered 
active.

Companies may differ in the extent to which they benefi t from these new planning 
devices because their situations differ. For example, companies with large operations in 
high tax locations might have a greater incentive to use hybrid structures to shift income 
to tax havens. In contrast, mobile high tech companies may already enjoy low average 
foreign tax burdens so that the use of hybrid entities would provide smaller benefi ts. 
Therefore, in the analysis below, one of the explanatory variables for the change in 
average foreign tax rates after 1996 is the average foreign tax rate, because it would 
refl ects the incentive for companies to exploit the new planning devices.17 Furthermore, 
the check-the-box variable described in the next paragraph is measured with error, so 
the initial effective foreign tax rate may provide independent information. The incentive 
to lower foreign tax burdens would have been particularly strong if companies had a 
high initial foreign profi t margin. Presumably the location of their real activities would 
have resulted in the high initial foreign tax rate. The introduction of the check-the-box 
regulations in 1997 implied that average foreign effective tax rates were no longer 
necessarily dependent on where companies’ real operations were located.18

16 The use of check-the box to lower foreign tax burdens may have encouraged greater income shifting from 
the United States. But we should note that some of the new planning strategies can make foreign income 
“disappear.” In this case, the entity  is owned directly by the U.S. parent that extends it a loan. The entity 
is recognized as a corporation in the foreign jurisdiction but it is a disregarded entity from the U.S. point 
of view. Therefore any interest payments to the parent have no U.S. tax consequences because it is a pay-
ment within the consolidated domestic company. But if the foreign jurisdiction allows tax consolidation of 
related companies, the interest deduction abroad can be used to offset the income earned by other operating 
companies  in the same country. This strategy could cause the increase in the share of foreign income to 
be understated. 

17 Note that this is distinct from the analysis of domestic and profi t margins in 1996, for example, in which 
the level of the 1996 average foreign tax rate is an explanatory variable. In that case, having a lower aver-
age foreign tax rate is hypothesized to increase the incentive to shift income from the United States.

18 The initial average foreign effective tax rate in the change in tax rate regressions also corrects for the 
simple noise in effective rates from year to year, as a transitory high rate in one year would be expected 
to be followed by a lower rate in the subsequent year.
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The expected effect of parent R&D intensity on the use of the new planning opportu-
nities is ambiguous. Because of the diffi culty in valuing high tech patents and products, 
intangible assets derived from R&D are important vehicles for income shifting (Grubert, 
2003). Therefore low R&D intensity companies without the ability to shift intangible 
income may have found check-the-box particularly useful. (This effect could of course 
be refl ected in a high initial foreign tax rate.) On the other hand, the new check-the-
box rules made it possible for R&D-intensive companies to enter into a favorable cost 
sharing agreement with a tax haven subsidiary that would then receive royalties from 
operating hybrid affi liates in high tax countries.

Two new independent variables attempt to evaluate the signifi cance of check-the-box 
and the active fi nance exception. The fi rst is a measure of the use of hybrid entities. 
Form 5471 asks whether the subsidiary owns an entity that was “disregarded” under the 
check-the-box rules. A parent level check-the-box variable was constructed by giving a 
CFC a score of one if it reports a hybrid entity and zero otherwise, and then weighting 
the responses by subsidiary income.

The second new variable attempts to measure the extent to which a company might 
have benefi ted from the active fi nance exception. The tax fi les report the amount of 
fi nancial services income that the parent company received from abroad in 1996. 
(Before 2007 repatriated fi nancial services income was put in a separate basket for the 
purposes of computing credits for foreign tax on the income.) This is used to construct 
a Financial Services dummy variable that takes a value of one if fi nancial services 
income was positive.

The other independent variables in Table 7 are the same as used earlier, the R&D 
and advertising intensity of the parent, a dummy variable for incorporation since 1980, 
and the size variable which is the log of company sales in 1996. R&D may play a role 
through companies’ incentives to use hybrid entities and cost sharing agreements to shift 
income from high tax countries. Mature, larger companies may be in a better position 
to take advantage of the new planning opportunities.

Note that in Table 7 we regress the change in the average foreign tax rate on the level 
of the profi t margin in 1996 on the grounds that companies with high foreign profi t 
margins in 1996 had a greater incentive to use the new income shifting opportunities 
like check-the-box. This contrasts with the regressions in Table 5 where the level of the 
2004 profi t margin is regressed on the 2004 average foreign tax rate, and the regressions 
in Tables 1 and 2 where the changes in the profi t margins are regressed on the changes 
in the foreign tax rate.

In the fi rst regression in Table 7, the change in the average foreign rate from 1996 
to 2004 is the dependent variable. The use of hybrid entities variable, which refl ects 
whether the company takes advantage of the check-the-box rules, is signifi cant at the 
5 percent level and negative. As expected, companies use hybrid entities to lower their 
effective foreign tax rates. Parent R&D intensity also has a negative coeffi cient that 
is also signifi cant at the 5 percent level, consistent with the use of R&D cost sharing 
agreements and hybrid entities to lower foreign tax burdens. As expected, the initial 
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effective foreign tax rate is highly signifi cant statistically, and the initial foreign profi t 
margin is signifi cant at the 5 percent level.

The second regression is for the check-the-box variable itself, that is, the extent to 
which a company uses hybrid entities. The explanatory variables are again the company’s 
R&D and advertising intensity, the corporate age indicator, the fi nancial services dummy, 
the foreign effective tax rate in 1996, as well as the company’s size and its foreign 
share in 1996. R&D-intensive companies would be expected to use hybrid entities to 
strip royalties from high tax countries. Companies with a high initial foreign share and 
a high initial foreign tax rate would have a greater incentive to lower foreign taxes. 
Larger companies would be in a better position to incur the costs of new tax planning.

Note the difference in the causation sequences between the fi rst and second regres-
sions. In the fi rst regression, the hypothesis is that the change in the effective foreign 
tax rate depends on the intensity of the use of hybrid entities among other variables. In 
the second regression, the hypothesis is that the use of hybrid entities depended on the 
initial levels of the foreign tax rate and the foreign share of income.

The R&D intensity of the parent is highly signifi cant statistically at the 1 percent level. 
The foreign share of income in 1996, which refl ects both the relative size of foreign 
operations and their profi tability in 1996, is also highly statistically signifi cant. Surpris-
ingly, the foreign tax rate in 1996 is completely insignifi cant in explaining companies’ 
use of check-the-box, as a high foreign tax rate might be expected to result in a greater 
use of hybrids. Finally, the size of the company in 1996 is statistically signifi cant in 
increasing the use of check-the-box. Large companies were in a better position to take 
advantage of the new planning opportunities.

The results of the third regression presented in Table 7 again have the change in the 
effective foreign tax rate as the dependent variable as in the fi rst regression, but add 
two independent variables, the interaction of the 1996 effective foreign tax rate with 
the hybrid entity variable, and the interaction of the parent’s R&D intensity with the 
hybrid entity variable. Both coeffi cients are highly signifi cant, one at the 5 percent level 
and the other at much more than the 1 percent level. Check-the-box had a signifi cant 
effect, particularly in R&D-intensive companies and those with high initial foreign tax 
burdens. Even though companies in high tax countries did not make more intensive 
use of hybrid entities than those in low tax locations, the ones in high tax locations 
benefi tted much more from their use.

The fi nancial services dummy has a negative coeffi cient but in the fi rst regression 
it fails to be signifi cant even at the 10 percent level. In the last regression, with the 
interaction variables, it just misses being signifi cant at the 5 percent level. These results 
suggest that the active fi nance exception may have had an effect in inducing companies 
to lower their foreign tax burdens.

The hybrid entity coeffi cient in the fi rst regression, which is combined with the mean 
of the variable (0.255 from Table B1) to get the mean effect, suggests that hybrid enti-
ties “contributed” more than 1 percentage point of the approximate 5 percentage point 
decline in average effective foreign tax rates. Using instead the coeffi cients in the third 
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regression presented in Table 7, which include the interaction terms, the use of hybrid 
entities is estimated to have contributed more than 2 percentage points to the decline 
in effective tax rates. This range of estimates is roughly consistent with Altshuler and 
Grubert (2005), who estimate that U.S. companies used check-the-box to lower their 
foreign tax burden annually by approximately $7.0 billion by 2002. Similarly, the coef-
fi cient for the fi nancial services variable, combined with the frequency of the dummy, 
suggests that the active fi nance exception may have contributed about 0.5 a percentage 
point of the decline.

VII. QUALIFICATIONS AND CAVEATS

A. Possible Endogeneity Issues

The relationship between foreign income shares and average effective foreign tax 
rates is not a “normal” type of relationship in which the tax rate is purely exogenous 
to the fi rm. The relationship refl ects companies’ own decisions, with more aggressive, 
more mobile fi rms having both a lower tax rate and a greater foreign share of income. 
For example, a more aggressive company will shift more domestic income to low tax 
countries, simultaneously changing both the average effective foreign tax rate and the 
foreign share. Nevertheless, we can use the observed relationship to project what would 
happen if the tax burden on foreign income were set at the U.S. rate. In that case, the 
aggressive, mobile fi rms would have no more incentive to move either sales or profi ts 
to low tax locations than less mobile and aggressive fi rms.

It is possible to argue that a company which for some reason has a high profi t margin 
abroad has a greater incentive to lower its foreign tax rate, so the direction of causation 
goes from foreign margins to foreign tax rates. In fact, there is some evidence for this 
when, in Table 7, we relate the change in foreign effective tax rates to the initial foreign 
profi t margin because of the special income shifting opportunities offered by new features 
of the U.S. system. Companies with greater initial foreign profi ts had a greater incentive 
to exploit the new planning opportunities in order to lower their foreign tax liabilities.

But the test of whether the causation from foreign shares to foreign tax rates is impor-
tant in interpreting our results can be found in what happens to domestic profi t margins. 
If higher initial foreign profi ts motivate a company to simply arrange a lower foreign tax 
rate, this should have no necessary implications for its domestic profi t margins. In fact, 
the company might be expected to have high domestic profi t margins as well because 
it is relatively profi table on a worldwide basis. Therefore, if a lower average foreign 
tax rate is associated with both a higher foreign profi t margin and a lower domestic 
profi t margin, which is what we fi nd, it would suggest that income is being shifted out 
of the United States in response to the ability to achieve lower foreign tax burdens.19

19 The shifting itself would not necessarily further lower average effective foreign tax rates. The income could 
just be shifted proportionately to the country in which the income contributed to the new lower average rate.
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Similarly, a company that needed to be near foreign customers might choose the low 
tax locations in the neighborhood. For example, a company that wanted a European 
base might choose to locate in low tax Ireland. Again, what happens to domestic profi t 
margins compared to sales indicates the importance of this possibility. As we have 
seen, the relationship between changing foreign share and changing effective foreign 
tax rates is mainly attributable to a shift in domestic and foreign profi t margins, not a 
shift in the location of sales.

Furthermore, the results on the role of R&D based intellectual property confi rm the 
relationship between effective foreign tax rates and income shifting. The presence of 
parent-developed intellectual property both enables companies to achieve lower effec-
tive foreign tax rates and in turn magnifi es the impact of tax differentials because it is 
so diffi cult to value accurately.

Another endogeneity issue is raised by the inclusion of the worldwide profi t margin 
as an independent variable in the profi t margin regressions. A shock to the foreign profi t 
margin, for example, is transmitted to the worldwide profi t margin. The coeffi cient 
for the worldwide profi t margin may therefore be biased. But the effective foreign tax 
rate is the principle variable of interest and the worldwide profi t margin was included 
to avoid omitted variable bias in its coeffi cients. High tech companies tend to be very 
profi table on a worldwide basis and have lower effective tax rates. The specifi cation 
embodies the relatively straightforward hypothesis that an MNC’s foreign and domestic 
profi t margins would be similar apart from tax considerations.

B. Possible Biases in the Estimated Foreign Share

As indicated above, the measure of foreign income is “earnings and profi ts” (E&P), 
which is defi ned in the Internal Revenue Code and approximates book income. E&P 
is measured using specifi c asset class lives and straight line depreciation, and other 
adjustments that distinguish it from domestic or foreign taxable income. Domestic 
income is U.S. taxable income, which can be affected by changes in depreciation and 
other changes in the measure of taxable income. It is therefore necessary to address 
the possible bias introduced by the somewhat different measures we use for domestic 
and foreign income. The defi nition of E&P was unchanged in the period covered by 
this paper. The question is the importance of changes that affected the measurement of 
domestic taxable income after 1996.

The most important was “bonus depreciation,” a temporary provision that was intro-
duced in 2002 and expanded in 2004. Firms could take an additional fi rst year deprecia-
tion deduction of 30 percent (50 percent after 2004) of the adjusted cost basis of certain 
assets. The basis for depreciation was reduced in later years to refl ect the larger initial 
deduction. Altshuler et al. (2009) show that bonus depreciation had a substantial effect, 
reducing aggregate corporate taxable income by about 10 percent in 2004.20

20 I am grateful to Matthew Knittel for providing me with the adjustments used in their paper.
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However, bonus depreciation seems to have been less important in our linked sample 
of large MNCs for which intangible assets created by R&D and advertising are very 
signifi cant. In fact, in this sample, depreciation declined from 5.18 percent of domes-
tic sales in 1996 to 4.45 percent of sales in 2004. It also declined in relation to gross 
profi ts after cost of goods sold and in relation to EBITDA (earnings before interest, tax, 
depreciation, and amortization).21

Another possible source of bias in the use of taxable income as a measure of domestic 
income is the growing use of stock options as a component of corporate compensation. 
The gain on “nonqualifi ed” options, which were the most important type of option issued 
during this period, is deductible from corporate income when exercised. Such options 
may simply be a substitute for wages but, at a minimum, the timing of deductions can 
be distorted. But the Altshuler et al. data indicate that the net effect of these deductions 
peaked in 2000 and was much smaller in absolute terms in 2004 than in 1997, the fi rst 
year in their analysis. Stock options are very unlikely to create problems of understating 
2004 taxable income, relative to income in 1996.

The American Jobs Creation Act of 2004 introduced the 9 percent deduction for the 
income derived from domestic production activities, but this provision was not effec-
tive until 2005. It was intended as a replacement of the Extra-Territorial Income (ETI) 
provisions that had replaced the Foreign Sales Corporation (FSC) rules in 2000. The 
change from FSC to ETI may have some effect on the 2004 to 1996 comparison because 
it moved the dividends received deduction into the category of “other deductions.” Our 
measure of domestic taxable income is before deductions for dividends received. But 
this factor seems relatively minor. Total dividends received deductions in 1996 in our 
sample were only 1.5 percent of net domestic income in 1996 and only declined slightly 
to 1.25 percent of income in 2004.

Therefore, any adjustment for the asymmetry between the measures of foreign and 
domestic income seems unnecessary. Any reduction in domestic taxable income rela-
tive to book income would of course represent a reduction in effective domestic tax 
rates. The impact of domestic-foreign effective tax rate differentials would therefore 
be understated. In any case the U.S. statutory rate remained constant at 35 percent and 
that is the key factor creating incentives for income shifting, which turns out to be the 
most important consequence of tax differentials.

Finally, there may be some suspicion that changes in exchange rates, in particular 
the fall in the dollar, explain a part of the increase in the foreign share of income. But 
the trade-weighted indices published by the Federal Reserve Board of Governors indi-
cate that, if anything, the opposite is true for the period between 1996 and 2004.22 For 

21 Statistics of Income data indicate that aggregate corporate depreciation expense was essentially fl at as a 
percentage of sales from 1996 to 2004 (Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income (1999) and (2007)). 
Depreciation expense in any year depends on industry mix and the pace of recent investment. The fact 
that total depreciation expense was fl at as a percentage of sales in spite of bonus depreciation suggests 
that investment in tangible property was declining.

22 http://www.federalreserve.gov/Releases/H10/Summary/default.htm.
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example, the Broad Index for the nominal value of the dollar increased from 97.46 to 
113.76 and the real value increased from 88.52 to 99.01.

C. Other Caveats

There are several factors causing our estimated impact of average effective foreign tax 
rates to be biased downward. One is the likely error in the measure of average effective 
tax rates. As described above, it is based on the taxes paid by subsidiaries with positive 
foreign income. Even if there are no subsidiaries with losses, effective tax rates can 
vary substantially from year to year because of the timing of deductions and credits. 
Similarly, the measures of the use of hybrid entities and of the importance of an MNC’s 
fi nancial operations are necessarily crude and probably lead to underestimates of their 
roles in the decline in effective foreign tax rates.

There may also be some bias in the estimates because the tax returns of all of com-
panies with foreign income in 2004 could not be linked with their tax returns in 1996. 
As indicated earlier, this leaves almost 20 percent of 2004 foreign income out of the 
analysis. One major reason for the failure to link returns is that the taxpayers are too 
small to be sampled with certainty in any year. The entire group of companies with 
foreign income had average domestic sales about one sixth of the average sales in 
the matched sample. Not surprisingly, the foreign income share of the companies not 
linked is smaller than the linked sample, by about 10 percentage points. But their R&D 
intensity, measured as the ratio of parent R&D to domestic sales, seems comparable, so 
their response to tax differentials may be similar to the linked group.

There may be other reasons why some companies could not be linked. Their iden-
tifi cation numbers could have changed because of a reincorporation or merger. Some 
companies may have become multinationals between 1996 and 2004. On the other hand, 
some companies may have dropped out because they were acquired by foreign compa-
nies. Foreign and domestic tax considerations may have played a role in these changes.

In interpreting the estimate above of the amount of MNC income shifted abroad, it is 
necessary to consider the possibility that a major regime change such as current taxation 
of foreign income at the 35 percent rate could induce takeovers by foreign companies. 
The preferred estimate of 12 percent of worldwide MNC income shifted abroad assumes 
that the universe of U.S. MNCs remains the same.23

Finally, this paper only focuses on the sales and profi ts of U.S. based MNCs at home 
and abroad. It does not address income shifting by foreign-based MNCs with opera-
tions in the United States. The data include the operations of U.S.-based companies 
in Puerto Rico if they are organized as CFCs incorporated in Puerto Rico. By 2004, 
most of the U.S. companies in Puerto Rico that had taken advantage of the Possessions 
Credit, which ended in 2005, had either converted to CFC status or ceased operations 

23 Simple expatriation or “inversions” of U.S. companies without a change in ownership or business has been 
severely restricted by the American Jobs Creation Act enacted in 2004. 
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in Puerto Rico. The Puerto Rican operations are therefore included in the analysis 
of profi t margins, etc., based on 2004 levels. However, the conversion from their 
previous status may contribute some bias to the data on changes between 1996 and 
2004.24

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper examines recent changes in the foreign shares of worldwide income of 
U.S. MNCs, and arrives at the following conclusions.

1. Various specifi cations and samples consistently show that the differential between 
domestic and foreign effective tax rates has a signifi cant effect on the share of 
MNC income abroad. This effect operates mainly through changes in foreign and 
domestic profi t margins rather than changes in the location of sales. Companies 
with lower effective foreign tax rates have both higher foreign profi t margins 
and lower domestic profi t margins. This evidence of income shifting from the 
United States is supplemented by the fi nding that increased R&D performed 
in the United States magnifi es the impact of U.S.-foreign tax differentials. The 
problems in pricing intellectual property thus create greater opportunities for 
income shifting.

2. The responsiveness to tax differentials of the locations of both income and sales 
has increased over time.

3. The estimates of the quantitative impact of tax differentials on the overall for-
eign share of MNC income vary depending on the sample and the specifi cation. 
Therefore the estimates of the combined effect of the initial tax differential in 
1996 and further increases from 1996 to 2004 cover a wide range, from about 
5 percentage points of worldwide income to about 15 percentage points. The 
estimate based on the specifi cation that introduces the possibility that the response 
to tax differentials has changed over time results in an estimated increase of 
about 12 percentage points.

4. The check the box rules enacted in 1997, which facilitated the shifting of income 
from high tax to low tax foreign countries, seem to have contributed about 1 to 
2 percentage points of the approximate 5 percentage point decline in foreign 
effective tax rates.

This paper also examines the relationship between a company’s effective foreign tax 
rate and its domestic and worldwide growth, and reached the following conclusions.

5. It is diffi cult to detect any signifi cant effect of lower foreign tax rates on domestic 
sales. The positive effects implied by the “low tax burdens on foreign income 
are good for domestic investment” argument and the negative effects implied 
by the “export of jobs” argument seem to cancel.

24 The Possessions companies receiving the credit were incorporated in the United States.
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6. Lower tax burdens on foreign MNC income do not seem to increase companies’ 
worldwide growth. The evidence for the “competitiveness” benefi ts of lower 
taxes on foreign income does not seem very strong.

Finally, the increase in the foreign share of the income earned by MNCs seems likely 
to continue to be an important issue. Data published by the BEA on foreign profi ts rela-
tive to total national profi ts, including both the profi ts of MNCs and purely domestic 
companies, suggest that the trend has continued and indeed may have accelerated after 
2004. Using these data, Hodge (2011) shows that foreign profi ts were 26.3 percent of total 
national profi ts in 2004 and increased to 38.2 percent of total national profi ts in 2009.
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APPENDIX A: FINANCIAL COMPANIES

Financial companies account for 12 percent of the foreign income in the sample in 2004. 
Their total foreign income increased from 16.78 percent of worldwide income in 1996 to 25.03 
in 2004. Income deferred abroad increased from 9.94 percent of worldwide income in 1996 to 
17.61 percent of worldwide income in 2004. While the fi nancial companies as a whole are less 
globalized, at least in terms of the location of income, the increase in their income and defer-
rals abroad was similar to that of nonfi nancial MNCs. In addition, their average foreign tax rate 
declined by about the same 5 percentage points.

However, the growth of domestic losses was not important in the case of fi nancial companies, 
amounting to less than 1 percent of worldwide income in 2004. On the other hand, the fi nancial 
companies that initially were the most globalized tended to grow the fastest. That seems to ex-
plain almost half of the increase in the foreign share of fi nancial companies’ worldwide income. 
Perhaps the companies that were already highly globalized were the ones that could most benefi t 
from the new deferral opportunities offered by the active fi nance exception.
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APPENDIX B

Table B1
Descriptive Statistics

Sample Mean Standard Deviation

Average effective foreign tax rate 1996 (%) 21.26
Average effective foreign tax rate 2004 (%) 15.86
Foreign share of income 1996   0.381
Foreign share of income 2004   0.494
Growth of worldwide profi ts 2004/1996  2.00 1.71
R&D/sales 2004    0.0146   0.0183
Advertising/sales 2004    0.0180   0.0335
Foreign sales share 1996   0.268  0.207
Foreign sales share 2004   0.321  0.217
Use of hybrids   0.255  0.319
Financial services dummy variable   0.104  0.305
Size: log of worldwide sales, 1996 21.90 1.26
Incorporation after 1980   0.301  0.459
Domestic profi t margin 1996    0.0775   0.0940
Domestic profi t margin 2004    0.0457   0.0908
Foreign profi t margin 1996    0.0579   0.1210
Foreign profi t margin 2004    0.1140   0.1614
Notes: Average effective foreign tax rates are the aggregate (i.e., weighted) tax rates based on the 
entire matched nonfi nancial sample. The foreign shares of income are based on aggregates for the 
nonfi nancial sample, which excludes companies with worldwide losses in either 1996 or 2004. That 
is the sample used in the Table 1 regressions. The remaining data are unweighted means and standard 
deviations for the same group of companies.
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JUNE 7, 2012 
Mitigating Base Erosion a Necessity of International Tax Reform, 
Congressional Staffers Say 
by Michael Beller 

 

Erosion of the tax base is a problem that must be addressed as part of an overhaul of the tax code, two 
congressional tax staffers said June 6.  

The discussion draft by House Ways and Means Committee Chair Dave Camp, R-Mich., released in October 2011 
and advocating a shift to a territorial system of international taxation includes three options to discourage 
intangibles migration: treating excess profits as subpart F income; a variation on the low effective tax rate test used 
in Japan; and a combination of the "carrot" of a patent box of 15 percent with the "stick" of the current subpart F 
inclusion of foreign intangible income for controlled foreign corporations based in jurisdictions with tax rates of less 
than 13.5 percent. Royalty income paid by CFCs to U.S.-based parents could be taxed at a rate as high as 15 
percent. (For the discussion draft, see Doc 2011-22576  or 2011 TNT 208-27 . For prior coverage, see Doc 
2011-22525 or 2011 TNT 208-1 .)  

E. Ray Beeman, House Ways and Means Committee majority tax counsel, said reform must make compliance with 
the rules as easy as possible without encouraging tax avoidance.  

"There's an element here where you look at corporate behavior, not just from a compliance standpoint, but what 
kind of behavior is the current tax system encouraging?" Beeman said, speaking on his own behalf at the 
Bloomberg BNA and Baker & McKenzie Transfer Pricing Conference in Washington. "There's a lot of pressure on 
companies to do certain things for tax purposes that completely pass muster for transfer pricing, but as 
policymakers you have to ask the question, 'Is that the right behavior that we should be encouraging?'"  

Beeman said there is broad agreement on Capitol Hill that if "whatever the companies out there might be doing is 
completely fine under the rules," the rules may need to be changed.  

In addition to Camp's discussion draft, Senate Finance Committee member Michael B. Enzi, R-Wyo., has 
introduced the United States Job Creation and International Tax Reform Act of 2012 (S. 2091), which would also 
shift the country to a territorial system. (For prior coverage, see Doc 2012-2830  or 2012 TNT 29-7 . For S. 
2091, see Doc 2012-2804 or 2012 TNT 29-54 .)  

If a territorial system is enacted, lawmakers must consider what opportunities for tax avoidance it creates, said Jeff 
VanderWolk, Senate Finance Committee majority tax counsel, also speaking on his own behalf.  

"Tax avoidance is a natural thing. It's like gravity," VanderWolk said. "Whenever you tinker with the tax law, you 
have to think about what avenues of avoidance you may be opening or continuing." However, the danger of 
creating new vehicles for avoidance should not prevent Congress and the president from pursuing reform of the 
country's international tax system, which is currently "the worst of all worlds," VanderWolk said.  

"We have a worldwide statutory tax imposition that's relatively high," VanderWolk said. "In the last 10 to 15 years 
we've tried to ameliorate that for U.S. multinationals with the CFC look-through and check-the-box rules, and it has 
become easier for groups with mobile assets to defer indefinitely a lot of profits in very-low-tax jurisdictions."  

 

Erosion of the tax base is a problem that must be addressed as part of an overhaul of the tax code, two 
congressional tax staffers said June 6. 
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If the Republicans maintain control of the House and Camp remain chair of the Ways and Means Committee, the 
question would become which of the three options presented in his discussion draft would best manage base 
erosion. Rocco Femia of Miller & Chevalier said the proposals to tax low-tax, cross-border income and create a 
U.S. patent box with a 40 percent deduction for a corporation's foreign intangible income plus the CFC's foreign 
base company's intangible income seem the most efficacious.  

"Both options step back from that historical trend and are efforts to address base erosion without causing this 
negative feedback loop encouraging companies in the way they operate that may be detrimental to the U.S. 
economy," Femia said.  

Beeman said whatever system of international taxation emerges must place all industries on a level playing field.  

"The current system affects companies so differently depending on what industry you're in," Beeman said. "One of 
our big objectives is to have the tax system have as little impact in encouraging or discouraging corporate behavior 
as possible. [We want to] treat everybody the same way whether you're making semiconductors or automobiles or 
anything else."  

Correction 
 
This article has been edited to correct a misquotation of Jeffrey VanderWolk, Senate Finance Committee majority 
tax counsel. For a full correction, please see Doc 2012-12537 .  
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July 9, 2012    Patrick Driessen 

Revenue Estimating Context for Territorial Proposals 

1. Present law revenues:  U.S. residual tax rate on foreign source income generally found to be 
<5%,1   or about $20B.  This calculation does not account for the lack of expense suspension 
under present law, which would lower this $20B pickup and the respective U.S. residual tax rate.  
This latter cutback depends upon whether expense focus is interest or all 864 expenses. 

2. What’s going on in 2012:  Continuing multi‐year growth in deferred earnings.  However, there 
are limits to deferral under present law if, for whatever reason, the cash is needed back in the 
United States.  There are indications that huge stock of deferred earnings has created tension: 
there have been some repatriations of permanently reinvested earnings at high U.S. residual 
tax, some shareholder agitation about lack of access to the earnings/cash, and considerable 
interest either in repatriation tax holiday redux or adopting territorial system with reduced toll 
charge on the stock of deferred earnings at changeover from worldwide to territorial. 

3. Estimating Territorial:  Setting aside transitional treatment of the stock of deferred earnings, 
with territorial the fisc gains by reduction of cross crediting and any expense disallowance or 
haircut, while the fisc loses from exemption.  Static estimate must be adjusted for behavior. 2 

4. What could be at stake with territorial:  Even with the movement of intangible property offshore 
that has already occurred, there is still a lot of IP in the United States.  To the extent that this IP 
is in the United States under present law for liquidity reasons (that is, why bother moving IP 
offshore under present law if the earnings are needed in the United States and thus roughly 
would face the same level of tax, combined U.S. and foreign, whether moved offshore or not), 
then MNCs would be tempted to move this IP offshore under territorial.  A very rough but 
plausible measure of the potential maximum IP revenue in play, looking just at U.S. IP, is about 
$75B upper bound a year at 2012 levels, which is about 20% of U.S. corporate receipts – the 
likely early‐year revenue loss from IP movement for even a generous territorial proposal will be 
much lower, but this stylized example is a good discussion starter.3  

                                                            
1 E.g., Treasury, 12/20/07, found 2% U.S. residual tax rate, used in White House Press Release of 5/4/09; for argument that this 
rate is misleading, see Tax Notes discussion with P. Merrill, 8/6/09,  in article by R. Jackson. 
2 Stacking a territorial estimate after an assumed 25% corporate rate, with no indication of the path taken to get to 25%, causes 
territorial to look better revenue‐wise. The behavioral component of the estimate is dominant, and the incentive under 
territorial to either ameliorate the loss of cross‐crediting, or convert various forms of income (including income that is currently 
U.S.‐sourced) into exempt dividends under territorial, is reduced (but of course not eliminated) if U.S. corporate rate is 25%. If 
the path to the 25% rate were specified, the analysis would be more complicated because it is effective rates that drive 
behavior, and base broadening or credit limitations that might raise revenue to achieve a 25% corporate rate could affect 
effective rates. 
3 This story is simplified because U.S.‐based IP that serves foreign markets should be distinguished from U.S.‐based IP that 
serves the U.S. market.  For a very rough indication of magnitude, there is $100B of royalties (including licensing fees) paid by 
U.S.‐based companies to other U.S.‐based companies under present law.  To account for the variety of ways that royalties are 
classified for tax purposes by firms (e.g., they show up in inventory and cost of goods sold, they show up in an amorphous and 
huge category labeled “other income”), double the $100B to $200B, and then double again to $400B to account for self‐
constructed assets which often don’t generate a separately observable income flow.  Reduce the $400B by, say, $100B to 
account for IP that can’t be moved out of the United States for institutional reasons (e.g., IP under contract with the DoD), and 
one is left with $300B of IP income, or $105B  in tax revenue at 35% (and $75B at 25%) in 2012 levels that could be in play 
under territorial.  This number is consistent with some separate BEA non‐tax‐based data. Now it would take taxpayers time to 
shift this IP, for example, taxpayers might prefer to create IP offshore anew (Google 14.0) rather than run 482/367(d) gauntlet.  
Accounting  for this timing issue and a lower effective rate under present law because of tax attribute usage, there could still be 
$250B to $500B in U.S. tax revenue at stake over a ten‐year budget period (with much of it loaded at the end of the budget 
period) under territorial relative to present law.  It is emphasized that this rough number is just based on looking at IP and not 
other potentially mobile things like service income. 
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Fixing Double Nontaxation Under
The Transfer Pricing Guidelines

By Michael C. Durst

Introduction

In a recent speech to a UN group, Pascal Saint-
Amans, the newly appointed head of the OECD’s
Centre for Tax Policy and Administration, report-
edly said that international organizations involved
in transfer pricing policy should focus their efforts
on eliminating not only double taxation, but also

double nontaxation.1 Double taxation occurs under
transfer pricing rules when two countries claim
overlapping rights to tax the combined income of a
multinational group. For example, a given multina-
tional group might manufacture a product in Coun-
try A and sell the product to customers in Country
B. If the tax administrations of Country A and
Country B both claim the right to tax 60 percent of
the total income from the manufacture and sale, the
multinational group can be seen as being taxed on
120 percent of its income. One can argue about the
degree to which double taxation poses an economic
threat to global trade and investment. Perhaps the
problem of double taxation has been exaggerated to
some extent, and the primary threat to international
trade and investment comes not from double taxa-
tion but instead from vague and unpredictable
international transfer pricing rules.2 Nevertheless,
there can be little doubt that concern about the
perceived harmful effects of double taxation has
strongly influenced the development of transfer
pricing laws over the years.

Double nontaxation is the converse of double
taxation. If, in the above example, Country A claims
the right to tax 30 percent of the total income from
the cross-border activity and Country B claims the
right to tax 50 percent, the multinational group can
be seen as receiving a tax exemption on 20 percent
of its combined income. Just as with double taxa-
tion, one can question the seriousness of the eco-
nomic harm that arises from double nontaxation,
because from the standpoint of encouraging inter-
national trade and investment, it may not be unde-
sirable to provide tax exemptions to multinational
companies. Many would argue, however, that
double nontaxation deprives governments of rev-
enues that they are entitled to receive under their
duly legislated tax laws. It can also be argued that
the opportunity to benefit from double nontaxation

1Tamu N. Wright, ‘‘OECD Official Says International Tax
Work Should Include Ending Double Non-Taxation,’’ Tax Mgmt.
Transfer Pricing Rep., Mar. 22, 2012.

2See Michael C. Durst, ‘‘Untangling Double Taxation in
Transfer Pricing Policymaking,’’ Tax Notes, Mar. 26, 2012, p.
1689, Doc 2012-4066, or 2012 TNT 58-10.

Michael C. Durst

Michael C. Durst is a col-
umnist for Tax Notes.

In this column, he notes
recent comments by the
head of the OECD’s Centre
for Tax Policy and Adminis-
tration stating that interna-
tional organizations should
focus on eliminating from
the international tax system
not only double taxation,

but also double nontaxation. Durst examines the
technical and political challenges that the OECD
and other international organizations will face in
seeking to address the problem of double nontaxa-
tion. He identifies two kinds of double nontaxation
that arise under today’s transfer pricing rules:
technical double nontaxation, which is caused by
defects in the way the rules try to adjust for
imprecision in the identification of comparables
(for example, by using faulty statistical measures of
arm’s-length ranges); and double nontaxation,
which is caused by the rules’ toleration of income
shifting through licenses and other risk-shifting
contracts between commonly controlled compa-
nies. Durst suggests that the current political envi-
ronment will likely permit progress toward
eliminating technical double nontaxation but that
elimination of double nontaxation from income
shifting poses political challenges that will require
substantial effort to overcome.

The author is grateful for comments on an earlier
draft. The views expressed in this article are solely
his own.
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places multinational companies at an undue advan-
tage over businesses that operate in nonintegrated
form.

Saint-Amans delivered his recent comments to a
gathering with a special interest in the tax admin-
istration challenges of developing countries. Many
developing countries face especially acute needs to
maintain and grow their tax bases, and it seems
likely that by emphasizing the OECD’s commit-
ment to combat double nontaxation, Saint-Amans
sought to affirm the OECD’s commitment to meet-
ing the especially urgent revenue requirements of
developing countries.3 Opinions can differ, but I
think it’s fair to say that in the past, discussions of
international tax policy have tended to give more
airtime to concerns about double taxation than to
concerns about double nontaxation, and this imbal-
ance may have been especially problematic from
the standpoint of developing countries. Saint-
Amans may have intended to signal that any im-
balance of this kind should be redressed. If so, the
message is a welcome one.

It will, however, require more than good inten-
tions to remedy the problem of double nontaxation
under today’s transfer pricing rules. The double
nontaxation arises from two primary sources:

1. technical deficiencies in the operation of
current transfer pricing methods, particularly
regarding the use of statistical techniques; and
2. substantive holes in the operation of the
transfer pricing rules, which permit compa-
nies to shift income to low- and zero-tax
countries without reference to the level, if any,
of actual business activity conducted in those
countries.

The following discussion illustrates the operation of
these two sources of double nontaxation under
current rules and describes both the technical and
political challenges that must be met if transfer
pricing rules are to effectively address the problem
of double nontaxation.

‘Technical’ Double Nontaxation
Longstanding technical flaws in the transfer pric-

ing rules produce a great deal of double nontaxa-
tion today. Much of the dysfunction arises from the
misapplication of statistical techniques to the com-
parables data that both government enforcement
officials and private practitioners must attempt to
use, under today’s transfer pricing rules, in evalu-

ating the transfer pricing compliance of multina-
tional companies.4 In practice, it is rarely if ever
possible to locate a single transaction or set of
transactions between independent parties that is
convincingly comparable to the transactions con-
ducted between members of a commonly controlled
group. Instead, data from transactions which are
only approximately comparable to the related-party
transactions being evaluated must be used. For
example, a practitioner seeking to benchmark the
arm’s-length pricing of controlled distributors of
imported automobiles might be required to use
data from uncontrolled sales of, say, refrigerators or
road-building equipment. Practitioners then must
apply statistical techniques to the imperfect sample
set to identify the ‘‘arm’s-length range of results’’
against which compliance or noncompliance is to be
measured.

In practice, in most instances, government and
private practitioners are able to identify from avail-
able sources only a few data points — sometimes as
few as four, and rarely more than 10 — from
transactions that are even arguably comparable to
the related-party transactions under analysis. Prac-
titioners then must try to apply valid statistical
techniques to that tiny sample. Practitioners around
the world usually follow the practice, suggested by
the U.S. transfer pricing regulations, of basing the
permissible arm’s-length range on the interquartile
range of the sample data — that is, the range from
the 25th through the 75th percentiles of results.
However, attempting to apply any statistical mea-
sure, including the interquartile range, to a very
small data set does not constitute sound statistical
practice. In fact, the arm’s-length ranges produced
under the flawed methods used today almost al-
ways are far too wide to provide tax authorities
information that is useful in enforcement.5 The
excessive width of what are supposed to be arm’s-
length ranges causes tax administrations around
the world to leave a great deal of money sitting on
the table when attempting to enforce transfer pric-
ing rules. The result is a substantial amount of
double nontaxation.

One might ask why the IRS, followed by other
tax administrations around the world, permitted
the development and then the retention of such a
patently deficient means of measuring taxpayers’
compliance with transfer pricing rules. I believe
that initially, those drafting the U.S. transfer pricing

3For further description of the OECD’s efforts along these
lines, see Kevin A. Bell and Rick Mitchell, ‘‘OECD Secretary-
General Pledges Group to Simplifying Transfer Pricing Provi-
sions,’’ Tax Mgmt. Transfer Pricing Rep., Mar. 27, 2012.

4See the discussion of this problem in Durst, ‘‘Pragmatic
Transfer Pricing for Developing Countries,’’ Tax Notes, Jan. 9,
2012, p. 243, Doc 2011-25096, or 2012 TNT 5-11.

5See Durst, ‘‘Congress Should Examine Transfer Pricing
Documentation,’’ Tax Notes, Feb. 28, 2011, p. 1069, Doc 2011-2652,
or 2011 TNT 39-19.
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regulations simply failed to foresee the width of the
interquartile ranges that typically would be gener-
ated in actual practice. That failure was understand-
able. Before the issuance of the U.S. regulations,
there was no available base of experience for using
interquartile ranges for transfer pricing purposes,
and it was not possible to anticipate the very small
sizes of the sample sets that practitioners typically
would be able to identify.

Once the excessive width of the ranges became
apparent, however, I believe it was politically im-
possible for the United States to remedy the problem
and devise more precise enforcement techniques.
The political opposition originated, at least in part,
from the governments of several OECD countries
which believed, during the late 1980s and early
1990s, that the United States was attempting to
implement an unduly strict regime of transfer pric-
ing compliance. During that time, there was wide-
spread belief in the United States that foreign-owned
distributors of imported automobiles and other
high-value products were reporting insufficient U.S.
taxable income.6 Non-U.S. governments generally
disagreed with the U.S. assessment and feared that
the use of efficient enforcement tools by the United
States would lead to an international competition in
transfer pricing enforcement, which would damage
international trade. That fear translated to an aver-
sion, on the part of many governments, to changes
in transfer pricing rules that would permit more
efficient, large-scale enforcement. Hence, well into
the 1990s, changes to rules that would permit more
ready enforcement could be expected to encounter
serious international opposition.

Today, however, economic conditions in coun-
tries around the world, and in all stages of eco-
nomic development, have added urgency to the
need to generate reliable streams of government
revenue. Moreover, neither the United States nor
any other country generally is seen today as
uniquely proactive in transfer pricing enforcement.
Therefore, to the extent that double nontaxation
now arises from technical defects in compliance and
enforcement techniques, the political environment
may be conducive to remedying the problems.

In its efforts to remedy technical double nontaxa-
tion, the OECD should avoid the mistakes to which
first the United States, and then the OECD itself, fell
prey in the 1990s. The OECD should rigorously
stress-test proposed statistical methods and other

technical components of the transfer pricing guide-
lines, under conditions similar to those likely to be
encountered in day-to-day tax compliance and ad-
ministration. The OECD should not retain in its
guidelines approaches that will lead to results too
indeterminate to be enforced. If by rigorously test-
ing transfer pricing methods the OECD succeeds in
eliminating much of the double nontaxation which
now results from technical deficiencies in those
methods, the OECD could help to alleviate substan-
tially government revenue problems in many coun-
tries.

Double Nontaxation Through Income Shifting
Technical defects in transfer pricing rules are not

the only cause of serious double nontaxation under
current practices. As of the late 1980s and early
1990s, many multinational companies based in the
United States and some other countries had for
decades succeeded in using written contracts be-
tween commonly owned companies — particularly
license agreements — to assign income from intan-
gible property to affiliates in low- and zero-tax
countries.7 Typically, the amount of income shifted
is grossly disproportionate to the amount of observ-
able business activity, if any, that the multinational
groups actually perform in the low- or zero-tax
countries.

The long reliance on income-shifting techniques
made it imperative for multinational companies to
ensure that new transfer pricing guidance, whether
promulgated by the OECD, the United States, or
other countries, leaves room for the argument that
the arm’s-length standard permits income shifting
through the use of self-serving intragroup contracts.
There is irony in that position: The shifting of
taxable income to countries in which little or no
business activity is conducted, through contracts
between commonly controlled entities with identi-
cal economic interests, would seem to be precisely
the kind of activity in which unrelated parties,
acting at arm’s length, cannot engage. Therefore,
allowing multinational companies to engage in
income shifting through the use of contracts made
between affiliated companies undermines the prin-
ciple of economic neutrality on which the arm’s-
length standard is supposed to rest.8 Nevertheless,

6The political debate surrounding transfer pricing reform in
the late 1980s and early 1990s is analyzed in Reuven Avi-Yonah,
‘‘The Rise and Fall of Arm’s Length,’’ 15 Va. Tax Rev. 89 (1995);
and Durst and Robert E. Culbertson, ‘‘Clearing Away the Sand:
Retrospective Methods and Prospective Documentation in
Transfer Pricing Today,’’ 57 Tax L. Rev. 37, 48-64 (2003).

7Recently, Edward D. Kleinbard has provided an extensive
and useful analysis of those income-shifting techniques, which
he describes as resulting in the creation of ‘‘stateless income.’’
See Kleinbard, ‘‘Stateless Income’s Challenge to Tax Policy,’’ Tax
Notes, Sept. 5, 2011, p. 1021, Doc 2011-14206, or 2011 TNT 172-5.

8Paragraph 1.8 of the OECD guidelines provides:
There are several reasons why OECD member countries
and other countries have adopted the arm’s length prin-
ciple. A major reason is that the arm’s length principle
provides broad parity of tax treatment for members of
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allowance of that income shifting was essential as a
political matter if transfer pricing guidelines of any
kind were to be adopted. Therefore, despite the
logical anomaly, to many the term ‘‘arm’s length’’
today entails an allowance of a particular kind of
income tax avoidance that is available only to
commonly controlled taxpayers.

Politically, the attachment of many multinational
companies to income-shifting structures is probably
at least as important today as it was during the late
1980s and early 1990s. Not only do income-shifting
techniques involving the licensing of intangible
property remain popular, but new techniques in-
volving the use of contracts to shift business risks,
and hence income, to low- and zero-tax countries
have become common.9 It seems clear that the
political forces favoring the continued toleration of
income-shifting techniques remain strong.

To eliminate the double nontaxation that arises
from income shifting, transfer pricing rules will
need to require that the amount of income subject to
tax by a particular country reasonably reflect an
arm’s-length level of compensation for the business
activities that taxpayers actually carry out within
the country. This is, after all, precisely the way
income would be divided between unrelated tax-
payers transacting with one another at arm’s length.

But despite its conceptual appeal under the
arm’s-length standard, tying transfer pricing
methods to real business activity conducted in a
country will continue to face daunting political
resistance. The practice of income shifting is so
entrenched in the United States and some other
countries that to curtail the practice without other
carefully drafted changes to the income tax rules
would result in substantial effective tax increases
for many companies, and these would be viewed
widely as undesirable on economic grounds.10

Therefore, the elimination of double nontaxation

arising from income shifting probably will require
much more than careful technical work; it will
likely also require significant tax reform efforts in
the United States and other countries so the result-
ing increase in many companies’ effective tax rates
can be mitigated.

One emerging factor that might promote
progress in curtailing double nontaxation through
income shifting is the greater participation of
developing-country governments in transfer pric-
ing policy debates. Because the multinational com-
panies that avail themselves of income-shifting
opportunities often are headquartered in OECD
countries, the governments of non-OECD countries
may be less susceptible to the political consider-
ations that historically have induced the allowance
of income shifting under the transfer pricing guide-
lines. These governments may see little reason to
postpone the revision of transfer pricing rules to
preclude tax avoidance and the resulting loss of
government revenue through income shifting.

The OECD is engaged in a review of transfer
pricing rules affecting income from intangibles, and
that review is likely to expose the various political
pressures that influence policymaking in this area.11

Already, one non-OECD government has expressed
special interest in the design of rules for intan-
gibles.12 It remains to be seen whether the changing
political landscape, and particularly the greater
prominence of developing-country governments in
transfer pricing debates, will lead to more effective
regulation of double nontaxation through income
shifting than has proven feasible under interna-
tional transfer pricing rules to date.

Conclusion

The declaration by Saint-Amans that transfer
pricing policymaking should target double non-
taxation as well as double taxation should be wel-
comed by many around the world, including the
governments of developing countries facing severe
fiscal challenges. To the extent that double taxation
arises today as a result of technical defects in
prevailing transfer pricing methods, the political
environment should allow scope for considerable
progress in the efforts that Saint-Amans is encour-
aging. Success in alleviating the technical compo-
nent of double nontaxation would itself represent a

[multinational enterprise] groups and independent enter-
prises. Because the arm’s length principle puts associated
and independent enterprises on a more equal footing for
tax purposes, it avoids the creation of tax advantages or
disadvantages that would otherwise distort the relative
competitive positions of either type of entity. In so
removing these tax considerations from economic deci-
sions, the arm’s length principle promotes the growth of
international trade and investment.
9These techniques often are described using the rubric ‘‘re-

structurings.’’ In 2010 the OECD added a new Chapter IX to its
transfer pricing guidelines seeking to address the question of
restructurings. The new chapter expresses reservations concern-
ing the use of those techniques, but despite their apparent
inconsistency with the principle of neutrality stated in the
guidelines, the new chapter does not declare that the techniques
inherently violate the arm’s-length standard.

10See Durst, ‘‘Tax Reform in Exile,’’ Tax Notes, Nov. 28, 2011,
p. 1145, Doc 2011-22410, or 2011 TNT 228-5.

11See Lee A. Sheppard, ‘‘About That OECD Intangibles
Project . . .’’ Tax Notes, Apr. 9, 2012, p. 142, Doc 2012-6868, or 2012
TNT 63-7.

12See ‘‘Indian Official Urges U.N. to Create Intangibles Guid-
ance for Developing Nations,’’ Tax Mgmt. Transfer Pricing Rep.,
Mar. 22, 2012.
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considerable advance in international tax adminis-
tration, which could lead to important financial
benefits for many countries.

It will likely be more difficult to eliminate the
double nontaxation that arises not from technical
defects in transfer pricing rules, but instead from
the contractual shifting of income to companies in
low- and zero-tax jurisdictions. The reduction or
elimination of that type of double nontaxation
continues to face substantial political barriers, espe-
cially within OECD countries. The recently raised
profile of developing countries in transfer pricing
debates, however, adds a new factor that may lead

to greater change in this area than has proven
politically possible in the past. Today’s perceived
crisis in public finance — in countries of all stages of
economic development — also may affect govern-
ments’ attitudes toward double nontaxation
through income-shifting techniques. Future debates
over reform of transfer pricing rules, particularly as
they relate to the taxation of income from intangible
property, should be watched closely to see whether
changing political and economic circumstances
might alter the balance of transfer pricing policy-
making as it relates to the control of double non-
taxation.
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I=& C_^^SXQ GOO^R =X^Y GO\\S^Y\SKVS^c * * * * * * * * -0/4

<* Jo^kob^p * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -0/4

=* >Zkmhhg Ô kkbmhkbZebmr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -0/4

>* Oabg >ZibmZebsZmbhg * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -0/5

?* >A> Mne^l * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -00,

@* CZbk\nml * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -00-

A* AhkfneZkr <iihkmbhgf^gm * * * * * * * * * -00-

I==& JY\VNaSNO GKb 6YX]YVSNK^SYX * * * * * * * * * -00.

<* Dgmkh]n\mbhg * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -00.

=* @e^f^gml h_ Rhke]pb]^ OZq
>hglheb]Zmbhg * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -00/

>* >hfi^mbmbo^g^ll >hg\^kgl * * * * * * * * * -000

?* H^Zgbg`e^llg^ll h_ M^lb]^g\^ * * * * * * * -001

@* ?blbg\^gmbobsbg` Ahk^b`g OZq M^]n\mbhg * -002

I===& 6YXMV_]SYX * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -003

I& 4 JY\VN =WL_ON JS^R F^K^OVO]] =XMYWO

4& B`O\`SOa

D_ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg` p^k^ ^qing`^](
]^lb`gbg` mZq iheb\r _hk _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm
phne] [^\hf^ ^f[ZkkZllbg`er ^Zlr6 @o^kr \hngmkr
phne] Z]him Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f Zg] manl
lZmbl_r ^o^kr dghpg Zkmb\neZmbhg h_ phke]pb]^ ^__b)
\b^g\r ghkfl* Oa^ lbfie^ k^Zlhg bl maZm Z_m^k)mZq
k^mnkgl _khf fZk`bgZe k^Ze bgo^lmf^gml phne] [^
ma^ lZf^ Zkhng] ma^ phke]* Dg hma^k phk]l( ^o^kr
[nlbg^ll phne] ln__^k ma^ lZf^ mZq [nk]^g pa^g
VZ]YVPVa Zl p^ee Zl ^qieb\bm mZq^l p^k^ \hglb]^k^]* Dg
mabl mZq ^\hlrlm^f( bm phne] fZd^ gh l^gl^ mh Z]]
Zghma^k eZr^k h_ k^lb]^g\^ \hngmkr mZq* OaZm phne]
hger ]kbo^ ]hpg Z_m^k)mZq k^mnkgl hg bgo^lmf^gml
_hk Z__^\m^] \khll)[hk]^k bgo^lmhkl mh e^o^el [^ehp
paZm ma^r \hne] h[mZbg Zm ahf^*

=nm lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ _ng]Zf^gmZeer ^kh]^l mabl
^qi^\mZmbhg* Oa^ pahe^ ihbgm h_ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq
ieZggbg` bl maZm bm ^gZ[e^l lZoor fnembgZmbhgZe _bkfl
mh \Zimnk^ mZq k^gml [r ]^_e^\mbg` ab`a)mZq lhnk\^
\hngmkr ik^mZq k^mnkgl mh o^kr ehp)mZq cnkbl]b\mbhgl
Zg] ^__^\mbo^er ]hbg` ma^ lZf^ pbma k^lb]^g\^ \hng)
mkr ik^mZq k^mnkgl makhn`a bgm^k^lm ^qi^gl^ Zk[b)
mkZ`^* HnembgZmbhgZe _bkfl \Zg ma^k^[r \Zimnk^ Z kZm^
h_ k^mnkg fn\a ab`a^k maZg phke] Z_m^k)mZq ghkfl(
pbmahnm bg\k^f^gmZe kbld( Zl Z k^lnem h_ ieZggbg`
hiihkmngbmb^l ZoZbeZ[e^ hger mh Z _^p ihm^gmbZe
bgo^lmhkl*

Oabl l^\mbhg ZgZers^l ma^ ikh[e^fl maZm lmZm^e^ll
bg\hf^ ihl^l _hk lmZg]Zk] ^__b\b^g\r [^g\afZkdl* Dm
]^fhglmkZm^l maZm \hg\enlbhgl maZm Zk^ eh`b\Ze bg Z
phke] pbmahnm lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ ]h ghm _heehp hg\^
ma^ ik^l^g\^ h_ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg` bl
\hglb]^k^]* Oa^ \ZibmZe hpg^klabi g^nmkZebmr lmZg)
]Zk] aZl fn\a mh k^\hff^g] bm bg ma^hkr* =nm bm
\hgmZbgl Zg ng]^kZiik^\bZm^] Zllnfimbhg maZm
lhnk\^ \hngmkr mZqZmbhg bl _neer \ZibmZebs^] bgmh ma^
ikb\^l h_ _bkfl hi^kZmbg` bg maZm lhnk\^ \hngmkr*

KakZl^] Zem^kgZmbo^er( ma^ \ZibmZe hpg^klabi g^n)
mkZebmr fh]^e Zllnf^l maZm fnembgZmbhgZe _bkfl _Z\^
Z \hglmZgm Z_m^k)mZq kZm^ h_ k^mnkg ^o^krpa^k^ bg ma^
phke] Zg] ln__^k ma^ lZf^ mZq [nk]^g ^o^krpa^k^(
pa^g ttmZquu _hk mabl inkihl^ bl ]^_bg^] mh bg\en]^
[hma ^qieb\bm Zg] bfieb\bm mZq^l* Oabl k^ihkm Zk`n^l
maZm lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg` obmbZm^l ma^ ieZn)
lb[bebmr h_ mabl \kbmb\Ze Zllnfimbhg*

Rbmahnm ma^ _nee \ZibmZebsZmbhg h_ lhnk\^ \hngmkr
mZq^l bg _bkf oZenZmbhgl( k^\hff^g]Zmbhgl maZm ma^
Pgbm^] NmZm^l Z]him Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f k^]n\^
mh ie^Zl _hk Z tt\hfi^mbmbo^uu bgm^kgZmbhgZe mZq _kZf^)
phkd* =nm mahl^ ie^Zl Zk^ ebmme^ ]b__^k^gm bg ikZ\mb\^
_khf Z \Zee _hk mkZ]^ ^qihkm ln[lb]b^l hk ma^ ebd^ Zg]
lmkZg`^er b`ghk^ ma^ \hfi^mbmbo^g^ll h_ ]hf^lmb\
hi^kZmbhgl*

5& 6KZS^KV BaXO\]RSZ AO_^\KVS^c

>hglb]^k ma^ mZq iheb\b^l h_ ien\dr Ak^^]hgbZ Zg]
bml g^b`a[hkl* Ak^^]hgbZ bfihl^l Z -, i^k\^gm mZq
kZm^ hg ]hf^lmb\ bg\hf^* NreoZgbZ mZq^l bml fnemb)
gZmbhgZe ^gm^kikbl^l hg Z m^kkbmhkbZe [Zlbl( lh maZm
bg\hf^ ^Zkg^] hnmlb]^ bm bl mZq^] hger [r ma^ lhnk\^
\hngmkr* Oa^ NreoZgbZg mZq kZm^ hg ]hf^lmb\ bg\hf^
bl .1 i^k\^gm* AbgZeer( Nghp]hgbZ aZl Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq
lrlm^f ebd^ NreoZgbZul [nm Z ]hf^lmb\ kZm^ h_ /1
i^k\^gm* Dg mabl k^lmkb\m^] phke]( Zee _bkfl _Z\^ hger
lhnk\^ \hngmkr mZq^l( bg\en]bg` hg ]hf^lmb\ bg)
\hf^( pab\a bl lbfier bg\hf^ lhnk\^] mh ma^ \hng)
mkr pa^k^ ma^ _bkf bl k^lb]^gm* Ahk lbfieb\bmr(
Zllnf^ maZm Zee mZq^l hg _bkf bg\hf^ Zk^ bfihl^] Zm
ma^ _bkf e^o^e( lh maZm ma^k^ Zk^ gh laZk^ahe]^k mZq^l
hk pbmaahe]bg` mZq^l hg ]blmkb[nmbhgl mh _hk^b`g
hpg^kl mh mZd^ bgmh Z\\hngm*

Ankma^k Zllnf^ maZm ma^k^ bl gh ln\a ia^ghf)
^ghg Zl lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^7 g^m bg\hf^ _khf [nlbg^ll
hi^kZmbhgl bl mZq^] hger mh ma^ _bkf ^Zkgbg` bm Zg]
hger bg ma^ lhnk\^ \hngmkr v maZm bl( pa^k^ ma^
_Z\mhkl h_ ikh]n\mbhg maZm `^g^kZm^ ma^ bg\hf^
Z\mnZeer Zk^ eh\Zm^]* Hhk^ho^k( ma^ b]^gmbmr h_ ma^
lhnk\^ \hngmkr bl \e^Zk( pab\a bg ikZ\mb\^ mh]Zr
phne] ^q\en]^ fZgr \Zl^l bgoheobg` k^mnkgl mh
bgmZg`b[e^ Zll^ml hk ma^ eh\Zmbhg h_ ink^ [nlbg^ll
hiihkmngbmb^l* AbgZeer( \ZibmZe bl `eh[Zeer fh[be^(
Zg] \ZibmZe fZkd^ml Zk^ ^__b\b^gm*

Pg]^k mahl^ Zllnfimbhgl( Zee _bkfl ^Zkg ma^ lZf^
Z_m^k)mZq ghkfZe k^mnkgl hg ma^bk bgo^lmf^gml
Zkhng] ma^ phke]( [^\Znl^ maZm bl ma^ ^jnbeb[kbnf
ikb\^* D_ Z_m^k)mZq kZm^l h_ k^mnkg Zk^ ab`a^k bg
Ak^^]hgbZ maZg bg Nghp]hgbZ( bgo^lmf^gm pbee e^Zo^
ma^ eZmm^k Zg] _ehp mh ma^ _hkf^k ngmbe ^jnbeb[kbnf bl
Z\ab^o^]*42 <llnf^ maZm mabl `eh[Ze Z_m^k)mZq kZm^ bl

42Oabl bl Z lmZg]Zk] Zllnfimbhg bg ^\hghfb\l ik^l^gmZmbhgl*
FRR# R%T%( MhlZgg^ <emlane^k( ttM^\^gm ?^o^ehif^gml bg ma^ ?^)
[Zm^ hg ?^_^kkZe(uu GNe A\aR` <[aiY( <ik* /( .,,,( i* -1357 Hb\aZ^e

6CAA8BH4FM ' GD86=4@ F8DCFH

!9YY^XY^O MYX^SX_ON YX XOb^ ZKQO&"

),+* H4L BCH8G$ GR]aRZOR_ )/$ *()*
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1 i^k\^gm* <l ik^obhnler ihbgm^] hnm( mabl bfieb^l
maZm ik^mZq ghkfZe \hkihkZm^ k^mnkgl pbee oZkr _khf
\hngmkr mh \hngmkr mh k^_e^\m ]b__^k^g\^l bg lmZmnmhkr
mZq [nk]^gl* Kk^mZq \hkihkZm^ k^mnkgl bg Nghp]hgbZ
pbee [^ 3*3 i^k\^gm( pabe^ bg NreoZgbZ ma^r pbee [^
2*23 i^k\^gm( Zg] bg Ak^^]hgbZ 1*12 i^k\^gm*

< Ak^^]hgbZg ]hf^lmb\ \hfiZgr maZm bl Z phke])
pb]^ e^Z]^k bg [Zld^m)p^Zobg` ]^lb`gl Zg] m^\aghe)
h`r %=^p^Zo^ >h*& ^Zkgl "112 bg mZqZ[e^ bg\hf^
Zg] \e^Zkl "1,, Z_m^k mZq* OaZm bfieb^l Z fZkd^m
oZenZmbhg h_ "-,(,,, _hk =^p^Zo^ %"-,(,,, q 1 i^k)
\^gm 8 "1,,&* Oph fnembgZmbhgZe ^gm^kikbl^l( hg^
]hfb\be^] bg NreoZgbZ Zg] ma^ hma^k bg Nghp]hgbZ(
^Z\a ^Z`^k mh ^qiZg] bml `eh[Ze ik^l^g\^ bg ma^
[Zld^m)p^Zobg` l^\mhk( ik^iZk^ [b]l mh Z\jnbk^ =^)
p^Zo^ _khf ma^ Ak^^]hgbZg _Zfber maZm \hgmkhel bm*
Chp pbee mZq^l bg_en^g\^ ma^ hnm\hf^9 Oa^r phgum(
Zm e^Zlm ]bk^\mer* Oa^ NreoZgbZg Zg] Nghp]hgbZg
_bkfl _Z\^ ]b__^k^gm mZq kZm^l hg ma^bk ]hf^lmb\
hi^kZmbhgl( [nm ghm _hk _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm bg
Ak^^]hgbZ( [^\Znl^ ng]^k ^Z\a cnkbl]b\mbhgul m^kkb)

mhkbZe lrlm^f ma^ Ak^^]hgbZg g^m bg\hf^ mZq bl Z
_bgZe mZq hg Ak^^]hgbZg)lhnk\^ bg\hf^*

Ihp bgmkh]n\^ ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l bgmh ma^ fbq* Dm
mZq^l P*N* k^lb]^gm _bkfl hg ma^bk phke]pb]^ bg\hf^
%bg\en]bg` bg\hf^ ^Zkg^] [r _hk^b`g ln[lb]bZkb^l&
Zg] bfihl^l Z /1 i^k\^gm mZq kZm^* Chp phne] Z
ihm^gmbZe P*N* Z\jnbk^k _Zk^ bg ma^ [b]]bg`( Zllnf)
bg` Z`Zbg maZm Zee _bkfl Zk^ ikb\^ mZd^kl bg ma^
Zn\mbhg %maZm bl( ma^r \Zgghm bg]bob]nZeer ]^m^kfbg^
ma^ pbggbg` [b]&9 =r obkmn^ h_ ma^ arihma^lbs^]
`^gnbg^ phke]pb]^ mZq ^gobkhgf^gm( P*N* _bkfl
_Z\^ ma^ lZf^ mZq kZm^ ^o^krpa^k^ bg ma^ phke]
%b`ghkbg` ma^ ihllb[bebmr h_ ^q\^ll AO>l& [nm ]h ghm
aZo^ ma^ lZf^ Z_m^k)mZq kZm^ h_ k^mnkg hg bgo^lmf^gm
Zl ]h ma^bk \hfi^mbmhkl bg NreoZgbZ Zg] Nghp]hgbZ(
[^\Znl^ ik^mZq kZm^l h_ k^mnkgl oZkr Zkhng] ma^
phke]* Oa^ k^lnem bl maZm Z P*N* _bkf \Zgghm [^
\hfi^mbmbo^ bg [b]]bg` _hk Zg ^gm^kikbl^ bg Z ehp)
mZq cnkbl]b\mbhg ebd^ Ak^^]hgbZ*43 PembfZm^er( ]b__^k)
^g\^l bg ma^ bgm^kgZmbhgZe mZq lrlm^fl nl^] [r
NreoZgbZ Zg] ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l phne] e^Z] mh =^)
p^Zo^ ghm [^bg` Z\jnbk^] [r ma^ \hfiZgr maZm
\hne] fZd^ ma^ fhlm ikh]n\mbo^ nl^ h_ bm*

Oabl bl ma^ ]be^ffZ ^goblbhg^] [r Hbabk ?^lZb
Zg] EZf^l Cbg^l bg ma^bk bfihkmZgm Zkmb\e^( tt@oZen)
Zmbg` Dgm^kgZmbhgZe OZq M^_hkf(uu44 Zg] ln[l^jn^gm
Zkmb\e^l*45 ?^lZb Zg] Cbg^l Zk`n^ maZm `eh[Ze p^e_Zk^
phne] ln__^k bg mabl ^qZfie^ b_ ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l

?^o^k^nq( ttOZqZmbhg h_ Jnm[hng] Dgo^lmf^gm(uu .0 BeS\_Q ERc%
7P\[% C\Yif 254 %.,,4& Zm 3,.7 Uh]khp( KZkm -( `b]_N ghm^ 2( Zm 44-*

Oa^ lmZg]Zk] ob^p bfieb\bmer k^lml hg ma^ b]^Z maZm fnembgZ)
mbhgZe _bkfl Z\mnZeer k^lb]^ bg m^kkbmhkbZe mZq cnkbl]b\mbhgl* Oabl
Zllnfimbhg bg mnkg eZk`^er \hfihkml pbma k^Zebmr [^\Znl^ %-& bg
ma^ phke] mh]Zr ma^k^ bl gh lb`gb_b\Zgm ^qZfie^ h_ Z mkn^
phke]pb]^ _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm bg\hf^ mZq lrlm^f %bg
pab\a Z\mbo^ [nlbg^ll bg\hf^ h_ Z _hk^b`g ln[lb]bZkr bl mZq^]
bff^]bZm^er mh ma^ iZk^gm \hfiZgr&7 %.& ihkm_hebh bgo^lmf^gml
bg \hkihkZm^ _bkfl %pa^ma^k ]hf^lmb\ hk \khll)[hk]^k& Zk^ ghm
mZq^] hg Z iZllmakhn`a [Zlbl %Zg] ma^k^_hk^ ma^ bg\hf^ h_ mahl^
_bkfl bl mZq^] hger hg Z lhnk\^ [Zlbl&7 Zg] %/& ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gml
[r bg]bob]nZel bg ]hf^lmb\ _bkfl Zelh `^g^kZeer Zk^ ghm mZq^] hg
Z iZllmakhn`a [Zlbl* Dg ma^hkr( pbmaahe]bg` mZq^l Zelh fb`am [^
mZd^g bgmh Z\\hngm( [nm bg ikZ\mb\^( ma^r h_m^g Zk^ ^ebfbgZm^] hk
`k^Zmer k^]n\^] [r mk^Zmb^l hk mZq ieZggbg` %R%T%( ma^ nl^ h_
^jnbmr ]^kboZmbo^ \hgmkZ\ml&( Zg] bg Zgr ^o^gm Zk^ lhnk\^ kZma^k
maZg k^lb]^g\^ \hngmkr [nk]^gl* <l ln\a( ma^r lbfier Z]] mh ma^
^__^\mbo^ mZq kZm^ bfihl^] [r ma^ lhnk\^ \hngmkr*

D_ hg^ p^k^ mh bfZ`bg^ Z phke] bg pab\a g^m [nlbg^ll bg\hf^
pZl mZq^] bg Zee ^o^gml bff^]bZm^er mh nembfZm^ bg]bob]nZe
hpg^kl( pa^ma^k ]hf^lmb\ hk _hk^b`g( hg^ phne] ^qi^\m ]_RaNe
k^mnkgl mh [^ ^jnZm^] Zkhng] ma^ phke] %Zg] ma^ phke]ul
^\hghfb^l mh hi^kZm^ bg Zg ^gobkhgf^gm [^lm ]^l\kb[^] Zl
ZiikhqbfZmbg` \ZibmZe ^qihkm g^nmkZebmr&* Oabl ^ll^gmbZeer bl ma^
\Zl^ mh]Zr _hk bgm^k^lm bg\hf^( [^\Znl^ ihkm_hebh bgm^k^lm bg\hf^
`^g^kZeer bl ]^]n\mb[e^ bg lhnk\^ \hngmkb^l( mZq^] bg k^lb]^g\^
\hngmkb^l( Zg] ^q^fim _khf pbmaahe]bg` mZq bg lhnk\^ \hngmkb^l*
Nbg\^ Z ihkm_hebh bgo^lmhk k^lb]^gm bg Zgr `bo^g \hngmkr _Z\^l ma^
lZf^ mZq kZm^ hg bgm^k^lm _khf Zgr lhnk\^( mZq bl bkk^e^oZgm mh ma^
]^\blbhg Zl mh pab\a ]^[m bglmknf^gm mh Z\jnbk^ %Zemahn`a bm bl h_
\hnkl^ k^e^oZgm mh ma^ _ng]Zf^gmZe ]^\blbhg mh bgo^lm kZma^k
maZg mh \hglnf^&* @jnbeb[kbnf ikb\^l ma^k^_hk^ pbee \hkk^lihg]
mh ik^mZq k^mnkgl* Dgo^lmhkl k^lb]^gm bg ]b__^k^gm \hngmkb^l pbma
]b__^k^gm mZq kZm^l pbee aZo^ ]b__^k^gm Z_m^k)mZq k^mnkgl( [nm ^Z\a
pbee \Zimnk^ ma^ lZf^ Z_m^k)mZq k^mnkg hg hma^kpbl^ b]^gmb\Ze
]^[m bglmknf^gml blln^] [r blln^kl bg ]b__^k^gm cnkbl]b\mbhgl*
?b__^k^g\^l bg mZq kZm^l pbee Z__^\m ma^ ikhi^glbmr mh bgo^lm Zg]
ikboZm^ Z_m^k)mZq p^Zema( [nm ghm ikb\^l*

43DfZ`bg^ maZm [hma NreoZgbZ >h* Zg] PN >h* pZgm mh Z\jnbk^
=^p^Zo^ >h* D`ghkbg` _bkf)li^\b_b\ lrg^k`b^l Zg] ma^ ebd^(
NreoZgbZ >h* %hk Z \hfi^mbg` ]hf^lmb\ Ak^^]hgbZg _bkf& pbee [^
Z[e^ mh [b] ni mh "-,(,,, _hk =^p^Zo^ >h*( [^\Znl^ NreoZgbZ >h*
bg\nkl gh Z]]bmbhgZe mZq [nk]^g hg bml bgo^lmf^gm bg =^p^Zo^ Zl
Z \hgl^jn^g\^ h_ ma^ m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f Z]him^] [r ma^
NreoZgbZg e^`bleZmnk^* PN >h* \Zgghm Z__hk] mh [b] maZm fn\a* D_
bm ]b]( bm phne] ^Zkg ma^ lZf^ "112 [^_hk^ mZq maZm NreoZgbZ >h*
phne]( [nm hger "112 q ,*21( hk "/2-( Z_m^k mZq( Zl Z k^lnem h_ ma^
bfihlbmbhg h_ P*N* \hkihkZm^ bg\hf^ mZq hg mhi h_ ma^
Ak^^]hgbZg -, i^k\^gm* %Oa^ PN >h* `khni phne] lmbee [^Zk "12
bg Ak^^]hgbZg mZq [nm phne] h[mZbg Z P*N* AO> _hk maZm \hlm( lh
maZm bml mhmZe mZq ebZ[bebmr _hk ma^ Ak^^]hgbZg bgo^lmf^gm phne]
k^fZbg Z \hglmZgm /1 i^k\^gm kZm^( hk "-51 v "12 iZb] mh
Ak^^]hgbZ Zg] "-/5 mh ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l*& OaZm bfieb^l Z
oZenZmbhg h_ ma^ [nlbg^ll h_ hger "3(.., bg ma^ aZg]l h_ PN >h*
@o^g b_ PN >h* p^k^ ngbjn^er Z[e^ mh kZbl^ =^p^Zo^ul ik^mZq
k^mnkgl [r ".,, Z r^Zk( mh "312( [^\Znl^ h_ PN >h*ul lni^kbhk
hi^kZmbhgZe ldbeel hk [^mm^k lrg^k`b^l pbma ma^ mZk`^m \hfiZgr(
NreoZgbZ >h* lmbee phne] [^ Z[e^ mh hnm[b] PN >h* _hk ma^
\hfiZgr*

44Hbabk <* ?^lZb Zg] EZf^l M* Cbg^l Ek*( tt@oZenZmbg` Dgm^k)
gZmbhgZe OZq M^_hkf(uu 12 ANaiY GNe =* 043 %.,,/&* Pg]^k ma^ ?^lZb
Zg] Cbg^l _kZf^phkd( ma^ bgZ[bebmr h_ PN >h* mh Z\jnbk^
=^p^Zo^ bl ma^ f^Zlnk^ h_ ma^ ihm^gmbZe ^\hghfb\ bg^__b\b^g\r
maZm Zkbl^l _khf hpg^klabi ]blmhkmbhgl* Pg]^k ma^ Znmahklu
ma^hkr( mZq lrlm^fl maZm ^glnk^ ma^ b]^gmbmb^l h_ \ZibmZe hpg^kl
Zk^ ngZ__^\m^] [r ]b__^k^g\^l bg k^lb]^g\^ \hngmkr mZq kZm^l maZm
i^kfbm ma^ fZkd^m mh Zeeh\Zm^ hpg^klabi kb`aml pa^k^ ma^r Zk^
fhlm ikh]n\mbo^* <Q% Zm 055*

45Nn[l^jn^gm Zkmb\e^l bg\en]^ ma^ _heehpbg`( \bm^] bg KZkm -6
?^lZb Zg] Cbg^l( ttJe] Mne^l Zg] I^p M^Zebmb^l(uu `b]_N ghm^ 227
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p^k^ mh nl^ Z phke]pb]^ mZq lrlm^f maZm pZl
\hglblm^gm pbma ma^ \ZibmZe ^qihkm g^nmkZebmr iZkZ)
]b`f pabe^ hma^k cnkbl]b\mbhgl k^eb^] hg m^kkbmhkbZe
mZq lrlm^fl* < P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe _bkful bgo^lmf^gm
ikbhkbmb^l phne] [^ ngZ__^\m^] [r mZq^l( [^\Znl^ bm
phne] _Z\^ Z \hglmZgm %/1 i^k\^gm& [nk]^g pa^k^o^k
bml ikhihl^] bgo^lmf^gml p^k^ eh\Zm^]* =nm ma^
NreoZgbZg fnembgZmbhgZe _bkf phne] [^ Z[e^ mh
hnm[b] ma^ P*N* _bkf _hk Z Ak^^]hgbZg ]hf^lmb\
\hfiZgr( ^o^g pa^g ma^ mZk`^m \hfiZgr phne] [^
fhk^ ikh]n\mbo^ bg ma^ P*N* _bkful aZg]l( lbfier
[^\Znl^ ma^ NreoZgbZg \hfiZgr phne] _Z\^ hger
ma^ %-, i^k\^gm& Ak^^]hgbZg mZq kZm^ hg ma^ k^mnkgl
^Zkg^] [r maZm mZk`^m \hfiZgr kZma^k maZg bml
ab`a^k ahf^ \hngmkr kZm^l*

Dg k^lihgl^( ?^lZb Zg] Cbg^l ]^o^ehi Z g^p
[^g\afZkd _hk f^Zlnkbg` pa^ma^k Z \hngmkrul mZq
iheb\b^l `ho^kgbg` _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm Z])
oZg\^ phke]pb]^ p^e_Zk^( pab\a lmZg]Zk] ma^r
m^kf tt\ZibmZe hpg^klabi g^nmkZebmr*uu5, Dg ma^bk Zk)
mb\e^( ?^lZb Zg] Cbg^l Zk`n^ maZm ma^ [^g\afZkd h_
\ZibmZe hpg^klabi g^nmkZebmr ]hfbgZm^l ma^ lmZg)
]Zk] h_ \ZibmZe ^qihkm g^nmkZebmr( pab\a aZ] ik^ob)
hnler [^^g ma^ \hgl^glnl f^Zlnk^ h_ phke]pb]^
^__b\b^g\r bg mabl Zk^Z*5-

>ZibmZe hpg^klabi g^nmkZebmr bg mnkg bl l^^g Zl
e^Z]bg` mh Z iheb\r k^\hff^g]Zmbhg maZm ma^ Pgbm^]
NmZm^l Z]him Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f* Oa^ k^\hff^g)
]Zmbhgl bg\en]^ ghm hger ma^ ^q\enlbhg h_ _hk^b`g
bg\hf^ _khf Z P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe _bkful mZq [Zl^(
[nm Zelh ma^ ]^\blbhg ghm mh ]^gr hk hma^kpbl^ ebfbm
]^]n\mbhgl bg\nkk^] [r ma^ P*N* iZk^gm \hfiZgr
maZm fb`am [^ mahn`am mh lniihkm ma^ `^g^kZmbhg h_
maZm _hk^b`g bg\hf^*5.

Oa^l^ ihbgml \Zg [^ lnffZkbs^] pbma Z lbfie^
f^mZiahk*5/ <l Z ikbg\bie^ h_ mZq iheb\r ]^lb`g( ma^
[^g\afZkd h_ \ZibmZe ^qihkm g^nmkZebmr \hgm^f)
ieZm^l maZm pa^g Z P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe ]kZpl ni bml
eblm h_ g^p bgo^lmf^gm hiihkmngbmb^l [hma bglb]^
Zg] hnmlb]^ ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l( maZm _bkful ikbhkbmb^l
k^fZbg ng\aZg`^] hg\^ mZq \hgl^jn^g\^l Zk^ \hg)
lb]^k^]* ?^lZb Zg] Cbg^l ^qm^g] ma^ ikbg\bie^ [r
k^jnbkbg` maZm pa^g Zg Zn\mbhg bl a^e] _hk Z _bkf %hk(
_heehpbg` ?^o^k^nq( Zgr Zll^m& eh\Zm^]( _hk ^q)
Zfie^( bg Z ehp)mZq \hngmkr( ma^ pbgg^k h_ maZm
Zn\mbhg phne] [^ ma^ lZf^ bg Z phke] pbma bg\hf^
mZq^l Zl bm phne] aZo^ [^^g bg Z phke] pbmahnm
ma^f* G^Zobg` ma^ P*N* _bkful lahiibg` ikbhkbmb^l
ngZ__^\m^] phne] lZmbl_r \ZibmZe ^qihkm g^nmkZebmr
[nm fb`am ghm lZmbl_r ma^ m^lm ikhihl^] [r ?^lZb Zg]
Cbg^l* OaZm bl [^\Znl^ ^o^g b_ ma^ kZgd hk]^kbg` h_
bml ik^_^k^g\^l p^k^ ngZ__^\m^] [r mZq^l( ma^ P*N*
_bkf fb`am [^ ngZ[e^ mh [b] Zl fn\a Zl Zghma^k
ab`a)mZq cnkbl]b\mbhg k^lb]^gm \hfiZgr maZm _Z\^l
hger ahlm \hngmkr mZq^l hg mabk])\hngmkr bgo^lm)
f^gml*

6& 4X =WZVSMS^ GKb CO\]ZOM^S`O

Oa^ `hZel \hgm^fieZm^] [r ?^lZb Zg] Cbg^l
\hne] [^ bfie^f^gm^] makhn`a Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq
lrlm^f b_ ma^ jnhmb]bZg phke] ^o^g khn`aer \hkk^)
lihg]^] mh ma^ \hg]bmbhgl ]^o^ehi^] bg ma^ fh]^e
eZb] hnm Z[ho^6 Oa^ `^h`kZiab\ lhnk\^ h_ [nlbg^ll
bg\hf^ %maZm bl( ma^ \hngmkr mh pab\a bm Zii^kmZbgl&
bl ngZf[b`nhnl( mahl^ k^mnkgl Zk^ mZq^] hger bg ma^

?^lZb( ttI^p Ahng]Zmbhgl _hk OZqbg` HnembgZmbhgZe >hkihkZ)
mbhgl(uu GNeR` %HZk* .,,0&7 Cbg^l( ttAhk^b`g Dg\hf^ Zg] ?hf^lmb\
?^]n\mbhgl(uu `b]_N ghm^ 1/7 Zg] Cbg^l( ttM^\hglb]^kbg` ma^
OZqZmbhg h_ Ahk^b`g Dg\hf^(uu `b]_N ghm^ 1,*

5,?^lZb Zg] Cbg^l ]^_bg^ \ZibmZe hpg^klabi g^nmkZebmr Zl ma^
ikbg\bie^ maZm phke]pb]^ p^e_Zk^ bl fZqbfbs^] b_ ma^ b]^gmbmb^l
h_ ma^ hpg^kl h_ \ZibmZe Zk^ ngZ__^\m^] [r mZq kZm^ ]b__^k^g\^l*
?^lZb Zg] Cbg^l( tt@oZenZmbg` Dgm^kgZmbhgZe OZq M^_hkf(uu `b]_N
KZkm -( ghm^ 32( Zm 044* Oa^ m^kf Zii^Zkl mh aZo^ [^^g \hbg^] [r
=kbmbla ^\hghfblm Hb\aZ^e ?^o^k^nq bg tt>ZibmZe @qihkm I^nmkZe)
bmr( >ZibmZe Dfihkm I^nmkZebmr( >ZibmZe Jpg^klabi I^nmkZebmr(
Zg] <ee OaZm(uu Dglmbmnm^ _hk Abl\Ze Nmn]b^l phkdbg` iZi^k %Eng^
--( -55,&*

5->ZibmZe ^qihkm g^nmkZebmr mZd^l Zl bml _ng]Zf^gmZe ^\h)
ghfb\ ik^fbl^ ma^ `hZe h_ ^gaZg\bg` phke]pb]^ p^e_Zk^ [r
^glnkbg` ikh]n\mbhg ^__b\b^g\r( pab\a bl Z\ab^o^] pa^g ma^
k^Zeeh\Zmbhg h_ ikh]n\mbhg _Z\mhkl _khf hg^ \hngmkr mh Zghma^k
phne] ghm e^Z] mh `k^Zm^k hnminm* ?^o^k^nq( ttOZqZmbhg h_
Jnm[hng] ?bk^\m Dgo^lmf^gm(uu `b]_N ghm^ 42( Zm 3,- %tt>@I
bfieb^l maZm %Z& ma^ bgm^kgZmbhgZe mZq lrlm^f pbee ghm ]blmhkm ma^
eh\Zmbhg ]^\blbhgl h_ Zgr bg]bob]nZe bgo^lmhk( %[& ma^ ik^)mZq kZm^
h_ k^mnkg bg Zee cnkbl]b\mbhgl pbee [^ ma^ lZf^ %ikh]n\mbhg pbee [^
^__b\b^gmer hk`Zgbs^]&( [nm %\& bgo^lmhkl bg ]b__^k^gm cnkbl]b\mbhgl
fZr _Z\^ ]b__^k^gm ihlm)mZq kZm^l h_ k^mnkg hg ma^bk bgo^lmf^gm(
Zg] a^g\^ ]b__^k^gm bg\^gmbo^l mh lZo^uu&* < lmZm^ h_ `eh[Ze
ikh]n\mbhg ^__b\b^g\r bfieb^l maZm ik^mZq ghkfZe k^mnkgl Zk^
\hglblm^gm makhn`ahnm ma^ `eh[Ze ^\hghfr* <Q% FRR NY`\ <emlane^k(
ttM^\^gm ?^o^ehif^gml bg ma^ ?^[Zm^ hg ?^_^kkZe(uu `b]_N ghm^
42*

Ghhdbg` Zm ma^ bgo^lmf^gm ]^\blbhgl h_ Z P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe
_bkf _khf mabl i^kli^\mbo^( K^``r Hnl`kZo^( pah ]^o^ehi^]
fn\a h_ ma^ hkb`bgZe ZgZerlbl( \hg\en]^] maZm ikh]n\mbhg ^__b)
\b^g\r \hne] [^ _nkma^k^] [r mZqbg` Zee k^mnkgl ^Zkg^] [r Z P*N*
\hfiZgr( pa^ma^k ]bk^\mer hk makhn`a _hk^b`g ln[lb]bZkb^l( Zm
ma^ lZf^ %P*N*& kZm^* Dg maZm pZr( ma^ P*N* iZk^gm \hfiZgr
phne] fZd^ ma^ lZf^ Z_m^k)mZq ]^\blbhgl hg pa^k^ mh lbmnZm^ Z

g^p bgo^lmf^gm Zl bm phne] fZd^ bg ma^ Z[l^g\^ h_ mZq^l
%ln[c^\m( h_ \hnkl^( mh Zgr p^Zema ^__^\m h_ ma^ mZq [nk]^g bml^e_&*
BkZ^ms( ttOZqbg` Dgm^kgZmbhgZe Dg\hf^6 DgZ]^jnZm^ Kkbg\bie^l(
Jnm]Zm^] >hg\^iml( Zg] PglZmbl_Z\mhkr Kheb\b^l(uu 10 GNe ?% ERc*
.2-( .40).50( .41 %.,,-&* Oanl( \ZibmZe ^qihkm g^nmkZebmr bl
nlnZeer Z]oZg\^] Zl ma^ cnlmb_b\Zmbhg _hk mZq lrlm^fl maZm bfihl^
ttphke]pb]^uu mZqZmbhg hg k^lb]^gm \hfiZgb^l %ahp^o^k ]^_bg^]&
Zg] maZm iZbk maZm phke]pb]^ mZqZmbhg pbma Zg AO>*

5.Jg mabl eZlm ihbgm( l^^ Cbg^l( ttM^\hglb]^kbg` ma^ OZqZmbhg
h_ Ahk^b`g Dg\hf^(uu `b]_N KZkm -( ghm^ 1,7 Zg] Cbg^l( ttAhk^b`g
Dg\hf^ Zg] ?hf^lmb\ ?^]n\mbhgl(uu `b]_N KZkm -( ghm^ 1/*

5/FRR NY`\ Hbm\a^ee <* FZg^( ttJpg^klabi I^nmkZebmr( Jpg^k)
labi ?blmhkmbhgl( Zg] Dgm^kgZmbhgZe OZq R^e_Zk^ =^g\afZkdl(uu .2
IN% GNe E% 1/( 15 %.,,2& %h__^kbg` paZm a^ ]^l\kb[^l Zl Z k^obl^]
o^klbhg h_ hpg^klabi g^nmkZebmr( ng]^k pab\a tthpg^klabi g^n)
mkZebmr pbee ahe] pa^k^ ma^ ihm^gmbZe Z\jnbk^k pbma ma^ `k^Zm^lm
ikh]n\mbobmr Z]oZgmZ`^ pbee [^ Z[e^ mh h__^k ma^ ab`a^lm [b] _hk
ma^ mZk`^muu&*
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lhnk\^ \hngmkr pa^k^ ma^r Zk^ ^Zkg^]( Zg] Z_m^k)mZq
\hkihkZm^ ghkfZe k^mnkgl makhn`ahnm ma^ phke] Zk^
ma^k^_hk^ ma^ lZf^* ?^lZb Zg] Cbg^l Zii^Zk mh aZo^
k^eb^] hg mahl^ Zllnfimbhgl bg ]^o^ehibg` ma^bk
iheb\r k^\hff^g]Zmbhg maZm ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l
Z]him Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f*50 Oa^ k^lnembg` ikh[)
e^f bl ghm pbma mabl eh`b\( [nm pbma ma^ _Z\m maZm
lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ obmbZm^l ma^ ^qblm^g\^ h_ ngb_hkf
fZkd^m \e^Zkbg` ikb\^l _hk _bkfl hk _hk [nlbg^ll
bgo^lmf^gml*

Dg hma^k phk]l( ma^ \ZibmZe hpg^klabi g^nmkZebmr
fh]^e Zllnf^l Z phke] h_ i^k_^\m ttmZq \ZibmZebsZ)
mbhguu v hg^ pa^k^ ]b__^k^gm mZq [nk]^gl hg ]b__^k)
^gm bgo^lmf^gml Zk^ k^_e^\m^] bg ikb\^l( lh maZm Zee
bglmknf^gml rb^e] ma^ lZf^ Z_m^k)mZq kbld)Z]cnlm^]
k^mnkgl* OZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg Zelh bl ]^l\kb[^] makhn`a
ma^ eZg`nZ`^ h_ ttbfieb\bm mZqZmbhg*uu51 Ahk ^qZfie^(
bfZ`bg^ maZm P*N* _neer mZqZ[e^ ghkfZe k^mnkgl Zk^ -,
i^k\^gm( Zg] Z ab`a)`kZ]^ mZq)^q^fim fngb\biZe
[hg] rb^e]l 2*1 i^k\^gm( lh maZm [hma Z "-(,,,
ikbg\biZe Zfhngm mZqZ[e^ [hg] pbma Z -, i^k\^gm
\hnihg Zg] Z "-(,,, ikbg\biZe Zfhngm mZq)^q^fim
fngb\biZe [hg] pbma ma^ lZf^ fZmnkbmr Zg] Z 2*1
i^k\^gm \hnihg mkZ]^ _hk "-(,,,* Dg mabl \Zl^ hg^ \Zg
lZr maZm ma^ ]b__^k^gm mZq [nk]^gl aZo^ [^^g \Zib)
mZebs^] bgmh ikb\^l( hk maZm ma^ fngb\biZe [hg]ul
hpg^k [^Zkl Zg bfieb\bm mZq h_ /1 i^k\^gm( [^\Znl^
la^ Z\\^iml Z 2*1 i^k\^gm kZma^k maZg -, i^k\^gm
\hnihg*

Dfieb\bm mZq^l Zk^ ghm \hee^\m^] [r Z `ho^kgf^gm(
[nm ma^r Zk^ k^_e^\m^] bg Zg bgo^lmhkul rb^e]* Dg mabl
l^gl^( ma^ \ZibmZe hpg^klabi g^nmkZebmr fh]^e \Zg
[^ ]^l\kb[^] Zl Zllnfbg` maZm Zee [nlbg^ll^l( pa^k)
^o^k eh\Zm^] bg ma^ phke]( ^Zkg ma^ lZf^ Z_m^k)mZq
ghkfZe kZm^ h_ k^mnkg Zg] ln__^k ma^ lZf^ mZq
[nk]^g( pa^k^ ttmZquu _hk mabl inkihl^ bl ng]^klmhh]
mh bg\en]^ [hma ^qieb\bm Zg] bfieb\bm mZq^l*

Oa^ \ZibmZe hpg^klabi g^nmkZebmr fh]^e Zllnf^l
maZm _khf ma^ i^kli^\mbo^ h_ Z P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe
_bkf( Zg bgo^lmf^gm bg Z _hk^b`g mZk`^m \hfiZgr
_ng\mbhgl ^qZ\mer ebd^ Z fngb\biZe [hg] bg ma^ P*N*
]hf^lmb\ fZkd^m pbma i^k_^\m mZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg*

Rbmahnm mabl Zllnfimbhg( ?^lZb Zg] Cbg^l \Zgghm
\hg\en]^ maZm Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq k^`bf^ \Zg lZmbl_r
\ZibmZe hpg^klabi g^nmkZebmr*

Oa^k^ bl ^qm^glbo^ ]hf^lmb\ ebm^kZmnk^ maZm ^q)
iehk^l ma^ mpbg \hg\^iml h_ mZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg Zg]
bfieb\bm mZqZmbhg* Dg iZkmb\neZk( ma^ ^qblm^g\^ bg ma^
\ZibmZe fZkd^ml h_ mZq)^q^fim fngb\biZe [hg]l
Zehg`lb]^ hma^kpbl^ \hfiZkZ[e^ mZqZ[e^ hg^l h__^kl
Z i^k_^\m hiihkmngbmr mh ^qiehk^ ma^ ikZ\mb\Ze Zl)
i^\ml h_ mZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg ma^hkr*52 <elh( ma^ \Zib)
mZebsZmbhg h_ mZq [^g^_bml bgmh ikb\^l k^\^bo^] fn\a
Zmm^gmbhg ]nkbg` ma^ a^r]Zr h_ bg]bob]nZe mZq la^e)
m^kl* Nhf^ Zk`n^] maZm ma^ Z_m^k)mZq rb^e]l hg mZq
la^em^k bgo^lmf^gml g^\^llZkber phne] _Zee mh ma^
lZf^ rb^e]l Zl hma^kpbl^ \hfiZkZ[e^ mZqZ[e^ bg)
o^lmf^gml( e^Zobg` ma^ lrlm^f %bg ma^ phk]l h_ =hkbl
=bmmd^k& pbma bg^__b\b^g\b^l %fhk^ h__b\^ mhp^kl bg
Chnlmhg maZg fb`am [^ ma^ \Zl^ bg Z phke] h_
\hglmZgm [nk]^gl hg \ZibmZe bgo^lmf^gml& [nm gh
bg^jnbmb^l %gh mZqiZr^kl v hk Zm fhlm( hger ma^ o^kr
^Zkeb^lm fho^kl v phne] \Zimnk^ bg_kZfZk`bgZe
rb^e]l hg ma^bk mZq la^em^k bgo^lmf^gml&*53

Oa^ ebm^kZmnk^ k^_e^\ml ma^ \hgl^glnl maZm mZq
\ZibmZebsZmbhg ]h^l ghm _ng\mbhg Zl i^k_^\mer Zl
ma^hkr phne] ik^]b\m*54 Ahk ^qZfie^( fngb\biZe
[hg] rb^e]l Zk^ ab`a^k maZg phne] [^ ^qi^\m^] bg Z

50Ahk ^qZfie^( bg Z k^\^gm Zkmb\e^( Cbg^l k^lihg]l mh \kbmb\blf
maZm abl ikhihlZel phne] [^ ng_Zbk mh P*N* ]hf^lmb\ _bkfl [r
Zk`nbg` maZm bm bl _Zbk maZm ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l ghm mZq ma^ bg\hf^ h_
Z P*N* _bkful _hk^b`g ln[lb]bZkr maZm ]h^l [nlbg^ll bg Z s^kh)mZq
cnkbl]b\mbhg( pabe^ _neer mZqbg` ma^ P*N* iZk^gmul ]hf^lmb\ bg)
\hf^( [^\Znl^ \hfi^mbmbhg pbee ]kbo^ ]hpg ma^ Z_m^k)mZq rb^e] bg
ma^ _bklm cnkbl]b\mbhg mh ma^ lZf^ e^o^e Zl maZm h_ paheer ]hf^lmb\
P*N* \hfiZgb^l* Cbg^l( ttM^\hglb]^kbg` ma^ OZqZmbhg h_ Ahk^b`g
Dg\hf^(uu `b]_N KZkm -( ghm^ 1,( Zm .5.).5/ %ttOa^ s^kh mZq kZm^ bg
ma^ _hk^b`g cnkbl]b\mbhg nge^Zla^l _hk^b`g \hfi^mbmbhg maZm k^)
]n\^l ma^ k^mnkgl maZm bgo^lmhkl \Zg ^Zkg eh\Zeer*uu <Q% Zm .5/&*

51Hrkhg N* N\ahe^l ^m Ze*( GNeR` N[Q 4b`V[R`` Fa_NaRTf1 3
CYN[[V[T 3]]_\NPU( \a* 1 %.,,5&7 NmZge^r Fhii^efZg( ttOZq <k[b)
mkZ`^ Zg] Dgm^k^lm ?^]n\mbhg(uu 2- F% 5NY% ?% ERc* --0/( --3.)--3/
%-544&*

52FRR H^ke^ @kb\dlhg( <nlmZg Bhhel[^^( Zg] @]pZk] HZr)
]^p( ttChp Kk^oZe^gm Dl OZq <k[bmkZ`^9 @ob]^g\^ Akhf ma^
HZkd^m _hk Hngb\biZe =hg]l(uu 12 ANaiY GNe =* .15 %.,,/&* @kb\d)
lhg( Bhhel^[^^( Zg] HZr]^p _bg] _^p _bkfl ^g`Z`bg` bg
fngb\biZe [hg] mZq Zk[bmkZ`^ Zg] \hg\en]^ maZm ma^k^ fnlm [^
lb`gb_b\Zgm %[khZ]er ]^_bg^]& mkZglZ\mbhg \hlml Zllh\bZm^] pbma
mabl mri^ h_ Zk[bmkZ`^* <Q% Zm .24*

53=bmmd^k( tt@jnbmr( @__b\b^g\r Zg] Dg\hf^ OZq Oa^hkr6 ?h
HblZeeh\Zmbhgl ?kbo^ Jnm Dg^jnbmb^l9uu -2 FN[ 6VRT\ ?% ERc* 3/1
%-535&7 =bmmd^k( ttOZq Na^em^kl Zg] OZq >ZibmZebsZmbhg hk ?h^l ma^
@Zker =bk] B^m Z Ak^^ Gng\a9uu .4 ANaiY GNe =* 0-2 %-531&*

54?Zob] R^bl[Z\a( ttDfieb\Zmbhgl h_ Dfieb\bm OZq^l6 >hff^g)
mZkr hg >kZg^ul tNhf^ @qieb\bm Oabgdbg` <[hnm Dfieb\bm OZq^l(uuu
1. F@H ?% ERc% /3/( /4, %-555& %ttM^ebZg\^ hg _nee \ZibmZebsZmbhg
bl nmhibZg* Anee \ZibmZebsZmbhg aZl g^o^k aZii^g^] Zg] bl
ngebd^er mh ^o^k aZii^guu&7 >Zeobg C* Ehaglhg( ttDg^__b\b^g\r
?h^l Ihm ?kbo^ Jnm Dg^jnbmr6 HZkd^m @jnbeb[kbnf $ OZq
Na^em^kl(uu GNe A\aR`( <ik* -1( -552( i* /33( 6\P 0-$((*0/( 0- GAG
./$)/ %tt@jnbeb[kbnf [^mp^^g ma^ k^mnkgl _khf mZq)_Zohk^] bg)
o^lmf^gml Zg] _khf ]^[m aZl g^o^k aZii^g^] Zg] \Zgghm [^
^qi^\m^] mh aZii^g* Oa^ lniier h_ mZq)_Zohk^] bgo^lmf^gml bl
mhh eZk`^ Zg] mhh ^eZlmb\* Dg Z[l^g\^ h_ ^jnbeb[kbnf( ma^ bgm^k^lm
]^]n\mbhg hg ]^[m)_bgZg\^] bgo^lmf^gml bg mZq)_Zohk^] Zll^ml
]h^l ghm phkd kb`am* Dg Z[l^g\^ h_ ^jnbeb[kbnf( ]^[m)_bgZg\^](
ab`a)[kZ\d^m bgo^lmhkl [b] ni ma^ ikb\^ h_ mZq)_Zohk^] bgo^lmhkl
Zg] ]kbo^ hnm Zee ehp^k)[kZ\d^m \hfi^mbmhkl* Dg Z[l^g\^ h_
^jnbeb[kbnf( ]^[m \Zg [^\hf^ \hlm)_k^^ Z_m^k mZq6 ma^ mZq lZobg`l
`^g^kZm^] [r ma^ ]^[m bl fhk^ oZenZ[e^ maZg ma^ ]^[m bml^e_ \hlml
bg k^Ze hk ik^l^gm oZen^ m^kfluu&7 N\ahe^l ^m Ze*( `b]_N ghm^ 51( Zm
-0/)-01( k^ob^p ^\hghfb\ ebm^kZmnk^ _bg]bg` ^ob]^g\^ maZm mZq
\ZibmZebsZmbhg h\\nkl bg `^g^kZe( [nm ma^r Zelh ihbgm hnm maZm bg
eb`am h_ ]b__^k^gm \eb^gm^e^l( ttfZkd^m _kb\mbhgl hk mZq)kne^ k^lmkb\)
mbhgl Zk^ k^jnbk^] mh ik^o^gm Zk[bmkZ`^ hiihkmngbmb^l*uu
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phke] h_ i^k_^\m \ZibmZebsZmbhg*55 Dg]^^]( Cbg^l k^\)
h`gbs^l bg abl fhlm k^\^gm Zkmb\e^ maZm fngb\biZe
[hg]l Zk^ Zg ^qZfie^ h_ Z mZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg fZkd^m
_Zbenk^( pab\a a^ Zmmkb[nm^l ttbgln__b\b^gm ]^fZg]uu
%_hk pab\a hg^ \hne] Zelh pkbm^ ttho^klniieruu&*-,,

=nm Cbg^l ]h^l ghm ma^g \hglb]^k ma^ ihllb[bebmr
maZm fnembgZmbhgZe `khnil \Zg ]^_^Zm ma^ f^\aZ)
gblf h_ mZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg ma^fl^eo^l( makhn`a lmZm^)
e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg`*

7& 8b^OXNSXQ ^RO @YNOV PY\ F^K^OVO]] =XMYWO

Jg^ \hne] ]^o^ehi lmkhg` Zk`nf^gml par bm
phne] [^ bfieZnlb[e^ mh Zllnf^ ma^ ^qblm^g\^ h_
i^k_^\m mZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg bg ma^ k^mnkgl hg [nlbg^ll
bgo^lmf^gml Z\khll ]b__^k^gm \hngmkb^l* >kbmb\Zeer(
ahp^o^k( bm bl ngg^\^llZkr mh ]h lh*

OZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg \Zgghm phkd bg ma^ bgm^kgZ)
mbhgZe \hgm^qm mh ^glnk^ maZm Zee _bkfl _Z\^ ma^ lZf^
Z_m^k)mZq k^mnkgl hg _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm [r
obkmn^ h_ ma^ ]blmbg\mbhg [^mp^^g paZm Kkh_* NmZge^r
Fhii^efZg m^kf^] ttlmZmnluu mZq Zk[bmkZ`^ Zg] ttZl)
l^muu mZq Zk[bmkZ`^*-,- Hngb\biZe [hg]l Zk^ Zg ^q)
Zfie^ h_ Zll^m Zk[bmkZ`^ v ma^ Zll^m bml^e_ \Zkkb^l ma^
li^\bZe mZq ik^_^k^g\^* Dg ma^hkr( bm phne] [^ ihl)
lb[e^ mh ]^l\kb[^ \bk\nflmZg\^l %^__b\b^gm fZkd^ml(
gh ebfbml hg ]^[m bg\nkk^] _hk Zk[bmkZ`^ Z\mbobmb^l(
Zg] Z lniier \nko^ _hk mZq)_Zohk^] Zll^ml b]^gmb\Ze
mh maZm _hk hma^kpbl^ \hfiZkZ[e^ mZq)ng_Zohk^]
hg^l& ng]^k pab\a _nee mZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg phne] [^
Z\ab^o^] _hk mahl^ Zll^ml*

=r \hgmkZlm( lmZmnl mZq Zk[bmkZ`^ bl i^klhgZe mh ma^
mZqiZr^k( ghm Z \aZkZ\m^kblmb\ h_ ma^ Zll^m* Oa^ _neer
mZqZ[e^ [hg] maZm [^\hf^l mZq ^q^fim pa^g a^e]
[r Z Mhma DM< hk Z ngbo^klbmr ^g]hpf^gm bl Zg
^qZfie^* OZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg \Zgghm `Zbg ^o^g Z
mh^ahe] pa^g ma^ Z_m^k)mZq k^mnkg hg ma^ lZf^ Zll^m
oZkb^l _khf ma^ ik^mZq k^mnkg %maZm bl( Z s^kh mZq
[nk]^g& mh ma^ fZqbfnf lmZmnmhkr fZk`bgZe kZm^(
]^i^g]bg` hg ma^ mZqiZr^kul lmZmnl*

@o^g b_ Zll^m mZq Zk[bmkZ`^ ma^hkr phkd^] i^k)
_^\mer bg ikZ\mb\^( ma^ ikh[e^f maZm \ZibmZe hpg^k)
labi g^nmkZebmr fh]^e b`ghk^l bl maZm fnembgZmbhgZe
^gm^kikbl^l \Zg ^g`Z`^ bg lmZmnl Zk[bmkZ`^* < fnemb)
gZmbhgZe _bkful bg\hf^ _khf _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lm)
f^gm bl ghm bgoZkbZ[er mZq^] bg ma^ lhnk\^ \hngmkr bg
Zg ^\hghfb\ l^gl^* Dglm^Z]( lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq
ieZggbg` ^gZ[e^l fnembgZmbhgZe _bkfl mh \Zimnk^
ab`a)mZq)\hngmkr ik^mZq rb^e]l hg pab\a mahl^ _bkfl
iZr mZq hger Zm ehp kZm^l bg hma^k \hngmkb^l*

Oh l^^ mabl( k^mnkg mh ma^ fh]^e ]^l\kb[^] Z[ho^
Zg] bgmkh]n\^ ma^ \hg\^im h_ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^* Ahk
lbfieb\bmr( Zllnf^ maZm Z fnembgZmbhgZe _bkf %[nm ghm
Z eh\Ze ]hf^lmb\ hg^& \Zg Zk[bmkZkber fho^ bg\hf^
_khf ab`a)mZq cnkbl]b\mbhgl %bg\en]bg` ma^ fnembgZ)
mbhgZeul ahf^ \hngmkr& mh ehp)mZq hg^l pabe^ k^mZbg)
bg` hpg^klabi h_ ma^ bg\hf^ lmk^Zf* %Oa^ lbfie^lm
^qZfie^ phne] [^ bgm^k^lm iZb] pbmabg ma^ fnembgZ)
mbhgZe ^gm^kikbl^ul `khni( _khf Z ab`a)mZq ln[lb])
bZkr mh Z ehp)mZq hg^*& Ankma^k Zllnf^ maZm ma^
Pgbm^] NmZm^l aZl bfie^f^gm^] Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq
lrlm^f Zl ma^ [Zlbl _hk mZqbg` _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lm)
f^gm [r P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe _bkfl* <l Z k^lnem( gh
P*N* mZq bl bfihl^] hg Z _hk^b`g ln[lb]bZkrul ^Zkg)
bg`l*-,. Hhk^ho^k( ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l aZl _heehp^]
ma^ Cbg^l k^\hff^g]Zmbhg ghm mh ebfbm bg Zgr pZr
ma^ ]^]n\mb[bebmr h_ P*N* ]hf^lmb\ ^qi^gl^l( ^o^g
pa^g mahl^ ^qi^gl^l Zk^ ]bk^\mer bg\nkk^] mh _b)
gZg\^ _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gml* Chp ]h ma^l^
g^p Zllnfimbhgl \aZg`^ ma^ \ZibmZe hpg^klabi
g^nmkZebmr ZgZerlbl( Zl lnffZkbs^] bg ma^ ik^\^]bg`
ln[l^\mbhg9

Oa^ ZgZerlbl \aZg`^l _ng]Zf^gmZeer( ghm _hk Z
ikhli^\mbo^ bgo^lmf^gm bg Z k^Ze [nlbg^ll bg
Ak^^]hgbZ hk Zgr hma^k ehp)mZq cnkbl]b\mbhg( [nm _hk
ikhli^\mbo^ bgo^lmf^gml bg NreoZgbZ hk hma^k UVTU$
aNe \hngmkb^l* D_ hg^ Z\\^iml ma^ hkb`bgZe fh]^eul
Zllnfimbhg maZm Z_m^k)mZq %Zg] [^_hk^ lmZm^e^ll bg)
\hf^ mZq ieZggbg`& kZm^l h_ k^mnkg Zk^ \hglmZgm
Zkhng] ma^ phke]( ma^ bgc^\mbhg h_ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^
bgmh ma^ fh]^e f^Zgl maZm Z fnembgZmbhgZe ^gm^k)
ikbl^( [nm ghm Z paheer ]hf^lmb\ _bkf( \Zg \Zimnk^
ma^ ab`a^k ik^mZq ghkfZe k^mnkgl _hng] bg ab`a)mZq
\hngmkb^l( [nm iZr ehp mZq^l hg ma^f( [r lab_mbg`
ma^ eh\nl h_ mZqZmbhg h_ mahl^ ab`a ik^mZq k^mnkgl mh
Z ehp)mZq cnkbl]b\mbhg v paZm mabl k^ihkm m^kfl mZq
k^gml*

55Fhii^efZg( `b]_N ghm^ 51( Zm --32)--417 @kb\dlhg( Bhhel)
[^^( Zg] HZr]^p( `b]_N ghm^ 52( Zm .23).24 %_bg]bg` maZm ma^k^
fZr [^ \hlml maZm kZbl^ ma^ \hlml h_ [hkkhpbg` _hk _bkfl( ma^k^[r
fZdbg` Zk[bmkZ`^ ngikh_bmZ[e^&7 Ehaglhg( ttDg^__b\b^g\r ?h^l Ihm
?kbo^ Jnm Dg^jnbmr(uu `b]_N ghm^ 54( Zm /4-)/42*

-,,Cbg^l( ttM^\hglb]^kbg` ma^ OZqZmbhg h_ Ahk^b`g Dg\hf^(uu
`b]_N KZkm -( ghm^ 1,( Zm .5/*

-,-Fhii^efZg( `b]_N ghm^ 51( Zm --31)--32* <ll^m mZq [^g^_bml
ZmmZ\a mh li^\b_b\ Zll^ml Zg] Zk^ ln[c^\m mh fZkd^m _hk\^l* Kkb\^l
h_ ma^l^ Zll^ml pbee kbl^ k^eZmbo^ mh hma^k Zll^ml mh k^_e^\m ma^ mZq
[^g^_bm* <Q% NmZmnl mZq [^g^_bml k^lnem _khf ma^ lmZmnl h_ ma^
mZqiZr^k hk ma^ lmZmnl h_ ma^ bgm^kf^]bZkr makhn`a pab\a ma^
mZqiZr^k bgo^lml kZma^k maZm ma^ mri^ h_ Zll^m ink\aZl^] %R%T%(
[hg]l maZm rb^e] ghgmZqZ[e^ bg\hf^ [^\Znl^ ma^ mZqiZr^k bl
^q^fim _khf mZq&* <Q% NmZmnl mZq [^g^_bml Zk^ ghm \ZibmZebs^] Zg]
\Zg ik^l^gm hiihkmngbmb^l _hk lmZmnl mZq Zk[bmkZ`^* @n`^g^
Nm^nk^e^ nl^] ma^ m^kfl ttghkfZeuu Zg] ttink^uu mh fZd^ ma^ lZf^
ihbgm* @n`^g^ Nm^nke^( GNeR`# ?\N[`# N[Q <[SYNaV\[( Zm 15)2,( g*0
%-541&*

-,.Ô \agb\Zeer( m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^fl Zelh k^mZbg k^lb]^g\^
\hngmkr mZqZmbhg _hk lhf^ \Zm^`hkb^l h_ iZllbo^ hk fh[be^
bg\hf^ %m^kf^] ln[iZkm A bg\hf^ bg ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l&* Oa^ m^qm
Zllnf^l maZm ma^ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ lmkZm^`b^l nl^] a^k^ phne]
ghm mkb``^k mahl^ kne^l*
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Dg ^__^\m( Zl ehg` Zl lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg`
bl ZoZbeZ[e^( bgo^lmf^gml bg ab`a)mZq \hngmkb^l [^)
\hf^ hiihkmngbmb^l mh \Zimnk^ lni^kghkfZe Z_m^k)
mZq k^mnkgl( [nm hger _hk fnembgZmbhgZe _bkfl maZm \Zg
^qiehbm mahl^ ieZggbg` hiihkmngbmb^l* Jger fnembgZ)
mbhgZe ^gm^kikbl^l \Zg Z\jnbk^ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^( [^)
\Znl^ mh `^g^kZm^ bm k^jnbk^l Z__bebZm^l bg [hma ehp)
mZq Zg] ab`a)mZq cnkbl]b\mbhgl*

<l Zg beenlmkZmbhg( k^\Zee maZm bg ma^ hkb`bgZe
^qZfie^ ghkfZe ik^mZq k^mnkgl bg NreoZgbZ( pbma bml
.1 i^k\^gm mZq kZm^( Zk^ 2*23 i^k\^gm %manl rb^e]bg` 1
i^k\^gm Z_m^k mZq&( pabe^ ghkfZe ik^mZq k^mnkgl bg
Ak^^]hgbZ Zk^ 1*12 i^k\^gm %Zelh rb^e]bg` Z 1 i^k\^gm
Z_m^k)mZq k^mnkg&* Ihp bgc^\m lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq
ieZggbg` bgmh Z P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe _bkful \hkihkZm^
Z\jnblbmbhg lmkZm^`r*

D_ Z P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe p^k^ mh Z\jnbk^ Z NreoZ)
gbZg mZk`^m \hfiZgr Zg] ]bo^km lhf^ h_ ma^ mZk`^mul
bg\hf^ mh Ak^^]hgbZ( ma^ P*N* _bkf phne] aZo^ Zg
Z_m^k)mZq k^mnkg h_ 2 i^k\^gm hg maZm ]bo^km^] bg)
\hf^( ghm ma^ `eh[Ze Z_m^k)mZq ghkfZe k^mnkg h_ 1
i^k\^gm %2*23 i^k\^gm ik^mZq k^mnkg fbgnl Z
Ak^^]hgbZg -, i^k\^gm mZq&* Hhk^ho^k( ma^ P*N* _bkf
\hne] _nkma^k mnk[h\aZk`^ bml k^mnkgl [r _bgZg\bg`
ma^ ]^Ze pbma ]^[m Zm ma^ P*N* iZk^gm e^o^e* Oa^ g^m
^__^\m phne] [^ mh \hgo^km /1 i^k\^gm mZq^] ]hf^l)
mb\ bg\hf^ bgmh -, i^k\^gm mZq^] _hk^b`g bg\hf^*
<g] mabl hiihkmngbmr phne] ^qblm hger makhn`a
lmkZm^`b^l ZoZbeZ[e^ [^\Znl^ h_ ma^ P*N* _bkful lmZmnl
Zl Z fnembgZmbhgZe ^gm^kikbl^*

<l mabl ^qZfie^ beenlmkZm^l( Z P*N* %hk _hk^b`g&
fnembgZmbhgZe ^gm^kikbl^ul lahiibg` eblm _hk ma^ `eh)
[Ze Zn\mbhgl maZm ?^lZb Zg] Cbg^l ^goblbhg pbee [^
_ng]Zf^gmZeer k^ZkkZg`^] hg\^ ma^ _bkful lmZm^e^ll
bg\hf^ ieZggbg` hiihkmngbmb^l Zk^ \hglb]^k^]*
Dkhgb\Zeer( k^ZkkZg`bg` ikbhkbmb^l pbee ghm ]bk^\mer
Z__^\m ma^ fnembgZmbhgZe _bkful bgm^k^lm bg ^gm^kikbl^l
bg ehp)mZq cnkbl]b\mbhgl* Oahl^ mZk`^m \hfiZgb^l
ik^lnfZ[er Zek^Z]r Zk^ ikb\^] mh k^_e^\m ma^ ehp)mZq
^gobkhgf^gm bg pab\a ma^r hi^kZm^* OZq \ZibmZebsZ)
mbhg lahne] phkd bg mahl^ \Zl^l*

Oa^ fnembgZmbhgZe ^gm^kikbl^ul ikbhkbmb^l maZm pbee
\aZg`^ Zk^ bml Zii^mbm^l _hk Z\jnbkbg` mZk`^m \hfiZ)
gb^l bg ab`a)mZq \hngmkb^l* Oa^r pbee [^\hf^ fn\a
fhk^ ZmmkZ\mbo^ mh ma^ fnembgZmbhgZe _bkf maZg mh
]hf^lmb\ [b]]^kl mh ma^ ^qm^gm maZm ng]^k ma^ mZq
eZp h_ ma^ cnkbl]b\mbhg( lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ ieZggbg`
lmkZm^`b^l Zk^ ^Zlber bfie^f^gm^]* <g] bg mnkg( P*N*
]hf^lmb\ e^o^kZ`^ ^qZ\^k[Zm^l ma^ k^lnembg` iheb\r
ikh[e^f %hk [nlbg^ll hiihkmngbmr&*

NmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg` manl Zelh ng]^k)
fbg^l Cbg^lul Zk`nf^gml maZm ma^ ]hf^lmb\ P*N*
^qi^gl^l h_ Z P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe _bkf lahne] [^
_neer ]^]n\mb[e^ bg ma^ m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f( k^`Zk])
e^ll h_ pa^ma^k mahl^ ^qi^gl^l ]bk^\mer lniihkm

_hk^b`g bg\hf^ ghm ln[c^\m mh P*N* mZq*-,/ Dg Z phke]
pa^k^ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ \Zg [^ ^Zkg^]( ma^ k^lnem
phne] [^ Z s^khbg` hnm h_ ma^ _bkful ]hf^lmb\ mZq
[Zl^*-,0

Dg hma^k phk]l( i^kfbmmbg` Z ]^]n\mbhg _hk P*N*
^qi^gl^l maZm Zk^ ]bk^\mer Zeeh\Z[e^ mh ^Zkgbg` _hk)
^b`g bg\hf^ phne] [^ mZgmZfhngm mh h__^kbg` P*N*
bg]bob]nZel ngebfbm^] DM< Z\\hngml Zg] _nee ]^)
]n\mb[bebmr h_ bgm^k^lm ^qi^gl^ hg Zee [hkkhpbg`l*
MZmbhgZe bg]bob]nZe mZqiZr^kl phne] [hkkhp bg
ma^bk i^klhgZe \ZiZ\bmr Zg] bgo^lm bg ehp)kbld Zll^ml
makhn`a ma^bk DM<l* Oa^r phne] \Zimnk^ Z ihlbmbo^
Zk[bmkZ`^ ikh_bm ghm [^\Znl^ h_ Z fZkd^m _Zbenk^ bg
mZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg( [nm kZma^k [^\Znl^ h_ ma^bk lmZmnl
%ma^ DM<&( pab\a ^gZ[e^l ma^f mh ahe] hma^kpbl^
mZqZ[e^ _bgZg\bZe Zll^ml pbmahnm iZrbg` mZq*-,1 Oa^
lZf^ phne] Ziier v bg]^^]( mh Z eZk`^ ^qm^gm ]h^l
Ziier mh]Zr v mh Z P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe _bkf maZm \Zg
nl^ bml lmZmnl mh mkZglfnm^ ab`a)mZq cnkbl]b\mbhg
ik^mZq ghkfZe k^mnkgl bgmh ehp)mZq^] bg\hf^*

Dg k^lihgl^( bm fb`am [^ Zk`n^] maZm( Zemahn`a ma^
^qblm^g\^ h_ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ bgoZeb]Zm^l ma^ mZq
\ZibmZebsZmbhg lmhkr( b_ ^o^kr hma^k \hngmkr aZl
Z]him^] Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f Zg] [khZ]er \hng)
m^gZg\^l ma^ ^qblm^g\^ h_ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZg)
gbg`( ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l lahne] mhh bg hk]^k mh \k^Zm^
Z e^o^e ieZrbg` _b^e] _hk P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe _bkfl*
Oabl Zk`nf^gm bl ghm Zg ^\hghfb\ p^e_Zk^ Zk`n)
f^gm* Dm bl bg ikZ\mb\^ Z lbfie^ \Zee _hk \hkihkZm^
tt\hfi^mbmbo^g^lluu Zg] Zm fhlm Zg bg\hfie^m^ gZ)
mbhgZe p^e_Zk^ Zk`nf^gm( [nm hg^ h_ ng\^kmZbg f^kbm*
Oa^ nk`^ mh \a^^k _hk ma^ ahf^ m^Zf bl ng]^klmZg])
Z[e^( [nm ma^ bgmnbmbo^ lihkml f^mZiahk ]h^l ghm
g^\^llZkber ahe]*

Dg ^__^\m mabl Zk`nf^gm bl bg]blmbg`nblaZ[e^ _khf
Z \Zee _hk ^qihkm ln[lb]b^l hg ma^ `khng]l maZm hma^k
\hngmkb^l h__^k ma^f* D_ P*N* mZq k^o^gn^l Zk^ d^im
\hglmZgm( mahl^ ]^ _Z\mh ln[lb]b^l fnlm [^ [hkg^ [r
hma^k <f^kb\Zgl* Oa^ ihlbmbo^ ^qm^kgZebmb^l mh ma^
Pgbm^] NmZm^l h_ _b^e]bg` Z m^Zf h_ ln\\^ll_ne P*N*

-,/Cbg^l( ttAhk^b`g Dg\hf^ Zg] ?hf^lmb\ ?^]n\mbhgl(uu `b]_N
KZkm -( ghm^ 1/( Zm 02/)021* Cbg^l Zk`n^l maZm ghm Zeehpbg` _hk
ma^l^ ]^]n\mbhgl ]blmhkml ma^ [^aZobhk h_ P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe
_bkfl Zg] ^g\hnkZ`^l ma^f mh bg\k^Zl^ _hk^b`g kZma^k maZg
]hf^lmb\ bgo^lmf^gm*

-,0FZg^( tt>hglb]^kbg` tM^\hglb]^kbg` ma^ OZqZmbhg h_ Ahk)
^b`g Dg\hf^(uuu 2. GNe ?% ERc* .55( /-0 %.,,4& %ttRbma Zk[bmkZ`^ ma^
\hg\^kg bl maZm ma^ P*N* mZqiZr^k \hne] s^kh hnm mZq ebZ[bebmb^l hg
ma^ bg\hf^ _khf ma^ ]hf^lmb\ ]^iehrf^gm h_ \ZibmZeuu&*

-,15\Z]N_R N\ahe^l ^m Ze*( `b]_N ghm^ 51( Zm -11)-12 %ma^
^ebfbgZmbhg h_ mZq ebZ[bebmr makhn`a e^o^kZ`^)[Zl^] mZq Zk[bmkZ`^
pa^g ma^ bfieb\bm mZq [nk]^g bl ehp^k maZg ^qieb\bm mZq^l lZo^]&*

6CAA8BH4FM ' GD86=4@ F8DCFH
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fnembgZmbhgZel %\hfie^f^gmZkber bg P*N* ch[ \k^)
Zmbhg( _hk ^qZfie^& fnlm [^ p^b`a^] Z`Zbglm ma^
\hlml h_ _ng]bg` ma^ ln[lb]r Zg] ma^ lh\bZe \hlml h_
]blmhkm^] bgo^lmf^gm ]^\blbhgl*-,2 Oabl bl Zg ^gmbk^er
]b__^k^gm ZgZerlbl _khf maZm ng]^kmZd^g bg Z]oZg\)
bg` \ZibmZe hpg^klabi g^nmkZebmr Zl Z iheb\r ik^)
l\kbimbhg _hk ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l*

I=& C_^^SXQ GOO^R =X^Y GO\\S^Y\SKVS^c

4& B`O\`SOa

@o^kr \hngmkr maZm bl ma^ k^lb]^g\^ h_ fZchk
fnembgZmbhgZe ^gm^kikbl^l( hma^k maZg ma^ Pgbm^]
NmZm^l( aZl Z]him^] lhf^ _hkf h_ m^kkbmhkbZe mZq
lrlm^f* =nm lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ ]blmhkml ma^ bfieb\bm mZq
f^\aZgblf maZm eb^l Zm ma^ \hk^ h_ ma^ fhlm \h`^gm
ma^hk^mb\Ze \Zl^ _hk m^kkbmhkbZe mZqZmbhg( Zg] bm \hf)
ihng]l ma^ f^Zgbg`e^llg^ll h_ ma^ ^gmbk^ \hg\^im h_
ma^ lhnk\^ h_ bg\hf^* Oa^ ^\hghfb\ \Zl^ _hk m^kkb)
mhkbZe mZqZmbhg ma^k^_hk^ \hfi^el Z \hkk^eZmbo^ \Zf)
iZb`g mh ^kZ]b\Zm^ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg`
hiihkmngbmb^l h_ ^o^kr _hkf*

Oabl l^\mbhg \hglb]^kl ahp \hngmkb^l fb`am k^)
lihg] mh ma^ ia^ghf^ghg h_ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^
pbmabg ma^ \hgm^qm h_ m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^fl* O^kkb)
mhkbZe mZq lrlm^fl Zg] phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg(
h_ \hnkl^( Zk^ iheZk hiihlbm^ ZiikhZ\a^l _khf
pab\a mh Z]]k^ll ma^ ia^ghf^ghg h_ lmZm^e^ll bg)
\hf^* Akhf ma^ ngbjn^ i^kli^\mbo^ h_ P*N* eZp(
ahp^o^k( [hma m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^fl Zg] Z phke])
pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg k^`bf^ laZk^ Zg bff^]bZm^
p^e_Zk^)^gaZg\bg` Zli^\m( pab\a bl ma^ ^ebfbgZmbhg
h_ ma^ eh\dhnm ^__^\m* Oa^ an`^ Zfhngm h_ eh\d^])
hnm ^Zkgbg`l %fhk^ maZg "-*0 mkbeebhg& Zg] ma^bk
Z\\^e^kZmbg` `khpma Zk`n^ lmkhg`er _hk Z ]^\blbo^
fho^ bg ^bma^k ]bk^\mbhg Zg] ZpZr _khf ma^ lmZmnl
jnh*

5& 6K\^YYX GO\\S^Y\SKVS^c

Dg eb`am h_ ma^ ]^[Zm^ ho^k ma^ _nmnk^ ]bk^\mbhg h_
P*N* \hkihkZm^ mZq iheb\b^l k^`Zk]bg` _hk^b`g ]bk^\m
bgo^lmf^gm( bm bl bfihkmZgm mh [^`bg ma^ ]bl\nllbhg
h_ m^kkbmhkbZe mZq k^lihgl^l mh ma^ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^
ia^ghf^ghg [r \eZkb_rbg` ma^ \nkk^gm lmZm^ h_ ma^
Zkm bg m^kkbmhkbZe mZq ]^lb`g* M^\^gm li^^\a^l(-,3

m^lmbfhgr(-,4 Zg] Zkmb\e^l-,5 [r k^ik^l^gmZmbo^l h_
P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe _bkfl Zg] ma^bk Z]obl^kl iZbgm
\hglblm^gm ib\mnk^l h_ [hma ma^ \nkk^gm P*N* mZq
lrlm^f bg hi^kZmbhg Zg] ma^ \nkk^gm lmZm^ h_ ]^o^e)
hif^gm h_ m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^fl*

Dg ma^ lmZg]Zk] o^klbhg h_ mabl ik^l^gmZmbhg(
^o^kr fZchk \hngmkr maZm nl^l Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq
lrlm^f ]h^l lh pbma Zm fhlm bg\hgl^jn^gmbZe k^lmkb\)
mbhgl %ln\a Zl Z [eZgd^m bg\enlbhg bg mZqZ[e^ bg\hf^
h_ 1 i^k\^gm h_ hma^kpbl^ ^q^fim ]bob]^g]l _khf
_hk^b`g ln[lb]bZkb^l&* @qi^gl^l bg\nkk^] bg ma^ k^lb)
]^g\^ \hngmkr Zk^ ghm Zeeh\Zm^] Z`Zbglm mZq)^q^fim
%m^kkbmhkbZe& bg\hf^ hk hma^kpbl^ ebfbm^] hk ]blZe)
ehp^] %[^rhg] ma^ 1 i^k\^gm lhkm h_ aZbk\nm k^_^k)
^g\^] Z[ho^&* Ankma^k( mahl^ ik^l^gmZmbhgl bfier
maZm ma^l^ lrlm^fl Zk^ lmZmb\ bg ]^lb`g Zg] maZm ma^k^
bl gh ik^llnk^ mh k^_hkf ma^f mh Z]]k^ll ma^ lmZm^)
e^ll bg\hf^ ikh[e^fl b]^gmb_b^] bg mabl k^ihkm*

Oabl bl bg\hfie^m^ Zg] fble^Z]bg`( mh ma^ ihbgm
pa^k^ bm _Zbker \Zg [^ eZ[^e^] Z \Zkmhhg o^klbhg h_
ma^ m^kkbmhkbZe mZq iheb\b^l maZm lahne] [^ Z]him^] b_
ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l p^k^ mh fho^ bg mabl ]bk^\mbhg*
Ahk^b`g iheb\rfZd^kl Zk^ ab`aer \hg\^kg^] Z[hnm
ma^ mZq Zohb]Zg\^ blln^l bfieb\bm bg ma^ lmZm^e^ll
bg\hf^ ia^ghf^ghg(--, bgm^kgZmbhgZe mZq ]^lb`g bl Z
ln[c^\m h_ ihebmb\Ze \hgmkho^klr bg hma^k \hngmkb^l(---

ghg)P*N* ZgZerlml aZo^ k^\^gmer _h\nl^] \ehl^er hg
ma^ ikh[e^f(--. Zg] fZgr gZmnkZe ^qi^kbf^gml Zk^
ng]^kpZr bg ]b__^k^gm \hngmkb^l mh Z]]k^ll ma^l^
\hg\^kgl*

-,2Oh ln``^lm maZm P*N* fnembgZmbhgZel Zk^ ikbfZkber hpg^]
[r P*N* i^klhgl %pab\a bl mkn^& Zg] ma^k^_hk^ maZm ab`a^k P*N*
fnembgZmbhgZe ikh_bml cnlmb_r ttikh)\hfi^mbmbo^uu bgm^kgZmbhgZe mZq
iheb\b^l ehhdl Zm hg^ lb]^ h_ ma^ ib\mnk^ [nm ho^kehhdl maZm mahl^
ab`a^k ikh_bml Zk^ [^bg` _ng]^] makhn`a ln[lb]b^l ikhob]^] [r
hma^k P*N* i^klhgl %_hk ^qZfie^( ]hf^lmb\ [nlbg^ll^l&*

-,3<fr N* @eebhmm( ttB@ @q^\nmbo^ >kbmb\bs^l Khllb[e^ P*N*
Ô kkbmhkbZe Nrlm^f(uu GNe A\aR`( A^[* .4( .,--( i* 554( 6\P )'(($
*-.*( )'(( GAG *,$, %k^fZkdl h_ Ehag H* NZfn^el( B@ ob\^
ik^lb]^gm Zg] l^gbhk \hngl^e _hk mZq iheb\r Zg] ieZggbg`&*

-,4Ô lmbfhgr h_ Mh[^km <* H\?hgZe]( \aZbk( Abl\Ze Kheb\r
DgbmbZmbo^ =nlbg^ll Mhng]mZ[e^( [^_hk^ ma^ Chnl^ RZrl Zg]
H^Zgl >hffbmm^^ a^Zkbg` hg mZq k^_hkf( EZg* .,( .,-- %EZg* .0(
.,--&( 6\P )'(($().0( )'(( GAG (+$+) %m^lmbfhgr h_ ik^lb]^gm
Zg] >@J h_ Kkh\m^k $ BZf[e^&*

-,5Kabebi M* R^lm( tt<\khll ma^ Bk^Zm ?bob]^6 < >^gmkblm OZq
M^_hkf KkhihlZe(uu GNe A\aR`( A^[* .4( .,--( i* -,.1( 6\P )'(($
)'/-( )'(( GAG +'$.7 =Zk[ZkZ <g`nl ^m Ze*( ttOa^ P*N* Dgm^kgZ)
mbhgZe OZq Nrlm^f Zm Z >khllkhZ]l(uu GNe A\aR`( <ik* 1( .,-,( i* 01(
6\P )'('$++*'( )'(' GAG -+$+7 Ehag H* NZfn^el( tt<f^kb\Zg OZq
DlheZmbhgblf(uu GNe A\aR`( Eng^ .5( .,,5( i* -15/( 6\P )''0$(+(.+(
)''0 GAG ())$((*

--,OahfZl Mbq^g Zg] HZkdnl G^b[k^\am( tt?hn[e^ OZq <ohb])
Zg\^ Zg] OZq >hfi^mbmbhg _hk Hh[be^ >ZibmZe(uu \a* 0 bg HZkmbg
UZ`e^k %^]*&( <[aR_[NaV\[NY GNe 5\\_QV[NaV\[1 3[ <[aR_QV`PV]YV[N_f
CR_`]RPaVcR \[ IV_abR` N[Q CVaSNYY` 3,)3- %.,-,& %b]^gmb_rbg` `ho)
^kgf^gm k^lihgl^l mh lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ ieZggbg` Zg] _nkma^k
li^\neZmbg` maZm ma^ [k^Z]ma h_ ma^l^ k^lihgl^l mh ]Zm^ fZr aZo^
[^^g ebfbm^] [r bgm^kgZmbhgZe mZq \hfi^mbmbhg Zfhg` gZmbhgl( Zm
ma^ [^a^lm h_ fnembgZmbhgZe _bkfl&*

---Fkblm^g <* KZkbeeh( tt<\mboblml Kkhm^lm Qh]Z_hg^ul <ee^`^]
tOZq ?h]`^(uuu GNe A\aR` <[aiY*( Iho* 4( .,-,( i* /5.( 6\P )'('$
)*,/0 %k^ihkmbg` hg Z\mboblm `khnilu ]^fhglmkZmbhgl Z`Zbglm
bgm^kgZmbhgZe mZq ieZggbg` Z\mbobmb^l h_ P*F* _bkf Qh]Z_hg^&*

--.Rhe_`Zg` N\ah^g( ttDgm^kgZmbhgZe OZq >hhk]bgZmbhg _hk Z
N^\hg])=^lm Rhke](uu - J\_YQ GNe =* 23 %.,,5& %KZkm D&( . J\_YQ GNe
=* 21 %.,-,& %KZkm DD&( Zg] . J\_YQ GNe =* ..3 %.,-,& %KZkm DDD&
%\Zlmbg` mZqZmbhg h_ _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm Zl Zg ^q^k\bl^ bg
bgm^klho^k^b`g \hhk]bgZmbhg( nk`bg` Zg bg\k^f^gmZe \hgmbgnbmr
ZiikhZ\a( Zg] nembfZm^er k^\hff^g]bg` Zeeh\Zmbhg h_ mZqbg`

6CAA8BH4FM ' GD86=4@ F8DCFH
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Jg^ _bgZe bfihkmZgm ho^kZk\abg` ma^f^ _hk P*N*
iheb\rfZd^kl bl maZm ma^ kZmbhgZe^l maZm hma^k \hng)
mkb^l nl^ bg Z]himbg` m^kkbmhkbZe lrlm^fl ^qm^g]
[^rhg] ^\hghfb\ ^__b\b^g\r Zk`nf^gml* Rbmabg ma^
@P( m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^fl Zk^ ^Zlb^k mh bfie^f^gm
maZg Zk^ phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg k^`bf^l bg Z
fZgg^k \hglblm^gm pbma ma^ mb`amer bgm^`kZm^] gZ)
mnk^ h_ ma^ @nkhi^Zg fZkd^m Zg] pbma @nkhi^Zg
>hnkm h_ Enlmb\^ cnkblikn]^g\^ bgm^kik^mbg` Ok^Zmr h_
@nkhi^Zg Pgbhg \hglmbmnmbhgZe ikbg\bie^l `ho^kg)
bg` _k^^]hf h_ ^lmZ[eblaf^gm*--/ <g] lhf^ \hng)
mkb^l %_hk ^qZfie^( >ZgZ]Z--0& aZo^ Z]him^]
k^eZmbo^er mhhmae^ll m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^fl Zl \hg)
l\bhnl ln[lb]b^l _hk ma^bk \hkihkZm^ gZmbhgZe \aZf)
ibhgl* Oabl bl Zg ^\hghfb\ V[RSSVPVR[Pf Zk`nf^gm Zm
phkd( Zg] hg^ maZm aZk]er lahne] [^ \bm^] Zl
ik^\^]^gm _hk ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l( Zgr fhk^ maZg hg^
phne] \bm^ ^qihkm mkZ]^ ln[lb]b^l [r Zghma^k \hng)
mkr Zl Z ikbg\bie^] k^Zlhg _hk ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l mh
Z]him mZq ^qi^glbg` h_ \ZibmZe bgo^lmf^gm*

Oh maZm ^g]( iheb\rfZd^kl lahne] k^_e^\m hg ma^
_Z\m maZm ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l( pab\a mh]Zr k^fZbgl ma^
eZk`^lm ^\hghfr bg ma^ phke]( hi^kZm^l Zg ^klZms
lhkm h_ m^kkbmhkbZe mZq k^`bf^ maZm bg fZgr k^li^\ml
v _hk ^qZfie^( bml la^em^kbg` h_ bgm^k^lm Zg] khrZemr
bg\hf^ k^iZmkbZm^] mh ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l( hk ma^
\hlme^ll mZq lrlm^f Zk[bmkZ`^ Z[^mm^] [r ma^ \a^\d)
ma^)[hq k^`neZmbhgl v bl fhk^ \hg]n\bo^ mh lmZm^)
e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg` maZg Zk^ fhk^ \ha^k^gm
m^kkbmhkbZe mZq k^`bf^l* Dm bl ghm lnkikblbg` maZm hma^k
\hngmkb^l _bg] bm lh ]b__b\nem mh ]^_e^\m ma^ ik^llnk^l

h_ ma^bk gZmbhgZe \aZfibhgl mh \hngm^gZg\^ mZq
\hfi^mbmbhg makhn`a p^Zd bfie^f^gmZmbhg h_ ebfbml
hg m^kkbmhkbZe mZq kne^l pa^g mahl^ gZmbhgZe \aZf)
ibhgl \Zg i^klnZlbo^er Zk`n^ maZm ma^ eZk`^lm lmZm^)
e^ll bg\hf^ Z[nl^kl h_ \nkk^gm eZp( bkhgb\Zeer
^ghn`a( aZbe _khf ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l( ma^ eZlm k^)
]hn[m h_ inmZmbo^ phke]pb]^ mZqZmbhg* Dm bl ma^
Pgbm^] NmZm^l maZm g^^]l mh fZd^ ma^ _bklm fho^ b_
ma^ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ ikh[e^f bl mh [^ Z]]k^ll^]*

Oa^ k^fZbg]^k h_ mabl l^\mbhg \hglb]^kl lhf^ h_
ma^ ^__hkml bg m^kkbmhkbZe mZq \hngmkb^l mh Z]]k^ll ma^
lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ ikh[e^f*

6& GRSX 6KZS^KVSdK^SYX

Dm bl mkn^ maZm gh fZchk cnkbl]b\mbhg maZm nl^l Z
m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f ]blZeehpl bgm^k^lm ^qi^gl^
bg\nkk^] bg ma^ iZk^gm \hfiZgrul ]hfb\be^ hg ma^
ma^hkr maZm bm aZl [^^g bg\nkk^] _hk ma^ inkihl^ h_
^Zkgbg` mZq)^q^fim _hk^b`g ]bob]^g]l* =nm mh fZd^
maZm Zll^kmbhg pbmahnm jnZeb_b\Zmbhg iZbgml Z fbl)
e^Z]bg` ib\mnk^* Dg _Z\m( l^o^kZe fZchk ^\hghfb^l
k^Z\a mabl k^lnem makhn`a Zghma^k f^Zgl v mabg
\ZibmZebsZmbhg lmZmnm^l*--1

Oabg \ZibmZebsZmbhg lmZmnm^l mkZ]bmbhgZeer p^k^
ng]^klmhh] Zl lhnk\^ \hngmkr kne^l maZm ebfbm^]
^Zkgbg`l lmkbiibg` _khf ma^ lhnk\^ \hngmkr mh Z
ehp)mZq Z__bebZm^ [r ebfbmbg` ma^ bgmkh]n\mbhg h_
^q\^llbo^ bgm^kgZe e^o^kZ`^ pbmabg Z fnembgZmbhgZe
`khni*--2 Hhk^ k^\^gm Zg] lhiablmb\Zm^] mabg \Zib)
mZebsZmbhg lmZmnm^l `h fn\a _nkma^k [r ebfbmbg` ma^
Zfhngm h_ bgm^k^lm ]^]n\mbhgl ZeehpZ[e^ mh ma^
iZk^gm \hfiZgr h_ Z fnembgZmbhgZe `khni bg bml
\hngmkr h_ ]hfb\be^*

Oa^ B^kfZg mabg \ZibmZebsZmbhg k^`bf^ bl Z `hh]
^qZfie^ h_ mabl fhk^ lhiablmb\Zm^] ZiikhZ\a*--3 <l
Ziieb^] mh Z B^kfZg iZk^gm h_ Z fnembgZmbhgZe
`khni( ma^ B^kfZg mabg \ZibmZebsZmbhg kne^l bfihl^
Z aZk] \Zi hg bgm^k^lm ]^]n\mbhgl h_ /, i^k\^gm h_

kb`aml Zg] bg\hf^ hg Z lZe^l Zg] l^kob\^l [Zlbl&7 HZZkm^g A* ]^
Rbe]^( ttNhf^ Oahn`aml hg Z AZbk <eeh\Zmbhg h_ >hkihkZm^ OZq bg
Z Beh[Zebsbg` @\hghfr(uu /4 <[aR_aNe .4- %.,-,&7 Zg] ]^ Rbe]^(
tt< Nm^i OhpZk]l Z AZbk >hkihkZm^ OZqZmbhg h_ Bkhnil bg ma^
@f^k`bg` Beh[Ze HZkd^m(uu /5 <[aR_aNe 2. %.,--& %ZgZersbg`
mZq)bg]n\^] ]blmhkmbhgl h_ ^\hghfb\ [^aZobhk Zkblbg` bg \khll)
[hk]^k \hgm^qml Zg] k^\hff^g]bg` ma^ ]^o^ehif^gm h_ phke])
pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lhenmbhgl mh k^_e^\m Z ngbmZkr [nlbg^ll
ZiikhZ\a( ^ebfbgZmbg` bgmkZ`khni bgm^k^lm ^qi^gl^ bg \hglheb]Z)
mbhg [nm nembfZm^er Zeeh\Zmbg` bg\hf^ _khf k^Ze bgo^lmf^gml
_heehpbg` J@>? mkZgl_^k ikb\bg` `nb]^ebg^l _hk i^kfZg^gm
^lmZ[eblaf^gml&7 QZgg( `b]_N KZkm -( ghm^ 02 %_h\nlbg` hg mkZgl_^k
ikb\bg` Zl ma^ \hk^ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq Zohb]Zg\^ ikh[e^f(
k^c^\mbg` \nkk^gm ikZ\mb\^ Zl [Zl^] hg bgZiikhikbZm^ fZkd^m
ZgZeh`b^l maZm b`ghk^ ma^ ma^hkr h_ ma^ _bkf( Zg] ^g\hnkZ`bg`
[hma ebfbml hg bgmkZ`khni \hgmkZ\mnZe _k^^]hfl Zg] ma^ pb]^k
nl^ h_ ikh_bm)liebm f^mah]l&*

--/@P \hglmbmnmbhgZe \hg\^kgl ieZbger ebfbm ma^ Z[bebmr h_ hg^
f^f[^k lmZm^ mh k^lmkb\m Z \hfiZgrul Z[bebmr mh k^)]hfb\be^ bg
Zghma^k f^f[^k lmZm^* >Zklm^g B^kg^k)=^n^ke^ Zg] Hb\aZ^e
N\abeeb`( hhOa^ Hrlm^kb^l h_ Ak^^]hf h_ @lmZ[eblaf^gm <_m^k
>Zkm^lbh(uu NcNVYNOYR Na ammi6++llkg*\hf+Z[lmkZ\m8-/0,520* ?^
Rbe]^ Zm e^Zlm [^eb^o^l maZm \hglmbmnmbhgZe \hg\^kgl phne] ghm
ikhab[bm ma^ Z]himbhg h_ ngbeZm^kZe fZg]Zmhkr phke]pb]^ mZq
\hglheb]Zmbhg [r Zg @P f^f[^k lmZm^* ?^ Rbe]^( tt< Nm^i
OhpZk]l Z AZbk >hkihkZm^ OZqZmbhg h_ Bkhnil bg ma^ @f^k`bg`
Beh[Ze HZkd^m(uu `b]_N ghm^ --.( Zm 31)32*

--0NZfn^el( `b]_N ghm^ -,5( Zm -151*

--1Dg .,,4 Zg Dgm^kgZmbhgZe Abl\Ze <llh\bZmbhg lmn]r \hg)
\en]^] maZm -4 hnm h_ /0 \hngmkb^l ^qZfbg^] aZ] Z]him^] mabg
\ZibmZebsZmbhg lmZmnm^l* FRR <e_k^] Nmhk\d( ttOa^ AbgZg\bg` h_
HnembgZmbhgZe >hfiZgb^l Zg] OZq^l6 <g Jo^kob^p h_ ma^ Dlln^l
Zg] Nn``^lmbhgl _hk Nhenmbhgl Zg] Dfikho^f^gml(uu 21 4bYY% S\_
<[aiY GNe* .3( /2 %.,--&* Ahk Z \hfik^a^glbo^ Zg] k^\^gm ho^kob^p(
l^^ Obf @]`Zk( EhgZmaZg AZkkZk( Zg] <fbg HZpZgb( ttAhk^b`g
?bk^\m Dgo^lmf^gm( Oabg >ZibmZebsZmbhg( Zg] ma^ Dgm^k^lm @qi^gl^
?^]n\mbhg6 < Kheb\r <gZerlbl(uu 12 5N[% GNe =* 4,/ %.,,4&* FRR NY`\
NmnZkm R^[[^k( ttOabg >ZibmZebsZmbhg Zg] Dgm^k^lm ?^]n\mbhg
Mne^l6 < Rhke]pb]^ Nnko^r(uu GNe A\aR` <[aiY( Iho* .5( .,-,( i*
24/( 6\P )'('$)*.-**

--2N^\mbhg -2/%c& bl Zg ^qZfie^ h_ Z lhnk\^ \hngmkr mabg
\ZibmZebsZmbhg lmZmnm^( bg mabl \Zl^ ]^lb`g^] mh ikhm^\m ma^ Pgbm^]
NmZm^l Zl Z lhnk\^ \hngmkr*

--3Rhe_`Zg` F^lle^k Zg] Mhe_ @b\d^( ttB^kfZgrul Bkhpma
<\\^e^kZmbhg <\m v OZfbg` ma^ Nnglabg^ OZq G^`bleZmbhg(uu GNe
A\aR` <[aiY( <ik* -.( .,-,( i* -.3( 6\P )'('$-.,(( lnffZkbs^l
\nkk^gm B^kfZg eZp* Oa^ m^qmul ]^l\kbimbhg h_ ma^ k^e^oZgm
B^kfZg kne^l bl ]kZpg ikbfZkber _khf mabl Zkmb\e^*

6CAA8BH4FM ' GD86=4@ F8DCFH
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ma^ _bkful ^Zkgbg`l [^_hk^ bgm^k^lm( mZq^l( ]^ik^\bZ)
mbhg( Zg] ZfhkmbsZmbhg* D_ Z B^kfZg _bkf p^k^ mh
[hkkhp ^qm^glbo^er mh bgo^lm bg ma^ ^jnbmr h_ _hk^b`g
ln[lb]bZkb^l %ma^ ]bob]^g]l _khf pab\a phne] [^
^q^fim&( ma^ B^kfZg iZk^gm \hfiZgr phne] kng
bgmh ma^ aZk] \Zi hg bgm^k^lm ]^]n\mb[bebmr* Oa^ lZf^
kne^ Ziieb^l mh B^kfZg _bkfl Zl lhnk\^ \hngmkr
mZqiZr^kl*

Oa^k^ bl hger hg^ ^l\Zi^ \eZnl^ _khf mabl hnmkb`am
ebfbm hg mZq)Z]oZgmZ`^] e^o^kZ`^6 < B^kfZg iZk^gm
\hfiZgr \Zg ]^]n\m bgm^k^lm pbmahnm ebfbmZmbhg b_
bml B^kfZg ^jnbmr)mh)]^[m kZmbh %ehhdbg` hger Zm
B^kfZg [nlbg^ll Zll^ml( ghm ^jnbmr bg _hk^b`g ln[)
lb]bZkb^l& bl gh e^ll maZg . i^k\^gmZ`^ ihbgml ehp^k
maZg bml phke]pb]^ ^jnbmr)mh)]^[m kZmbh* Dg hma^k
phk]l( bgm^k^lm ^qi^gl^ bg\nkk^] [r ma^ B^kfZg
iZk^gm bg B^kfZgr bl _neer ]^]n\mb[e^ hger b_ ma^
B^kfZg iZk^gm hg Z lmZg])Zehg^ [Zlbl bl gh fhk^
maZg bffZm^kbZeer fhk^ ab`aer e^o^kZ`^] maZg bml
ghg)B^kfZg hi^kZmbhgl* <nlmkZebZul kne^ bl lbfb)
eZk(--4 Zg] Np^]^g k^\^gmer bgmkh]n\^] bgghoZmbo^
]^[m inla)]hpg e^`bleZmbhg*--5

Oabg \ZibmZebsZmbhg lmZmnm^l Zk^ `khpbg` bg bf)
ihkmZg\^ Zg] lhiablmb\Zmbhg ik^\bl^er [^\Znl^ \hng)
mkb^l maZm nl^ m^kkbmhkbZe mZq k^`bf^l ng]^klmZg] ahp
^Zlr bm bl mh `Zf^ ma^bk mZq [Zl^l bg ma^ Z[l^g\^ h_
mahl^ kne^l makhn`a ma^ eh\Zmbhg h_ ^qm^kgZe hk
bgm^kgZe ]^[m*-., Oa^ >hng\be h_ ma^ @nkhi^Zg Pgbhg
bg .,-, in[ebla^] Z k^lhenmbhg hg ma^ ]^lb`g h_
@nkhi^Zg >hglmbmnmbhg)\hfiebZgm mabg \ZibmZebsZ)
mbhg Zg] >A>-.- eZpl*-.. Oabl k^lhenmbhg k^\hf)
f^g]l Z o^kr gZkkhp l\hi^ _hk bgmkZ)@P >A> eZpl
mh k^_e^\m @>E cnkblikn]^g\^ hg ma^ \hglmbmnmbhgZe
_k^^]hfl h_ ^lmZ[eblaf^gm Zg] fho^f^gm h_ \Zib)
mZe* =nm bm ln``^lml ^ll^gmbZeer gh @P \hg)
lmbmnmbhgZeer)fZg]Zm^] k^lmkb\mbhgl hg mabg
\ZibmZebsZmbhg lmZmnm^l( [^rhg] ma^ h[l^koZmbhg maZm
ma^r lahne] k^Z\a `^gnbg^ bglmZg\^l h_ mabg \Zib)

mZebsZmbhg* Oabl k^lhenmbhg ieZbger Zn`nkl _nkma^k
mabg \ZibmZebsZmbhg lmZmnm^l Zehg` ma^ B^kfZg ebg^l
bg ma^ r^Zkl mh \hf^*

7& 696 E_VO]

HZgr cnkbl]b\mbhgl nl^ ma^ m^kf tt>A>uu mh k^_^k mh
Z _hk^b`g ln[lb]bZkr pahl^ bg\hf^ _hk lhf^ k^Zlhg
bl ]bljnZeb_b^] _khf ^eb`b[bebmr _hk maZm cnkbl]b\mbhgul
m^kkbmhkbZe ^q^fimbhg kne^l* Dg mahl^ cnkbl]b\mbhgl( mh
k^_^k mh >A> kne^l bl mh k^_^k mh ZgmbZ[nl^ kne^l h_
hg^ lmkbi^ hk Zghma^k*

Dg ^__^\m( pa^g Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f Z]himl
>A> kne^l( bm Z[Zg]hgl ma^ m^kkbmhkbZe ikbg\bie^ bg
_Zohk h_ k^lb]^g\^)[Zl^] mZqZmbhg _hk Z\mbobmb^l
pbmabg ma^ l\hi^ h_ mahl^ kne^l* >hngmkb^l maZm aZo^
Z]him^] m^kkbmhkbZe mZq k^`bf^l aZo^ ehhd^] mh >A>
kne^l mh ebfbm ma^ lhkml h_ mZq Zohb]Zg\^ maZm mabl
k^ihkm ]^l\kb[^l ng]^k ma^ kn[kb\ h_ lmZm^e^ll bg)
\hf^*-./

<l ghm^] bg ma^ ik^obhnl ln[l^\mbhg( _Zk)k^Z\abg`
>A> kne^l Zk^ ]b__b\nem mh k^\hg\be^ pbma @P \hglmb)
mnmbhgZe eZp `nZkZgm^^l h_ _k^^]hf h_ ^lmZ[eblaf^gm
Zg] fho^f^gm h_ \ZibmZe( Zg] ma^r a^g\^ h\\nir Z
gZkkhp^k khe^ pbmabg ma^ @nkhi^Zg Pgbhg maZg
fb`am hma^kpbl^ [^ ma^ \Zl^*-.0 Ihg^ma^e^ll( @P
f^f[^k lmZm^l Zk^ k^ob^pbg` ma^bk >A> kne^l pbma Z
ob^p mh Z]]k^llbg` mZq Zohb]Zg\^ \hg\^kgl h_ ma^
lZf^ gZmnk^ Zl mahl^ ]^o^ehi^] bg mabl k^ihkm Zg]
bml ik^]^\^llhk( mh ma^ ^qm^gm i^kfbmm^] [r @P
\hglmbmnmbhgZe eZp*-.1 Dg HZk\a .,--( bg \hgg^\mbhg
pbma bml ikhihlZe _hk Zg @P)pb]^ \hffhg \hglheb)
]Zm^] \hkihkZm^ mZq [Zl^ %>>>O=&( ma^ @nkhi^Zg
>hffbllbhg k^\hff^g]^] ma^ Z]himbhg h_ Z
@nkhi^Zg)pb]^ >A> kne^ Ziieb\Z[e^ mh ln[lb]bZkb^l
hnmlb]^ ma^ @nkhi^Zg Pgbhg*-.2 <g] hnmlb]^ ma^
@nkhi^Zg Pgbhg( >A> kne^l \Zg ieZr Z fn\a eZk`^k
khe^ bg ebfbmbg` lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg` bg Z
m^kkbmhkbZe mZq k^`bf^*

Ahk ^qZfie^( bg .,,5 EZiZg Z[Zg]hg^] Z ]^_^kkZe
Zg] AO> k^`bf^ khn`aer lbfbeZk mh P*N* eZp _hk ma^

--4@]`Zk ^m Ze*( `b]_N ghm^ --1( Zm 40,)40-* <nlmkZebZg mabg
\ZibmZebsZmbhg kne^l ]^gr ma^ ]^]n\mbhg h_ bgm^k^lm hg ]^[m h_ Zg
<nlmkZebZg k^lb]^gm \hkihkZmbhg \hgmkhee^] [r Z ghgk^lb]^gm( b_
ma^ Zfhngm h_ maZm ]^[m ^q\^^]l Z 31 i^k\^gm ]^[m)mh)Zll^m kZmbh*
Oa^ <nlmkZebZg kne^l ^__^\mbo^er ebfbm ma^ Zfhngm h_ ]^[m maZm
\Zg [^ lhnk\^] ]hf^lmb\Zeer _hk bgm^k^lm ]^]n\mb[bebmr inkihl^l
mh ma^ `k^Zm^k h_ %-& 31 i^k\^gm h_ <nlmkZebZg Zll^ml Zg] %.& -.,
i^k\^gm h_ ma^ e^o^kZ`^ h_ phke]pb]^ \hkihkZm^ `khni*

5S* k^`* l^\mbhg -*42-)-,O%^& %bfihlbg` ebfbmZmbhgl _hk AO>
inkihl^l hg bgm^k^lm Zkblbg` hg P*N* iZk^gm \hfiZgr ]^[m maZm bl
]blikhihkmbhgZm^er eZk`^ \hfiZk^] pbma ma^ bg]^[m^]g^ll h_ bml
>A>l&*

--5Nmhk\d( `b]_N ghm^ --1( Zm /1*
-.,<Q* Zm .5 %ttAheehpbg` mabl mk^g]( bm \Zg [^ ^qi^\m^] maZm

bgmkZ)`khni _bgZg\bg` Zg] e^o^kZ`^ bg `^g^kZe pbee bg ma^ _nmnk^
[^ l\knmbgbs^] mh Z fn\a `k^Zm^k ^qm^gm maZg bg ma^ iZlmuu&*

-.->A> aZl Z ]b__^k^gm f^Zgbg` hnmlb]^ ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l* FRR
ma^ ]bl\nllbhg bg N^\mbhg QD*?*( V[S_N*

-..M^lhenmbhg h_ ma^ >hng\be h_ ma^ @nkhi^Zg Pgbhg > -12+-(
6\P )'('$(***/*

-./Ib\heZl BZk_ngd^e( tt<k^ <ee >A> M^`bf^l ma^ NZf^9 Oa^
DfiZ\m h_ ma^ Dg\hf^ <mmkb[nmbhg H^mah](uu GNe A\aR` <[aiY( Ener
1( .,-,( i* 1/( 6\P )'('$0+.(*

-.0FRR `b]_N m^qm Z\\hfiZgrbg` ghm^ --1*
-.1FRR# R%T%( =bee ?h]p^ee ^m Ze*( ttP*F* =^`bgl >hkihkZm^ OZq

M^_hkf ?bl\nllbhg(uu GNe A\aR` <[aiY( ?^\* 2( .,-,( i* 3./ %]bl)
\nllbg` P*F* k^ob^p h_ bml >A> kne^l&*

-.2@nkhi^Zg >hffbllbhg( ttKkhihlZe _hk Z >hng\be ?bk^\mbo^
hg Z >hffhg >hglheb]Zm^] >hkihkZm^ OZq =Zl^(uu >JH+.,--+
-.-# Zm 03 %<kmb\e^ 4.&( NcNVYNOYR Na ammi6++^\*^nkhiZ*^n+
mZqZmbhgX\nlmhfl+mZqZmbhg+\hfiZgrXmZq+\hffhgXmZq X[Zl^+
bg]^qX^g*amf* Oa^ >A> kne^ phne] [^ mkb``^k^] b_ ma^ lmZmnmhkr
mZq kZm^ bg ma^ ghg)@P \hngmkr pZl e^ll maZg 0, i^k\^gm h_ ma^
Zo^kZ`^ @P kZm^ Zg] ma^ ln[lb]bZkr eh\Zm^] ma^k^ ]^kbo^]
ikbfZkber iZllbo^ hk fh[be^ bg\hf^ h_ ma^ lhkm maZm P*N* k^Z]^kl
fb`am Zllh\bZm^ pbma _hk^b`g i^klhgZe ahe]bg` \hfiZgr bg\hf^
%l^\mbhg 510&* Hhlm bfihkmZgm( mZbgm^] bg\hf^ bg\en]^l khrZemb^l
_khf bgmZg`b[e^ Zll^ml Zg] bgm^k^lm bg\hf^*
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mZqZmbhg h_ bg\hf^ ]^kbo^] _khf _hk^b`g ]bk^\m
bgo^lmf^gm( Zg] bm bglm^Z] Z]him^] Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq
lrlm^f ng]^k pab\a Z EZiZg^l^ iZk^gm \hfiZgr
\Zg ^q\en]^ _khf bml bg\hf^ 51 i^k\^gm h_ ma^
]bob]^g]l bm k^\^bo^l hg ln[lmZgmbZe bgo^lmf^gml %.1
i^k\^gm hk fhk^& h_ ma^ lmh\d h_ Z _hk^b`g \hkihkZ)
mbhg*-.3 OaZm \aZg`^ aZl [^^g fn\a ]bl\nll^] [r
ikhihg^gml nk`bg` ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l mh Z]him paZm
mabl k^ihkm ^Zkeb^k ]^l\kb[^] Zl \Zkmhhg m^kkbmhkbZebmr*

G^ll _k^jn^gmer h[l^ko^] bl maZm EZiZg Zelh nl^l Z
lmkbg`^gm >A> kne^* Pg]^k bm( Z _hk^b`g ln[lb]bZkr h_
Z EZiZg^l^ _bkf maZm aZl Zg ^__^\mbo^ mZq kZm^ h_ e^ll
maZg ., i^k\^gm %b`ghkbg` ]bob]^g]l _khf ln[lmZg)
mbZe iZkmb\biZmbhgl bg hma^k _hk^b`g Z__bebZm^l bg ma^
bg\hf^ \Ze\neZmbhg& hk pahl^ a^Z] h__b\^ bl bg Z
cnkbl]b\mbhg maZm aZl gh bg\hf^ mZq bl ik^lnfimbo^er
bg^eb`b[e^ _hk ma^ g^p ]bob]^g] ^q^fimbhg k^)
`bf^*-.4 <l Z k^lnem( mabl bg\hf^ bl bff^]bZm^er
mZq^] bg ma^ aZg]l h_ ma^ EZiZg^l^ iZk^gm \hf)
iZgr*-.5

D_ ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l p^k^ mh Z]him Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq
lrlm^f pbma Z >A> kne^ lbfbeZk mh EZiZgul( bg\hf^
]^kbo^] _khf Zg ZkkZg`^f^gm ebd^ ma^ Bhh`e^
?hn[e^ Dkbla ?nm\a NZg]pb\a %]^l\kb[^] bg KZkm - h_
mabl k^ihkm& ik^lnfZ[er phne] _Zbe mh jnZeb_r _hk ma^
^q^fimbhg* <l ma^ ^qZfie^ ln``^lml( >A> kne^l ebd^
EZiZgul manl \hne] l^ko^ Zl Zg bfihkmZgm \hglmkZbgm
hg lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg` bg Z P*N* m^kkbmhkbZe
mZq lrlm^f*-/,

8& <KS\M_^]

Oa^ iZk^gm \hfiZgr h_ Z fnembgZmbhgZe `khni
mrib\Zeer bg\nkl ngk^bf[nkl^] ^qi^gl^l maZm [^g^_bm
ma^ pahe^ phke]pb]^ `khni* Bkhnipb]^ ^qm^kgZe
]^[m maZm bl \hg\^gmkZm^] Zm ma^ iZk^gm \hfiZgr bl
ma^ fhlm ]kZfZmb\ ^qZfie^* <l ]bl\nll^] Z[ho^(
lhiablmb\Zm^] mabg \ZibmZebsZmbhg lmZmnm^l Zk^ Z ]bk^\m
k^lihgl^ mh mabl \Zl^* Chp^o^k( Z mrib\Ze iZk^gm
\hfiZgr pbee Zelh bg\nk fZgr hma^k ngk^bf[nkl^]
`khnipb]^ ^qi^gl^l* Dg ma^ Z[l^g\^ h_ \hngm^koZbe)
bg` mZq kne^l( Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq cnkbl]b\mbhg maZm bl ma^
]hfb\be^ h_ Z fnembgZmbhgZe _bkf pbee _bg] maZm bml mZq
k^o^gn^l Zk^ k^]n\^] [r ma^l^ ^qi^gl^l bg\nkk^] mh
lniihkm bg\hf^ maZm bl lhnk\^] mh hma^k \hngmkb^l
Zg] ma^k^_hk^ ^q^fim bg ma^ iZk^gm \hfiZgrul
\hngmkr h_ k^lb]^g\^*

HZgr m^kkbmhkbZe k^`bf^l _hk ma^ mZqZmbhg h_ _hk)
^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm Z]]k^ll mabl ikh[e^f
makhn`a Zg Zk[bmkZkr bg\enlbhg bg ma^ iZk^gm \hfiZ)

grul bg\hf^ h_ Z _kZ\mbhg v h_m^g 1 i^k\^gm v h_
hma^kpbl^ ^q^fim ]bob]^g]l maZm ma^ iZk^gm k^)
\^bo^l _khf bml iZkmb\biZmbhgl bg _hk^b`g hi^kZmbhgl*
EZiZg bl hg^ ^qZfie^7 AkZg\^( B^kfZgr( Zg] DmZer
Zk^ hma^kl*-/- Oa^l^ aZbk\nml Zk^ Z]fbgblmkZmbo^er
nl^_ne mZq lhenmbhgl( [nm ma^r Z]]k^ll hger Z lfZee
iZkm h_ ma^ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ ikh[e^f v Zl ]^fhg)
lmkZm^] [r ma^ ^Z`^kg^ll h_ P*N* \hkihkZm^ ikhih)
g^gml h_ \Zkmhhg m^kkbmhkbZebmr mh h__^k ma^f ni*

9& 9Y\W_VK\c 4ZZY\^SYXWOX^

Oa^ _ng]Zf^gmZe \kblbl \hg_khgmbg` Zee m^kkbmhkbZe
mZq lrlm^fl mh]Zr bl maZm ma^r Zeeh\Zm^ mZqbg` kb`aml
Zfhg` gZmbhgl lhe^er [r k^_^k^g\^ mh ma^ `^h`kZiab\
lhnk\^ h_ Z _bkful ikh_bml( [nm ma^k^ bl Z lmkhg`
\hgl^glnl maZm ma^ ^qblmbg` lhnk\^ kne^l Zk^ ng)
bfie^f^gmZ[e^ bg ikZ\mb\^ Zg] \hg\^imnZeer [Zgd)
knim* <l Z k^lnem( fZgr h[l^ko^kl aZo^ Z`k^^] maZm
Z phke] bg pab\a m^kkbmhkbZe mZqZmbhg bl ma^ fh]^e _hk
mZqbg` _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm k^jnbk^l ma^ Z]hi)
mbhg h_ lhf^ lhkm h_ %b]^Zeer \hhk]bgZm^]& _hkfneZkr
Ziihkmbhgf^gm h_ bg\hf^ f^mah] Zl ma^ f^\aZ)
gblf _hk Zeeh\Zmbg` Z fnembgZmbhgZe ^gm^kikbl^ul `eh)
[Ze bg\hf^ mh lhnk\^ \hngmkb^l*-/. OaZm f^mah] bg
mnkg \hne] [^ Ziieb^] mh Zee `khni Z\mbobmb^l hg Z
\hglheb]Zm^] [Zlbl %Z ngbmZkr ZiikhZ\a& hk mh Z
ln[l^m h_ Z\mbobmb^l bg pab\a Zkful)e^g`ma ikb\bg`
f^mah]l Zii^Zk iZkmb\neZker ]^_b\b^gm Zl Z \hg\^i)
mnZe Zg] Z]fbgblmkZmbo^ fZmm^k*-//

Dg lahkm( Z ihp^k_ne \Zl^ \Zg [^ fZ]^ maZm Z
p^ee)hk]^k^] m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f g^\^llZkber bf)
ieb^l ma^ lrlm^fZmb\ Ziieb\Zmbhg h_ _hkfneZkr Ziihk)
mbhgf^gm kne^l _hk Zm e^Zlm lhf^ h_ Z fnembgZmbhgZe
`khniul Z\mbobmb^l bg hk]^k mh Z]] lhf^ ^\hghfb\
_hng]Zmbhg Zg] \hglblm^g\r mh ma^ \hg\^im h_
lhnk\^* Oa^ @nkhi^Zg Pgbhg bg HZk\a .,-- mhhd Z
fZchk lm^i bg maZm ]bk^\mbhg pa^g ma^ @nkhi^Zg
>hffbllbhg k^e^Zl^] Z ]^mZbe^] ikhihlZe _hk Z
iZg)@P >>>O=*-/0 Dm pZl ma^ \nefbgZmbhg h_ Z
ikhc^\m [^`ng -, r^Zkl ^Zkeb^k*

D_ Ziikho^] [r ma^ @nkhi^Zg KZkebZf^gm Zg]
Z`k^^] mh ngZgbfhnler [r ma^ @nkhi^Zg Pgbhgul
f^f[^k lmZm^l( ma^ >>>O= phne] i^kfbm Z _bkf
pbma hi^kZmbhgl bg ma^ @nkhi^Zg Pgbhg mh ^e^\m mh

-.3GZpk^g\^ Ghdd^g Zg] Thlabfb FbmZfnkZ( tt>k^]bm ol*
@q^fimbhg6 < >hfiZkZmbo^ Nmn]r h_ ?hn[e^ OZq M^eb^_ bg ma^
Pgbm^] NmZm^l Zg] EZiZg(uu /, Ad% =% <[aiY ?% " 4b`* 2.-( 2.4 %.,-,&*

-.4<Q* Zm 20-)20.*
-.5<Q%
-/,Oabl Zelh bl Ghdd^g Zg] FbmZfnkZul \hg\enlbhg( VQ% Zm

20/)201*

-/-NZfn^el( `b]_N ghm^ -,5( Zm -151*
-/.FRR# R%T*( M^no^g N* <ob)ThgZa Zg] DeZg =^glaZehf( ttAhk)

fneZkr <iihkmbhgf^gm v Hrmal Zg] Kkhli^\mluu %J\m* -2( .,-,&(
NcNVYNOYR Na ammi6++llkg*\hf+Z[lmZ\m8-25/-,17 M^no^g N* <ob)
ThgZa( Fbf[^ker <* >eZnlbg`( Zg] Hb\aZ^e >* ?nklm( tt<eeh\Zm)
bg` =nlbg^ll Kkh_bml _hk OZq Knkihl^l6 < KkhihlZe mh <]him Z
AhkfneZkr Kkh_bm Niebm(uu 5 H% 8YN% GNe% ERc* 053 %.,,5&7 M^no^g <*
<ob)ThgZa Zg] Fbf[^ker >eZnlbg`# hhM^_hkfbg` >hkihkZm^ OZqZ)
mbhg bg Z Beh[Ze @\hghfr6 < KkhihlZe mh <]him AhkfneZkr
<iihkmbhgf^gm(uu bg CNaU a\ C_\`]R_Vaf1 ;NZVYa\[ C_\WRPa <QRN` \[
<[P\ZR FRPb_Vaf# 7QbPNaV\[# N[Q GNeR` /-5)/00 %.,,4&*

-//<ob)ThgZa Zg] =^glaZehf( `b]_N ghm^ -/.*
-/0@nkhi^Zg >hffbllbhg( `b]_N ghm^ -.2*

6CAA8BH4FM ' GD86=4@ F8DCFH
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\hglheb]Zm^ bml @P hi^kZmbhgl Zg] ma^g mh Ziihkmbhg
bml \hglheb]Zm^] g^m @P bg\hf^ Zfhg` ma^ f^f[^kl
h_ ma^ `khni %Zg] f^f[^k lmZm^l& bg Z\\hk]Zg\^
pbma Z _hkfneZ* Oa^ \hffbllbhg lnffZkbs^] maZm
_hkfneZ Zl _heehpl6

Oa^ _hkfneZ _hk Ziihkmbhgbg` ma^ \hglheb]Zm^]
mZq [Zl^ lahne] \hfikbl^ mak^^ ^jnZeer
p^b`am^] _Z\mhkl %eZ[hnk( Zll^ml Zg] lZe^l&* Oa^
eZ[hnk _Z\mhk lahne] [^ \hfinm^] hg ma^ [Zlbl
h_ iZrkhee Zg] ma^ gnf[^k h_ ^fiehr^^l %^Z\a
bm^f \hngmbg` _hk aZe_&* Oa^ Zll^m _Z\mhk lahne]
\hglblm h_ Zee _bq^] mZg`b[e^ Zll^ml* DgmZg`b[e^l
Zg] _bgZg\bZe Zll^ml lahne] [^ ^q\en]^] _khf
ma^ _hkfneZ ]n^ mh ma^bk fh[be^ gZmnk^ Zg] ma^
kbldl h_ \bk\nfo^gmbg` ma^ lrlm^f* Oa^ nl^ h_
ma^l^ _Z\mhkl `bo^l ZiikhikbZm^ p^b`am mh ma^
bgm^k^lml h_ ma^ H^f[^k NmZm^ h_ hkb`bg* AbgZeer(
lZe^l lahne] [^ mZd^g bgmh Z\\hngm bg hk]^k mh
^glnk^ _Zbk iZkmb\biZmbhg h_ ma^ H^f[^k NmZm^
h_ ]^lmbgZmbhg* Oahl^ _Z\mhkl Zg] p^b`ambg`l
lahne] ^glnk^ maZm ikh_bml Zk^ mZq^] pa^k^
ma^r Zk^ ^Zkg^]* <l Zg ^q\^imbhg mh ma^ `^g^kZe
ikbg\bie^( pa^k^ ma^ hnm\hf^ h_ ma^ Ziihkmbhg)
f^gm ]h^l ghm _Zbker k^ik^l^gm ma^ ^qm^gm h_
[nlbg^ll Z\mbobmr( Z lZ_^`nZk] \eZnl^ ikhob]^l
_hk Zg Zem^kgZmbo^ f^mah]*-/1

Oa^ ikhihlZe ]h^l ghm l^^d mh aZkfhgbs^ mZq
kZm^l( pab\a phne] [^ e^_m mh ^Z\a f^f[^k lmZm^*

Dg eb`am h_ ma^ Z]fbgblmkZmbo^ _Zbenk^l Zg] \hg\^i)
mnZe [Zgdknim\r h_ ma^ Zkful)e^g`ma lmZg]Zk]( lhf^
lhkm h_ _hkfneZkr Ziihkmbhgf^gm fZr [^ g^\^llZkr
_hk Zgr p^ee)hk]^k^] m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f* =nm
_hkfneZkr Ziihkmbhgf^gm bl ghm Z iZgZ\^Z( Zg] bm
[kbg`l pbma bm bml hpg bfie^f^gmZmbhg Zg] Z[nl^
ikh[e^fl*-/2 Oa^ lrlm^f \Zg [^ `Zf^] makhn`a ma^
k^eh\Zmbhg h_ k^eZmbo^er _ng`b[e^ k^Ze Zll^ml hk i^k)
lhgg^e mh ehp)mZq cnkbl]b\mbhgl %mh ZmmkZ\m Z ]blikh)
ihkmbhgZm^ Zfhngm h_ `khnipb]^ g^m ikh_bml& hk [r
ma^ Z\jnblbmbhg h_ ehp)oZen^)Z]]^] [nm ab`a)
ohenf^ [nlbg^ll^l %_hk ^qZfie^( Z `kh\^kr lmhk^
\aZbg& bg Z ehp)mZq cnkbl]b\mbhg mh Zn`f^gm ma^ lZe^l
_Z\mhk bg maZm cnkbl]b\mbhg*-/3 Oabl bg mnkg k^jnbk^l
k^lihgl^l ln\a Zl Znmahkbsbg` mZq Z]fbgblmkZmhkl mh
]bob]^ _bkfl bgmh ]b__^k^gm ln[`khnil pa^g g^\^l)
lZkr mh ik^o^gm Z[nl^* Dg ma^ Z[l^g\^ h_ Z fnembeZm)
^kZe bfie^f^gmZmbhg Zehg` ma^ ebg^l \hgm^fieZm^]
[r ma^ @nkhi^Zg Pgbhg( _hkfneZkr Ziihkmbhgf^gm
Zelh aZl [^^g \kbmb\bs^] Zl ebd^er mh e^Z] mh ng]^k) hk

ho^kmZqZmbhg [^\Znl^ bml `hZel h_ mZqbg` bg\hf^
pa^k^ ^Zkg^] pbee [^ ]^_^Zm^] [r ma^ \hfi^mbg`
f^Zlnk^f^gm lrlm^fl*

I==& JY\VNaSNO GKb 6YX]YVSNK^SYX

4& =X^\YN_M^SYX

Oa^ eh`b\Ze Zem^kgZmbo^ mh Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f
bl Z phke]pb]^ `eh[Ze mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg %hk _nee)
bg\enlbhg& fh]^e*-/4 <`Zbg( mabl bl ghm ma^ lZf^ Zl
ma^ \nkk^gm P*N* lrlm^f _hk mZqbg` _hk^b`g ]bk^\m
bgo^lmf^gm* < `^gnbg^ phke]pb]^ mZq fh]^e phne]
^__^\mbo^er \hglheb]Zm^ ma^ hi^kZmbhgl h_ _hk^b`g
ln[lb]bZkb^l pbma mahl^ h_ ma^ iZk^gm \hfiZgr _hk
mZq inkihl^l( cnlm Zl ma^r mh]Zr Zk^ \hglheb]Zm^] _hk
_bgZg\bZe Z\\hngmbg` inkihl^l( Zg] bm phne] bfihl^
k^lb]nZe P*N* mZq( g^m h_ Zg AO>( hg Z \nkk^gm [Zlbl(
k^`Zk]e^ll h_ pa^k^ ma^ bg\hf^ bl k^mZbg^] Zl Z \Zla
fZmm^k*-/5

< phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lrlm^f aZl lhf^
bfihkmZgm Z]oZgmZ`^l ho^k ma^ \nkk^gm P*N* kne^l
Ziieb\Z[e^ mh _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm* Abklm( bm
k^fho^l ma^ eh\dhnm \hglmkZbgm hg k^iZmkbZmbhgl h_
_hk^b`g ^Zkgbg`l* O^kkbmhkbZe mZq lhenmbhgl Z]]k^ll
ma^ ikh[e^f [r g^o^k mZqbg` _hk^b`g ^Zkgbg`l( Zg] Z
mkn^ phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lrlm^f ]h^l lh [r
ZepZrl mZqbg` ma^f( lh maZm ma^k^ bl gh bg\k^f^gmZe
\hlm mh k^iZmkbZmbhg*

N^\hg]( Z phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lhenmbhg
mk^Zml ehll^l lrff^mkb\Zeer pbma bg\hf^* Nrff^mkr
bg ma^ mZqZmbhg h_ ehll^l Zg] bg\hf^ bl \kbmb\Ze mh
Z\\nkZm^er mZqbg` \ZibmZe bg\hf^*-0, >nkk^gm eZp bl
Zlrff^mkb\Ze bg maZm Z _hk^b`g ln[lb]bZkrul ehll^l
]h ghm ]bk^\mer `bo^ kbl^ mh k^]n\mbhgl bg P*N* mZq(

-/1<Q* Zm -0( iZkZ* %.-&*
-/25\Z]N_R <emlane^k Zg] Bkn[^km( hhAhkfneZ <iihkmbhg)

f^gm6 Dl Dm =^mm^k OaZg ma^ >nkk^gm Nrlm^f Zg] <k^ Oa^k^ =^mm^k
<em^kgZmbo^l9uu 2/ ANaiY GNe =* --01 %.,-,&( dVaU <ob)ThgZa Zg]
=^glaZehf( `b]_N ghm^ -/.*

-/3<emlane^k Zg] Bkn[^km( `b]_N ghm^ -/2*

-/4< phke]pb]^ bfinmZmbhg lrlm^f pZl k^\hff^g]^] bg
NZfn^e >* Oahfilhg Ek*( tt<g DfinmZmbhg Nrlm^f _hk OZqbg`
Ahk^b`g)Nhnk\^ Dg\hf^(uu GNe A\aR`( EZg* /-( .,--( i* 123( 6\P
)'(($0+( hk )'(( GAG )($-* OaZm iZi^k k^ob^pl lhf^ h_ ma^ lZf^
blln^l \hglb]^k^] a^k^ [nm bl Zf[b`nhnl Zl mh pa^ma^k ma^
lrlm^f ma^ Znmahk \hgm^fieZm^l phne] [^ mZgmZfhngm mh \hf)
ie^m^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg( bg pab\a g^m ehll^l Zg] g^m bg\hf^ h_
_hk^b`g ln[lb]bZkb^l phne] [^ bg\en]Z[e^ bg Z P*N* iZk^gm
\hfiZgrul mZq k^mnkg*

-/5Oa^ hpg^klabi mak^lahe] _hk \hglheb]Zmbhg h_ _hk^b`g
ln[lb]bZkb^l lahne] [^ ma^ ]bk^\m hk bg]bk^\m hpg^klabi h_ lmh\d
\hfikblbg` fhk^ maZg 1, i^k\^gm [r ohm^ hk oZen^ h_ ma^ lmh\d h_
ma^ _hk^b`g \hkihkZmbhg* >hglheb]Zmbhg phne] [^ fZg]Zmhkr bg
ma^l^ \bk\nflmZg\^l* Ahk Z \hg_eb\m [^mp^^g mph P*N* laZk^ahe])
^kl( hg^ h_ pab\a hpgl fhk^ maZg 1, i^k\^gm h_ Z ]hf^lmb\
_bkful ohmbg` lmh\d Zg] ma^ hma^k fhk^ maZg 1, i^k\^gm h_ ma^
oZen^ h_ maZm _bkful lmh\d( Zg Zk[bmkZkr mb^[k^Zd^k kne^ phne] [^
k^jnbk^]*

Dm Zelh fZr [^ g^\^llZkr mh k^mZbg \nkk^gm)eZp ikbg\bie^l mh
Z]]k^ll \hfiZgb^l maZm mh]Zr Zk^ >A>l [nm maZm aZo^ gh P*N*
laZk^ahe]^k pbma ^ghn`a \hgmkhe mh \hglheb]Zm^ maZm \hfiZgr*
Oa^l^ \Zl^l Zk^ kZk^*

-0,@]pZk] ?* Fe^bg[Zk]( tt?^lb`gbg` Zg Dg\hf^ OZq hg
>ZibmZe(uu bg C^gkr E* <Zkhg ^m Ze*( GNeV[T 5N]VaNY <[P\ZR -24)-25
%.,,3&*
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pabe^ _hk^b`g bg\hf^ nembfZm^er bl bg\en]Z[e^ bg ma^
P*N* mZq [Zl^ b_ Zg] pa^g k^iZmkbZm^]* =hma m^kkbmh)
kbZe Zg] phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lrlm^fl ^ebfb)
gZm^ mabl ]blmhkmbhg* Dg ma^ m^kkbmhkbZe \Zl^( maZm bl
[^\Znl^ _hk^b`g hi^kZmbg` ^Zkgbg`l Zk^ mZq^] [r ma^
k^lb]^g\^ \hngmkr Zm Z s^kh kZm^( Zg] \hgo^kl^er gh
]^]n\mbhgl Zk^ ZoZbeZ[e^ bg ma^ k^lb]^g\^ \hngmkr
_hk _hk^b`g ehll^l* Dg ma^ phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Z)
mbhg \Zl^( maZm k^lnem _heehpl _khf ma^ ^qm^glbhg h_
mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg mh _hk^b`g hi^kZmbhgl( lh maZm
_hk^b`g hi^kZmbg` ehll^l %bg\en]bg` ehll^l bg\nkk^]
[r Z _hk^b`g ln[lb]bZkr& Zk^ _neer ZoZbeZ[e^ mh h__l^m
]hf^lmb\ bg\hf^*

Oabk]( Z phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lrlm^f [r
]^_bgbmbhg lZmbl_b^l ma^ mkZ]bmbhgZe \ZibmZe ^qihkm
g^nmkZebmr [^g\afZkd* Oabl bl ghm ma^ hger k^e^oZgm
`hZe bg ]^lb`gbg` Zg bgm^kgZmbhgZe mZq lrlm^f( [nm bm
bl ghm Z [Z] mabg` b_ bm \Zg [^ h[mZbg^] pbmahnm
bgmkh]n\bg` hma^k fZchk ]blmhkmbhgl bg mZqiZr^k
[^aZobhk*

Hhk^ `^g^kZeer( Z phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg
lrlm^f _h\nl^l iheb\rfZd^k Zmm^gmbhg hg ]hf^lmb\
ikh]n\mbobmr Zg] \hfi^mbmbo^g^ll( Zl p^ee Zl hg
bgm^kgZmbhgZe [nlbg^ll \hfi^mbmbo^g^ll( [^\Znl^ ma^
mZq lrlm^f ebgdl ma^ mph* Ô kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^fl ]h
ghm bfie^f^gm g^nmkZebmr bg bgo^lmf^gm eh\Zmbhg
]^\blbhgl bg Z phke] bf[n^] pbma lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^*

Ahnkma( Zg] fhlm \kbmb\Zeer _hk ma^ ma^f^l ]^o^e)
hi^] bg mabl k^ihkm( Z phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg
lrlm^f ]bk^\mer Z]]k^ll^l ma^ ikh[e^f h_ lmZm^e^ll
bg\hf^* Pg]^k ln\a Z k^`bf^( Z fnembgZmbhgZe [nlb)
g^ll ^gm^kikbl^ h[mZbgl gh Z]oZgmZ`^ _khf `^g^kZm)
bg` lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ b_ bml Zo^kZ`^ ^__^\mbo^ _hk^b`g
mZq kZm^ [^_hk^ mZdbg` lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ bgmh Z\\hngm
bl gh ab`a^k maZg ma^ k^lb]^g\^ cnkbl]b\mbhg mZq
kZm^*-0- Oa^ k^Zlhg bl maZm bg\hf^ fho^] mh Z
ehp)mZq _hk^b`g cnkbl]b\mbhg bl lmbee mZq^] bg ma^
k^lb]^g\^ \hngmkr Zm ma^ eZmm^kul kZm^l*

< phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lrlm^f manl bl Z
ngbeZm^kZe k^lihgl^ mh lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg`
maZm bl lmbee ab`aer ^__^\mbo^ Zm \nk[bg` ma^ ikh[e^f*
=r \hgmkZlm( m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^fl aZo^ hger ebfbm^]
mhhel ZoZbeZ[e^ mh ikhm^\m ma^ bg\hf^ [Zl^ bg lhnk\^
\hngmkb^l lahkm h_ arihma^lbsbg` fnembeZm^kZe \hhk)
]bgZm^] lhenmbhgl bgoheobg` gho^e bfie^f^gmZmbhgl
h_ ngbo^klZe _hkfneZkr Ziihkmbhgf^gm kne^l*

Ab_ma( Z phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lrlm^f k^)
lheo^l mph li^\b_b\ eZk`^ Zg] hma^kpbl^ bgmkZ\mZ[e^
Z]fbgblmkZmbo^ ikh[e^fl ^f[^]]^] bg lmZm^e^ll bg)
\hf^ mZq ieZggbg`* Rhke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg

ln[lmZgmbZeer Zb]l mkZgl_^k ikb\bg` ^g_hk\^f^gm( [^)
\Znl^ Z`Zbg ma^k^ bl gh Z]oZgmZ`^ mh nlbg` Z``k^l)
lbo^ mkZgl_^k ikb\bg` lmkZm^`b^l mh fho^ bg\hf^ _khf
ma^ k^lb]^g\^ \hngmkr mh Z ehp)mZq _hk^b`g Z__bebZm^
hk ^o^g _khf hg^ _hk^b`g Z__bebZm^ mh Zghma^k %ikh)
ob]^] maZm ma^ Zo^kZ`^ ^__^\mbo^ _hk^b`g bg\hf^ mZq
kZm^ ]h^l ghm ^q\^^] ma^ k^lb]^g\^ \hngmkr kZm^&*-0.

Rhke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg Zelh lbfieb_b^l ma^
ikh[e^f h_ ^qi^gl^ Zeeh\Zmbhgl* Dg Z phke]pb]^ mZq
\hglheb]Zmbhg lrlm^f( ^qi^gl^ Zeeh\Zmbhg kne^l Zk^
ghm Z \kbmb\Ze \hfihg^gm h_ ma^ Zeeh\Zmbhg h_ mZqbg`
kb`aml( [^\Znl^ ^o^kr bm^f h_ `eh[Ze bg\hf^ Zg]
^qi^gl^ bl k^_e^\m^] \nkk^gmer hg ma^ iZk^gm \hfiZ)
grul mZq k^mnkg* D_ _bkfl p^k^ mZq)bg]b__^k^gm Z\khll
mabl ]bf^glbhg( hg^ phne] ^qi^\m maZm ^qi^gl^l
`^g^kZeer phne] [^ [hhd^] bg ma^ cnkbl]b\mbhgl mh
pab\a ma^r aZo^ ma^ lmkhg`^lm \hff^k\bZe g^qnl*-0/

Ihg^ma^e^ll( Zl ]^l\kb[^] [^ehp( mabg \ZibmZebsZ)
mbhg lmZmnm^l fZr [^ g^\^llZkr ^o^g mh phke]pb]^
mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg k^`bf^l* Rbmahnm Z mabg \ZibmZeb)
sZmbhg lmZmnm^( P*N* _bkfl fb`am hma^kpbl^ [^ bg]b_)
_^k^gm mh ma^ fZ`gbmn]^ h_ ma^bk _hk^b`g mZq
ebZ[bebmb^l( [^\Znl^ h_ ma^ AO>*-00

5& 8VOWOX^] YP JY\VNaSNO GKb 6YX]YVSNK^SYX
Dm bl nl^_ne mh lnffZkbs^ ma^ \hgmhnkl h_ Z lrlm^f

maZm \hne] [^ ikhihl^] Zl Zg Zem^kgZmbo^ mh m^kkbmh)
kbZe mZqZmbhg* <l Ziieb^] mh ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l( Z
phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg k^`bf^ _hk mZqbg` _hk)
^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm maZm bl bg\k^f^gmZe mh \nkk^gm
eZp phne] \hgmZbg ma^ _heehpbg` ^e^f^gml6

! M^]n\^ ma^ P*N* \hkihkZm^ mZq kZm^ lb`gb_b\Zgmer
%mh [kbg` bm bgmh \hg_hkfbmr pbma ^oheobg`
phke] ghkfl Zg] bfikho^ ma^ \hfi^mbmbo^g^ll
h_ ma^ P*N* ]hf^lmb\ ^\hghfr& Zg] ^ebfbgZm^
\nkk^gm \hkihkZm^ mZq ^qi^g]bmnk^l ln\a Zl
Z\\^e^kZm^] ]^ik^\bZmbhg* Oa^ kZm^ g^\^llZkr mh
Z\ab^o^ ma^ bgm^kgZmbhgZe \hg_hkfbmr `hZel
fb`am _Zee bg ma^ kZg`^ h_ .1 mh .3 i^k\^gm*

! OZq ma^ phke]pb]^ bg\hf^ h_ P*N*)]hfb\be^]
_bkfl hg Z \nkk^gm [Zlbl [r [kbg`bg` _hk^b`g
Z__bebZm^l bgmh ma^ P*N* \hglheb]Zm^] `khni %mh

-0-Oa^ m^qm a^k^ Zllnf^l Zg AO> f^\aZgblf maZm i^kfbml
lhf^ Zfhngm h_ \khll)\k^]bmbg`( Zl ]h^l ma^ \nkk^gm P*N* lrlm^f*
Dm bl Z _Zbk jn^lmbhg( ahp^o^k( pa^ma^k \nkk^gm eZp hk ma^ eZp h_
\khll)\k^]bmbg` \bk\Z -542 phne] [^mm^k bfie^f^gm maZm f^\aZ)
gblf( iZkmb\neZker \hglb]^kbg` ma^ g^^] mh ^g\hnkZ`^ P*N*
mZqiZr^kl mh fbgbfbs^ _hk^b`g mZq ebZ[bebmb^l*

-0.Oabl bl ma^ ma^f^ h_ Fe^bg[Zk]( ttOakhp Ô kkbmhkbZe OZqZ)
mbhg Akhf ma^ OkZbg(uu GNe A\aR`( A^[* 1( .,,3( i* 103( 6\P
)''.$+(-( hk )''. GAG ),$-,*

-0/J_ \hnkl^( lhnk\^ \hngmkb^l aZo^ k^Zlhg mh iheb\^ ma^
^qi^gl^ Zeeh\Zmbhgl mh ln[lb]bZkb^l hi^kZmbg` bg ma^bk cnkbl]b\)
mbhgl( [^\Znl^ Zl mh ma^f ma^k^ bl gh k^lb]nZe mZq _Zee[Z\d*

-00Oabl bl \hglblm^gm pbma ma^ \hg\^kgl ^qik^ll^] [r ?Zgb^e
NaZobkh bg mak^^ iZi^kl* FRR ?Zgb^e NaZobkh( ttOa^ >Zl^ <`Zbglm
Ahk^b`g OZq >k^]bml(uu ITP GZp $ @\hghfb\l M^l^Zk\a KZi^k
N^kb^l Rhkdbg` KZi^k Ih* -,),5 %HZk* .,-,&7 NaZobkh( ttM^mabgd)
bg` Ahk^b`g OZq >k^]bmZ[bebmr(uu ITP GZp $ @\hghfb\l M^l^Zk\a
KZi^k N^kb^l Rhkdbg` KZi^k Ih* -,)/, %Ener .,-,&7 Fbf[^ker <*
>eZnlbg` Zg] ?Zgb^e NaZobkh( tt< =nk]^g)I^nmkZe Nab_m Akhf
Ahk^b`g OZq >k^]bmZ[bebmr mh ?^]n\mb[bebmr9uu ITP GZp $ @\h)
ghfb\l M^l^Zk\a KZi^k N^kb^l Rhkdbg` KZi^k Ih* -,)/5 %<n`*
.,-,&*

6CAA8BH4FM ' GD86=4@ F8DCFH
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k^fho^ ma^ Zmmkb[nm^ h_ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ Zg] mh
ikhm^\m ma^ ]hf^lmb\ mZq [Zl^ _khf ^Zkgbg`l
lmkbiibg` [r P*N* _bkfl&*-01

! M^mZbg ma^ ^qblmbg` AO> lrlm^f bg `^g^kZe*
! M^obl^ ma^ ]^_bgbmbhg h_ P*N* \hkihkZm^ k^lb)

]^g\^ mh k^_e^\m ma^ fbg] Zg] fZgZ`^f^gm h_ Z
\hfiZgr( ghm lbfier bml ieZ\^ h_ bg\hkihkZmbhg*

! <[Zg]hg ^qblmbg` bgm^k^lm ^qi^gl^ Zeeh\Zmbhg
kne^l _hk inkihl^l h_ \Ze\neZmbg` ma^ AO>( [^)
\Znl^ ma^r Zk^ ngg^\^llZkr bg Zg ^gobkhgf^gm
h_ \nkk^gm phke]pb]^ mZqZmbhg %Zg] ma^k^[r
k^]n\^ ma^ mhmZe mZq [nk]^g hg _hk^b`g ]bk^\m
bgo^lmf^gm maZm fb`am k^lnem _hk \hfiZgb^l
pahl^ hi^kZmbhgl Zk^ ik^]hfbgZgmer bg _hk^b`g
cnkbl]b\mbhgl pbma k^eZmbo^er ab`a mZq kZm^l&*

! <]him mabg \ZibmZebsZmbhg kne^l maZm ikhm^\m ma^
P*N* [Zl^ [hma Zl mh iZk^gm \hfiZgb^l h_ fne)
mbgZmbhgZe `khnil maZm Zk^ k^lb]^gm bg ma^
Pgbm^] NmZm^l Zg] Zl mh P*N* ln[lb]bZkb^l h_
fnembgZmbhgZe `khnil pahl^ iZk^gm \hfiZgb^l
Zk^ _hk^b`g k^lb]^gml*

6& 6YWZO^S^S`OXO]] 6YXMO\X]

Rhke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg bl ngihineZk
Zfhg` fnembgZmbhgZe \hfiZgb^l( pab\a ^gchr ma^
_k^^]hf ng]^k \nkk^gm eZp mh k^]n\^ ma^bk ^__^\mbo^
mZq [nk]^gl mh Z lfZee _kZ\mbhg h_ p^b`am^] Zo^kZ`^
lmZmnmhkr kZm^l( Zg] Zfhg` fZgr l\aheZkl( pah
kb`amer l^^ bm Zl bg ma^hkr ]blmhkmbg` bgo^lmf^gm
]^\blbhgl pa^g \hfiZk^] pbma Zg b]^Ze %Zg] ngh[)
mZbgZ[e^& m^kkbmhkbZe mZq* Oahl^ Zk^ bfihkmZgm \hg)
\^kgl* OaZm fZgr fnembgZmbhgZe \hfiZgb^l
ho^klmZm^ ma^bk \Zl^ ]h^l ghm f^Zg ma^k^ bl gh \Zl^
mh [^ fZ]^* =nm ma^k^ bl Z k^ZlhgZ[er lZmbl_Z\mhkr
k^lihgl^( pab\a bl ma^ \hniebg` h_ phke]pb]^ mZq
\hglheb]Zmbhg pbma mZq kZm^l \hfiZkZ[e^ mh Z k^e)
^oZgm `eh[Ze f^]bZg kZm^*

Oa^ hi^kZmbhg h_ mZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg bgmh ikb\^l bg
ehp)mZq cnkbl]b\mbhgl bg _Z\m fZr f^Zg maZm P*N*
_bkfl Zk^ ghm \hfi^mbmbo^ bg [b]]bg` mh hpg hk ahe]
k^Ze _Z\mhkl h_ ikh]n\mbhg ma^k^* Ihg^ma^e^ll( ma^
Pgbm^] NmZm^l hn`am ghm mh [^ a^e] ahlmZ`^ bg bml mZq
lrlm^f ]^lb`g mh ma^ ^qblm^g\^ h_ ehp)mZq eh\Ze^l( _hk
ma^ lbfie^ k^Zlhg maZm ma^r Zk^ ln\a Z lfZee _kZ\mbhg
h_ ma^ phke]ul k^Ze ^\hghfr maZm ma^ ]^Z]p^b`am
ehll Zllh\bZm^] pbma bfi^k_^\m kne^l Zl Ziieb^] mh
ma^f bl bglb`gb_b\Zgm pa^g \hfiZk^] pbma ma^
]^Z]p^b`am Zg] k^o^gn^ ehll^l Zllh\bZm^] pbma
lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ `hg^ pbe]*

HZgr ehp)mZq cnkbl]b\mbhgl Zk^ ma^ ]^ihlbmhkb^l
h_ ^ghkfhnl Zfhngml h_ fnembgZmbhgZe _bkf mZqZ[e^
bg\hf^ _khf [hma P*N* Zg] _hk^b`g \hkihkZmbhgl*

=nm pa^g ik^l^gm^] Zl Z \hfi^mbmbo^g^ll Zk`nf^gm(
mabl bl ghm Z mZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg hk \ZibmZe hpg^klabi
g^nmkZebmr lmhkr* MZma^k( bm bl Zdbg mh Z \hfi^mbmbhg bg
^qihkm ln[lb]b^l* OaZm bl( [^\Znl^ lhf^ \hngmkb^l
aZo^ ihhker bfie^f^gm^] m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^fl(
ma^k^[r ^gZ[ebg` ma^bk gZmbhgZe \aZfibhgl mh _ngg^e
bg\hf^ _khf ab`a)mZq mh ehp)mZq \hngmkb^l makhn`a
lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg`( ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l
lahne] ]h lh Zl p^ee*

<l bg ma^ \hfi^mbmbhg Zfhg` gZmbhgl mh hnm]h
^Z\a hma^k bg ^qihkm ln[lb]b^l( ma^ ^\hghfb\Zeer
kZmbhgZe [^aZobhk a^k^ bl mh Z[lmZbg* Hhk^ho^k( bg
eb`am h_ ma^ e^Z]bg` khe^ ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l ieZrl Zl
Zg Z[^mmhk h_ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg` [r bml
gZmbhgZe \aZfibhgl( ma^k^ bl k^Zlhg mh [^eb^o^ maZm
fhk^ [ZeZg\^] P*N* kne^l pbee ^gZ[e^ hma^k lho^k)
^b`gl mh Z]]k^ll p^Zdg^ll^l bg ma^bk iheb\bg` h_
Z``k^llbo^ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ `^g^kZmbhg [r ma^bk hpg
gZmbhgZe \aZfibhgl* AbgZeer( \hg_nlbg` mZq ln[lb]b^l
pbma mZq iheb\b^l b`ghk^l ma^ lm^il maZm fZgr fZchk
cnkbl]b\mbhgl Zek^Z]r aZo^ mZd^g mh lmk^g`ma^g ma^bk
m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^fl*

Oa^ `^gnbg^ \hfi^mbmbo^g^ll Zg] \ZibmZe hpg^k)
labi g^nmkZebmr blln^ _hk P*N* _bkfl hg ma^ Z]himbhg
h_ phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg phne] [^ mh ^glnk^
ma^bk \hfi^mbmbo^g^ll k^`Zk]bg` ma^ eh\Zmbhg h_ Z\)
mnZe _Z\mhkl h_ ikh]n\mbhg bg ma^ phke]ul fZchk
^\hghfb^l* D_ ma^ P*N* phke]pb]^ \hglheb]Zm^] mZq
kZm^ bl \hfiZkZ[e^ mh phke] ghkfl ehhdbg` Zm k^e)
^oZgm hma^k ^\hghfb^l( e^`bmbfZm^ \hfi^mbmbo^g^ll
\hg\^kgl Zk^ Z]]k^ll^] bg k^eZmbhg mh _hk^b`g eh\Ze
\hfi^mbmhkl bg iZkmb\neZk Zg] Zelh mh fnembgZmbhgZe
\hfi^mbmhkl ]hfb\be^] bg cnkbl]b\mbhgl maZm mZd^
m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f ]^lb`g l^kbhnler*

Oa^ mZq kZm^ ]ZmZ lnffZkbs^] ^Zkeb^k bg KZkm -
bfier maZm Z phke]pb]^ \hglheb]Zm^] mZq kZm^ bg ma^
g^b`a[hkahh] h_ .1 mh .3 i^k\^gm phne] lZmbl_r [hma
`^gnbg^ \hfi^mbmbo^g^ll \hg\^kgl Zg] ma^ \ZibmZe
hpg^klabi g^nmkZebmr [^g\afZkd _hk ma^ phke]ul
fZchk ^\hghfb^l v bg ma^ eZmm^k \Zl^( ghm [^\Znl^ Z
phke]pb]^ \hglheb]Zm^] mZq k^`bf^ pZl ma^ ma^h)
k^mb\Zeer \hkk^\m ]^lb`g( [nm [^\Znl^ ma^ kZm^ Z\mnZeer
nl^] [r ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l hg phke]pb]^ bg\hf^
phne] \hkk^lihg] mh ma^ kZg`^ h_ mZq kZm^l k^_e^\m^]
bg ma^ mZq \ZibmZebsZmbhg h_ Zll^m ikb\^l bg ma^ k^e)
^oZgm \hngmkb^l* Oa^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l ]h^l ghm g^^] mh
\hfi^m^ pbma ma^ mZq kZm^l ZoZbeZ[e^ mh ]hf^lmb\
_bkfl bg ma^ NehoZd M^in[eb\ %-5 i^k\^gm( Zl bm
aZii^gl& _hk P*N* _bkfl mh [^ `eh[Zeer \hfi^mbmbo^*

Enlm Zl bfihkmZgm( mahl^ ehp^k P*N* kZm^l fZd^ ma^
]hf^lmb\ hi^kZmbhgl h_ P*N* _bkfl fhk^ \hfi^mbmbo^
bg ma^ phke] Zl p^ee* Bbo^g ma^ lbs^ h_ ma^ P*N*
^\hghfr Zg] ma^ ]hfbgZgm khe^ ma^k^bg h_ P*N*)
[Zl^] _bkfl( mabl bl Zg bfihkmZgm blln^( ^o^g b_ bm bl
eZk`^er ngZ]]k^ll^] bg k^\^gm mZq iheb\r ]^[Zm^l
]^lb`g^] mh bg_en^g\^ ma^ ]^\blbhgl h_ iheb\rfZd)
^kl*

-01FRR `b]_N ghm^ -/5( _hk Z ]^l\kbimbhg h_ ma^ fh]b_b\Zmbhgl
maZm phne] g^^] mh [^ fZ]^ mh \nkk^gm eZpul ]^_bgbmbhg h_ ma^
hpg^klabi k^jnbk^f^gml maZm phne] mkb``^k \hglheb]Zmbhg*
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7& @OKXSXQVO]]XO]] YP EO]SNOXMO
Oa^ l^\hg] ikh[e^f Zllh\bZm^] pbma Z phke])

pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg k^`bf^ bl maZm( ebd^ m^kkbmhkbZe
lrlm^fl( bm bl oneg^kZ[e^ mh ma^ \kbmb\blf maZm bm k^eb^l
hg Zg Zkmb_b\bZe \hg\^imnZe _hng]Zmbhg* Ahk m^kkbmh)
kbZe lrlm^fl( maZm Zkmb_b\bZebmr eb^l bg ma^ ]^_bgbmbhg h_
lhnk\^( pab\a hi^kZm^l mh Zeeh\Zm^ Zfhg` cnkbl]b\)
mbhgl ma^ kb`am mh mZq ma^ bm^f h_ bg\hf^* Ahk
phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lrlm^fl( ma^ Zkmb_b\bZe)
bmr eb^l bg ma^ \hg\^im h_ \hkihkZm^ k^lb]^g\^*-02

>^kmZbger bm bl mkn^ maZm ma^ fhlm lhiablmb\Zm^]
fnembgZmbhgZe ^gm^kikbl^l \Zg [^ ]^l\kb[^] Zl aZo)
bg` mkZgl\^g]^] hk]bgZkr \hg\^iml h_ \bmbs^glabi bg
hger hg^ lmZm^* <g] h_ \hnkl^ ma^ \nkk^gm P*N*
]^_bgbmbhg h_ \hkihkZm^ mZq k^lb]^g\^ %pab\a ehhdl
lhe^er mh ma^ ieZ\^ h_ bg\hkihkZmbhg& bl Zkmb_b\bZe* =nm
bm bl ]b__b\nem mh mabgd h_ fZgr lb`gb_b\Zgm ^qZfie^l
h_ _bkfl maZm bg ma^ ihineZk bfZ`bgZmbhg Zk^ P*N*)
]hfb\be^] [nm maZm Zl Z mZq fZmm^k Zk^ ghm* Dg fZgr
\Zl^l ma^ ikZ\mb\Ze mZq \Zm^`hkbsZmbhg h_ ma^ k^lb)
]^g\^ h_ Z iZk^gm _bkf h_ Z fnembgZmbhgZe `khni bl
^Zlb^k maZg ma^hkr fb`am ln``^lm*-03

Oa^k^ Zk^ fhk^ gZmbhgZe mb^l [^mp^^g P*N* _bkfl
Zg] ma^bk hpg^kl maZg hg^ fb`am ^qi^\m* Ahk ^q)
Zfie^( bg .,,0 P*N* bgo^lmhkl hpg^] 43 i^k\^gm h_
ma^ Z``k^`Zm^ oZen^ h_ _bkfl mkZ]^] hg P*N* lmh\d
fZkd^ml %ho^kpa^efbg`er _bkfl mk^Zm^] Zl P*N* k^lb)
]^gml&*-04

Oa^ lmkhg`^lm cnlmb_b\Zmbhg _hk ma^ ^qblm^g\^ h_ Z
\hkihkZm^ bg\hf^ mZq bl maZm bm l^ko^l Zl Z ln[lmbmnm^
_hk ma^ bfihlbmbhg h_ \nkk^gm mZq hg ma^ _bkful
hpg^kl* Ra^g %Zl bg lfZee hi^g ^\hghfb^l& ma^k^ bl
hger Z iZkmbZe \hkk^lihg]^g\^ [^mp^^g ma^ k^lb)
]^g\^ h_ Z _bkf Zg] ma^ k^lb]^g\^l h_ bml hpg^kl( ma^

\Zl^ _hk Z phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lrlm^f maZm
^e^oZm^l ma^ \hgl^jn^g\^l mh ghgk^lb]^gm bgo^lmhkl
h_ ma^ iZk^gm \hfiZgrul ]hfb\be^ bl ikhihkmbhgZm^er
p^Zd^g^]( Zg] Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f bl \ehl^lm mh
bfie^f^gmbg` ^\hghfb\ g^nmkZebmr( `bo^g ma^ ihkm)
_hebh bgo^lmf^gm himbhgl h_ ghgk^lb]^gm laZk^ahe])
^kl*

=nm Zl Ziieb^] mh ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l( pahl^ k^lb)
]^gm \hfiZgb^l Zk^ ho^kpa^efbg`er hpg^] [r P*N*
bgo^lmhkl( ma^ kZmbhgZe^ _hk phke]pb]^ mZqZmbhg
Zehg` mabl fZk`bg bl lmkhg`* Dg hma^k phk]l( b_ ma^
P*N* \hkihkZm^ bg\hf^ mZq bl [^lm cnlmb_b^] Zl Z
ln[lmbmnm^ mZq hg P*N* bg]bob]nZe hpg^kl pa^g ma^
\hkihkZmbhg bl [hma ]hf^lmb\Zeer hpg^] Zg] hi^k)
Zm^]( Zg] b_ bm Zelh bl Z\\^im^] maZm mZqbg` P*N*
bg]bob]nZel hg ma^bk phke]pb]^ bg\hf^ bl Zg Ziikh)
ikbZm^ ^q^k\bl^ h_ P*N* mZqbg` ihp^k _khf Zg ^\h)
ghfb\ i^kli^\mbo^ %Z`Zbg Z\\^imbg` Zl Z `bo^g Z mZq
lrlm^f maZm [nk]^gl \ZibmZe bg\hf^&( ma^g bm fnlm
_heehp maZm bfihlbg` P*N* \hkihkZm^ bg\hf^ mZq hg
ma^ phke]pb]^ bg\hf^ h_ _bkfl maZm Zk^ ho^kpa^ef)
bg`er nembfZm^er hpg^] [r P*N* i^klhgl Zelh bl
ma^hk^mb\Zeer lhng]*

Dg lahkm( P*N* _bkfl %ahp^o^k ]^_bg^]& Zk^ ho^k)
pa^efbg`er hpg^] [r P*N* i^klhgl( mk^Zmbg` ma^f
Zl P*N* i^klhgl bl Z _Zbk _bklm)hk]^k ZiikhqbfZmbhg h_
Z fhk^ lhiablmb\Zm^] Zglp^k* <g] ma^ Zkmb_b\bZe
\nkk^gm lmZmnmhkr ]^_bgbmbhg h_ \hkihkZm^ k^lb]^g\^
bg mnkg \Zg [^ fh]^kgbs^] mh ehhd mh Z \hfiZgrul
fbg] Zg] fZgZ`^f^gm %ma^ P*F* \hg\^im& kZma^k
maZg lbfier bml ieZ\^ h_ bg\hkihkZmbhg* <l lh fh]b)
_b^]( ma^ kne^ fb`am k^mZbg lhf^ Zkmb_b\bZebmr( [nm ma^
\hgl^jn^g\^l h_ ma^ Ziieb\Zmbhg h_ maZm Zkmb_b\bZe kne^
]h ghm l^^f an`^er ]blmhkmbo^*

Hh]^kgbsbg` ma^ m^\agb\Ze ]^_bgbmbhg h_ \hkihkZm^
k^lb]^g\^ bl Z iZkmbZe Zglp^k mh lhf^mabg` maZm bg
ikZ\mb\^ bl fhk^ Z ihebmb\Ze mZedbg` ihbgm maZg Zg
nk`^gm fZmm^k h_ mZq iheb\r* OaZm bl ma^ \hg\^kg maZm
b_ ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l p^k^ mh Z]him Z phke]pb]^ mZq
\hglheb]Zmbhg k^`bf^( P*N* _bkfl phne] k^)]hfb\be^
hnmlb]^ ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l hk h__^k ma^fl^eo^l ni _hk
Z\jnblbmbhg [r ghg)P*N* ^gm^kikbl^l( Zee mh ^l\Zi^ ma^
[nk]^gl h_ ma^ g^p P*N* lrlm^f( Zg] g^per \k^Zm^]
P*N* [nlbg^ll^l phne] bg\hkihkZm^ hnmlb]^ ma^
Pgbm^] NmZm^l*

Oa^ _bklm k^lihgl^ mh mabl \hg\^kg( h_ \hnkl^( bl
maZm ]^o^ehi^] bg ma^ ik^\^]bg` ln[l^\mbhg6 < mZq
[nk]^g ljnZk^er bg ma^ f^]bZg h_ hma^k fZchk
k^e^oZgm ^\hghfb^lu %maZm bl( kZg`bg` _khf .1 mh .3
i^k\^gm& bl ghm fn\a h_ Z \hfi^mbmbo^ [nk]^g Zm Zee(
^q\^im b_ hg^ [^eb^o^l maZm Zee mahl^ hma^k ^\hghfb^l
pbee \hgmbgn^ mh \hngm^gZg\^ ngebfbm^] lmZm^e^ll
bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg` [r ma^bk gZmbhgZe \aZfibhgl*
=nm Zl ghm^]( mabl bl Zm [^lm Zg Zk`nf^gm _hk fZm\a)
bg` hma^k \hngmkb^lu `ho^kgf^gm ln[lb]b^l( ghm Z

-02FRR# R%T%( NaZobkh( ttOa^ Mblbg` OZq)@e^\mbobmr h_ >hkihkZm^
M^lb]^g\^(uu ITP GZp Zg] @\hghfb\l M^l^Zk\a KZi^k Ih* -,)01
%J\m* -( .,-,&( Zm 3,( NcNVYNOYR Na ammi6++llkg*\hf+Z[lmkZ\m8
-24/20.* %ttDg Zg bg\k^Zlbg`er bgm^`kZm^] `eh[Ze ^\hghfr( pbma
kblbg` \khll)[hk]^k lmh\d eblmbg` Zg] laZk^ hpg^klabi( bm bl
ieZnlb[e^ maZm P*N* \hkihkZm^ k^lb]^g\^ _hk bg\hf^ mZq inkihl^l(
pbma bml k^ebZg\^ hg hg^ul ieZ\^ h_ bg\hkihkZmbhg( pbee [^\hf^
bg\k^Zlbg`er ^e^\mbo^ _hk mZqiZr^kl Zm ehp \hlm* Oabl mk^g] bl
ihm^gmbZeer _ZmZe ho^k mbf^ mh phke]pb]^ k^lb]^g\^)[Zl^] \hkih)
kZm^ mZqZmbhg( pab\a pbee [^ paheer bg^__^\mbo^ b_ bml bgm^g]^]
mZk`^ml \Zg lbfier him hnmuu&*

-03QZgg( `b]_N KZkm -( ghm^ 04( Zm /,3)/,4 %bg ikZ\mb\^( ttma^ m^lm
h_ \hkihkZm^ k^lb]^g\^ `^g^kZeer bl kh[nlm _hk ma^ iZk^gm bg Zg
HI@ `khni(uu [nm ghm _hk bml _hk^b`g ln[lb]bZkb^l&*

-04Kabebi M* GZg^ Zg] BbZg HZkbZ Hbe^lb)A^kk^mmb( ttDgm^kgZ)
mbhgZe Dgo^lmf^gm KZmm^kgl(uu Dgmue Hhg^mZkr Ang] Rhkdbg`
KZi^k RK+,0+-/0 %.,,0&( Zm /-* Oa^ P*N* ]hf^lmb\ lmh\d fZkd^m
\ZibmZebsZmbhg k^ik^l^gm^] 05 i^k\^gm h_ ma^ phke]ul lmh\d fZk)
d^m \ZibmZebsZmbhg bg maZm r^Zk* <Q% FRR NY`\ <gbe Q* HblakZ(
ttDgm^kgZmbhgZe Dgo^lmhklu Chf^ =bZl bg Khkm_hebh @jnbmr Dgo^lm)
f^gm(uu NcNVYNOYR Na ammi6++ppp*^ikbgml*nlj*^]n*Zn+.-32+.+
HblakZX.,,3XDgm^kgZmbhgZeXbgo^l mhkl*i]_ %.,,3& %ZgZersbg`
lhf^ h_ ma^ _Z\mhkl maZm ^qieZbg bgo^lmhklu fZkd^] [bZl bg _Zohk
h_ bgo^lmbg` bg \hfiZgb^l ma^r b]^gmb_r Zl k^lb]^gm bg ma^bk ahf^
\hngmkb^l&*

6CAA8BH4FM ' GD86=4@ F8DCFH
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`^gnbg^ \hfi^mbmbo^g^ll Zk`nf^gm( Zg] hg^ maZm bg
Zgr ^o^gm bl ghm k^e^oZgm mh _hk^b`g \hfi^mbmhkl bg
ma^bk ]hf^lmb\ fZkd^ml*

N^\hg]( ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l mh]Zr aZl Zg Zgmb)
bgo^klbhg lmZmnm^ maZm ik^o^gml Z P*N* _bkf _khf
lbfier lbmnZmbg` Z _hk^b`g ahe]bg` \hfiZgr hg mhi
h_ bm*-05 OaZm lmZmnm^ bl bfi^k_^\m bg bml k^Z\a(-1, [nm
mahl^ bfi^k_^\mbhgl k^_e^\m Z ihebmb\Ze cn]`f^gm( ghm
ma^ ^qblm^g\^ h_ bkk^lheoZ[e^ m^\agb\Ze ]b__b\nemb^l bg
[khZ]^gbg` bml Ziieb\Zmbhg*

Oabk]( Z fhk^ fh]^kg ]^_bgbmbhg h_ \hkihkZm^
k^lb]^g\^ k^lihg]l mh ma^ \eZbf maZm bg Z phke]pb]^
mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lrlm^f( lbfier hk`Zgbsbg` Z P*N*
[nlbg^ll Zl Z _hk^b`g \hkihkZmbhg pbee e^Z] mh mZq
lZobg`l* D_ P*N* bg]bob]nZel Zk^ ma^ fbg] Zg] fZg)
Z`^f^gm h_ Zg hk`ZgbsZmbhg( bm pbee [^ Z P*N* _bkf(
k^`Zk]e^ll h_ bml ieZ\^ h_ bg\hkihkZmbhg*-1-

Ahnkma( ^qblmbg` eZp bfihl^l Z ikhab[bmbo^ mhee
\aZk`^ hg ma^ mkZgl_^k h_ P*N* [nlbg^ll Zll^ml mh Z
_hk^b`g _bkf bg Z mZq)_k^^ bg\hkihkZmbhg hk k^hk`Zgb)
sZmbhg mkZglZ\mbhg*-1. Oahl^ kne^l \Zg Zelh Ziier mh
mZq)_k^^ lmh\d Z\jnblbmbhgl bg pab\a ma^ lmh\d h_ Z
P*N* _bkf bl Z\jnbk^] [r Z _hk^b`g \hfiZgr Zg] P*N*
laZk^ahe]^kl \hgmkhe ma^ \hf[bg^] ^gm^kikbl^*-1/

<`Zbg( ma^l^ kne^l fb`am ghm [^ pZm^kmb`am( [nm b_
ma^k^ bl lmbee Z [hgZ _b]^ \hfi^mbmbo^g^ll \hg\^kg
k^`Zk]bg` mZq)_k^^ Z\jnblbmbhgl( Zgr k^fZbgbg` `Zil
\Zg k^Z]ber [^ \ehl^]*

AbgZeer( bm bl nl^_ne mh \hfiZk^ ma^ ]^_bgbmbhgZe
ikh[e^fl maZm fnlm [^ lheo^] bg bfie^f^gmbg` Z
ln\\^ll_ne m^kkbmhkbZe mZq k^`bf^ pbma ma^ ]b__^k^gm
]^_bgbmbhgZe blln^l kZbl^] [r Z phke]pb]^ mZq \hg)
lheb]Zmbhg lrlm^f* <l ]^l\kb[^] Z[ho^( m^kkbmhkbZe
mZq lrlm^fl lZmbl_r \ha^k^gm ^\hghfb\ ghkfl hger
pa^g nl^] bg Z phke] pa^k^ lhnk\^ kne^l _hk [hma

bg\hf^ Zg] ^qi^gl^l Zk^ mkZgliZk^gm( \hfik^a^g)
lbo^( Zg] ghg)]blmhkmbhgZkr* Oh Z\\hfiebla mabl k^)
jnbk^l ma^ ^__hkml h_ fZgr lho^k^b`gl mh bgmkh]n\^
^__^\mbo^ mabg \ZibmZebsZmbhg Zg] hma^k Zgmb)[Zl^)
^khlbhg e^`bleZmbhg( Zl p^ee Zl Z`k^^f^gm Zfhg`
mahl^ lho^k^b`gl hg gho^e lhnk\^ kne^l hg fZmm^kl
ebd^ ma^ lbmnl h_ bg\hf^ ^Zkg^] _khf ma^ nl^ h_
bgmZg`b[e^ Zll^ml* Ahk ma^ k^Zlhgl ^qieZbg^] ^Zkeb^k(
bm bl ebd^er maZm mahl^ lhnk\^ kne^l pbee k^jnbk^ ma^
fnembeZm^kZe Z]himbhg h_ _hkfneZkr Ziihkmbhgf^gm
ikbg\bie^l \ho^kbg` lb`gb_b\Zgm lpZmal h_ _bkflu bg)
\hf^l*

=r \hgmkZlm( Z phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lrl)
m^f \Zg [^ bfie^f^gm^] ngbeZm^kZeer( [nm bl oneg^k)
Z[e^ mh ma^ kbld maZm bml ]^_bgbmbhg h_ Z \hkihkZm^
k^lb]^gm pbee ikho^ mh [^ ho^kbg\enlbo^ bg lhf^
bglmZg\^l Zg] ng]^kbg\enlbo^ bg hma^kl* Oa^ d^r
]b__^k^g\^ bl maZm ma^ \hgl^jn^g\^l h_ Zg bfi^k_^\m
]^_bgbmbhg h_ \hkihkZm^ k^lb]^g\^ pbee Z__^\m hger
mahl^ _bkfl Zm ma^ fZk`bg h_ paZm^o^k ]^_bgbmbhg bl
Z]him^]* Dg Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq phke]( ^o^kr fnembgZ)
mbhgZe _bkf pbee [^ Z[e^ mh ^qiehbm p^Zdg^ll^l bg
]b__^k^gm %hk _hk maZm fZmm^k( b]^gmb\Ze& ]^_bgbmbhgl h_
lhnk\^ hk ma^ ]^\blbhg [r hg^ hk fhk^ \hngmkb^l ghm
mh chbg ma^ g^p phke] hk]^k* @Z\a ZiikhZ\a mh ma^
mZqZmbhg h_ _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm bl oneg^kZ[e^
mh ]^_bgbmbhgZe bfik^\blbhg( [nm ma^ Z``k^`Zm^ \hg)
l^jn^g\^l h_ mahl^ _Zbebg`l _hk g^nmkZebmr bg ^\h)
ghfb\ ]^\blbhg)fZdbg` phne] ghm Zii^Zk mh [^
\hfiZkZ[e^ Zm Zee*

8& 7S]SXMOX^S`SdSXQ 9Y\OSQX GKb EON_M^SYX

< mabk] \hg\^kg maZm phne] [^ kZbl^] hg ma^
Z]himbhg h_ Z phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lrlm^f
phne] [^ maZm k^lb]^gm fnembgZmbhgZe _bkfl phne]
aZo^ gh bg\^gmbo^ mh k^]n\^ ma^bk _hk^b`g mZq [nk)
]^gl( Zm e^Zlm Zl ehg` Zl ma^bk Zo^kZ`^ ^__^\mbo^
_hk^b`g mZq kZm^ pZl [^ehp ma^ k^lb]^g\^ \hngmkr
kZm^*

< iZkmbZe Zglp^k( h_ \hnkl^( eb^l bg \ahhlbg` ma^
kb`am k^lb]^g\^ \hngmkr kZm^* Oa^ ehp^k bm bl( ma^
fhk^ Z``k^llbo^er _bkfl pbee [^ k^jnbk^] mh inkln^
eh\Ze lhnk\^ \hngmkr mZq fbgbfbsZmbhg lmkZm^`b^l* <
fhk^ \hfie^m^ Zglp^k phne] [^ maZm pa^g ieZ\^]
bg Zg ^gobkhgf^gm h_ phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg(
_bkfl `^g^kZeer \Zg [^ ^qi^\m^] mh lbm^ ma^bk bg\hf^
pa^k^ ma^bk [nlbg^ll hi^kZmbhgl Zk^ eh\Zm^]( [^)
\Znl^ mZq k^lneml pbee ma^g \hfihkm pbma ma^ _bkful
k^Ze _Z\mhkl h_ ikh]n\mbhg Zg] pbma ahp bg\hf^ bl
k^\hk]^] _hk fZgZ`^f^gm inkihl^l*

Oa^k^ bl ebmme^ k^Zlhg _hk Z P*N* _bkf ]^eb[^kZm^er
mh ho^kiZr Z _hk^b`g lhnk\^ \hngmkr cnlm mh libm^ ma^
Pgbm^] NmZm^l* <g] h_ \hnkl^ b_ bm ]b]( ma^ k^lnembg`
mZq^l phne] ghm [^ \k^]bmZ[e^( [^\Znl^ \nkk^gm eZp
ikhob]^l maZm mZq^l Zk^ \k^]bmZ[e^ hger mh ma^ ^qm^gm

-05N^\mbhg 3430*
-1,R^lm( `b]_N ghm^ -,5( Zm -,.1( g*--.*
-1-<efhlm Zee h_ ma^ ^ghkfhnler ln\\^ll_ne ttg^p ^\hghfruu

_bkfl \k^Zm^] bg ma^ eZlm _^p r^Zkl maZm p^k^ hk`Zgbs^] [r P*N*
^gmk^ik^g^nkl p^k^ _hkf^] Zl P*N* \hkihkZmbhgl* AZ\^[hhd(
Bhh`e^( Zg] <fZshg Zk^ mak^^ ^qZfie^l* Dm fb`am [^ Zk`n^]
maZm ma^ lmZd^l pbee [^ kZbl^] hg\^ phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg
bl bgmkh]n\^]( [nm ma^ \hngm^kihbgm bl maZm mh]Zr bm bl obkmnZeer
\hlme^ll mh hk`Zgbs^ Zl Z _hk^b`g _bkf pabe^ bg ma^ _nmnk^ bm pbee
k^jnbk^ k^eh\Zmbg` l^gbhk fZgZ`^f^gm Zg] [hZk] h_ ]bk^\mhkl
lni^koblbhg hnmlb]^ ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l* T^m ]^libm^ ma^ \e^Zk mZq
Z]oZgmZ`^l mh hk`Zgbsbg` Zl Z _hk^b`g _bkf %R%T%( g^o^k ]^Zebg`
pbma ln[iZkm A Zg] Zohb]bg` ma^ eh\dhnm ikb\^ maZm fnlm [^ iZb]
_hk lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg`& Zg] ma^ ^Zl^ h_ ]hbg` lh(
k^Ze)eb_^ ^qZfie^l h_ ln\\^ll_ne g^p in[eb\ _bkfl maZm aZo^
hk`Zgbs^] Zl _hk^b`g _bkfl Zk^ aZk] mh _bg]* %Nhf^ r^Zkl Z`h
l^o^kZe g^p ^gm^kikbl^l hk`Zgbs^] Zl h__lahk^ \hfiZgb^l _khf
ma^ lmZkm( [nm lhf^ h_ mahl^ %R%T%( Beh[Ze >khllbg`& aZo^ lbg\^
\heeZil^]*&

-1.N^\mbhg /23%Z&* @ll^gmbZeer( ln\a Z mkZgl_^k bl mk^Zm^] Zl
paheer mZqZ[e^( lh maZm `Zbg bl k^\h`gbs^] hg ma^ ^gmbk^ oZen^ h_
mkZgl_^kk^] Zll^ml %e^ll ma^bk mZq [Zlbl& Zm ma^ mbf^ h_ mkZgl_^k*

-1/N^\mbhg /23%[&*

6CAA8BH4FM ' GD86=4@ F8DCFH
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h_ ma^ e^`Ze fbgbfnf ]n^*-10 Dm l^^fl fn\a fhk^
ikh[Z[e^ maZm ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l phne] \hee^\m k^)
lb]nZe mZq ghm \hee^\m^] mh]Zr _khf hi^kZmbhgl bg
ehp)mZq \hngmkb^l maZg bm bl maZm Zee mabl ihm^gmbZe
k^lb]nZe mZq pbee [^ l^\k^mer [Zk`Zbg^] ZpZr [r
_bkfl ehhdbg` mh \nkkr _Zohk pbma lhnk\^ \hngmkr mZq
Z]fbgblmkZmbhgl*

<]fbmm^]er( Z ikh[e^f ^qblml bg phke]pb]^ mZq
\hglheb]Zmbhg k^`bf^l k^`Zk]bg` ma^ lbmbg` h_ bg]b)
k^\m ^qi^gl^l( iZkmb\neZker bgm^k^lm ^qi^gl^* >nkk^gm
ikZ\mb\^ Zg] _bgZg\bZe fZkd^ml [^aZobhk lahp maZm
bg ma^ Z[l^g\^ h_ Zgr \hngm^koZbebg` kne^( iZk^gm
\hfiZgb^l phne] ebd^er ng]^kmZd^ g^Zker Zee `khni
^qm^kgZe ]^[m _ng]bg`* >ZibmZe fZkd^ml hk]bgZkber
ik^_^k iZk^gm)e^o^e _bgZg\bg` [^\Znl^ Zee ma^ `khniul
hi^kZmbhgl ma^g lniihkm ma^ ehZg Zg] [^\Znl^ ma^
Z`^g\r \hlml Zllh\bZm^] pbma iheb\bg` iZk^gm)
ln[lb]bZkr mkZgl_^k ikb\bg` Zg] mkZglZ\mbhgl Zk^
bkk^e^oZgm*

< iZk^gm \hfiZgr phne] aZo^ gh bg\^gmbo^ mh
_ng] _hk^b`g ln[lb]bZkb^l pbma Zgrmabg` hma^k maZg
^jnbmr( ma^ k^lnem phne] [^ k^lb]^g\^ \hngmkr [Zl^
^khlbhg* Oa^ k^lnembg` _hk^b`g hi^kZmbg` bg\hf^
phne] [^ bg\en]Z[e^ bg ma^ iZk^gmul phke]pb]^
\hglheb]Zm^] mZq k^mnkg [nm phne] [^ la^em^k^] [r
AO>l* <l P*N* _bkful Z``k^`Zm^ phke]pb]^ mZq [nk)
]^g phne] [^ ma^ lZf^ Zl b_ ma^ `khniul ^qm^kgZe
]^[m p^k^ ]blmkb[nm^] makhn`ahnm ma^ `khniul f^f)
[^k \hfiZgb^l( [nm ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l Zl k^lb]^g\^
\hngmkr phne] [^ Z k^o^gn^ ehl^k Zg] lhnk\^ \hng)
mkb^lu k^o^gn^ phne] [^ pbgg^kl* =^\Znl^ ma^
Pgbm^] NmZm^l bl lmbee Z ikboZm^ ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm g^m
bgo^lmhk(-11 mabl ln``^lml maZm P*N* k^o^gn^l \hne] [^
Zm kbld*

Oabl ikh[e^f \Zg [^ Z]]k^ll^] [r Z p^ee)
]^lb`g^] mabg \ZibmZebsZmbhg lmZmnm^ ebd^ ma^ B^kfZg
kne^l ]^l\kb[^] ^Zkeb^k* < p^ee)]^lb`g^] mabg \Zib)
mZebsZmbhg lmZmnm^ _ng\mbhgl bg ikZ\mb\^ Zl Z _hkf h_
phke]pb]^ bgm^k^lm Ziihkmbhgf^gm( Z_m^k _bkfl Zi)
ier lmkZb`am_hkpZk] bgm^kgZe _bgZg\bg` ]^\blbhgl Zl
Z dbg] h_ l^e_)a^ei f^\aZgblf* RaZm bl fhk^( bm ]h^l
lh pbmahnm k^jnbkbg` ma^ mkZ\bg` h_ ikh\^^]l [r
mZqiZr^kl hk fnembeZm^kZe Z`k^^f^gml Zfhg` \hng)
mkb^l*-12

< _bgZe ikh[e^f pbma phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Z)
mbhg bl maZm bm ebfbml Z lho^k^b`gul _e^qb[bebmr bg

l^mmbg` \hkihkZm^ bg\hf^ mZq kZm^l* Ahk ma^ k^Zlhgl
]^l\kb[^] ^Zkeb^k bg mabl ln[l^\mbhg( Z l^glb[e^
phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lrlm^f k^jnbk^l maZm Z
\hngmkrul \hkihkZm^ mZq kZm^l [^ \hfiZkZ[e^ mh
phke] f^]bZg kZm^l* =^\Znl^ ma^l^ kZm^l phne]
Ziier mh ]hf^lmb\ Zl p^ee Zl mh bgm^kgZmbhgZe hi^kZ)
mbhgl(-13 ma^ k^lnem phne] [^ Z \bk\nfl\kb[^] kZg`^
h_ ieZnlb[e^ \hkihkZm^ mZq kZm^l maZm Z \hngmkr fb`am
Z]him* Oa^ hger Zglp^k mh mabl bl maZm bg Z `eh[Ze
^\hghfr( ma^ mZq kZm^l bfihl^] hg ]hf^lmb\ \ZibmZe
bg\hf^ %Zl p^ee Zl hg bg\hf^ _khf _hk^b`g bgo^lm)
f^gml& Zk^ Zg bfihkmZgm iZkm h_ ma^ ho^kZee \hfi^mb)
mbo^g^ll h_ eh\Ze _bkfl* Dm fZr [^ maZm ma^ mZbe %ma^
mZqZmbhg h_ _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm& lahne] ghm
pZ` ma^ ]h`( [nm b_ hg^ \hgl^jn^g\^ h_ Z]himbg` Zg
hma^kpbl^ nl^_ne l\a^f^ _hk ma^ mZqZmbhg h_ _hk^b`g
]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm bl maZm ma^ ]h` bl gn]`^] \ehl^k mh
phke] ghkfl( maZm bl ghm Zg ng]^lbkZ[e^ hnm\hf^*

I===& 6YXMV_]SYX

R^ ebo^( Zg] ]^lb`g mZq lrlm^fl( bg Z phke]
bf[n^] pbma lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ Zg] pbma ]kZfZmb)
\Zeer ]b__^k^gm gZmbhgZe \hkihkZm^ bg\hf^ mZq kZm^l*
Ô kkbmhkbZe mZq lhenmbhgl Zk^ oneg^kZ[e^ mh ma^ _hkf^k
\hg]bmbhg( Zg] phke]pb]^ mZq lrlm^fl mh ma^ eZmm^k*
Oa^k^ bl gh ZiikhZ\a maZm bl himbfZe ^o^krpa^k^*
<ee maZm p^ \Zg ]h bl mh \hglb]^k pab\a lrlm^f bl
ebd^er mh \k^Zm^ ma^ _^p^lm ]blmhkmbhgl bg \hkihkZm^
[^aZobhk pabe^ kZblbg` Z]^jnZm^ k^o^gn^l*-14

<l Ziieb^] mh ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l( [hma m^kkbmhkbZe
Zg] _nee bg\enlbhg mZq lrlm^fl k^lheo^ ma^ ]blmhk)
mbhgl Zmm^g]Zgm hg ma^ eh\dhnm ia^ghf^ghg Zg]
bgmkh]n\^ lrff^mkr bg ma^ mk^Zmf^gm h_ h__lahk^
ehll^l* Oa^l^ Zk^ ln[lmZgmbZe lm^il _hkpZk]* =nm bg Z
phke] bf[n^] pbma lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^( Z m^kkbmhkbZe
mZq lrlm^f ebd^ maZm ikhihl^] [r lhf^ P*N* fnemb)
gZmbhgZe _bkfl pbee e^Z] mh eZk`^ lrlm^fZmb\ ik^_^k)
^g\^l _hk bgo^lmbg` hnmlb]^ ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l mh
h[mZbg Zg Zee)bg ehp^k ^__^\mbo^ mZq [nk]^g hg bg)
\hf^( ^o^g pa^g ttmZquu bl ng]^klmhh] mh bg\en]^
bfieb\bm Zl p^ee Zl ^qieb\bm mZq^l* <l Z k^lnem( \hkih)
kZm^ bgo^lmf^gm Zg] hpg^klabi ]^\blbhgl pbee [^
lrlm^fZmb\Zeer ]blmhkm^]*

-10M^`* l^\mbhg -*5,-).%^&*
-11FRR E>O( tt@\hghfb\ Zg] P*N* Dg\hf^ OZq Dlln^l MZbl^] [r

Nho^k^b`g R^Zema Ang] Dgo^lmf^gm bg ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l(uu E>S)
05),4 %Eng^ -3( .,,4&( Zm -2)-3( 6\P )''/$(**.0( )''/ GAG ((/$(*
%bg .,,2 _hk^b`g ]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm [r P*N* i^klhgl hnmp^b`a^]
]bk^\m bgo^lmf^gm bgmh ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l [r _hk^b`g i^klhgl [r
khn`aer "4,, [beebhg( f^Zlnk^] Zm \hlm&*

-125\Z]N_R BkZ^ms( tt< HnembeZm^kZe Nhenmbhg _hk ma^ Dg\hf^
OZq Ok^Zmf^gm h_ Dgm^k^lm @qi^gl^l(uu `b]_N KZkm -( ghm^ 02
%nk`bg` Z fnembeZm^kZe lhenmbhg&*

-13Dm bl ihllb[e^ mh bfZ`bg^ liebm mZq kZm^l( pbma ]b__^k^gm kZm^l
bfihl^] hg ]hf^lmb\ Zg] _hk^b`g bg\hf^( [nm maZm phne]
bfihkm fZgr h_ ma^ p^Zdg^ll^l h_ \nkk^gm eZp %mkZgl_^k ikb\bg`
]blinm^l( lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg` fhk^ `^g^kZeer( bfihk)
mZg\^ h_ ma^ ]^_bgbmbhg h_ lhnk\^ h_ bg\hf^( Zeeh\Zmbhgl h_
^qi^gl^l( Zg] lh hg&* Jg [ZeZg\^( Z liebm kZm^ ZiikhZ\a phne]
l^^f mh [^ mhh \hfie^q Zg] bgln__b\b^gmer ng`khng]^] bg
ikbg\bie^ mh [^ nl^_ne*

-145S* Bkn[^km Zg] <emlane^k( tt>hkihkZm^ OZq^l bg ma^ Rhke]
@\hghfr(uu `b]_N KZkm -( ghm^ ./( Zm /., %ttbm VblW \e^Zk maZm gh
hg^)]bf^glbhgZe \kbm^kbhg bl nl^_ne Zg] maZm Z \hfie^m^ ^oZen)
Zmbhg h_ Zgr k^_hkf ikhihlZe bl ikh[Z[er ghm _^Zlb[e^* * * * Ihg^)
ma^e^ll( bm bl \e^Zk maZm ikh`k^ll \Zg [^ fZ]^ Zehg` Z gnf[^k h_
]^\blbhg fZk`bgluu&*
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Hhk^ho^k( Z ihhker bfie^f^gm^] m^kkbmhkbZe mZq
lrlm^f pbee `k^Zmer \hfihng] ^qblmbg` ikh[e^fl bg
^g_hk\bg` mkZgl_^k ikb\bg` kne^l g^\^llZkr mh ikhm^\m
ma^ ]hf^lmb\ mZq [Zl^( Zg] nge^ll Z\\hfiZgb^] [r
lmkb\m ^qi^gl^ Zeeh\Zmbhg kne^l ghm \nkk^gmer \hgm^f)
ieZm^] [r m^kkbmhkbZe mZq Z]oh\Zm^l( maZm lrlm^f pbee
^qihl^ ma^ ]hf^lmb\ mZq [Zl^ mh ehll^l makhn`a
lmkZb`am_hkpZk] Zk[bmkZ`^* Dg ma^ Z[l^g\^ h_ ob`hk)
hnl %Zg] i^kaZil ngm^lm^]& kne^l mh Z]]k^ll ma^l^
ikh[e^fl( Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lhenmbhg pbee e^Z] mh
eZk`^)l\Ze^ bg\k^f^gmZe ]hf^lmb\ mZq [Zl^ ^khlbhg*

Pge^ll ma^ lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ ia^ghf^ghg bl
^kZ]b\Zm^]( ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^lu Z]himbhg h_ Z m^kkbmh)
kbZe mZq lrlm^f phne] ]blmhkm \hkihkZm^ bgo^lmf^gm
[^aZobhk Zg] ]^ie^m^ ]hf^lmb\ mZq k^o^gn^l* <g] bg
mnkg( ^kZ]b\Zmbg` lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ phne] k^jnbk^
ngik^\^]^gm^] e^o^el h_ bgm^kgZmbhgZe \hhi^kZmbhg
Zg] ln[lmZgmbo^ Z`k^^f^gm hg gho^e mZq ghkfl* Dm bl
^Zlr mh ng]^klmZg] ma^ Zii^Ze h_ ln\a Z lrlm^f mh
P*N* fnembgZmbhgZe _bkfl( Zg] ^o^g mh ng]^klmZg]
par Zg b]^Ze m^kkbmhkbZe mZq lrlm^f bl ma^ [^mm^k
^\hghfb\ Zglp^k bg Z KZg`ehllbZg phke]( [nm bm bl
e^ll h[obhnl par Z m^kkbmhkbZe lrlm^f lahne] [^ ma^
ik^_^kk^] hnm\hf^ _khf Z ikZ\mb\Ze iheb\r i^kli^\)
mbo^ bg eb`am h_ ma^ ln[lmZgmbZe kbldl bm ihl^l*

< phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lrlm^f \hnie^]
pbma Z \hkihkZm^ mZq kZm^ bg ma^ kZg`^ h_ ma^ phke]
f^]bZg _hk \hfiZkZ[e^ ^\hghfb^l( pa^g \hf[bg^]
pbma Z mabg \ZibmZebsZmbhg k^`bf^( Z]]k^ll^l mkZgl_^k
ikb\bg` `Zfbg` Zg] mZq Zk[bmkZ`^ lmkZm^`b^l* Dm \Zg
[^ bfie^f^gm^] ngbeZm^kZeer Zg] ]h^l ghm ]^i^g]
a^Zober hg iZklbg` ma^ frlm^kb^l h_ ^qi^gl^ Zeeh\Z)
mbhg kne^l* Dm Znma^gmb\Zeer ^f[kZ\^l \ZibmZe ^qihkm
g^nmkZebmr %^q\^im bg ma^ ngebd^er l\^gZkbh bg pab\a
P*N* \hkihkZm^ mZq kZm^l Zk^ fZm^kbZeer ehp^k maZg
ma^ phke] f^]bZg&( pab\a fZr ghm [^ ^o^krmabg`(
[nm Zm e^Zlm bl lhf^mabg`* Dm ^__^\mbo^er \k^Zm^l
k^lneml \hglblm^gm pbma \ZibmZe hpg^klabi g^nmkZebmr
ikbg\bie^l bg fhlm \Zl^l b_ hg^ \hkk^\ml _hk Z\mnZe
ln[lb]b^l maZm lhf^ lho^k^b`gl fZr kng makhn`a
ma^bk mZq lrlm^fl*

Oa^k^ Zk^ mph bkk^]n\b[e^ \hlml mh [^ iZb] _hk ma^
[^g^_bml h_ Z _nee bg\enlbhg lrlm^f* P*N* _bkfl pbee
ghm [^ mZq \hfi^mbmbo^ bg [b]]bg` _hk k^Ze Zll^ml %hk
\hfiZgb^l& bg `^gnbg^er ehp)mZq cnkbl]b\mbhgl( Zg]
P*N* _bkfl pbee ghm k^\^bo^ ma^ ]^ _Z\mh ln[lb]b^l maZm
lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ mZq ieZggbg` h__^kl _hk^b`g \hf)

i^mbmhkl bg cnkbl]b\mbhgl pbma ihhker bfie^f^gm^]
m^kkbmhkbZe lrlm^fl _hk bgo^lmf^gml bg ab`a)mZq mabk]
\hngmkb^l* <l mh ma^ _bklm \hlm( fhlm `^gnbg^er ehp)
mZq cnkbl]b\mbhgl Zk^ lfZee ^\hghfb^l( Zg] b_ ma^
ikhm^\mbhg h_ ma^ ]hf^lmb\ mZq [Zl^ Zg] ma^ k^fhoZe
h_ lrlm^fZmb\ bg\^gmbo^l _hk P*N* _bkfl mh bgo^lm
hnmlb]^ ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l k^jnbk^ maZm P*N* _bkfl [^
lhf^paZm ]blZ]oZgmZ`^] bg mabl hg^ ]bf^glbhg(
maZm phne] Zii^Zk mh [^ Z _Zbk mkZ]^)h__*

<l mh ma^ l^\hg] \hlm( bm bl ]b__b\nem mh l^^ par ma^
Pgbm^] NmZm^l lahne] k^lihg] mh lrlm^fZmb\ mZq
ln[lb]b^l h__^k^] [r hma^k \hngmkb^l _hk ma^bk k^lb)
]^gm _bkfl mh bgo^lm h__lahk^ [r fbfb\dbg` maZm
[^aZobhk( Zgr fhk^ maZg bm bl mahn`am mh [^ ^__b\b^gm
_hk hg^ \hngmkr mh k^lihg] mh Zghma^kul mkZ]^ ln[)
lb]b^l [r bfie^f^gmbg` \hfiZkZ[e^ ln[lb]b^l*-15

Hhk^ho^k( Zl ma^ ^khlbhg h_ ]hf^lmb\ lhnk\^ \hngmkr
mZq k^o^gn^l makhn`a lmZm^e^ll bg\hf^ [^\hf^l
[^mm^k Ziik^\bZm^] makhn`ahnm ma^ phke]ul fZchk
^\hghfb^l( hg^ \Zg ^qi^\m bg\k^Zl^] _h\nl hg ]^)
o^ehibg` lmkhg`^k ]hf^lmb\ ^Zkgbg`l lmkbiibg`
kne^l* <l lhnk\^ \hngmkb^l lehper [^\hf^ fhk^
Z]^im Zm ]^lb`gbg` ^Zkgbg`l lmkbiibg` kne^l( Zgr
k^fZbgbg` `Zi bg \hfi^mbmbo^g^ll [^mp^^g P*N* Zg]
_hk^b`g _bkfl pbee gZkkhp*

Oa^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l mh]Zr _Z\^l Z Ch[lhgul \ahb\^
[^mp^^g ma^ ab`aer bfieZnlb[e^ %Z m^kkbmhkbZe mZq
lrlm^f pbma m^^ma& Zg] ma^ fZgb_^lmer bfi^k_^\m
%phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg&* =^\Znl^ ma^ _hkf^k
bl lh ngk^Zeblmb\( pabe^ ma^ bfi^k_^\mbhgl h_ ma^ eZmm^k
\Zg [^ fbmb`Zm^] makhn`a ma^ \ahb\^ h_ mZq kZm^( ma^
phke]pb]^ mZq \hglheb]Zmbhg lhenmbhg( \hnie^] pbma
Z fn\a ehp^k \hkihkZm^ bg\hf^ mZq kZm^( bl ma^ fhk^
ikh]n\mbo^ ZiikhZ\a maZm ma^ Pgbm^] NmZm^l lahne]
mZd^*

-15<Q% Zm /0. %ttma^ \Zl^ h_ bgmZg`b[e^ Zll^ml bl b]^gmb\Ze mh ma^
\Zl^ h_ ^qihkml [^\Znl^ bm bl lbfier ma^ ^qihkm h_ P*N* \k^Zm^]
l^kob\^l* Oa^r Zk^ bgm^ee^\mnZe ikhi^kmr maZm pZl \k^Zm^] bg ma^
Pgbm^] NmZm^l( ma^ oZen^ h_ pab\a aZl ghm [^^g bg\en]^] bg ma^
P*N* mZq [Zl^* Dm bl bg ikbg\bie^ ihllb[e^ maZm l^e^\mbo^ ^qihkm
ln[lb]b^l phne] bfikho^ P*N* p^e_Zk^( [nm mabl phne] k^jnbk^
bg_hkfZmbhg Z[hnm fZkd^m [^aZobhk pab\a bl ngebd^er mh [^
ZoZbeZ[e^( ZiZkm _khf Zgr Rhke] OkZ]^ Jk`ZgbsZmbhg %ROJ&
\hg\^kgl* Oa^ lZf^ Zk`nf^gm phne] Ziier mh ^qihkml h_ bgm^e)
e^\mnZe ikhi^kmruu&*
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Large companies good at avoiding taxes 
Top Finance ministry official says corporate taxes will be harder to collect in 
future 
 

Finland’s nine largest listed companies paid a 
combined EUR 448 million in corporate taxes in 
2010. In the same year, the same companies posted 
pre-tax profits of EUR 8.3 billion. 
      Tax revenue ending up in Finland constituted 4.5 
per cent of the results of these companies. 
      Taxes paid by large export companies were 
especially small. 
       
For instance, Nokia paid just EUR 1.6 million in 
Finnish taxes out of its result of EUR 1.8 billion. 
      Metso reported profits of EUR 548 million and 
Nokian Tyres reported a EUR 209 million result. 
Neither of the two paid any taxes at all to Finland. 
      The low tax yield was partly attributed to 
deductions for past losses, and partly to skilful tax 
planning. 
       
The figures are from an investigation by Helsingin 
Sanomat comparing the taxes paid by Finnish listed 
companies with a market value of more than EUR 4 
billion to their financial results in 2010. 
      These companies paid a total of EUR EUR 1.6 
billion around the world – more than 19 per cent of 
their results. This means that most of the profits of 
large Finnish companies are paid abroad. 
       
This is partly the result of international tax 
planning. Global companies seek to post their profits 
in countries where the tax rates are low. 
      For instance, the forest industry company Stora 
Enso has made a deal with The Netherlands under 
which it pays The Netherlands a 1.5 per cent tax on 
sales profit of wood pulp that it takes from Brazil to 
Finland. In Finland the tax would be 24.5 per cent. 
      Profit figures and the amounts of tax paid are not directly comparable, 
because companies file different financial statements to their investors than what 
they submit to tax authorities. They are nevertheless an indication of the scale of 
how taxes are targeted. 
       
It has long been thought in Finland that corporate tax rates need to be brought 
down to a level that would make Finland more competitive . On Thursday Sweden 
said that it planned to lower its corporate tax rate to 22 per cent. 
      In spite of lower tax rates, it is harder than before to collect corporate taxes 
from genuinely international Finnish companies, because certain EU countries, 
especially The Netherlands, have started to aggressively hoard tax revenue. 

 
Lasse Arvela 
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There are two ways in which a country can do this – either through secret tax 
agreement made directly with companies, or with certain "precision weapons". 
      The most controversial precision weapon is the Dutch "innovation box". The 
Netherlands has promised a five per cent tax rate for corporate income that is 
based on the company’s own innovation, patent, or other non-material rights. 
      For instance, a significant proportion of the income of Nokia, or some other 
information technology company, could be classified as being based on its own 
product development, and when control of these rights passes to The 
Netherlands, the tax income goes there as well. 
       
"The Dutch are masters at concentrating these kinds of regulations and 
practices", says Lasse Arvela, head of the tax department of the Ministry of 
Finance. "This [innovation box] is the most dangerous recent development. 
Reducing the tax rate will not help it any more." 
      Companies in Finland have already threatened politicians that they will move 
their non-material rights to The Netherlands if Finland does not adopt a similar 
system. The Research Institute of the Finnish Economy (ETLA) is also promoting 
the same thing. 
      If Finland were to follow the example of the Dutch, the flow of tax income to 
The Netherlands would slow down, but the move would also erode the corporate 
tax base. 
       
Lasse Arvela, is it really the case that large global companies will pay taxes 
to Finland only out of reasons of public image? 
      "This is the case to a certain degree. The trend is in that direction. This form of 
taxation really is declining. I seriously fear that corporate taxation will not be a key 
form of levying taxes for very long." 
       
The EU and OECD countries have tried to bring more uniformity to the taxation 
systems of different countries, but they have not managed to curb the use of 
precision attacks. 
      However, Arvela points out that EU countries struggling with their economic 
difficulties have focused on their own interests, and the capacity of the EU to 
enact reforms does not look good for the next 5-10 years, which are expected to 
be a period of slow growth. 
      The trend in the EU is to focus taxation on consumption. Indirect taxes, such 
as property taxes are also likely to go up.  
 

Helsingin Sanomat 
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The U.S. is indisputably number one in 
one category—it imposes the highest tax 
rate on corporate income of any 
industrialized country. 

The combined U.S. federal and state 
corporate income tax rate is 
approximately 40%.  This rate may be 
compared with 33% in Germany, 26% in 
Canada, 25% in China, 24% in the U.K. 
and 12.5% in Ireland.  The take-away is that earning income from conducting 
business operations in any other country will reduce a company’s tax costs—
even in Japan, which recently reduced its corporate tax rate to 38%. 

Additionally, the effective tax rate in many countries can be significantly 
lower than the nominal rate.  For example, China provides tax holidays or 
rulings reducing the effective tax rate on certain corporate income to 15% or 
20%.  Some countries, such as the Netherlands and the UK (effective in 
2013)  id  f bl  “ t t b ” i  th t t  t i  i t ll t l 

 
Tax (Photo credit: 401K 2012) 

  

  

  

INVESTING | 6/19/2012 @ 11:40AM | 117 views 

U.S. Corporations Act 
Responsibly in Reducing Foreign 
Taxes 

Head of McDermott Will & Emery’s U.S. & International Tax practice.  

Lowell Yoder, Contributor 
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property income at lower rates (e.g., 10%).  Moreover, a number of countries 
permit intra-group structures generating large local deductions for interest 
and royalties, thereby significantly lowering the tax costs of business 
operations in their countries. 

Several articles in the press have criticized structures used by U.S. 
multinationals to lower the tax costs on their foreign business operations as 
if these structures were somehow bad.  (“Google 2.4% Rate Shows How $60 
Billion Lost to Tax Loopholes” (Bloomberg.com, 10/21/10) and “How Apple 
Sidesteps Billions in Taxes” (New York Times, 4/28/12)).  But 
the “offending” structures reduce foreign taxes, not U.S. taxes.  And count on 
it—foreign based multinationals are using the same techniques to minimize 
their foreign tax costs. 

A suggestion that the U.S. should not permit a U.S. company to benefit from 
reducing its foreign tax costs—e.g., by imposing immediate U.S. tax on the 
low taxed foreign income of a U.S. company’s foreign subsidiaries—seems 
unwise.  How long will a U.S. company survive as an independent company if 
it has a built-in cost structure that is 10% or 15% higher than its 
competitors?  Will the next big start-up company locate in the U.S. with such 
a cost disadvantage? 

Indeed, discouraging U.S. companies from reducing foreign taxes can cost 
the U.S. government money.  Every dollar a company pays to a foreign 
government will ultimately cost the U.S. treasury a dollar because the U.S. 
must provide a dollar-for-dollar credit for foreign taxes paid on foreign 
income, under both the U.S. tax code and bilateral U.S. treaties with most of 
our major trade and investment partners.  Forcing U.S. corporations to pay 
more foreign tax will only increase our already huge deficit. 

For this reason, the U.S. tax rules governing the dollar-for-dollar foreign tax 
credit require a U.S. company to exhaust all effective remedies to reduce its 
taxes under foreign law, or else the credit will be denied—in other words, 
U.S. law expects a U.S. company to take responsible measures to reduce its 
foreign tax liability, because this has long been understood to be in the 
national interest.  My recent blog entitled, “Beware of Double Taxation 
of Foreign Profits” discusses this point.  Some of the recent legislative 
proposals and press accounts seem to have lost sight of this fact. 

Despite suggestions by some, there is no clear evidence that lower foreign 
taxes on income earned outside the U.S. causes jobs to leave the U.S.  Indeed, 
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the structures criticized in the press accounts typically have the effect of 
lowering a company’s overall effective tax rate without requiring the 
migration of jobs to other countries.  The greater threat to U.S. jobs may 
actually lie in the legislative proposals to attack these structures, some of 
which would have the perverse effect of encouraging the migration of jobs to 
foreign countries by penalizing the performance of high-value activities (like 
R&D) in the U.S. 

A U.S. corporation acts responsibly when it seeks to minimize its foreign 
taxes to the extent permitted under foreign law, and this is good for America. 

 
This article is available online at:  
http://www.forbes.com/sites/lowellyoder/2012/06/19/u-s-corporations-act-responsibly-in-reducing-foreign-taxes/  
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Fixing the System:  An Analysis of Alternative Proposals for the  

Reform of International Tax 
 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
 We evaluate proposals for the reform of the U.S. system of taxing cross-border income 
including dividend exemption, full current inclusion, and a Japanese type version of dividend 
exemption with an effective tax rate test subject to an exception for an active business. In addition 
we consider a special version of a country by country minimum tax with dividend exemption, no 
active business exception, but a current deduction against the minimum tax base for tangible 
investment in the location. To compare these schemes with current law, we reevaluate the 
efficiency cost of the dividend repatriation tax using evidence from the response to the 2005 
repatriation tax holiday. We find that the burden of avoiding repatriations is higher than found in 
previous estimates, particularly for high tech profitable foreign businesses, and rises as deferrals 
accumulate. We simulate the effect of the various alternatives on effective tax rates for 
investment in high and low tax countries with inclusion of the importance of parent developed 
intangibles and their role in shifting income from the United States. To highlight the effect of 
check-the-box, the simulations are provided for effective tax rates both before and after its 
introduction. 
 
 Our analysis demonstrates that it is possible to make improvements to the system of 
taxing cross-border income across many dimensions including the lockout effect, income shifting, 
the choice of location and complexity. The goals are not necessarily in conflict. Compared to the 
other schemes, we find that the minimum tax with expensing for real investment has many 
advantages with respect to these margins. The minimum tax offsets (at least in part) the increased 
incentives for income shifting under pure dividend exemption and is better than full inclusion in 
tailoring companies’ effective tax rates to their competitive position abroad. No U.S. tax burden 
will fall on companies that earn just a normal return abroad. The minimum tax is basically a tax 
on large excess returns in low tax locations, cases in which the company probably has less intense 
foreign competition. The investment will still be made. Unlike the Japanese type dividend 
exemption alternative considered, there is no cliff in which the income is subject to the full home 
country rate if it fails the minimum effective tax rate and active business test. Under the minimum 
tax with no cliff the company has more of an incentive to lower foreign taxes and will often 
prefer paying the U.S. minimum tax to paying a higher foreign tax. Finally, the minimum tax with 
expensing seems a better policy choice than the repeal of check-the-box. It is more effective in 
discouraging income shifting. In summary, the minimum tax with expensing combines the 
advantages of the extreme alternatives, dividend exemption and full inclusion, and reduces their 
shortcomings. 
 

 

 
Harry Grubert        Rosanne Altshuler 
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Office of Tax Analysis       Department of Economics  
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW    75 Hamilton Street 
Washington, DC 20220       New Brunswick, NJ 08901 
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Introduction 

 Several recent developments necessitate taking another look at alternative reforms of the 

U.S. system for taxing cross-border income. Discontent with the U.S. worldwide system for 

taxing the international income of U.S. corporations has focused policy makers on possible 

reforms. Both Senator Mike Enzi and House Ways and Means Chairman Dave Camp have 

released draft proposals of dividend exemption systems. Provisions that would tighten 

international tax laws have been part of every Obama Administration budget and the President’s 

Economic Recovery Advisory Board (PERAB) has issued a report that includes an extensive 

discussion of international tax reform options (PERAB 2010).1  

 There is also additional evidence regarding the costs and benefits of the current U.S. 

system. One of the most important features of the current system in evaluating the incentives for 

foreign investment and the location of income is the burden of the repatriation tax on dividends. 

This burden includes both the U.S. residual tax on actual dividend repatriations, which due to 

effective tax planning by corporations tends to be small, and more importantly the efficiency cost 

or ‘implicit’ tax attributable to the avoidance of the repatriation tax. The unexpectedly large 

repatriations under the 2005 tax holiday provide an opportunity for reevaluating this implicit 

burden. Evidence from the tax holiday suggests that this implicit cost of additional deferrals is 

larger than is reflected in previous estimates and increases as the pool of accumulations grows. 

 Furthermore both the international environment and U.S. tax laws have changed. The two 

other major industrial countries with worldwide systems, Japan and the United Kingdom, have 

converted to dividend exemption. In addition, both statutory and effective tax rates around the 

world have continued to decline relative to U.S. rates, sharpening the ‘competitiveness’ issue. 

                                                           
1 On February 22, 2012, the White House and the Department of the Treasury released a joint report 
outlining a framework for business tax reform that includes, among other proposals, elimination of a 
number of business tax expenditures, a reduction in the corporate statutory tax rate to 28 percent, and a new 
minimum tax on foreign earnings within the current worldwide system. This paper does not analyze this 
specific proposal. 
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The decline in foreign rates can also be expected to reduce the amount of excess foreign tax 

credits under the current system with important implications for company behavior. 

 The reduction in the frequency of excess credit positions will gain added impetus by the 

enactment in 2010 of the new foreign tax credit ‘splitter’ rules. In the past, multinational 

corporations (MNCs) have been able to use various devices such a hybrid entities and foreign 

partnerships to separate the foreign tax from the income that gave rise to it. They have thereby 

been able to magnify the amount of foreign tax credits relative to the income being repatriated. 

The new Section 909 in the Internal Revenue Code limits this type of credit manipulation. The 

resulting decline in excess foreign tax credits will substantially revise the comparison of the 

current system versus its alternatives. 

 Taking these developments into account, we evaluate proposals for reform of the U.S. tax 

system for taxing cross-border income including dividend exemption, full inclusion, and a 

Japanese type version of dividend exemption with an effective tax rate test with an exception for 

active business. We also consider two versions of a dividend exemption system with a country by 

country minimum tax and no active business exception. In one version a current deduction 

against the minimum tax for real investment in the location is allowed. Given the importance of 

the check-the-box rules to tax planning, we also include their repeal as one of the options for 

reform within current law. 

To compare dividend exemption proposals with current law we reevaluate the burden of 

the current repatriation tax taking the response to the 2005 tax holiday into account. The implicit 

cost of avoiding repatriation turns out to be higher than found in previous estimates and increases 

as deferrals accumulate abroad. This has significant implications for our analysis.  

 We evaluate the proposals using a number of criteria. We examine the impact of the 

proposals on the lockout effect, changes in the incentives to shift income, the distortion of 

investment incentives and whether the reform is consistent with a more efficient allocation of 

worldwide capital, revenue, complexity, tax planning incentives beyond income shifting, and 
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incentives to expatriate. We simulate effective tax rates for low and high tax investments abroad 

to show how the various alternatives work and illustrate their consequences. To highlight how the 

various systems affect income shifting alternatives we consider investments that produce high 

tech goods using U.S. developed intangible assets.  

The analysis suggests that the minimum tax with expensing for real investment has many 

advantages compared to the other schemes. The minimum tax offsets (at least in part) the 

increased incentives for income shifting under a pure dividend exemption system and is better 

than full inclusion in tailoring companies’ effective tax rates to their competitive position abroad. 

No U.S. tax burden will fall on companies that earn just a normal return abroad appropriately 

preserving capital import neutrality (CIN). The minimum tax is basically a tax on large excess 

returns in low tax locations, cases in which the company probably has less intense foreign 

competition appropriately moving the system towards capital export neutrality (CEN) for these 

companies. Unlike the Japanese type dividend exemption alternative considered, there is no cliff 

in which the income is subject to the full home country rate if it fails the minimum tax and active 

business test. The company has more of an incentive to lower foreign taxes and will often prefer 

paying the U.S. minimum tax to paying a higher foreign tax. Finally, the minimum tax with 

expensing seems more advantageous than the repeal of check-the-box. It is more effective in 

discouraging income shifting. In summary, the minimum tax with expensing combines the 

advantages of the extreme alternatives, dividend exemption and full inclusion, and reduces their 

shortcomings. 

 The paper is organized as follows. We start by briefly discussing problems with the 

traditional criteria used to evaluate international tax proposals. We stress that the optimal tax on 

foreign income is a ‘Second Best’ problem and that alternatives should be judged based on 

whether they move the system towards the ‘Second Best’ answer. We then highlight problems 

with the current U.S. worldwide with deferral system and describe both the proposals we analyze 

and criteria we use to judge the alternative proposals. To evaluate reforms against current law it is 
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necessary to reevaluate the efficiency cost of accumulating deferrals. After presenting new 

estimates of the implicit burden of deferrals, we present the results of our effective tax rate 

simulations. This analysis is followed by a discussion of the revenue consequences of the current 

system and the various alternatives, incentives to expatriate under the various alternatives, and 

how the reform alternatives differ in terms of complexity. Before concluding we consider three 

additional reform alternatives: an overall rather than a per-country minimum tax, a move to 

formulary apportionment, and changing the balance between corporate and personal taxation. 

 Alternative Criteria for Foreign Investment   

 There is an extensive literature on the alternative standards that should guide the process 

of evaluating international tax reform proposals including Capital Export Neutrality (CEN), 

Capital Import Neutrality (CIN), and, more recently, Capital Ownership Neutrality (CON). 

However, as indicated in Grubert and Altshuler (2008), the usual evaluation of reforms relative to 

these norms is not very helpful because each proposed standard is based on very special 

assumptions. Furthermore, none of the standards addresses the most important issues in designing 

an international tax system such as the taxation of excess returns and royalties, income shifting, 

and the allocation of parent expenses to foreign income. 

 The optimal tax on foreign income is in general a ‘Second Best’ problem because there 

are existing foreign and domestic taxes.2 The answer depends on which investments a potential 

foreign investment competes with, those in high tax jurisdictions abroad and in the United States, 

for example, or those in low tax locations. It is difficult to have a single rule that will fit all cases. 

Some investments are highly mobile, serving a worldwide market, with many possible alternative 

locations. Others are more closely tied to a given location because of the importance of being 

close to customers or to a source of raw materials.  Some investments compete with U.S. 

production while others compete with low tax production abroad. None of the standards will be 

                                                           
2 See Grubert and Mutti (1995) for a discussion of the general second best rule. 
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appropriate in all cases and it is not feasible to design a policy with different rules for different 

cases. 

          It may, however, be possible to design relatively simple rules that move policy towards the 

Second Best answer. One of the alternatives we evaluate is a minimum tax on foreign income, on 

a per country basis, with a current deduction for real investment against the U.S. minimum 

taxable base in the location. The minimum tax therefore applies only to excess returns in the 

foreign location. Investments with large excess returns probably do not have very close foreign 

competitors so imposing a minimum tax is not likely to put them at a competitive disadvantage 

abroad. Also, some of the tax would be on rents and thus be non-distortionary (ignoring any 

possible expatriation responses). The investment would take place even with the minimum tax, 

which just acts to reduce the tax considerations in the choice of where it is located.  

 On the other hand, companies that make basic real investments that do not earn much 

more than a ‘normal’ return probably have more intense foreign competition. Imposing a U.S. tax 

could put them at a competitive disadvantage even though they are more efficient than their 

rivals. The minimum tax with expensing therefore has the virtue of moving the system towards 

CEN for foreign investments with large excess returns and little competition, and towards CIN 

for more basic real investments that compete with close rivals in foreign locations for normal 

returns. 

 Designing a set of international tax rules is mainly a question of how excess returns 

attributable to U.S. developed intellectual property are taxed. If the investment simply involves 

standard real capital like an aircraft or a ship, they can be leased from foreign investors since the 

rental price will not reflect any U.S. tax. A company can therefore already exempt the normal 

return from U.S. tax by leasing the capital. 

 In discussing criteria for foreign investment, one issue is whether worldwide or national 

efficiency is the objective. As we note below, the minimum tax with expensing seems to improve 

both so there is no ambiguity as to which proposal is superior. The choice of investment location 
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is less distorted and U.S. revenue increases at the same time. Besides, the extent to which the two 

goals conflict is never very clear because relationships between governments involves a complex 

series of transactions. Policy changes cannot be considered in isolation. Foreign governments 

may have ways of compensating the home government for any policy changes that improve their 

welfare. 

Problems with the Current Worldwide System   

 The present system raises little revenue, is complicated, creates incentives for aggressive 

income shifting, and interferes with companies’ efficient use of capital as they try to avoid the 

dividend repatriation tax. It is hard to argue that the system is based on any coherent concept of 

how an optimal system should be designed. Consider the following problems: 

 1. Income shifting. The evidence on income shifting under the current U.S. system is 

extensive, and it seems to be getting worse, in part because of the generous tax planning 

opportunities opened up by the check-the-box rules in 1997 (Grubert 2012).  As evident in the 

effective tax rate simulations presented below, this aggressive tax planning distorts investment 

decisions by magnifying the benefits of low tax locations. 

 2. The ‘lockout’ effect attributable to both actual and ‘implicit’ tax costs. U.S. companies 

use various techniques for avoiding the repatriation tax, such as having the U.S. parent borrow 

using accumulated financial assets abroad as implicit collateral (Altshuler and Grubert 2002). But 

these repatriation avoidance schemes come at a cost, such as a ballooning balance sheet that 

raises the company’s cost of capital. The avoidance of the repatriation tax may also induce U.S. 

companies to acquire foreign companies in part because of the cheap source of locked out capital 

available (Microsoft-Skype, Cisco-NDS).  

 3. Complexity. The current system requires extensive calculations and adjustments 

involving foreign tax credits, allocated expenses, etc. 

 4.  Competitiveness. While the current system provides many advantages to a low tax 

foreign location, there may be cases where the potential repatriation tax and other rules 
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discourage real investments that are consistent with an efficient worldwide allocation of capital. 

This may be the case when U.S. companies may not expect to earn much more than the normal 

cost of capital. Any new system should not prejudice productive real investments abroad. 

 The main question in this paper is whether improvements can be made in all of these 

areas or if the goals are in conflict.  Must eliminating the lockout of foreign earnings exacerbate 

incentives for income shifting? Can income shifting be limited without an unnecessary burden on 

productive foreign investment?   

Proposals to be Analyzed 

 1. The current worldwide system but at a 30 percent corporate rate. There seems to be a 

growing consensus that the United States should reduce its corporate statutory rate in response to 

the dramatic and continuing decline in corporate statutory rates abroad. Accordingly it seems 

appropriate to consider the current system with a lower rate. 

 2. Full inclusion with a 30 percent corporate rate in which the worldwide system is 

retained and the deferral privilege for active business income is repealed. This can be done in two 

ways. One is the ‘Branch Method’ which treats each subsidiary as a branch of the parent. Losses 

in some Controlled Foreign Corporations (CFCs) can therefore offset positive income elsewhere 

including in the parent. An alternative is the ‘Subpart F Method’ in which only positive income is 

included in the worldwide base. 

 3. Dividend exemption. Dividends derived from active business income can be 

repatriated free from U.S. tax. Royalties and other payments deductible abroad, and export sales 

income are fully taxed. We consider a system in which there are no allocations of parent overhead 

expenses to exempt foreign income. Capital gains from the sale of an active foreign asset would 

be exempt on the grounds that the price is based on future dividends. We assume that passive 

income and other income now taxed currently under subpart F would continue to be subject to 

current tax.  
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 4. Dividend exemption with a version of the Japanese effective tax rate test. This is one 

of the anti-base-erosion alternatives in Chairman Camp’s dividend exemption proposal (Ways 

and Means 2011). The effective tax rate in a country has to be above a certain minimum rate, 20 

percent in the Japanese plan and 15 in the dividend exemption option we consider. If the country 

effective tax rate is below the threshold the income is currently included in U.S. taxable income. 

But the subsidiary’s income can escape inclusion if it passes an active business test. As a result, 

the taxation of the subsidiary’s income faces a cliff if it doesn’t pass the active business test. If 

the effective foreign tax rate is below the threshold, the income faces the full home country rate. 

Companies therefore will not shift income to a pure tax haven as they do now with check-the-box 

planning. 

 5.a. A country by country minimum tax of 15 percent on active income with a credit for 

the effective foreign tax rate up to the 15 percent threshold.  As in plan 4, effective tax rates are 

computed for income in each jurisdiction, so the income and tax in disregarded entities under 

check-the-box are placed in the location in which they are taxed and not consolidated with its 

CFC owner. The country tax base is Earnings and Profits (E&P) less intercompany dividends 

because that income has already been taxed in other jurisdictions.3  It does include payments 

deductible elsewhere such as royalties and interest. The effective tax rate is the ratio of foreign 

taxes paid to this net E&P income base.4  Dividends both from countries subject to the minimum 

tax and those above the minimum are fully exempt. There is no active business exception to the 

minimum tax and no allocations of parent overhead expense to foreign income. As under 

dividend exemption, royalties, interest and export sales income are fully taxed at the U.S. rate.5 

                                                           
3 Earnings and Profits is defined in the Internal Revenue Code and regulations and is close to book or 
economic income. It is not local taxable income.   
4 The precise definition of E&P is net of foreign taxes paid, so foreign taxes are added to the denominator 
in the effective tax ratio to get pre-tax income. Similarly, foreign taxes are added to E&P to construct the 
taxable base.  
5 It is not quite correct to characterize the minimum tax as the equivalent of eliminating deferral but taxing 
the income at a lower rate. As in any dividend exemption scheme, royalties and interest are fully taxable 
and there is no flow over of excess credits to shield them. 
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Capital gains on the sale of an operating foreign asset are taxed at a 15 percent rate net of a credit 

for foreign taxes. 

 5.b.  The company can deduct real investment in the country from the minimum tax base. 

Therefore there is no U.S. tax on the company’s normal return abroad, the rate with which it 

discounts cash flows from real investments. Only the excess return is taxed at the U.S. rate and 

even then only in part because there is still some incentive for income shifting from the United 

States. In this option, the Earnings and Profits (E&P) of the foreign entity in a location would first 

be calculated in the normal way and also its effective tax rate based on that E&P. If the effective 

tax rate is below 15 percent, minimum tax would be due but the new investment could be 

deducted from the tentative taxable base. In future years the process would be repeated for the 

investment except now the taxable base would be increased by normal E&P depreciation to 

recapture the initial expensing. 

 6. Repeal of check-the-box within current law. Under repeal, most hybrids would be 

unwound because firms would prefer to pay the lower foreign tax rather than the U.S. tax that 

would be due under subpart F. The result would be a return to pre-1997 income shifting, and 

would in part address the problem of “stateless income” that has been referenced in the literature 

(see Kleinbard 2011). 

The Operation of the Minimum Tax 

 As indicated above, the minimum tax is imposed on a country by country basis, not a 

CFC by CFC basis. If the company uses check-the-box to pay interest and royalties from one 

entity in the consolidated CFC to another, the interest and royalties are deductible from the payor 

and are assigned to the country in which they are subject to tax. Thus, for example, an entity 

incorporated in Ireland which is resident in Bermuda under the Irish place of management rule 

has its income assigned to Bermuda. Wherever the foreign income is, it bears a (U.S. plus 
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foreign) tax of at least 15 percent.  Companies could elect to consolidate the income and tax of all 

of their entities within a given location.6  

 In calculating the effective tax rate in any location, using a single year could lead to 

erratic perturbations over time because of the timing of deductions and credits, losses, etc. We 

therefore propose using a five year average of foreign taxes paid in relation to E&P. Taxes and 

E&P for the current and past five years would be pooled for the purpose of the ratio calculation. 

Then to calculate the tentative U.S. tax liability in the current tax year the excess of 15 percent 

above the average foreign tax rate is multiplied by the five year average of E&P. That is, the five 

year average effective tax rate and the income it applies to should be based on the same pool of 

income. Otherwise, there would be opportunities for manipulating the timing of income and 

deductions to reduce the U.S. tax. 

 In the expensing variation, real investment can be deducted from the taxable E&P base. 

But the expensing does not change the relevant average foreign effective tax rate for the purpose 

of calculating the stable residual U.S. tax rate. The foreign effective tax rate, which determines 

the residual U.S. tax rate, is unaffected by the expensing. 

 Smoothing annual variations in foreign effective tax rates reduces the possibility that a 

given subsidiary will move above and below the 15 percent threshold over time. Another 

important reason is that it helps to achieve the exemption of the normal return in the expensing 

option because it increases the likelihood that the tax rate that applies to the deduction is the same 

as the tax rate that applies to the subsequent income. 

 The expensing under the minimum tax is intended to make the forward looking U.S. ETR 

on the normal return to investment zero while the forward looking ETR on the excess return bears 

a total tax, including both the foreign and U.S. components, of 15 percentage points. In the 

                                                           
6
 Companies are now required to attach a Form 8858 for each of the disregarded entities (DREs) owned by 

the CFC for which the Form 5471 is being filed. The Form 8858 gives the DRE’s Earnings and Profits, the 
country under whose laws it is organized, and the country in which its principal business activity is 
conducted. 
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smoothing of effective tax rates and income that we propose, the deduction for investment is 

always for current year investment, not a five-year average, in order to maintain the zero forward 

looking U.S. effective tax rate on the normal return. A delay in the deduction through averaging 

would fail to accomplish this objective. 

 Consider the case of a subsidiary in a country with a 5 percent effective tax rate. The U.S. 

tax is therefore (.15-.05) or 10 percent of the taxable base. The subsidiary’s current pre-tax E&P 

is 200 per year. The tentative U.S. tax before expensing would therefore be (.15-.05)*200=20. It 

considers an investment of 100 in the current year. This would be deductible from the U.S. 

taxable base and the current tax would therefore become (.15-.05)*(200-100)=10. 

 The company expects to earn 30 each year on the investment but the normal return, its 

cost of capital, is only 10 or 10 percent. Its annual excess return is therefore 20. The present 

discounted value of the excess return is 20/.1 =200. The present value of the U.S. tax on the 

return from the investment is (30*.1)/.1 minus the 10 of tax that was saved from the current 

expensing, i.e., 30-10=20.  The total effective tax rate on the expected excess return is 15 percent, 

the 10 percent of U.S. tax plus the 5 percent of foreign tax.7 If the expected return had been only 

10 percent, the normal level, the expected U.S. tax rate on the investment would be zero. Of 

course the foreign 5 percent tax would remain.8 

 

                                                           
7 In fact, the marginal foreign tax rate on the excess return may not be exactly equal to the effective tax 
rate. The relevant statutory rate which can be different from the effective tax rate may apply. But the 
company’s own effective rate, the ratio of actual taxes paid to economic income, is the best feasible 
approximation. The relevant statutory rate may be virtually impossible to determine because of tax 
holidays, patent boxes, state and regional differences, negotiated rates, etc. 
8   It is incorrect to measure the expected excess return purely from the company’s current income and 
investment. For example it is incorrect to say that the excess return is 200-100=100 and that it should bear a 
tax of 15 percent. That would imply a U.S. tax in the current period of 5, not 10, because the foreign 
government has already collected 10 on the base of 200. The company would therefore save 15 of U.S. tax 
from the 100 investment and the ETR on its expected excess return would be less than 15 percent.  In 
effect, this calculation would allow expensing at 15 percent rather than at the U.S. residual tax of 10 
percent.  It would offset the foreign government’s 5 percent tax on the normal return by giving the 
company the extra benefit of 5.  The objective of the proposal is to make the U.S. tax rate on the normal 
return zero,  not to offset the foreign tax to make it zero as well.     
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The One-Time Tax when Dividends are Exempt 

 We assume there would be a one-time tax on the stock of pre-effective date untaxed 

deferrals in all the proposals in which dividends are exempt. Under the minimum tax with the 

expensing option, the one-time tax on pre-effective date untaxed deferrals takes a consistent form. 

Instead of applying to all untaxed deferred income, tangible capital can be deducted from total 

accumulated deferrals for the purposes of the tax. Only the ‘trapped cash’ that gets the greatest 

benefits from the new regime is taxed.9 

Acquisitions under the Expensing Version of the Minimum Tax 

 A tax system should not distinguish between the treatment of a Greenfield investment 

and an acquisition of a similar operating asset. Investing in a plant should not have a tax treatment 

different from acquiring a company that owns a similar plant. Therefore some allowance should 

be given for the assets obtained by acquisition. An annual deduction against the minimum tax 

base equal to the ‘normal’ return on the market value of tangible assets acquired would be 

appropriate.  Indeed, it seems appropriate to include all active operating assets acquired including 

intangible assets in the applicable base for the purposes of the deduction.10 (In the case of the 

Greenfield investment, most of the intangible investments like start-up costs and market 

development are expensed.) The main objective of the minimum tax is to tax the excess return 

attributable to intangible assets developed by the parent, not the normal return on assets 

acquired.11 

       Taxing the excess return would not put U.S. companies at a competitive disadvantage in 

making foreign investments and acquisitions. They will still make the investments if they are 

more efficient than their rivals. If the intangible that is the source of the excess return is mobile, 

                                                           
9 An alternative with the same goal would be to simply tax the entity’s portfolio investments to the extent 
that they are less than total deferrals. They are the assets that yield income in the passive basket. 
10 An annual allowance rather than an immediate deduction for the entire acquisition price is suggested to 
avoid large variations in taxable income over time. However, it does require measuring the normal return 
so a system of immediate expensing with carry-forwards might be considered. 
11 Whether the asset base should be depreciated over time might arise. But the normal return being imputed 
is a net of depreciation return so depreciating the assets is not appropriate. 
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such as a patent used to produce a good sold on the worldwide market, the tax may just change 

where the investment is made. The choice of location will be less influenced by tax 

considerations.  

Debt and the Minimum Tax with Expensing   

        Any dividend exemption system raises the issue of parent overhead deductions like interest 

and whether there should be allocations to exempt income. If there is a denial of parent interest 

deductions in the case of the minimum tax, the allocations are presumably based on worldwide 

fungibilty. Furthermore, since the income below the 15 percent threshold is subject to U.S. tax, 

any interest allocated abroad should receive a deduction at the rate at which the income would be 

taxed. For example, in a country with a 5 percent tax rate, the U.S. tax would be 10 percent of 

income and the allocated interest should be deductible at that rate.  A company could of course 

avail itself of self- help by shifting debt abroad and getting a combined deduction of at least 15 

percent. 

 The question is how much impact this allocation would have in low tax countries 

compared to the impact of the minimum tax and its effect on income shifting. Consider a 

hypothetical case. Assume that 25 percent of the investment in a low tax country is in the form of 

parent debt that gets allocated. The company engages in self –help and obtains a deduction at 15 

percent. The tax differential between the deduction abroad and the deduction at home is therefore 

15 percent.  If the interest rate is equal to the normal pre-tax rate of return on the entire 

investment, the allocation raises the effective tax rate on the investment by 3.75 percentage 

points. Even though this is likely to be an overestimate because of the expansive assumptions, it 

is modest compared to the impact of the minimum tax on the effective tax rate in low tax 

countries revealed in the simulations in Table 1. For example the minimum tax raises the 

effective tax rate on a high tech investment in a country with a 5 percent tax rate by more than 25 

percentage points. The reason for the discrepancy in effect is that the allocated debt is based only 
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on the operation’s capital while the minimum tax applies to the entire base of income including 

the large amount shifted from the parent.              

 In the case of acquisitions, the annual allowance for the value of the acquired assets is 

only applied to the equity invested by the parent. If some of the acquisition debt is on the parent’s 

books, it should be allocated to the new acquisition. 

Criteria for Judging the Alternative Schemes 

 The question we are interested in evaluating is which of the proposals gets closest to 

fulfilling the goals of efficiency and simplicity. We take a broad view of efficiency to include the 

losses from income shifting attributable to tax planning costs and the distortions in investment 

incentives. We consider the issues listed below in our analysis of the desirability of the alternative 

schemes: 

 1. The lockout effect. All of the proposals eliminate the actual and implicit burden of the 

dividend repatriation tax. Because of the large implicit burden from large growing accumulations, 

this is a source of a substantial efficiency gain. 

 2. Changes in the incentives to shift income. These incentives disappear completely under 

full inclusion except for the companies that remain in excess credit. On the other hand, they 

expand under dividend exemption because of the elimination of the repatriation tax. The question 

will be whether the minimum tax is sufficient to reduce shifting incentives compared to the 

current system despite the elimination of the lockout burden. How close will the effective tax rate 

in a low tax location get to the undistorted (by income shifting) local rate? 

 3. Is the pattern of the changes in effective tax rates consistent with a more efficient 

worldwide allocation of capital?  This means less distorted investment incentives due to income 

shifting opportunities but also not imposing burdensome U.S. tax when the company faces 

intense competition in foreign locations. 

 4. Revenue. Although we generally adopt the worldwide efficiency criterion, for the same 

worldwide revenue we would prefer it be paid to the U.S. Treasury rather than go into foreign 
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coffers. Which country gets the revenue depends on the plan’s incentives to lower foreign tax. 

Under full inclusion, the company has no incentive to lower foreign taxes unless it has excess 

foreign tax credits. In contrast, the company has the incentive to lower any foreign tax under 

dividend exemption. Under the minimum tax, it has the incentive to lower any foreign tax above a 

15 percent rate. Under the Japanese style dividend exemption cliff, companies have an incentive 

to be above the 15 percent threshold as long as it is less than the home country full inclusion rate. 

 5. Matching benefits and costs. For example, are the companies that get a large benefit 

from the freeing of their cash from the lockout effect the ones who have to pay additional tax? 

 6. Complexity. This includes credit planning and repatriation tax avoidance, expense 

allocations to foreign income, active business tests, effective foreign tax rate calculations, etc. 

 7. Incentives for additional tax planning such as switching from taxable royalties to 

exempt equity under dividend exemption.   

  8. Changes in the incentives to expatriate through inversions or mergers with foreign 

companies. Any increase in the U.S. tax on foreign income would tend to increase the benefits of 

expatriation but this may be offset somewhat by elimination of the lockout effect and reduced 

complexity.  

The Efficiency Cost of Accumulating Deferrals 

 The efficiency cost to companies of avoiding the repatriation tax on dividends is 

important in evaluating any shift from the current worldwide system to a system in which U.S. 

tax liabilities do not depend on foreign dividends. These implicit costs attributable to ballooning 

parent debt and foregone domestic opportunities, etc., may be much larger than the explicit tax 

costs resulting from actual distributions. These costs may vary over the life cycle of a company’s 

foreign operations so their impact on the effective tax rates on foreign investment will depend on 

whether the foreign operation is relatively new or relatively mature with a large stock of 

accumulated untaxed deferrals.  
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 Estimates of the implicit burden of avoiding the residual U.S. tax on foreign dividends 

have tended to suggest a rather modest cost. Studies by Grubert and Mutti (2001) and Desai, 

Foley and Hines (2001) report efficiency costs of about one percent of foreign income. Both used 

a similar methodology, calculating the ‘deadweight loss’ attributable to the repatriation tax for a 

given investment based on CFC dividend repatriation equations. Grubert and Mutti concluded 

that in countries with effective tax rates below 10 percent the efficiency loss amounted to 1.7 

percent of income. Adding the residual tax on actual dividends resulted in a combined cost of the 

repatriation tax of about 3 percent for a given investment. More recently, Grubert and Altshuler 

(2008) added a measure of potential accumulations of deferred income to a repatriation equation 

and concluded that the efficiency cost increases as the potential stock of deferrals increase.  

Indeed, the deterrent effect of the residual tax on repatriations appeared to lose its impact after 25 

years of potential accumulations. But on the basis of the distribution of CFC ages they concluded 

that the average efficiency cost was still about one percent of 2002 income. They, however, did 

not project what the impact of continuing accumulations would be in the future. 

 Some studies of residence relocations and cross-border mergers and acquisitions have 

found a very large impact of the dividend repatriation tax (Huizinga and Voget 2009, Voget 2011, 

and Arulampalam, Devereux and Liberini 2012). These studies are based largely on non-U.S. 

companies headquartered in countries such as the United Kingdom that used to have worldwide 

systems. But these countries did not seem to have anything comparable to Section 956 which 

subjects subsidiary loans to and investments in to the United States to current taxation. Without 

this type of rule, the subsidiary could get cash to the parent free from tax, so it is surprising to 

find that the potential repatriation tax has much impact. Therefore, it is only for U.S. MNCs that 

one might expect to see a significant impact. 

 Here we look at the issue again. One reason to do so is the unexpectedly large response to 

the 2005 repatriation tax holiday in which companies were able to bring back dividends in excess 

of a historical base subject to a 5.25 percent tax net of a scaled down credit.  The companies who 
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took advantage of the tax holiday paid an average of 3.6 percent on their repatriations (Redmiles 

2008).  They were willing to pay this amount to avoid actual or implicit future costs of at least 

this amount in terms of present value. 

           Appendix A goes into the details of this analysis. It develops a model that incorporates the 

assumption that avoiding the repatriation tax is not costless, and further that the marginal cost of 

additional deferrals rises as the stock of accumulations grows relative to current earnings. The 

empirical analysis of repatriations under the 2005 tax holiday confirms these hypotheses. The 

repatriation tax holiday evidence is then used to calibrate the marginal cost of repatriation tax 

avoidance and how it evolves as deferrals accumulate.             

 The Tobit regressions presented and discussed in Appendix A use 2004 data from U.S. 

Treasury tax files on companies’ tax holiday repatriations and accumulated deferrals before the 

holiday to identify the factors that increase the marginal costs of avoiding the repatriation tax. 

Alternative specifications are used. One examines the relationship between the share of 

accumulated deferrals that were repatriated and the size of accumulations relative to current 

income. Another specification scales variables by current sales and related repatriations to the 

size of the stock of deferrals. In that specification the square of the stock of deferrals was also 

added as an independent variable to test for the possibility that an increasing stock motivated a 

disproportionate increase in repatriations. Other independent variables include parent R&D 

intensity, the company’s foreign profit margin on sales, the amount of accumulated income 

previously taxed under the CFC rules, and the ratio of tangible capital to sales. 

 The results provide strong support for the hypothesis that the marginal cost of deferring 

income rises as the accumulated stock of deferrals increase.12 The share of accumulated deferrals 

                                                           
12 If the marginal cost of any year’s additional deferrals were constant, contrary to our hypothesis, the 
estimate of the implicit cost of deferrals could be higher. This would imply that any repatriation under the 
tax holiday would have had an implicit cost above the holiday tax rate. Under the rising cost hypothesis, 
this is not the case because of the ‘fresh start’ benefits that arise from delaying the onset of future high 
costs. Immediately after the tax holiday repatriations the marginal cost of deferrals is low, below the tax 
holiday tax rate, but may rise significantly as time goes on. 
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repatriated in 2004 rose when the accumulated stock was higher in relation to current income. A 

higher stock of deferrals resulted in a disproportionate rise in tax holiday repatriations. In 

addition, parent R&D intensity and the profit margin abroad had a very significant impact in 

increasing tax holiday repatriations. The highly profitable, high tech subsidiaries seemed to have 

much fewer profitable opportunities for reinvesting their income. 

 The model (presented in Appendix A), which incorporates the rising marginal cost of 

deferral findings, is used to illustrate a company’s repatriation decision under a permanent 

repatriation tax and under a temporary reduction in the repatriation tax. Under a permanent 

repatriation tax, the company begins to repatriate when the marginal cost of permanently 

retaining another dollar rises to equal the repatriation tax. In contrast, consider a temporary tax 

holiday tax rate after credits of 5 percent. The company will repatriate income beyond the point at 

which the marginal cost of further deferrals is equal to 5 percentage points. The reason is that an 

additional dollar of tax holiday repatriations saves not the constant cost of another dollar of 

permanent accumulations at that point but the rising marginal costs of greater accumulations as 

the deferral process begins again under the higher, normal repatriation tax. The tax holiday gives 

the subsidiary a ‘fresh start’ so that after the tax holiday it can begin deferring income with a low 

stock of deferrals and much lower marginal costs. It will repatriate a greater amount if the 

marginal cost of deferrals rises more steeply as the stock of deferrals grow.  

 We use the tax holiday evidence to calibrate the optimal conditions for repatriating under 

a tax holiday. The calibration indicates the extent to which the marginal cost of deferring income 

in a low tax profitable operation abroad rises as the stock of deferrals grows. As expected, the 

marginal cost of deferral is very low immediately after the tax holiday repatriations, but after 10 

years, that is, in the year 2015, it rises to about 7 percentage points. This is consistent with BEA 

data which indicate that total retained earnings of nonbank affiliates abroad at the end of 2010 

were almost double the amount at the end of 2004 even after the large tax holiday repatriations in 

2005 and the severe recession. Thus in the effective tax rate simulations that follow, we are 
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conservative in assuming a cost of 5 percentage points for a mature highly profitable, R&D 

intensive company.13 

Effective Tax Rate Simulations 

 Simulations are useful in showing how the various alternatives work and their 

consequences. Because of the evidence of the importance of income shifting, we emphasize how 

the alternative systems affect shifting incentives and how this translates into changes in effective 

tax rates.14 The simulations therefore show the effect of different policies on several important 

behavioral margins. These include the investment location decision, the income shifting decision, 

and the repatriation planning decision. In addition, they can indicate the change in companies’ 

incentives to expatriate in terms of any increase in tax liabilities net of reduced company costs for 

income shifting and repatriation planning.  

 In analyzing income shifting, it is important to distinguish between two types of shifting, 

that is, income shifting before the introduction of check-the-box and income shifting after check-

the-box. Before the introduction of check-the-box, stripping income to a tax haven through 

intercompany payments like interest and royalties was limited by the subpart F rules. It was 

therefore necessary to invest in real operations in a low tax country in order to locate income 

there. Moreover, greater investment would facilitate greater income shifting because of a greater 

volume of intercompany transactions, for example. After the introduction of check-the-box this 

link between real investment and the location of income became much weaker (see Grubert 2012 

and Kleinbard 2011). But the two types of income shifting can, in fact, reinforce each other. The 

use of a tax haven can make the tax rate on an operation in a low tax country even lower and can 

make a high tax country into a relatively low tax one. 

 The effective tax rates for various policy scenarios are presented on Table 1. We assume 

3 countries: the United States, a high tax foreign country and a low tax country in which real 

                                                           
13 It might be claimed that companies expected another repatriation tax holiday sometime in a few years. If 
so, they would have repatriated less, causing us to underestimate the marginal cost of additional deferrals. 
14 See, for example, Clausing (2009) for an estimate of U.S. corporate revenue lost to income shifting. 
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operations can be located. There is also a pure tax haven that income can be shifted to if check-

the-box can be used. In each country depreciation for tax purposes is equal to economic 

depreciation. There is no third party debt. Therefore, in the absence of income shifting, the 

country effective tax rate is equal to the statutory rate. For the purpose of the simulations, the 

statutory tax rate is equal to 30 percent in the United States, 5 percent in the low tax country and 

25 percent in the high tax country (and zero in the tax haven). The current law effective tax rates 

take the interest allocation rules into account. These rules bind only for firms with excess foreign 

tax credits. 

 We assume that the subsidiary in the low tax country produces a high tech good on the 

basis of a U.S. developed intangible asset. It therefore earns an excess return before paying 

royalties to the parent for the contribution of its intellectual property. The subsidiary’s own 

contribution to the company’s worldwide profits is just the normal return to its capital. The 

difference in tax rates creates an incentive to underpay the royalty to the U.S. parent but the 

underpayment is not costless. Tax planning takes resources and there is also the risk of penalties 

after audit. We assume that, in this pre-check-the-box type of tax planning, the cost of the income 

shifting or underpayment of royalties is a quadratic function of the amount shifted relative to the 

amount of real capital. The parameter in the function is calibrated to be consistent with observed 

profit margins in low tax countries under current law. 

 Income shifting alters the effective tax rate on new investment because added investment 

in a location increases the opportunity for additional income shifting. There are more transactions 

with other related parties and greater ability to use intangibles developed in the United States. In 

addition, if hybrid entities in tax havens can be used, investment incentives are the same as if the 

host countries for operating subsidiaries had lowered their tax rates.  

 Income shifting will have an effect on investment in both high and low tax countries. 

Additional investment in the high tax country benefits because some of its income can be shifted 

to the low tax country or to tax havens. 
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 The subsidiary in the high tax foreign country produces a routine component and earns a 

normal return in the absence of profit shifting. It has an incentive to shift income to the low tax 

country but the ability to engage in that type of shifting is much more limited because it does not 

exploit valuable intangibles. The parameter in its quadratic cost of shifting function is therefore 

much greater.    

 In the simulations for current law, we assume, on the basis of the above analysis of the 

response to the repatriation tax holiday, that the burden of the repatriation tax on dividends from 

the low tax subsidiary is 5 percent of subsidiary pre-tax income if the parent is not in excess 

credit. This includes both the tax on actual dividends and the implicit cost of avoiding 

repatriations. We assume the burden on repatriations from the high-tax country is 1 percent of 

subsidiary pre-tax income. The company has some expectation of being in excess credit but we 

weight this frequency at only .2, lower than past experience, because of the new ‘anti-splitter’ 

rules restricting the extent to which foreign tax credits can be magnified relative to the income 

being repatriated. If the company is in excess credit, its subsidiary will pay greater royalties 

because they will now be free from U.S. tax. 

 Because of the distinction between pre and post check-the-box tax planning, effective tax 

rates for each scenario are presented for two cases. The first is for the situation before check-the-

box when stripping income to tax havens was restricted by the subpart F rules. The second case is 

for the tax planning environment after check-the-box. After the implementation of check-the-box, 

income in both the high tax and low tax country could be shifted to a tax haven without triggering 

a current inclusion in U.S. taxable income. Because organizing hybrid entities under check-the 

box seems relatively simple, we assume that half of both high tax and low tax income is shifted to 

the tax haven. 

 The simulations consider low tax and high tax investments separately. Each investment is 

considered in turn so it gets the benefit of any additional shifting opportunities it creates. The 

formulas and further details on the simulations are provided in Appendix B. 
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 Row one in Table 1 for current law shows that there is a substantial negative effective tax 

rate on investing in the low tax country, that is, a large tax subsidy. This is true even in the 

absence of check-the-box in spite of the substantial cost of the dividend repatriation tax we have 

assumed. The large tax subsidy is attributable to the combination of the benefits of underpaying 

the royalty by the low tax subsidiary and the exemption of the royalties that are paid if firms 

expect to be in excess credit. There is also a visible effect on the effective tax rate in the high tax 

subsidiary because of the opportunity for shifting income to the low tax subsidiary.  

 As shown in column two for current law, check-the-box has a large impact on effective 

tax rates. Effective tax rates on investment in both locations decline substantially. This is 

particularly apparent in the high tax location because of the opportunity for shifting formerly 

highly taxed income to a tax haven. In addition, less income from the high tax location is shifted 

to the low tax subsidiary because of the new opportunity for shifting to a tax haven. The gap 

between the effective tax rates in the two locations gets much narrower. For non-tax reasons the 

company may therefore decide to locate the high tech operation in the high tax location. 

 The second row shows that the elimination of the repatriation tax under dividend 

exemption pushes the effective tax rate in the low tax country even further into negative territory. 

Dropping the dividend repatriation tax outweighs the full taxation of royalties under dividend 

exemption. Because of the assumed quadratic cost of shifting function, and therefore a linear 

marginal cost of shifting function, the benefits of income shifting depend on the square of the tax 

differential.  So the increase in the tax differential from 20 percentage points (30 percent – 10 

percent) to 25 percentage points (30 percent – 5 percent) has a significant impact. With check-

the-box, the effective tax rate is the equivalent of almost a 30 percent subsidy for investment in 

the low tax location. This comparison of current law and dividend exemption differs from earlier 

estimates (Altshuler and Grubert 2001) because the response to the 2005 repatriation tax holiday 

and the new anti-splitter legislation requires an adjustment to the burden of the repatriation tax 

and the frequency of excess credit positions.  
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 The next row has the Japanese type dividend exemption system with a minimum tax of 

15 percent in each location. Recall that there is an exception for active businesses so the LT and 

HT operations with real investment qualify. The tax haven does not qualify because it has no real 

operations. Neither the low tax subsidiary nor the high tax subsidiary would use the tax haven 

because of the cliff created by the Japanese type system. Any tax haven income would be taxed at 

the U.S. rate of 30 percent rather than 5 percent in the low tax country or 25 percent in the high 

tax country. Therefore this proposal just gets us back to dividend exemption without check-the-

box, which is confirmed by the estimates. 

 The anti-base erosion alternative in the Camp bill that is modeled on the Japanese system 

seems much tougher than just requiring an active business. It appears that it is necessary to serve 

mainly local customers to avoid the full inclusion. If this causes the low tax subsidiary to fail the 

test, it creates the rather bizarre incentive to pay a tax greater than 15 percent to escape the cliff.  

 The next two rows in Table 1 show effective tax rates for the 15 percent minimum tax.  

In contrast to the previous Japanese type dividend exemption with a minimum tax, there is no 

exception for an active business. There is also no cliff so any income that is taxed at a tax rate 

below 15 percent only pays the amount to the United States that would raise the total tax rate to 

15 percent. Dividends after any minimum tax has been paid are exempt. The first version does not 

have expensing against the U.S minimum tax base in the location and the last row includes the 

expensing variation. 

 The implications of this proposal are therefore much different from the Japanese type 

variation of dividend exemption. Investment in the low tax country gets no active business 

exception. Its income is always taxed at 15 percent whether it is shifted to the tax haven or not. 

On the other hand, the high tax country continues to benefit from having its income shifted to a 

tax haven. In the tax haven it pays only 15 percent compared to 25 percent in its home location. 

In contrast to the cliff case that also means the United States receives the 15 percent tax on the tax 

haven income.  
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 This version of the minimum tax has a substantial effect on the effective tax rates. Note 

that in the no expensing case the effective tax rate in the low tax location rises to 5.6 percent, very 

close to the country’s actual undistorted rate and much higher than the earlier version of the 

minimum tax with the active business exemption. It is not as high as 15 percent, the minimum tax 

rate, because the 15 percent differential from the U.S. rate still induces income shifting. 

Furthermore, the effective tax rate on investment in the high tax country is substantially below the 

country’s nominal rate because there is still a tax benefit from using check-the-box to locate 

income in the tax haven. 

            In the low tax country, the expensing alternative that exempts the normal investment 

return results in a negative effective tax rate, but the effective tax subsidy is much smaller than 

under pure dividend exemption. Instead of bearing the 15 percent minimum tax, the normal return 

just pays the local 5 percent. In the high tax country, the opportunity to expense investment has 

no effect because any income there is not subject to the minimum tax. 

           There may be some concern that allowing expensing against the minimum tax on foreign 

income, but not on domestic income, will result in ‘runaway plants’. The simulations show that 

the fear is unwarranted. Even with expensing the minimum tax results in a much higher effective 

tax in the low tax country than under current law.       

 Under the full inclusion system in the last row, all investment bears a 30 percent tax.  

There is no incentive to shift income but also no incentive to lower any foreign tax unless the 

company is in an excess credit position. 

 Finally, we can compare the repeal of check-the-box under current law with the 

introduction of the minimum tax while keeping check-the-box. As shown in column one for 

current law, tax planning before check-the-box still provided many opportunities for income 

shifting, as is evident from the significant negative effective tax rate in the low tax country. The 

effective tax rates under the minimum tax are much closer to the nominal low tax country rate. 
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Furthermore, under the minimum tax, the high tax country can still use the tax haven to lower its 

tax rates, and the United States will therefore collect the 15 percent on the tax haven income.          

 Table 2 presents the U.S. and foreign revenue resulting from the investments in the 

scenarios. The pattern is in general what the effective tax rates in Table 2 would lead one to 

expect. In each case, an investment of $100 is assumed with a normal return of $10.15 In all cases 

except full inclusion the investment in the low tax country results in a revenue loss for the United 

States. The small amount received from actual repatriations under current law is far outweighed 

by the loss from the income shifted out. The loss to the United States widens after the 

introduction of check-the-box and even further under pure dividend exemption. But the loss is 

reduced significantly under the minimum tax both with and without expensing.  Not surprisingly, 

foreign governments gain less than the United States loses. The gain is somewhat greater under 

the minimum tax because it is less advantageous to shift income from the high tax country to the 

low tax country. 

 As noted in the discussion of the effective tax rates, the Japanese version of dividend 

exemption just returns the system to dividend exemption before check-the-box. But the differing 

revenue impact of the Japanese version and the minimum tax from investment in the high tax 

country is notable.  Because of the cliff in the Japanese type of scheme, the high tax subsidiary 

would not use check-the box to shift income to the tax haven because it would be taxed at 30 

percent rather than 25 percent at home. Under the minimum tax, the subsidiary still gets a tax 

saving from using the tax haven, a tax rate of 15 percent rather than 25 percent. That means that 

the United States gets the 15 percent rather than having the income all taxed in the high tax 

foreign country. 

 

 

                                                           
15 We are implicitly assuming that the capital for the investment would not have yielded any revenue if 
invested elsewhere. Estimates comparing these investments with an investment in the United States earning 
a normal return would have yielded similar results. 
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Revenue: What does it depend on? 

 While we do not present revenue estimates for the various proposals we do provide some 

information on how their ‘static’ revenue changes compare. In general the impact of the proposals 

on revenue will depend on the following elements: 

 1. The direct tax on foreign income. 

 2. The extent of cross-crediting. This form of tax planning will still occur under full 

inclusion so that, for example, royalties will be shielded if the company is in an excess credit 

position. High tax income in a location can also offset low tax income elsewhere. The frequency 

of excess credits may, however, decline under full inclusion because of the inclusion of low tax 

income in the tax base. There is no cross-crediting under the dividend exemption or minimum tax 

proposals.  

 3. Expense allocations. We assume they continue under full inclusion but not the other 

proposals. 

 4. The extent to which foreign losses can be deducted from domestic taxable income. 

Under full inclusion this depends on whether the ‘Branch’ or ‘Subpart F’ method described above 

is chosen. We assume that losses do not come home under the other proposals. However, as 

described above, subsidiary losses do enter into the computation of its effective tax rate for the 

purpose of the minimum tax. 

 5. The incentives to reduce foreign tax. As indicated above, under full inclusion, the 

company has no incentive to reduce the taxes it pays abroad as long as it is not in an excess credit 

position. Under the minimum tax, it has an incentive to reduce any tax above 15 percentage 

points. This means that in a country with a tax rate above 15 percent it has an incentive to 

continue to use a tax haven for the location of some income. The United States would tax the 

income in the tax haven at the minimum tax rate. Under the Japanese style cliff, the company has 

the same incentive to lower foreign taxes above 15 percent, but it has the somewhat odd incentive 

to pay more than 15 percent in low tax countries to escape the cliff. 
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 6. Other behavioral responses. In some of the proposals, like the minimum tax and full 

inclusion, companies will have smaller incentives to shift income, particularly from the United 

States. Companies will pay the US Treasury instead of the foreign Treasury because the benefits 

of incurring the cost of shifting have been reduced. In contrast, the incentive for income shifting 

increases under pure dividend exemption because the benefit of the elimination of the actual and 

implicit dividend repatriation taxes is magnified. 

 Under both the minimum tax and dividend exemption, companies will have an incentive 

to switch from fully taxable royalties to equity income. That incentive, however, is smaller under 

the minimum tax because the equity income will bear at tax of at least 15 percent. 

Revenue from Foreign Source Income under Current Law 

 In 2006, $32.0 billion of revenue was collected on all of corporate foreign source income. 

This amounted to less than 4 percent of all foreign income including deferred profits but before 

allocated parent expenses. But the amount raised from dividends represents only a very small 

portion of this revenue. Indeed, if dividends are removed from taxable foreign income total US 

tax revenue increases by about one billion. The dividends taxable on the margin after credits are 

more than offset by the credits originating with dividends that currently spill over to other 

income. The residual tax is obtained from royalties, passive income, export sales source income 

and branch income. 

How Much Would Companies Be Willing to Pay for Dividend Exemption? 

 As we have seen, the evidence from the 2005 repatriation tax holiday suggests that the 

burden of the dividend repatriation tax is substantial, above 5 percent for the highly profitable, 

R&D intensive companies that account for much of foreign deferred income. This burden will 

increase as deferred income continues to accumulate. Total Earnings and Profits in 2008 were 

approximately $500 billion net of dividends received.  

 In determining what minimum tax rate companies would be willing to accept, it is 

important to put the tax holiday rate of 5.25 percent and the 15 percent minimum tax on a 
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comparable footing. Unlike the repatriation holiday with a proportionately scaled down credit, a 

full credit for the foreign tax would be given against the U.S. tax liability in a country under the 

minimum tax. In a country with a 5 percent effective tax rate, for example, the burden of the 15 

percent minimum tax would be 10 percent. The burden of the 5.25 percent repatriation holiday 

rate would be 4.5 percent after scaled down credits (5.25 minus .15*5). If the local tax rate is 

higher, say 10 percent, the 3.75 tax under the holiday (5.25 minus .15*10) is not far from the 5 

percent U.S. tax under the minimum tax. Of course, the minimum tax would not apply for 

effective foreign tax rates 15 percent or above, unlike the tax under the holiday.     

Some Revenue Comparisons 

 We do not present full revenue estimates because they require precise knowledge of the 

various possible behavioral responses. But we can discuss the static no-behavioral change 

estimates in relative terms and speculate on the behavioral responses.16 The tabulations from the 

Treasury tax files assume a 30 percent tax rate for the United States. They are based on corporate 

tax returns for 2006. 

 Because of the decline in average effective foreign tax rates that companies pay and the 

large amount of deferred income in low tax jurisdictions, the static revenue gain from repealing 

deferral is very large. The 15 percent minimum tax without expensing gains almost exactly half 

of the static full inclusion amount. About 55 percent of total E&P (net of dividends received from 

related parties) is in entities subject to the minimum tax, an indication that a large portion of 

MNC income bears a very low rate of tax. There is very little reduction in static revenue when 

expensing is added to the minimum tax proposal. It turns out that little real investment takes place 

in the locations affected by the minimum tax. 

 Finally, on a static basis pure dividend exemption is virtually revenue neutral. This is, 

however, without adjusting for the ‘anti-splitters’ legislation which would reduce excess foreign 

                                                           
16 We are very grateful to Ralph Rector for these tabulations. For the minimum tax the tabulations required 
the imputation of tax to a CFC’s disregarded entities under check-the-box.  
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tax credits that shield royalties under current law. That would increase the cost of converting to 

dividend exemption under which royalties are fully taxed. 

 Each of the options will induce large responses, but of different types and magnitude. 

Under full inclusion (the repeal of deferral) the company has no incentive to lower foreign taxes 

as long as it does not have excess credits. For example, it would get no benefit from organizing 

hybrid entities to strip income out of high tax jurisdictions. But it also gets no benefit from 

shifting income out of the United States so more income would be taxed in the United States 

without a foreign tax credit. On the other hand, under dividend exemption companies have the 

incentive to reduce any foreign tax because they have no value as credits. But the elimination of 

the repatriation tax under dividend exemption will increase income shifting from the United 

States because low tax foreign income is now worth more. In addition, companies will tend to 

switch from taxable royalties to exempt equity income to the extent this is possible. 

 The minimum tax falls somewhere between these two extremes in terms of behavioral 

responses. Companies have no incentive to lower foreign taxes in a location below a 15 percent 

rate but they will attempt to lower taxes above that threshold. Hybrid entities will still be used to 

shift high tax income to tax havens where the U.S. minimum tax rate of 15 percent applies. 

Because the minimum tax exempts dividends, there will be a tendency to switch from royalties to 

equity income, but the benefit is smaller than under dividend exemption because the tax 

differential is 15 percent rather than 30 percent. And the tendency to increase income shifting 

because of the elimination of the repatriation tax appears to be more than offset by the minimum 

tax. Indeed, the effective tax rate simulations suggest that shifting to low tax locations will be 

much smaller than under current law. In terms of investment location incentives, the effect of the 

minimum tax is smaller than under full inclusion. Behavioral responses to the minimum tax that 

reduce U.S. tax revenue therefore seem muted compared to either dividend exemption or full 

inclusion. 
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An Overall Minimum Tax versus the Per-Country Minimum Tax 

 A possible simplification is to impose the minimum tax at the level of all active foreign 

income rather than on a country by country basis. For example, how would a 15 percent 

minimum tax on all foreign income compare with a per country minimum tax at 10 percent? 

 The answer depends on how much foreign income is earned by companies with 

effective tax rates on foreign income below 15 percentage points.  For those companies below the 

threshold, any new investment would have an effective tax rate the same as effective tax rates 

under the per-country system with a 15 percent rate. Any additional income is taxed at 15 percent. 

 But if a significant amount of income is above the 15 percent threshold, the overall 

system would distort investment compared to current law. Those companies above 15 percent 

could now increase tax haven income without confronting the problem of a U.S. repatriation tax.  

They would be comparable to taxpayers who are in excess credit under current law. A revealing 

comparison would be to estimate excess credits under current law at 30 percent versus ‘excess 

credits’ under the overall minimum tax at 15 percent. 

             Similarly, companies under the 15 percent overall threshold would have a newfound 

incentive to reduce their current U.S. tax  liabilities by acquiring or investing in operations with 

effective tax rates above 15 percent. They have less pressure under current law because they can 

avoid current U.S. tax by deferring repatriations and they would only obtain excess credits from 

new operations with effective tax rates above the normal U.S. corporate rate. Companies below 

the threshold would also obtain no benefit from hybrid structures that shift foreign income to tax 

havens. They would not organize new ones and might unwind old ones, with revenue going to 

foreign governments at the expense of the United States. 

           The static estimate, based on 2006 data, of the revenue gained from a 15 percent overall 

minimum tax is about 75 percent of the revenue obtained from a 10 percent per country minimum 

tax. This suggests that: (a) companies above the 15 percent overall threshold  have significant low 
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tax income, and (b) companies below the threshold have significant income with effective tax 

rates above 15 percent that lowers their U.S. tax liabilities.   

             It would of course be possible to address the problem of ‘excess credits’ under a global 

minimum by scaling down the credits, as in the 2005 repatriation tax holiday. For example, a 15 

percent minimum tax, compared to a normal 30 percent corporate rate, with credits equal to 50 

percent of taxes paid. 

Incentives to Expatriate 

 Because proposals like the minimum tax will increase MNCs’ tax liabilities, the 

possibility that this will cause some of them to expatriate is a concern.17 The issue of expatriation 

has come back into focus by the recent decision by Aon, the major insurance broker, to move its 

tax residence to the United Kingdom. The company already has business operations in the United 

Kingdom so it believes the transaction will not be restricted by the anti-inversion provisions in 

Section 7874. In the prospectus for the reorganization, the company stated that it expected its 

worldwide tax rate to go down from 30 percent to 26 percent, which seems much more than could 

be explained by any tax on its dividend repatriations. It could be that it has trouble qualifying for 

exceptions to subpart F treatment of insurance income. (It apparently expects a loosening of the 

UK CFC rules. Aon has already been granted a two year exemption from the U.K. CFC rules.)  

We should note that the plan is for a stock transaction so it is apparently not governed by Section 

367 on the transfers of intangible property from the United States. Any existing intangible assets 

will still reside with the U.S. entity. But  shareholders in Aon will have to recognize a capital gain 

on the transaction. 

 It is useful to first consider why expatriation is harmful to the United States. Aon stated 

that it would move 20 key executives to London, so in this case the shift in headquarter services 

                                                           
17 See Daniel Shaviro (2011) for a discussion of the electivity of corporate residence under current law and 
its implications for tax policy. Eric Allen and Susan Morse (2011) look at firms that conducted initial 
public offerings in the United States between 1997 and 2010 to determine the extent to which firms 
incorporate in tax havens. Their careful analysis suggests that few U.S. start-ups incorporated in tax havens 
over the period examined. 
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does not seem to be quantitatively very significant. It is similar to Halliburton’s earlier (in 2007) 

shift of its headquarters to Dubai from Houston without changing its tax residence. 

 We might ask what makes an American company intrinsically an American company. It 

is presumably mainly because the intangible assets or ‘know how’ were developed in the United 

States. Under an income tax the contribution of the ‘know how’ should be taxed where it is 

developed like any other input. Getting the value of these intangibles outside the U.S. tax net may 

be a reason for expatriation although companies now do not seem to have any trouble migrating 

their intangibles.  

 Another normative reason for assigning residence is the source of the initial risk taking 

when the company is established. There are examples in recent IPOs of companies in which the 

‘know how’ was developed in the United States but the venture capital financing came from 

abroad. That offers some justification for a foreign residence. 

 Companies may choose to expatriate because it puts them in a better position to strip 

income out of the United States using intercompany debt. Presumably that is due to the 

weaknesses in Section 163j, the object of which is to restrict interest stripping from the United 

States.18 Apart from avoiding the tax on dividend repatriations, as apparently in the case of AON, 

a company may also wish to escape the strictures of the subpart F rules although these have been 

greatly weakened by check-the-box.  

 Companies that have a foreign tax residence but are really based in the United States 

seem to fall into a few specific industry categories including insurance, shipping, and offshore oil 

drilling. These are highly mobile operations. Shipping companies may have been motivated by 

the inclusion of shipping income in tainted subpart F income, but that has now been repealed. For 

highly mobile capital intensive industries, where the operating capital can easily be moved across 

borders, just the difference in the tax on the normal return on capital can be significant. In the 

                                                           
18 Altshuler and Grubert (2010) suggested that a company’s worldwide debt be allocated to various 
locations based on assets.  
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case of insurance, some of this tax induced distortion is at least in part offset by the insurance 

excise tax on premiums paid to foreign insurers. 

 Turning now to the alternative proposals, the large increase in U.S. tax burdens under full 

inclusion will increase incentives for expatriation. Dividend exemption will reduce them 

compared to current law. The minimum tax with expensing will tend to eliminate any incentive 

attributable to differences in the tax on the normal return to capital. Industries like oil drilling are 

highly capital intensive. On the other hand, the excess returns that are largely attributable to 

intangible assets would be taxed more heavily under the minimum tax.  However, companies may 

be reluctant to go through the valuation problems involved in expatriating the intangibles. In any 

case, it is difficult to predict the net effect of the minimum tax on expatriation. 

Complexity under the Alternative Proposals 

 1. Credit planning. Under the current system and full inclusion, that is, any worldwide 

system, foreign tax credits have to be calculated. Magnifying credits is an important planning 

strategy although it will be somewhat restricted by the new anti-splitter rules. Credit calculations 

for active income disappear for active income under the minimum tax and dividend exemption 

options. Foreign tax credits would  still need to be calculated for passive income but that is a 

much smaller pool of income.  

 2. Expense allocations to foreign income. This is another important source of complexity 

in current law.19 We assume allocations are not made under dividend exemption or any of the 

minimum tax options. (The issue is discussed above.) 

 3. The determination of what is an active business under the active business exception in 

the Japanese type version of dividend exemption. Determining what is an active finance 

exception to the current inclusion of financial income in U.S. taxable income has required 

elaborate rules. Interpreting the Japanese rules or the version in the Camp proposal is very 

                                                           
19 For an excellent discussion of interest allocation rules and the complexity imposing these rules creates 
see Graetz and Oosterhuis (2001).  
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difficult. It is not clear whether anything that would pass as active in the current subpart F rule 

would fail. Furthermore, it is difficult to design a conceptually coherent rule based on the 

destination of subsidiary sales. Companies may choose a location as a base for worldwide sales 

for ‘legitimate’ non-tax reasons. Subjecting them to a U.S. tax may leave them at a competitive 

disadvantage.   

        The expensing in the minimum tax is in part a substitute for an active business test. If the 

company is making real investments in a location, its current U.S. tax liability is reduced and its 

normal return is exempt.  

 4. The determination of E&P by country and the computation of the average effective tax 

rate for the purposes of the minimum tax is the major complication in the proposal.  As indicated 

above, we suggest that five years, including the current one, of tax and five years of pretax 

income be combined to compute the effective tax rate.  

 5. Potential subpart F simplification. Full inclusion would certainly make much of 

subpart F unnecessary. Subpart F rules would only be necessary to retain the active-passive 

income distinction for tax crediting purposes. Dividend exemption would render obsolete the 

Section 956 dividend provision requiring the current inclusion of CFC loans or investments in the 

parent. The current de minimis threshold for currently includable ‘Foreign Base Company 

Income’, which includes passive income, is the lesser of $1 million or 5 percent of the CFC’s 

gross income. Because any foreign income would bear a tax of at least 15 percent under the 

minimum tax, that might justify raising the threshold.  

 6. The treatment of branch income. The dividend exemption plans would require new 

rules for branch income if it is also covered by the exemption. Instead of being inside the U.S. tax 

base under currently law, branches would now be outside the U.S tax base. But this would simply 

require branches to be taxed like CFCs. They would, for example, be required to pay an explicit 

royalty for the use of any U.S. developed intangibles. The dividend exemption schemes would 
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also necessitate rules restricting the use of hybrid instruments that convert payments deductible 

abroad into exempt equity at home.    

Formula Apportionment: Is it the Answer to Income Shifting? 

Formula apportionment is frequently seen as the solution to income shifting because 

under this system intercompany transactions play no role in the division of income between 

jurisdictions. (See for example Avi-Yonah and Clausing 2007.)  In 2011, the European 

Commission proposed a Common Consolidated Corporate Tax Base, a version of Formula 

Apportionment (FA), for the members of the European Union. As indicated in Altshuler and 

Grubert (2010), FA suffers from many conceptual and practical problems and appears to have no 

advantage over the current, admittedly flawed, Separate Accounts (SA) system.  

Most discussions of formula apportionment fail to specify the goals of a transfer pricing 

or income allocation regime within an integrated tax system. In terms of efficiency, it is to 

preserve neutrality in the choice between related and unrelated party transactions. Both FA and 

SA distort these choices but in different ways. 

The basic problem with FA is the asymmetry between the items in the formula and the 

sources of income. The principal sources of income shifting are intangible assets that create large 

excess returns and the location of worldwide company debt. But these never get into the formula.  

Companies can therefore exploit this asymmetry to locate more income in low tax locations. 

Under SA, an MNC with valuable intellectual property has an incentive to locate the high 

tech stage part of the production process in a low tax location to justify large profits there. FA 

also distorts the company’s decision making in order to locate more of the excess return in the tax 

haven but along different margins. If the formula is origin based, like capital and payrolls, the 

company can shift any stage of production to the low tax country, even a very routine stage, 

because it is equally successful in attracting the excess return. Furthermore, in the high tax 

country, the company has an incentive to outsource all routine production while in the low tax 

country it has the incentive to bring all suppliers under the company umbrella to get their labor 
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and capital into the formula. Simulations in Altshuler and Grubert (2010) show that FA using a 

capital based formula has no advantages over the current system in terms of distorted decision 

making even though it is assumed that a substantial amount of resources are now wasted in tax 

planning under SA. 

Labor and payrolls are particularly convenient for manipulating the formula to shift 

excess returns. Since wages are deductible from the pool of income to be apportioned, an 

additional worker hired in the tax haven whose wage just equals their marginal product 

contributes a bonus to the company. The wages get into the formula and attract more of the 

excess return. The company has an incentive to hire relatively unproductive workers in the low 

tax country. 

Avi-Yonah and Clausing (2007) recommend exclusively sales based apportionment on 

the grounds that the destination of sales is least susceptible to manipulation. A single sales factor 

is used in many formulas for corporate tax apportionment at the state level in the United States. 

But these formulas also provide many opportunities for restructuring activities to get more 

income into low tax locations. A company can sell routine, labor intensive products in a low tax 

location. The company may also sell its products to an unrelated distributor in the tax haven. The 

final sales may be very difficult to trace. Tracing the final sales to consumers would be 

particularly difficult if the company produces a high tech component that is incorporated into a 

final good by the unrelated buyer in a low tax location and then sold in many markets. The tax 

advantages of having an unrelated party make the finished product also creates an incentive for 

the component company not to do so. 

 Another response would be for the company to do its own marketing and selling in low 

tax countries while using unrelated sellers in high tax countries. The wholesale prices would get 

in the formula for high country sales and retail prices for low tax country sales.                   

 Some observers see sales based FA as an intermediate step to a destination basis 

consumption tax like a VAT. We cannot judge the likelihood of this happening but as outlined in 
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Altshuler and Grubert (2010) a sales based formula is very far from a destination basis 

consumption tax. It is not a consumption tax because investment goods are taxed like any other 

good and there is no deduction by the investing company. Furthermore, it applies only to 

corporate profits, not all of value added, which introduces trade distortions into an income tax. 

 One advantage of a VAT or other destination principle consumption tax is that the rebate 

on exports per dollar is the same as the VAT imposed on imports. As a result, there are no trade 

distortions, or distortions in the choice to invest abroad rather than at home. But the sales based 

formula is applied to a corporate income tax in which companies have greatly varying levels of 

taxable profits relative to sales. Differences in capital intensity could be one reason. There would 

therefore be a large variety of rebates on exports and taxes on imports, with possibly large trade 

distortions.  For example, U.S. exporters may have very high profit margins on sales while 

foreign companies exporting to the United States may produce routine, labor intensive goods with 

very low profit margins. In that case, the formula would constitute a significant export subsidy 

because the tax applies only to the profit portion of value added, unlike a true consumption tax.20 

Furthermore there is the problem of a pure foreign exporter with no business in the United States 

and therefore out of the U.S. tax net.   

Consumers as the Source of All Value? 

 Apart from sales based apportionment, there is the related view that corporate profits 

should be taxed at the locus of ultimate consumption. Willing consumers are what create value, it 

is claimed. The contribution of intangible assets like patents would therefore be taxed where the 

final good or service is consumed, not where the patent is developed or financed.21 In addition to 

the trade distorting effects of a sales-based formula and the absence of any conceptual reason for 

                                                           
20 The corporate income tax itself can distort comparative advantage because of differences in profit 
margins across domestic sectors, but the formula based on sales adds to the distortion because of 
differences in tax rates and factor endowments between countries. 
21 One common argument for this position is that the country of final consumption protects the intellectual 
property embodied in the good. The implication appears to be that the United States should tax imports 
under an income tax because the police prevent them from being stolen. 
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ignoring the creators of a good, this view confronts the problem of intermediate goods like 

components, machines and software. The difficulty of identifying the location of the ultimate 

consumer is particularly acute in the case of business software and capital equipment. They can 

contribute to the production of a variety of goods and services over a long period of time. This 

problem does not arise under a real consumption tax like a destination basis VAT because of the 

invoice-credit mechanism.  

 Neither ‘taxing income where the goods are consumed’ nor a sales based formula is 

consistent with what is actually taxed in a true consumption tax. In a consumption tax, the excess 

return earned on the basis of a valuable patent is taxed when the owners of the patent consume the 

proceeds in their country of residence. The final consumers of the goods produced with the patent 

are just taxed on the earnings they spend in their country of residence, the same tax they would 

pay if they spent their income on another good. 

 Furthermore, allocating expenses like R&D to the final consumption location is 

insufficient even apart from being complicated. First, what you observe are the winners in the 

R&D race who make large returns. It is impossible to include the R&D of all the losers in the 

allocation. Second, there are important increases in value that are not explained by an application 

of inputs. That is what an increase in U.S. total factor productivity means. 

 In summary, the taxation of business income based on the location of ultimate 

consumption is not a path to a destination basis consumption tax, it is a blind alley. It presents 

both conceptual and practical difficulties. 

The Balance of Corporate and Business Taxation 

 The balance of corporate and business taxation has large implications for cross-border 

income and investment and therefore deserves attention as a reform alternative. Our analysis has 

assumed a 30 percent statutory tax rate because there is a widespread consensus that the corporate 

rate should fall. But there may be good reasons to go further, on a revenue neutral basis, and 

change the balance of corporate and personal taxation. Under that scheme, the corporate tax rate 
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would fall and personal taxes would rise, presumably in a progressive way. It would basically be 

a shift from source to residence taxation. We cannot make a systematic analysis of this option for 

the purposes of this paper but we attempt to identify the issues. For simplicity, we assume that the 

rise in personal taxation affects all income including labor income.  

 The behavioral margins and related distortions that are affected include: 

1. The Harberger type corporate non-corporate distortion would be reduced. The 

corporate tax rate would be reduced and the tax rate on non-corporate business like partnerships 

would increase. 

2. Entity choice between corporate and non-corporate form. Presumably each has 

advantages. But the corporate tax now seems to basically be a tax on being publicly traded. The 

balance tilted in favor of pass-throughs in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and the share of business 

income earned by C corporations has, with occasional counter movements, tended to decline ever 

since. It is now below 50 percent. Furthermore, in the industries in which trade Master Limited 

Partnerships (MLPs) are allowed like gas pipelines, there seems to be a continuing switch to MLP 

form. This suggests a reduction in the tax disadvantage to C corporate form would lead to an 

efficiency gain because there would be a smaller penalty to being publicly traded. 

3. Cross-border portfolio choice. An individual investor is interested in the after-

corporate-tax return on capital. In most circumstances, foreign and domestic dividends and capital 

gains would be taxed at the same rate. Therefore the current high U.S. corporate rate shifts the 

balance in favor of foreign equities.  

4. Income shifting. The narrowing of the gap in statutory tax rates between the United 

States and foreign locations will reduce incentives for income shifting. 

5. Even apart from income shifting and its distorting effect on investment choices, a fall 

in the corporate rate would make the United States a more attractive destination for real 

investment and probably result in a more efficient worldwide allocation of capital. 
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6. The widening of the tax difference between retained corporate earnings and distributed 

corporate earnings. The dividend payout decision would become more distorted. (Repatriation 

decisions by foreign subsidiaries would become less distorted because of the decline in the U.S. 

corporate rate.) 

7. The greater distortion of the labor-leisure choice, entrepreneurship decisions, and other 

effects of a higher personal tax.  

       The balance seems be to in favor of lowering corporate taxes and raising personal ones 

because only the last two items would become more distorted and because of globalization the 

others seem quantitatively more significant. But there are two further considerations before any 

judgment can be made. One is the effect on the distribution of income.22 The question is: how 

much of the income of high income taxpayers was earlier in the corporate tax base? Dividends are 

the obvious example.  Of course this would in part be offset by the increased tax on dividends at 

the personal level assuming they were taxed as ordinary income. 

 The other consideration is compliance. It may be easier to tax the income before being 

distributed to taxpayers. That could in part be dealt with by having the corporation being a 

withholding agent with a full credit if the individual reports it on the tax return filed with their 

resident country. But the compliance effects of a higher tax on labor income and small business 

income must also be considered. 

Conclusion 

 We evaluate proposals for the reform of the U.S. system of taxing cross-border income 

including dividend exemption, full current inclusion, and a Japanese type version of dividend 

exemption with an effective tax rate test subject to an exception for an active business. In addition 

we consider a special version of a country by country minimum tax with dividend exemption, no 

active business exception, but a current deduction against the minimum tax base for real 

                                                           
22 See Altshuler, Harris and Toder (2010) for an analysis of the distributional implications of a reform that 
lowers the corporate rate by using revenue from returning the top dividend and capital gains rates to the 
pre-1997 levels. 
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investment in the location. To compare these schemes with current law, we first reevaluate the 

burden of the dividend repatriation tax using evidence from the response to the 2005 repatriation 

tax holiday. We find that the implicit cost of avoiding repatriations is higher than found in 

previous estimates, particularly for high tech profitable foreign businesses, and rises as untaxed 

deferrals accumulate. We simulate the effect of the various alternatives on effective tax rates for 

investment in high and low tax countries, with inclusion of the importance of parent developed 

intangibles and their role in shifting income from the United States. 

 Our analysis demonstrates that it is possible to make improvements to the system of 

taxing cross-border income across many dimensions including the lockout effect, income shifting, 

the choice of location and complexity. The goals are not necessarily in conflict. Compared to the 

other schemes, we find that the minimum tax with expensing for real investment has many 

advantages with respect to these margins. The minimum tax offsets the increased incentives for 

income shifting under pure dividend exception and is better than full inclusion in tailoring 

companies’ effective tax rates to their competitive position abroad. No U.S. tax burden will fall 

on companies that earn just a normal return abroad. The minimum tax is basically a tax on large 

excess returns in low tax locations, cases in which the company probably has less intense foreign 

competition. Unlike the Japanese type of dividend exemption alternative, there is no cliff in 

which the income is subject to the full home country rate if it fails the minimum tax and active 

business test. Under the minimum tax with no cliff the company has more of an incentive to 

lower foreign taxes and will often prefer paying the U.S. minimum tax to paying a higher foreign 

tax. Finally, the minimum tax with expensing seems more advantageous than the repeal of check-

the-box. It is more effective in discouraging income shifting. In summary, the minimum tax with 

expensing combines the advantages of the extreme alternatives, dividend exemption and full 

inclusion, and reduces their shortcomings. 

 Our evaluation of alternatives to reform also considers other issues in international tax 

including incentives for expatriation, the benefits if any of formula apportionment as a solution to 
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the income shifting problem, and the effects of a possible shift in the balance of corporate and 

personal taxation on cross-border income and investment.  
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Appendix A 
 

The Cost of Avoiding the Repatriation Tax 
 

 Interpreting the tax holiday evidence depends on what model of the MNC’s decisions is most 

consistent with the data. In the pure Hartman-Sinn ‘New View’ model, the foreign subsidiary has only 

two options for the use of any income, reinvesting in real assets or repatriating dividends to the parent. 

The MNC initially ‘underinvests’ to take advantage of deferral, first reinvesting all its income, and then 

repatriating all its income when it reaches the ‘mature’ stage. Even in this model, however, the subsidiary 

would take advantage of a tax holiday. For example, if the temporary tax holiday rate is zero the 

subsidiary would liquidate some of its real capital and return to the initial equity injection point. It would 

begin the Sinn process all over again to take advantage of deferral. The gain to the company is the cash 

repatriated less the present value of the former level of its repatriations until it resumes them when it 

becomes ‘mature’ again. If the tax holiday rate is positive, the company would repatriate less until the tax 

cost of repatriating another dollar is just equal to the net gain.    

      Weichenrieder (1996) and Altshuler and Grubert (2002) showed that the Hartman-Sinn model is 

based on very restrictive assumptions. For example, it ignores financial assets and debt. Weichenrieder 

(1996) introduced the possibility that the subsidiary could invest in passive assets rather than repatriating. 

Altshuler and Grubert (2002) use a more general model and describe various strategies that the subsidiary 

can use to permanently avoid the repatriation tax while still getting cash back to the parent. One simple 

strategy is for the subsidiary to invest in passive assets like bonds that are used as informal collateral by 

the parent for borrowing at home. If the borrowing and lending interest rates are the same, the current 

taxation of the passive interest under the CFC (subpart F) rules is just offset by the parent’s deduction for 

the interest. There is no ‘underinvestment’ period, which Altshuler and Grubert (2002) find is consistent 

with the evidence.   

          Under the pure Altshuler and Grubert models, the company would never take advantage of any 

repatriation tax holiday if the tax holiday rate is positive. It can avoid repatriating forever while still 

getting the cash in the hands of the parent. But their assumption that repatriation avoidance strategies are 
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costless is unrealistic. For example, there may be a spread between borrowing and lending interest rates. 

More important, the debt on the company’s balance sheet will balloon as time goes on, raising its 

borrowing costs. In another Altshuler-Grubert strategy, in which the low tax subsidiary invests in a high 

tax subsidiary that it uses as a vehicle for indirect tax free repatriations, the low tax subsidiary may 

eventually run out of eligible candidates to invest in. 

 The evidence in Grubert and Mutti (2001) and Desai, Foley and Hines (2001) that dividends do 

increase if the residual repatriation tax is lower suggests that repatriation tax avoidance strategies are not 

costless. (It is also inconsistent with the ‘New View’.)  Each of these papers uses annual cross-sectional 

data on subsidiary repatriations. The relationship they identify does not reflect temporary changes in a 

subsidiary’s tax rate because the average country rate is used to construct the repatriation tax rate 

variable. Country average effective tax rates change only gradually over time and the country ranking of 

effective rates is very stable. The relationship between repatriation taxes and dividends is also not 

attributable to greater investment opportunities in the low tax subsidiaries because of the dominance of 

financial assets in low tax subsidiary balance sheets.  

 The average actual tax cost of repatriations for companies that repatriated during the holiday was 

about 3.6 percentage points (see Redmiles 2008). The fact that companies were willing to make very large 

tax holiday repatriations at this tax rate indicates that the repatriation tax was imposing substantial current 

or future costs. These could be in the form of the implicit costs of repatriation tax avoidance and the 

explicit costs of actual future repatriations. Presumably they were willing to pay 3.6 percentage points 

during the holiday to save at least that much in the present value of future costs they would have incurred. 

The question is the time pattern of these future costs. 

 The repatriation equations in Grubert and Altshuler (2008) suggest that the marginal costs of 

deferrals increase as the pool grows relative to current income. We use the tax holiday evidence to further 

test this hypothesis. We also develop a simple model that embodies the hypothesis and use it to interpret 

the evidence from the tax holiday. An explicit model is particularly important because the repatriation 

holiday was a temporary tax reduction. The response therefore depends on expectations about the future. 
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Unlike earlier analyses of repatriation behavior, the model we develop below looks at the company’s long 

run plans rather than focusing only the repatriation choices in a single year.  

         We start with a model of behavior under a permanent repatriation tax. We assume a fixed, 

indivisible investment that yields an annual return after foreign tax of Y per period.23 The repatriation tax 

if Y is repatriated is TY.  The cost of avoiding repatriation in any year is a function of total accumulated 

retentions A up to that point, or F(A), with F'(A) a rising function of A. The point at which the company 

stops retaining earnings and starts repatriating its income is time period D. The firm chooses D to 

minimize the present value of the cost of its repatriation strategy. 

 The present discounted value of these costs is: 
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, where r is the company’s required rate of return. 

The first term is the cost of retentions until period D, the second term is the discounted cost of retaining 

the fixed accumulation DY after D and the third term is the present value of future repatriations taxes after 

they begin at D. Minimizing TC with respect to D, we get: ∫
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..)(' TdteDYF rt  The left hand side is the marginal cost of further retentions of 

earnings at D. Beginning repatriations at period D with retentions DY is optimal when this marginal cost 

is equal to the repatriation tax T. D is the point at which the marginal cost of additional deferrals rises to 

equal the cost of actual repatriations. (It has not to be confused with the time at which repatriations begin 

in the Hartman-Sinn model.) This general pattern is consistent with the evidence in Grubert and Mutti 

(2001) who found that dividends were virtually zero in the first 10 years of a low-tax subsidiaries 

existence. 

 We can compare this optimal condition for deferrals under a permanent tax with the one that 

arises under a temporary tax holiday. We assume that under the tax holiday the rate applied to 

repatriations is temporarily reduced (but not to zero). The optimal date  for beginning actual repatriations 

                                                           
23 A fixed indivisible investment is convenient because it avoids the ‘underinvestment’ issue whenever there is an 
implicit or explicit repatriation tax, even if relatively small. 
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at the normal tax rate T is D Assume that the subsidiary has accumulated an amount A and is deciding 

how much to retain, R, after taking advantage of the tax holiday. The temporary holiday tax rate is H 

where 0<H<T. If the company keeps R after tax holiday repatriations, it will retain income for D-R/Y 

periods and then start repatriating again at the normal repatriation tax T. Total repatriation costs therefore 

are: H(A-R) + ∫ ∫ ∫
− ∞

−

∞

−

−−−

+++

YRD

yRD YRD

rtrtrt
dtTYedteDYFdteYtRF
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)()( . The first term is the tax cost 

of tax holiday repatriations and the second term is the cost of accumulating earnings until D, when 

repatriations begin under the normal tax T. The third term is the cost of permanent retentions DY and the 

fourth term is the cost of future repatriations at the normal repatriation tax T. 

 Minimizing these costs with respect to R yields: 

 H= ∫
−

−−−

++

YRD
YRDrrt TedtetYRF

/

0

)/()(' .  We can see that this condition for retentions is much 

different from the repatriation decision under a permanent tax, where repatriations begin when the 

marginal cost of permanent accumulations reach the repatriation tax. In the case of the temporary tax 

reduction, a marginal increase in tax holiday repatriations saves not the constant cost of any further 

retentions at that point but the rising costs of further accumulations as the process begins again under the 

permanent normal tax.  Holiday repatriations delay the onset of higher marginal costs of future deferrals 

and also the time at which the subsidiary would start repatriating at the ‘normal’ high tax price. The tax 

holiday allows the subsidiary to start over deferring income at initial volumes with lower marginal costs. 

Indeed, a company may repatriate under the holiday even if it has relatively low current accumulated 

deferrals because of the ‘fresh start’ that saves future costs on large high cost accumulations in the future. 

This will be particularly true if it expects sharply rising implicit and actual costs in the future.  

    We use the condition for optimal repatriations under the tax holiday to project the implicit costs 

of the repatriation tax as accumulations resume. But first we summarize evidence on our basic hypothesis 

that the marginal costs of avoiding the repatriation tax rise as the accumulated stock of deferrals increase 
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 The regressions presented in Appendix Table 1 indicate the factors determining the extent to 

which a company took advantage of the repatriation tax holiday. They are based on linking the 

information from a company’s CFCs from its Form 5471 at the end of 2004 with the data on its tax 

holiday repatriations.24 The Form 5471s filed for each CFC reports on its current earnings, sales, and 

assets, the taxes it paid, and accumulated earnings not previously taxed by the United States as well as 

accumulations that have been taxed previously under the CFC (subpart F) rules. Parent level data are 

created by summing these variables across all of its CFCs.  The special Form 8895 has data on qualified 

repatriations under the holiday. The analysis thus differs from the earlier studies cited above in using 

parent level responses instead of cross-sections of CFCs in different locations.      

 The dependent variable in the regressions shown in Appendix Table 1 is the ratio of a company’s 

qualified repatriations to its accumulated untaxed earnings in 2004. In other words, how much of its 

accumulated deferrals did it repatriate under the tax holiday. Both linear and semi log versions of the 

specification are included. We run Tobit regressions rather than OLS since tax holiday repatriations are 

truncated at zero and only about half of the large MNCs in the sample took advantage of the tax holiday. 

The independent variables in the regressions are as follows:  

1. The ratio of accumulated untaxed deferrals to 2004 income. This tests our hypothesis that the 

implicit cost of deferral rises as accumulations increase relative to current income or activity. If the 

marginal cost of avoiding deferral doesn’t increase with total accumulations, there would be no necessary 

relationship between the share of accumulations repatriated and the stock of deferrals.   

                                                           
24

 The analysis in Appendix Table 1 is based on a sample of large U.S. nonfinancial corporations. The sample 

accounted for $247 billion of the repatriations under the 2005 tax holiday. Approximately 45 percent of the sample 
took advantage of the holiday and made qualified repatriations. Tax holiday repatriations were reported on Form 
8895 and these were linked with the company’s tax return for 2004 including its Form 5471s filed for each of its 
CFCs. The 5471s provided information on the CFC’s sales, Earnings and Profits (E&P), foreign income taxes paid, 
and also its accumulated untaxed retained E&P.  
   Some multinational companies were excluded from the Appendix Table 1 analysis. Under the holiday companies 
which had booked the potential U.S. tax for financial reporting purposes and therefore did not have ‘permanently 
reinvested earnings’ could not bring back more than $500 million under the holiday. The small number of 
companies in this category was excluded because of this constraint. Companies with negative accumulated retained 
earnings in 2004 were also excluded.  
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2. The parent’s average effective foreign tax rate. This rate indicates the holiday tax saving 

compared to normal dividends.  

3. The ratio of previously taxed accumulations to total foreign sales. These accumulations can be 

repatriated free from any U.S. tax. 

4.  The ratio of total tangible capital to sales. This variable may reflect the amount of deferred 

income invested in the foreign business and indicates opportunities for productive investment in the 

future. 

5.  The parent’s R&D intensity in terms of the ratio of qualified R&D to sales. This variable 

indicates the parent’s industrial intangibles available to the foreign operation.  

6. The company’s profit margin on foreign sales. This variable indicates income that is too great 

to be reinvested profitably in the foreign business. 

In addition, in some regressions the ratio of accumulated deferrals to current earnings is interacted with 

the effective foreign tax rate. If a company has a high effective foreign tax rate it may not choose to 

repatriate under the holiday because its tax saving relative to normal distributions is lower. Also, it is 

more likely to have previously distributed excess income not invested in its operations in the past.  

 The Tobit regressions 1 and 3 in Appendix Table 1, in which the retentions-effective tax rate 

interacted term is included, confirm that the implicit cost of deferring income rises as accumulations 

increase relative to current earnings. Companies are more willing to pay the holiday tax price. The 

estimated coefficient on deferrals relative to income is nearly significant at the one percent level in the 

linear version and significant at the .1 percent level in the semi log specification. But the interaction terms 

indicate that as the effective foreign tax rate rises for a given level of accumulated deferrals, companies 

are less willing to pay the tax holiday price. Fewer accumulations have an implicit cost above the 

potential holiday tax rate.  

 The other independent variables tend to have the expected sign. In both specifications, the 

company’s foreign profit margin on sales and its domestic R&D intensity have positive coefficients 

which are highly significant, greater than at the 1 percent level. Highly profitable operations exploiting 
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parent intangibles have few profitable opportunities for investing all of their profits abroad. By the same 

token the coefficient for the foreign ratio of tangible capital to sales is negative and significant at the 10 

percent level in the linear specification and at the 5 percent level in the semi log version. More of earnings 

are invested in real assets. And, as expected, greater accumulations of previously taxed income lowered 

tax holiday repatriations because they could be brought back free from any U.S. tax. These findings will 

be important in designing the minimum tax and the one-time tax on past accumulations when dividends 

become exempt.  

 The regressions presented in columns 2 and 4 in Appendix Table 1 do not include the interaction 

term. The ratio of deferrals to current income is highly significant in the semi log version but not in the 

linear one. Controlling for the potential tax benefit of the holiday seems important. In both of these 

regressions, the effective foreign tax rate has a negative coefficient significant at the 5 percent level. As 

expected companies with higher foreign tax burdens took less advantage of the tax holiday. When the 

retentions ratio-tax interaction term is introduced, the effective foreign tax rate by itself becomes 

statistically insignificant. Its impact depends on the level of accumulated retained income. 

 Appendix Table 2 presents an alternative specification using total current sales as a more 

consistent scaling variable. The dependent variable is the ratio of tax holiday repatriations to sales.  The 

two columns differ in the construction of the accumulated deferral variables. In the first column the two 

variables are the ratio of accumulated deferrals to sales and the square of that ratio. In the second column 

tangible assets are first netted from accumulated retentions. This is intended to leave assets that are more 

likely to be repatriated under the tax holiday. The squared variables are added to reflect the possibility of 

disproportionate repatriations as the stock of deferrals grows. 

 In the first column of Appendix Table 2, the ratio of accumulated deferrals to sales is highly 

significant and the squared variable is significant at the 10 percent level. However, when real capital is 

netted from accumulations in the second column, the squared variable has a high level of significance, 

even greater than the basic ratio. Netting out invested real capital seems to focus on retentions with the 

sharply rising marginal cost.  As in Appendix Table 1, parent R&D intensity has a highly significant 
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positive coefficient. The foreign profit margin is significant at the 10 percent level in the first column and 

is easily significant at the one percent level in the second. Profitable high tech foreign subsidiaries were 

more likely to make larger tax holiday repatriations at any given level of retentions. 

   We now turn to projecting the cost of deferrals as they accumulate using the analytic model. The 

F(•) function which gives the cost of accumulating deferrals, relative to annual income, is assumed to be 

quadratic, which makes the marginal cost of additional deferrals linear. (We assume marginal costs are 

zero at the origin.) For simplicity, we assume that the company has a 20 year time horizon and that it 

would not commence repatriations during that period. We further assume a high annual discount rate 

equal to 10 percent. This is based on the company’s uncertainty about future corporate tax rates, the 

prospects of another tax holiday, the possibility of the enactment of dividend exemption, and the 

possibility of future losses that would lower future repatriation taxes. The company is assumed to have a 

foreign tax rate of 5 percent, making the tax cost of repatriations under the holiday equal to 4.5 percentage 

points.  

        The one data point required to apply the optimal tax holiday strategy condition is the number of 

years of income retained after the holiday. That together with our assumptions permits us to identify the 

single parameter in the linear marginal cost of deferrals function. In the sample of companies making tax 

holiday repatriations with profit margins on sales in excess of 20 percent, which is the weighted mean in 

the sample, the average amount retained was approximately two years of income. 

 As expected under our assumptions, the marginal cost of deferral is very low immediately after 

the tax holiday repatriations, but after 10 years, that is, in the year 2015, it rises to about 7 percentage 

points. This is consistent with BEA which data indicate that total retained earnings of nonbank affiliates 

abroad at the end of 2010 were almost double the amount at the end of 2004 even after the large tax 

holiday repatriations in 2005 and the severe recession.  Thus in the effective tax rate simulations in the 

text, we are conservative in assuming a cost of 5 percentage points for a mature highly profitable, R&D 

intensive company. 
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Appendix B 

Description of the Effective Tax Rate Simulations 

          This appendix provides details on and formulas for the calculation of the effective tax rates (ETRs) 

shown in Table 1. The ETR calculations are for real investment undertaken by a U.S. parent corporation 

in a subsidiary located either in a low-tax (LT) or high-tax (HT) foreign country. We calculate these rates 

under various policy alternatives and distinguish between income shifting opportunities available before 

and after the introduction of check-the-box (CTB). In the post-CTB cases, we allow the parent to shift 

income from the foreign investments in LT and HT to a hybrid entity in a pure tax haven.  

 The ETRs are calculated assuming that there are already ongoing operations in each country and 

that new discrete investments in HT and LT are being considered. The HT subsidiary produces a routine 

good and earns the normal return on its capital. The new discrete investment in LT produces a high tech 

good that exploits a U.S. developed intangible asset like a patent and earns a high excess return. The 

investment in LT therefore permits the parent to shift excess returns now taxed in the United States to the 

subsidiary in LT.25 This income shifting is accomplished through the underpayment of royalties and is a 

function of the difference in tax rates between the LT country and the United States. If the transfer pricing 

rules worked perfectly this type of income shifting would not be possible and the excess return would all 

be paid back to the United States as a royalty.  

 We also assume that any new LT investment creates opportunities to lower the foreign tax rate 

paid in HT by shifting income to LT. In other words, new investment in the LT country increases the 

amount of income that can be shifted there from existing operations in the HT country. This is possible 

because the added investment in LT generates more intercompany transactions, for example, that allow 

for greater profit shifting through transfer price manipulation. Similarly, we assume that any new discrete 

investment in HT increases the amount of income that can be shifted to the existing operation in LT. The 

incentive to shift income between LT and HT increases with the tax rate differential between the 

                                                           
25 We could have also considered the parent decisions as to whether to manufacture the product based on the new 
intangible in LT or manufacture it in the US. The set-up would be similar except that the amount shifted would be a 
proportion of the normal return instead of the excess return. 
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countries. We assume that this shifting is symmetric in terms of the amount of income shifted. This 

simple set-up allows us to consider each investment separately in the ETR calculations. 

 Check-the-box creates further opportunities for tax planning through the use of hybrid entities in 

tax havens. As explained in the text, introducing the possibility of using hybrids entities in tax havens as a 

destination for income from HT and LT is the same as assuming that the host countries had lowered their 

tax rates. Thus, introducing CTB will have an impact on our ETRs. 

 We calculate the effective tax rate on a new discrete investment of one unit of capital by 

accounting for all tax payments and deductions made by the U.S. parent to both the host and home 

country and then dividing the tax payments by the pre-tax income generated by the investment.26 For 

simplicity, we ignore debt, assume that depreciation for tax purposes is equal to economic depreciation, 

and ignore any investment credits so that the host country effective tax rate for an investment undertaken 

by a domestic firm in the host country is equal to the host country statutory rate.  

It is important to be clear as to how the tax benefits of profit shifting created by the new foreign 

investment we consider are assigned. We consider each investment separately so when we account for the 

taxes associated with the investment in LT, for example, we include the tax benefits that accrue from (i) 

any underpayment of royalties to the parent, (ii) any shifting of income from HT to LT, and (iii) any post-

CTB shifting of income to a hybrid entity in the tax haven. When considering the investment in HT, we 

include the tax benefits of (i) any income shifted to LT and (ii) any income shifted to the entity in the 

haven (post-CTB). 

 We now turn to the formulas we use to calculate the ETRs under the various scenarios. Let tL 

equal the statutory tax rate in low-tax country, tH equal the statutory tax rate in high-tax country, and tU be 

statutory tax in the United States. In our simulations we assume the LT statutory rate is 5 percent, the HT 

rate is 25 percent, and the U.S. rate is 30 percent. We assume the tax haven has no tax on corporate 

                                                           
26 Grubert (2004) uses a similar approach to calculate effective tax rates for investment in low and high tax countries 
under a variety of scenarios that take income shifting and the use of hybrid entities into account. 
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income. We denote income shifted from the United States to the LT operation as SU and income shifted 

from the HT to the LT operation as SH.  

 Income shifting is not costless to the parent corporation. Tax planning through income shifting 

uses valuable resources and there is always the risk of penalties after audit. We assume a cost of income 

shifting that is a quadratic function of the amount shifted relative to the amount of real capital placed in a 

location and that differs depending on whether intangibles are being exploited.27 The costs of shifting 

functions for the two types of pre-CTB shifting are as follows: 

 CU(SU) = a(SU/KL)2 KL 

 CH(SH) = b(SH/KL)2 KL = b(SH/KH)2 KH 

where KL is capital placed in LT, KH is capital placed in HT, CU(SU) is the cost of shifting income from 

the U.S. to LT, and CH(SH) is the cost of shifting from HT to LT. We discuss calibration of the shifting 

functions in the next section.  

Current law before Check-the-Box 

 We start by deriving the ETR formulas under current law. The formulas will differ depending on 

the foreign tax credit position of the parent corporation. Under current law, firms with excess credits pay 

no U.S. taxes on dividend repatriations to their U.S. parents while firms in excess limitation owe residual 

taxes to the U.S. Treasury when dividends are remitted from operations in low-tax countries. We assume 

that repatriation taxes impose an additional tax burden for foreign investment and therefore must be 

incorporated in the ETR calculations. The repatriation tax burden for investment in LT and HT, which we 

denote tL,D and tH,D respectively, include both the tax paid on actual distributions and the implicit 

deadweight loss attributable to repatriation planning. In our simulations, we set tL,D equal to 5 percent and 

tH,D equal to 1 percent. 

                                                           
27 Grubert and Slemrod (1998) use a similar cost of shifting function to examine how income shifting opportunities 
can impact the after-tax profits of operating in Puerto Rico. Grubert (2003) derives the cost of capital for 
investments in low and high tax countries using a model in which intercompany transactions provide the opportunity 
for income shifting. He also uses a quadratic cost of shifting function. The model shows clearly how the 
conventional cost of capital is altered when the benefits of income shifting are introduced. 
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 Like the taxation of dividend income, the taxation of royalties under the current system depends 

on the parent's foreign tax credit position. Firms in excess limitation pay full U.S. taxes on royalty 

remittances received from abroad. Firms in excess credit positions can shield U.S. taxes owed on royalty 

remittances with excess credits and therefore pay no U.S. tax on royalties.  

Excess limitation case 

 To calculate the ETR we first need to know the optimal amount of income to be shifted. We start 

by solving for the optimal amount of income shifted through the underpayment of royalties on the U.S. 

developed intangible. Note that in the absence of any cost of income shifting, the optimal royalty payment 

would be zero. Let RT be the true royalty and R be the royalty actually paid. The amount of income 

shifted to the affiliate, SU, is the difference between the true royalty and the actual royalty SU = RT-R. The 

net tax benefit to income shifting associated with the investment in LT in the excess limitation case is 

therefore (RT-R)(tU-tL-tL,D) – CU(RT-R).28 Since RT is given (it is known), solving for the optimal royalty 

payment is the same as solving for optimal SU and gives us SU* = (tU-tL-tL,D) /2a where * denotes the 

optimal value. The optimal royalty, R* is RT-(tU-tL-tL,D) /2a.  

 To calculate ETRs we need to calibrate the shifting function. On the basis of several sources of 

evidence we assume a normal return to investment of 10 percent and an excess return of 30 percent for a 

high tech investment in a location with a 25 percent tax differential. Furthermore, one third of the excess 

return is paid back as royalties. Grubert and Altshuler (2008) indicate that in 2002 the profit margin on 

sales earned by Irish subsidiaries, after the payment of royalties, was three times the average margin of all 

subsidiaries. Grubert (2012) reports that in 2004 the average profit margin on all foreign sales was almost 

twice the worldwide average. The one-third, two-third split between parent and subsidiary is based on 

parallel regressions of royalties paid and earnings and profits and how they depend on parent R&D (see 

Mutti and Grubert 2006). Accordingly, an excess return of 30 percent, with 10 percent paid in royalties, 

                                                           
28 We assume here that the tax treatment of the cost of shifting is incorporated in the parameter of the cost of shifting 
function. In this way, we do not make any assumptions regarding where the cost of shifting is deducted for tax 
purposes. 
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for a 25 percent tax differential, seems conservative because the Irish and foreign profit margin averages 

include some non-high tech investments.  

 If the tax differential between the low tax country and the U.S. is 25 percentage points, for 

example, and the excess return was 30 percent, using our cost of shifting function and assuming that firms 

were optimally shifting under current law results in a parameter a equal to .625 (=.25/2(.3-.1)). 

 The net benefit of income shifted through transfer pricing (or, alternatively but not modeled, debt 

shifting) from HT to LT is SH(tH +tH,D - tL -tL,D) – CH(SH). Solving for optimal SH gives SH* = (tH +tH,D - tL -

tL,D) /2b. We also need to calibrate the cost of shifting function for profit shifting between LT and HT. We 

assume that the ability to engage in income shifting in the presence of an intangible is much greater than 

it is when there is no intangible available. In the simulations we let b be 4.5 times the value or a (b=2.81). 

 To calculate the ETR we add up the taxes, TL, associated with the discrete investment of one unit 

of KL in LT: 

 TL = (tL+tL,D) rN - (tU- tL -tL,D)SU* + a(SU*)2 – (tH +tH,D - tL -tL,D)SH* + b(SH*)2  

  = (tL+tL,D) rN - (tU- tL -tL,D)2 /2a + (tU-tL-tL,D)2 /4a - (tH +tH,D-tL-tL,D)2 /2b + (tH+tH,D-tL-tL,D)2 /4b  

  =  (tL+tL,D) rN - (tU-tL-tL,D)2 /4a - (tH +tH,D-tL-tL,D)2 /4b 

where rN is the normal return to capital. Note that the quadratic cost of shifting function results in a net 

benefit of each type of income shifting equal to one-half the gross benefit.  

 The ETR is found by dividing the tax associated with the additional capital placed in LT with the 

pre-tax return, rN, on the capital. Thus, the ETR for the excess limit (EL) case, which we denote ETR(EL, 

LT), is as follows: 

 ETR(EL, LT) =  (tL+tL,D) - (tU-tL-tL,D)2 /4arN- (tH +tH,D-tL-tL,D)2 /4brN. 

Excess credit case 

 When the parent has excess foreign tax credits, the royalty paid from the affiliate is shielded from 

U.S. tax by the excess credits and we credit this benefit to the LT investment. In this case there should be 

no underpayment of royalties. We assume, however, that parents take into consideration that they may not 

always be in an excess credit position when royalties are paid and therefore the optimal royalty will be 
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less than the ‘true’ royalty. The net tax benefits to shifting in this case are tUR + (tU- tL)SU - C(SU). The 

first term is the reduction in U.S. tax due to the royalty payment, the second is the benefit of retaining any 

underpayment of royalty in the low-tax location, and the third is the cost of shifting. 

 We assume that the costs of shifting in the excess limit and excess credit cases differ and 

parameterize the cost function to give a higher royalty and therefore lower value for the amount retained 

in the excess credit case. The cost of shifting function becomes C(SU) = c(SU/KL)2 KL. Solving for the 

optimal amount of shifting gives SU* = (tU-tL) /2c and R*= RT-SU*. In the simulation, we use a parameter 

value for c that results in a royalty of .15 and income shifting amount of .15. 

 We also must take into account that the interest allocation rules under current law are binding for 

firms in excess credit positions. The allocation of domestic interest expense against foreign source income 

reduces the foreign tax credit limitation and therefore decreases foreign tax credits. As a result, any 

allocation of domestic interest expense to foreign source income is lost as a deduction. We assume that 

domestic interest expense that must be allocated abroad is 15 percent of the normal return and therefore 

increases the effective tax rate by .15rNtU for firms in excess credits. 

 The taxes associated with the investment in LT for the excess credit case can be written: 

 TL = tL rN + .15rNtU  - tUR* - (tU- tL)SU*+ c(SU*)2 – (tH  - tL )SH* + b(SH*)2.  

Dividing by rN gives us the ETR: 

 ETR(EC, LT)=   tL + .15rNtU - tU(RT-(tU-tL)2 /4c)/rN - (tU-tL)2 /4crN- (tH -tL)2 /4brN. 

 The current law (CL) effective tax rate for the LT case, ETR(CL,LT), is a weighted average of 

the excess limitation and excess credit cases where p is the weight given to the excess limit case: 

 ETR(CL, LT) = p*ETR(EL,LT) + (1-p)*ETR(EC,LT). 

We assume that 20 percent of parent firms are in excess credit positions in our simulations. 

 We turn now to the relatively simple formulas for the ETRs under current law for investment in 

HT. Since the routine investment in the HT affiliate earns only the normal return the ETR can only be 

lowered below the statutory rate in HT through income shifting to the LT operation. The ETR for the HT 

investment in the excess limit case, which we denote ETR(EL, HT) is as follows: 
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 ETR(EL, HT) =  (tH+tH,D) -  (tH +tH,D-tL-tL,D)2 /4brN. 

The excess credit case is simply the EL case without any repatriation tax (and any shifting related to 

intangibles): 

 ETR(EC, HT) =  tH + .15tU -  (tH -tL)2 /4brN. 

Again, the current law ETR is a weighted average of the two foreign tax credit cases: 

 ETR(CL, HT) = pETR(EL,HT) + (1-p)ETR(EC,HT). 

Dividend exemption before Check-the-Box 

 The ETR formulas for dividend exemption (DE) are straightforward. There is no repatriation tax 

burden and royalties are fully taxed. The formulas for LT and HT investment are: 

 ETR(DE, LT) =  tL  - (tU-tL)2 /4arN- (tH -tL)2 /4brN, and 

 ETR(DE, HT) =  tH   - (tH -tL)2 /4brN. 

Current law after Check-the-Box 

 Check-the-box opens up generous tax planning opportunities through the use of hybrid entities in 

tax havens. As explained in the text, setting up and shifting income to hybrid entities is relatively easy. In 

our calculations, we assume that half of both the high tax and low tax income is shifted to the haven at no 

cost. This makes calculating effective tax rates straightforward since the availability of the tax haven to 

shift one half of income has the effect of lowering the rates in both LT and HT by one-half.  

 The taxes associated with the LT investment are therefore: 

  TL = ((1/2)tL+tL,D) rN - (tU-(1/2)tL-tL,D)2 /4a -  (tH +tH,D-tL-tL,D)2 /8b. 

The ETR for the excess limitation case becomes with check the box:  

 ETR(CTB,EL,LT) = ((1/2)tL+tL,D)- (tU- (1/2)tL-tL,D)2 /4arN- (tH +tH,D-tL-tL,D)2 /8brN. 

We adjust the excess credit case for the tax planning opened up by check-the-box similarly: 

 ETR(CTB,EC,LT) = (1/2)tL  + .15tU - tU(RT-(tU-(1/2)tL)2 /4c)/rN - (tU-(1/2)tL)2 /4crN- (tH -tL)2 /8brN 

As before, the formulas for HT investment are the same as for LT except there is no shifting from the 

U.S. parent: 

 ETR(CTB,EL,HT) =((1/2)tL+tL,D) -  (tH +tH,D-tL-tL,D)2 /8brN 
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 ETR(CTB,EC,HT) = (1/2)tH  + .15tU - (tH -tL)2 /8brN 

Dividend exemption after Check-the-Box 

 The ETRs for the dividend exemption cases after CTB are as follows: 

 ETR(CTB,DE, LT) = (1/2)tL- (tU-(1/2)tL)2 /4arN- (tH -tL)2 /8brN 

 ETR(CTB,DE, HT) = (1/2)tL- (tH -tL)2 /8brN 

Japanese type dividend exemption 

 The Japanese type dividend exemption system imposes a minimum tax, tM, in each location with 

an exception for active business income. As a result, the LT and HT real investments qualify for the 

exception. The tax haven does not since it does not have real operations. Any income in the tax haven 

pays the U.S. rate and, as a result, it has no benefit for income shifting purposes. The benefits of the 

“routine” type income shifting --- underpaying royalties and shifting income from HT to LT --- are still 

available, however. The ETRs are the same as those available under dividend exemption before check-

the-box:  

 ETR(JAPAN, LT) =  tL  - (tU-tL)2 /4arN- (tH -tL)2 /4brN, and 

 ETR(JAPAN, HT) =  tH   - (tH -tL)2 /4brN. 

Minimum tax with and without expensing 

 Adjusting the ETRs to take into account the minimum tax is straightforward: whether the income 

is shifted to the haven or not, it is subject to the minimum tax rate. There is still an advantage, however, to 

shifting the income coming from the high tax investment to the haven entity. Since we assume half of the 

income is shifted to the haven, the benefit of shifting between HT and LT is now the average of the HT 

rate and the minimum tax rate compared with the minimum tax rate. This gives an ETR for the no 

expensing (NE) case: 

 ETR(MIN, NE, LT) =  tM  - (tU-tM)2 /4arN- (tH –tM)2 /8brN. 

For the case with expensing (E), the ETR becomes: 

 ETR(MIN, E, LT) =  tL  - (tU-tM)2 /4arN- (tH –tM)2 /8brN. 
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The high tax cases are adjusted, as follows, by eliminating the income shifting from the LT case since 

there is only a routine investment involved and substituting the appropriate rates. Since the returns on the 

routine investment HT is not subject to the minimum tax, there is no impact of expensing. 

 ETR(MIN, NE, HT) = ETR(MIN, E, HT) =  (1/2)tH  - (tH –tM)2 /8brN.  
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Table 1  

Effective Tax Rate Simulations 
 
 

 
 

 Before  
Check-the-box 

After 
Check-the-box 

Low tax investment (statutory rate =.05)   
   Current law -.182 -.236 

   Dividend exemption -.236 -.295 

   Japan minimum tax  -.236 

   Minimum tax without expensing  .056 

   Minimum tax with expensing  -.044 

   Full inclusion  .300 

   

High tax investment (statutory rate = .25)   

   Current law .242 .130 

   Dividend exemption .214 .107 

   Japan minimum tax  .214 

   Minimum tax without expensing  .121 

   Minimum tax with expensing  .121 

   Full inclusion   .300 

   
Notes: See appendix for details. 
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Table 2 
Tax Revenue on $100 Investment in Low and High Tax Countries 

 
 

 
      Notes: See appendix for details. 
 

 
  

 Before Check-the-Box After Check-the-Box 
U.S. tax 
revenue 

Foreign tax 
revenue 

U.S. tax 
revenue 

Foreign tax 
revenue 

Low tax investment   
(statutory  rate =.05) 

    

   Current law -5.20 0.69 -4.87 0.54 

   Dividend exemption -6.00 0.79 -6.60 0.62 

   Japan minimum tax   -6.00 0.79 

   Minimum tax without expensing   -1.33 1.01 

   Minimum tax with expensing   -2.33 1.01 

   Full inclusion   2.50 0.50 

High tax investment  
(statutory  rate = .25) 

    

   Current law 0.16 1.90 0.15 1.10 

   Dividend exemption 0.00 1.79 0.00 1.07 

   Japan minimum tax   0.00 1.79 

   Minimum tax without expensing   0.82 1.16 
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Appendix Table 1 
Tax Holiday Repatriations and Retained Earnings 

(Tobit Regressions) 
 

        

Independent Variables: 

Dependent variable: 

Repatriations/ 
Accumulated 

Deferrals 

Log of Repatriations/ 
Accumulated 

Deferrals 

Accumulated Deferrals/2004 
Income 

0.0436 0.0059   

(0.0171) (0.0068)   

Ratio of Deferrals to 
Income*Effective Foreign Tax 
Rate 

-0.1871    

(0.0788)    

Log of Ratio of Deferrals to 
Income 

  0.2637 0.1055 

  (0.0759) (0.0319) 

Log of Ratio of Deferrals to 
Income*Effective Foreign Tax 
Rate 

  -0.8335 
(0.3404) 

 

 
R&D/Sales of Parent 

3.312 2.990 2.2637 2.2845 

(0.9668) (0.8472) (0.7380) (0.7407) 

Foreign Profit Margin on Sales 0.9010 0.7414 0.8210 0.8018 

(0.2824) (0.2480) (0.2173) (0.2189) 

Effective Foreign Tax Rate 0.1573 -0.5333 0.7146 -0.4849 

(0.4357) (0.2677) (0.5325) (0.2327) 

Ratio of Previously Taxed 
Income to Sales 

-0.6573 -0.5423 -0.6087 -0.5911 

(0.3703) (0.3176) (0.2934) (0.2909) 

Ratio of Tangible Capital to 
Sales 

-0.1074 -0.0814 -0.0891 -0.0864 

(0.0801) (0.0698) (0.0611) (0.0610) 

 
Notes: N=413. Standard errors in parenthesis. Companies with nonpositive 
retained earnings excluded. One added to dependent variable in logarithmic 
specification. 
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Appendix Table 2 
Tax Holiday Repatriations Relative to Sales 

(Tobit Regression) 
 
 

Independent Variables: 

Dependent Variable:  

Repatriation/Sales 

Accumulated Deferrals/Sales 
0.4566 

(0.0582) 
 

(Accumulated Deferrals/Sales)2 
0.0116 

(0.0065) 
 

(Accumulated Deferrals – Real Capital)/ 
Sales 

 0.1768 
(0.0339) 

[(Accumulated Deferrals – Real Capital)/ 
Sales]2 

 0.0362 
(0.0051) 

(R&D/Sales) of Parent 
1.81 

(0.413) 
1.86 

(0.451) 

Foreign Profit Margin 
-0.302 
(0.158) 

0.551 
(0.121) 

Effective Foreign Tax Rate 
-0.163 
(0.133) 

-0.167 
(0.144) 

Ratio of Previously Taxed Income to Sales 
-0.021 
(0.162) 

-0.270 
(0.146) 

Tangible Capital/Sales 
-0.0527 
(0.0346) 

 

 
Notes: N=413. Standard errors in parenthesis. Companies with nonpositive 
retained earnings excluded. Accumulated deferrals are net of foreign tangible 
assets. 
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Summary 
Among potential tax reforms under discussion by Congress is revising the tax treatment of 
foreign source income of U.S. multinational corporations. Some business leaders have been 
urging a movement toward a territorial tax, which would eliminate some U.S. income taxes on 
active foreign source income. Under a territorial tax, only the country where the income is earned 
imposes a tax. Territorial proposals include the Grubert-Mutti proposal (included in President 
Bush’s Advisory Panel on Tax Reform proposal in 2005) and, more recently, a draft Ways and 
Means Committee proposal and a Senate bill, S. 2091. The Fiscal Commission also proposed a 
territorial tax. Proposals have, however, also been made to increase the taxation of foreign source 
income, including S. 727, and proposals by President Obama. 

Although the United States has a worldwide system that includes foreign earnings in U.S. taxable 
income, two provisions cause the current system to resemble a territorial tax in that very little tax 
is collected. Deferral delays paying taxes until income is repatriated (paid as a dividend by the 
foreign subsidiary to its U.S. parent). When income is repatriated, credits for foreign taxes paid 
offset the U.S. tax due. Under cross-crediting, unused foreign tax credits from high tax countries 
or on highly taxed income can be used to offset U.S. tax on income in low tax countries. 

Some proponents of a territorial tax urge such a system on the grounds that the current system 
discourages repatriations. Economic evidence suggests that effect is small, in part because in 
normal circumstances a large share of income is retained for permanent reinvestment. Amounts 
held abroad may have increased, however, as firms lobbied for another repatriation holiday 
(similar to that adopted in 2004) that allowed firms to exempt most dividends from income on a 
one-time basis. Opponents are concerned about encouraging investment abroad. A territorial tax is 
generally not viewed as efficient because it favors foreign investment, but that increased outflow 
of investment is likely to have a small effect relative to the U.S. economy. Artificial shifting of 
profits into tax havens or low tax countries is a current problem that could be worsened under 
some territorial tax designs, and proposals have included measures to address this problem. 

Proposals also address the transitional issue of the treatment of the existing stock of unrepatriated 
earnings. The Ways and Means proposal would tax this stock of earnings, but at a lower rate, and 
use the revenues to offset losses from other parts of the plan, which would lead to a long-run 
revenue loss. S. 2091 has a similar approach. The Grubert-Mutti proposal does not have a specific 
transitional tax, but would raise revenue largely due to its disallowance of parent overhead 
expenses aimed at reducing profit shifting. The other two proposals also contain provisions to 
address profit shifting. 

In addition there are complicated issues in the design of a territorial tax, such as how to treat 
branches and dividends of firms in which the corporation is only partially owned. A number of 
issues arise from the ending of foreign tax credits, with perhaps the most significant one being the 
increased tax on royalties, which are currently subject to tax, have low or no foreign taxes, and 
would lose the shield of excess credits. 

The final section of the report briefly discusses some alternative options, including those in S. 
727 and in the Administration proposals. It also discusses hybrid approaches that combine 
territorial and worldwide systems in a more efficient way, including eliminating the disincentive 
to repatriate. One such approach is a minimum tax on foreign source income, which is proposed 
by the President in the context of current rules, but could be combined with a territorial system. 
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Introduction 
Tax reform is a perennial issue before Congress. One area of increasing attention is the taxation 
of U.S. companies on the income they earn abroad. Recently, proposals have been made to, in 
some cases, decrease taxes and in others to increase these taxes.  

Businesses leaders have been urging a movement toward a territorial tax, which would generally 
eliminate U.S. income taxes on active foreign source income. Such a proposal (presumably based 
on one developed by Grubert and Mutti) was included in the President’s Advisory Panel on Tax 
Reform in 2005,1 more recently in a draft proposal by Ways and Means Committee Chairman 
Dave Camp,2 and in a bill, S. 2091, introduced by Senator Enzi. The National Commission on 
Fiscal Responsibility and Reform (referred to as the Fiscal Commission) also proposed a 
territorial tax in general terms.3 

Proposals have also been made to move in the opposite direction and increase the taxation of 
foreign source income, including S. 727, introduced by Senators Wyden and Coats, which would 
use the significant revenues gained to help finance a corporate income tax rate cut. President 
Obama has included increased taxes on foreign source income in his budget outlines and, more 
recently, in his framework for business tax reform, as a revenue source for rate reduction.4 

Because of various features in the current tax system, the U.S. tax system already bears a close 
resemblance, in terms of revenue collected, to a territorial tax. Tax on the income of foreign 
subsidiaries is deferred until repatriated (paid as dividends to the U.S. parent) and tax can be 
avoided by not repatriating income. The system limits credits claimed for foreign taxes paid to 
U.S. tax on foreign income. The limit, however, is on an overall basis, permitting unused credits 
from high-tax countries to shield income from low-tax countries, or income that bears little 
foreign tax, from being taxed in the United States. Because firms have flexibility in timing 
repatriations, the residual effective tax rate on foreign income is estimated at only 3.3%.5 Some 
types of income, such as royalties, are treated more favorably under the current system than they 
would be under a territorial tax. 

                                                 
1 The President’s Advisory Panel on Federal Tax Reform, Final Report, November 1, 2005, at 
http://govinfo.library.unt.edu/taxreformpanel/final-report/index.html. The Grubert-Mutti proposal was the territorial 
proposal under discussion for a number of years. It is outlined in Harry Grubert and John Mutti, Taxing International 
Business Income: Dividend Exemption Versus the Current System (Washington, DC, AEI Press, 2001). It is discussed 
in further detail in Rosanne Altshuler and Harry Grubert, “Where Will They Go if We Go Territorial? Dividend 
Exemption and the Location Decisions of U.S. Multinational Corporations,” National Tax Journal (December 2001), 
pp. 787-809. Because the current U.S. tax system collects little revenue, and because of features of the Grubert-Mutti 
proposal to allocate parent company deductions, this proposal would raise revenue. 
2 See various discussions and drafts at the Ways and Means Committee website, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/
taxreform/. 
3 The National Commission on Fiscal Responsibility and Reform, The Moment of Truth, at 
http://www.fiscalcommission.gov/sites/fiscalcommission.gov/files/documents/TheMomentofTruth12_1_2010.pdf. 
4 The President’s Framework for Business Tax Reform: A Joint Report by the White House and the Department of the 
Treasury, February 2012, at http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/tax-policy/Documents/The-Presidents-
Framework-for-Business-Tax-Reform-02-22-2012.pdf. 
5 Melissa Costa and Jennifer Gravelle, “Taxing Multinational Corporations: Average Tax Rates,” presented at a 
Conference of the American Tax Policy Center, October 2011, and forthcoming in Tax Law Review at 
http://www.americantaxpolicyinstitute.org/pdf/Costa-Gravelle%20paper.pdf. 
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Economists have traditionally analyzed the foreign tax system in terms of economic efficiency. 
Economic theory tends to support, on efficiency grounds, a worldwide system in which income 
from U.S. investment earned abroad is subject to the same tax, or as close to the same tax as 
possible, as that on domestic investment. It does not support a territorial tax, and most proposals 
in the past were to move closer to an effective worldwide tax (see Appendix). At the same time, 
if such a change is not feasible, another question becomes whether moving to an explicit 
territorial tax would be better or worse than the present system. The fundamental issues are 

• the effects on disincentives to repatriate income,  

• to what extent the revision will divert investment from the United States,  

• the effects on artificial profit shifting,  

• transition issues, 

• administrative and compliance considerations, and  

• the revenue consequences. 

There is no single blueprint for a territorial tax and the answers to these questions depend, to 
some extent, on specific design choices. 

This report first explains how the international tax system works and describes the magnitude and 
distribution of foreign source income and taxes. The report then focuses on alternative features of 
a territorial tax and their consequences. It also contains, in a final section, a brief discussion of 
options that move in the opposite direction and other alternatives that do not fit into either the 
territorial or worldwide approach (such as current taxation of foreign source income but at a 
lower rate).6 

How the International Tax System Works 
The current U.S. tax system is a hybrid. It has some elements of a residence-based or worldwide 
tax, where income of a country’s firms is taxed regardless of its location. It also has some 
elements of a source based or territorial tax, where all income earned within a country is taxed 
only by that country regardless of the nationality of the firms. The provisions that introduce 
territorial features are deferral and cross-crediting. There are a number of complex interactions 
that will affect both the design of a territorial or other tax revision and the consequences of those 
changes. 

Deferral 
Deferral allows a firm to delay taxation of its earnings in foreign subsidiaries until the income is 
paid as a dividend to the U.S. parent company. Although a territorial tax is often focused on 
exempting foreign source income that under current law is taxed when repatriated, there are four 
basic categories of foreign source income, three of which are not eligible for deferral. They are 

                                                 
6 Fundamental economic issues are discussed in CRS Report RL34115, Reform of U.S. International Taxation: 
Alternatives, by Jane G. Gravelle. 
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profits of foreign incorporated subsidiaries; current payment income, such as royalties and 
interest payments; branch income; and Subpart F income.  

Profits of Foreign Incorporated Subsidiaries 

U.S. multinationals are not currently taxed on the profits of their subsidiaries incorporated abroad 
(except for “Subpart F Income” discussed below). Rather they defer payment of taxes until the 
income is received by the parent as a dividend (repatriated). U.S. tax is then due on the dividend 
and, because the dividend is after foreign tax, an additional amount (called a gross-up) is added to 
taxable income to reflect the foreign taxes paid and place the income on a pre-tax basis.7 A 
foreign tax credit is then allowed against this U.S. tax. 

Current Payment Income 

Current payment income is income that is received as a direct payment, such as royalties and 
interest. It is taxed currently. This income is usually deductible as an expense in the foreign 
country and, indeed, may not constitute true foreign source income, at least in the case of 
royalties that could be viewed as more like export income. 

Branch Income 

Branch income is income from operations that are carried out without a separately incorporated 
foreign subsidiary. Income of operations organized as foreign branches rather than as separately 
incorporated subsidiaries is also taxed currently. For tax purposes, branch gross income and 
deductions are combined with parent income just as if the operation were taking place in the 
United States. Although branch income is not eligible for deferral, it can be a beneficial form of 
organization in some cases. If a firm is experiencing a loss, which may be the case with start-ups 
or mineral or exploration companies, the losses can only reduce U.S. income if the operation is in 
branch form. In some cases, dividends may attract an additional withholding tax, although for 
most trading partners these taxes are eliminated or minimized through tax treaties. Non-tax 
reasons may also cause a firm to choose the branch form; this form, for example, may be 
particularly beneficial for financial firms in which the branch operation is backed by the assets of 
the worldwide firm.  

Subpart F Income 

Subpart F income, named after the section of the Internal Revenue Code that imposes the rules, is 
income that can easily be shifted to low tax jurisdictions. Subpart F income includes passive 
income, such as interest and dividends, and certain sales and service income flowing between 

                                                 
7 This discussion generally refers to foreign subsidiaries that are sometimes wholly owned and sometimes partially 
owned by a U.S. parent. The tax law defines a controlled foreign subsidiary or a controlled foreign corporation (CFC) 
as one in which the U.S. firm has a 10% share and 50% of the shares are owned by five or fewer 10% U.S. 
shareholders. A corporation in which a U.S. firm owns a 10% share but 50% is not owned by five or fewer 10% 
shareholders is called a non controlled Section 902 corporation or a 10/50 corporation. Smaller share ownership is 
portfolio investment. New data from the Internal Revenue Service reports dividends from firms that are less that 20% 
owned, more than 20% owned and wholly owned at 7%, 65%, and 27%, although any of these firms could potentially 
be CFC’s and the payout ratios may differ. Filled in 1120 form at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/08colinecount.pdf. 
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related parties (called foreign base company income). This income is taxed currently. Subpart F 
has been made less effective in recent years because of check-the-box rules that allow flexibility 
in choosing whether to recognize related firms as separate entities.8 There are also specific 
exceptions to Subpart F rules that allow for income from active financing and insurance 
operations that might otherwise fall under Subpart F to be deferred. These provisions are 
currently part of the “extenders,” provisions that are enacted with an expiration date but that are 
generally extended periodically. The extenders have currently expired after 2011, although some 
or all of them they may be extended retroactively. Also among the extenders is a look-through 
rule that has a similar effect to check-the-box through legislative rather than regulatory rules.9 

Cross-Crediting 
Cross-crediting is a phenomenon that occurs when credits for taxes paid to one country can be 
used to offset U.S. tax due on income earned in a second country. Cross-crediting occurs because 
countries generally tax all income arising within their borders from both foreign and domestic 
firms. The U.S. system allows a credit against U.S. tax due on foreign source income currently 
taxed for foreign income taxes. This foreign tax credit is designed to prevent double taxation of 
income earned by foreign subsidiaries of U.S. corporations from facing a combined U.S. and 
foreign tax in excess of the U.S. tax due if the income was earned in the United States. In addition 
to cross-crediting across countries, cross-crediting can occur within a country if some income is 
subject to high tax rates and some is subject to lower tax rates. 

If the foreign tax credit had no limit, a worldwide system with current taxation and a foreign tax 
credit would produce the same result, for firms, as a residence based tax, because the tax 
effectively applying would be the tax of the country of residence. Firms in countries with a higher 
rate than the U.S. rate would get a refund for the excess tax, and firms in countries with a lower 
rate than the U.S. rate would pay the difference. To protect the nation’s treasury from excessively 
high foreign taxes causing excessive revenue losses, however, the credit is limited to the U.S. tax 
that would be due on the foreign source income. If applied on a country-by-country and income-
by-income basis, this rule would result in higher taxes paid on incomes and/or in countries where 
foreign taxes are higher than U.S. taxes. The rule would also result in total taxes paid equal to the 
U.S. tax when foreign taxes are lower. If applied overall or in a way that can combine income 
subject to high taxes with income subject to low taxes, unused credits in high-tax countries (or 
associated with highly taxed income) can be used to offset U.S. tax due in low-tax countries or 
income subject to low taxes. This mechanism is called cross-crediting. 

Cross-crediting is important to consider when evaluating international tax changes, including the 
move to a territorial tax, because cross-crediting would largely disappear with the disappearance 
of foreign tax credits associated with exempted income. Excess credits could no longer shield 
certain direct active income such as royalties from U.S. taxes.  

                                                 
8 Check-the-box allows a firm, including a subsidiary of a U.S. firm, to choose to disregard (not recognize) its own 
subsidiary as a separate entity and consolidate that income with the parent (higher tier subsidiary) firm. For example, if 
a U.S. parent’s subsidiary in a low-tax country lends money to its own subsidiary in a high-tax county (with deductions 
for interest paid), the interest income received by the low-tax subsidiary would normally be taxed as Subpart F income 
even if this income is not repatriated to the U.S. parent. Check-the-box allows the high-tax subsidiary to be disregarded 
for tax purposes so that no interest income appears. 
9 See David R. Sicular, “The New Look-Through Rule: W(h)ither Subpart F?” Tax Notes, April 23, 2007, pp. 349-378 
for a discussion of this provision. 
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A variety of tax rules can affect the degree and nature of cross-crediting: separating income and 
credits into baskets with cross-crediting only allowed within the basket; characterizing certain 
royalty and export income as foreign source; restricting the use of excess credits generated from 
oil and gas extraction; and interest and other expense allocation rules. In addition, a provision that 
effectively allowed claiming of foreign tax credits when the associated income was not subjected 
to U.S. tax, termed foreign tax credit splitting, may have affected past practices and data. This 
provision was restricted in 2010. 

Firms whose foreign tax payments are larger than those permitted to be credited under the foreign 
tax credit limit rules are said to be in an excess credit position. Firms whose tax payments are 
smaller are in an excess limit position.10 

Foreign Tax Credit Limit Baskets 

While the United States has had a variety of limit rules in the past,11 it currently has an overall 
limit that allows cross-crediting, separated into two significant baskets based on the type of 
income: an active or general basket and a passive basket. About 95% of income is in the general 
basket so there is much scope for cross-crediting.12 Therefore, companies that have paid taxes 
higher than the U.S. rate can still (within each basket) offset U.S. taxes on income earned in low-
tax countries. Higher tax rates can also offset taxes on income generally taxed at low or no rates; 
one example is royalties associated with active operations, which fall in the active basket and may 
be shielded from U.S. tax by excess foreign tax credits. Another is foreign source income from 
export sales, discussed below under the “Title Passage Rule.” 

Separate Limit on Oil and Gas 

The law also contains separate restrictions on certain other types of income, one of importance, as 
measured by foreign income affected, being oil and gas extraction income. A separate provision 
disallows credits paid on oil and gas extraction income in excess of the U.S. tax due, although 
they can be carried over to future years. This treatment has the effect of placing oil and gas 
extraction income in a separate basket, because generally this income is subject to high foreign 
taxes. For example, if the U.S. tax on foreign oil and gas extraction income is 35% and the 
foreign tax is 50%, the extra 15% credit cannot be used to offset tax on other income. This 
treatment has the same effect as placing this oil and gas extraction income in a separate basket. If 
the tax on oil and gas extraction income were lower than the U.S. tax, this income would be 
eligible to have the additional U.S. tax offset by excess credits on other income because income 
from oil and gas extraction income is not actually in a different basket. 

                                                 
10 Fewer excess credit firms in recent years also led to transactions designed to generate foreign tax credits, but these 
have now been limited by regulation. See Steven Schneider, Regulations Address Foreign Tax Credit Generator 
Structures, at http://www.taxlawroundup.com/2011/07/regulations-address-foreign-tax-credit-generator-transactions/. 
11 A per country limit was used in the past at various times, but because it did not have look-through rules, holding 
companies could be used to accomplish the effects of an overall limit. While an overall credit limit has been used for 
some time, between 1986 and 2004, the credit was applied within nine different baskets. 
12 Scott Luttrel, “Corporate Foreign Tax Credit, 2007,” Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income Bulletin, 2011, at 
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/11cosumbulcorpforeign.pdf. There are two very small baskets for income from countries 
sanctioned by the United States and income resourced by treaty, which accounted for less than two-tenths of a percent. 
Prior to 2007 when there were nine baskets, but the only important difference was a separation of the financial services 
basket, with 19.7% of income, from the general basket. 
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Allocation of Deductions 

Another feature that may contribute to the generation of excess foreign tax credits is the 
allocation of overhead and other deductions that are not taken for foreign tax purposes. While 
many deductions can be traced to a particular source of income, the parent firm’s costs for 
interest, research, and other overhead (e.g. administration) is allocated between domestic and 
foreign uses for purposes of the foreign tax credit limit. This allocation lowers the amount of 
foreign source income. Because these reductions in income are not recognized by the foreign 
jurisdiction, the result could be to generate excess credits, even in countries whose general 
effective tax rate is actually lower than that of the United States. 

These allocations are necessary for determining net income by source. Borrowing is generally 
done at the parent level. In addition, the interest allocation limits the ability of firms who are in 
the excess credit position to avoid U.S. tax by borrowing in the United States rather than in low-
tax countries where the deduction is less valuable. 

The rule, however, has some imperfections. Foreign subsidiaries may also have overhead costs, 
particularly interest, which are not recognized in income because dividends are received net of 
deductions. In 2004, a revision that would have allowed elective allocation of worldwide interest, 
was adopted but did not go into effect immediately. This elective worldwide interest allocation 
rule has been delayed on several occasions; currently it is scheduled to take place in 2021. 

Title Passage Rule 

There is a special rule called the title passage rule (or the inventory sales source exception rule) 
that allows half of manufacturing export income (and all of sales of inventory) to be sourced as 
income in the country in which the title passes. Because this title passage can be arranged in 
foreign countries, this income is foreign source income and thus eligible for cross-crediting. This 
provision is effectively an export subsidy for firms with excess foreign tax credits. The title 
passage rule is important in considering a territorial tax because cross-crediting, at least for active 
income, would, in theory, disappear. Export income, as well as royalties, would be subject to 
higher tax rates in some cases with elimination of foreign tax credits. 

Foreign Tax Credit Splitting (Now Restricted) 

Prior to 2010, there was also a possibility of claiming foreign tax credits for income that had not 
actually been subject to tax due to differing rules across countries as to entity status.13 P.L. 111-
226 disallowed any consideration of a foreign tax credit unless the underlying income was 
reported. Although this provision was estimated to gain relatively little revenue (about $0.4 
billion annually),14 it is hard to be certain how prevalent these activities were. These arrangements 
                                                 
13 These treatments were referred to as reverse hybrids, and they occurred when, from the U.S. perspective, the 
subsidiary has its own subsidiary where profits can be deferred, but from the foreign perspective the subsidiary and its 
own subsidiary are the same firm. The top tier subsidiary thus confronts a foreign tax it is liable for and which could be 
claimed as a credit even though the income is not reported because it is eligible for deferral. It is the reverse of the 
check the box arrangement. 
14 This provision was adopted in the P.L. 111-226. See Joint Committee on Taxation, General Explanation Of Tax 
Legislation Enacted In The 111th Congress, JCS-2-11, March 24, 2011, for the revenue estimate for this provision and 
for several other revisions of the foreign tax credit to address abuses. See also CRS Report R40623, Tax Havens: 
International Tax Avoidance and Evasion, by Jane G. Gravelle. 
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may affect the data currently available by increasing the ability of firms to offset, for example, 
royalties with excess credits. 

The Magnitude and Distribution of Foreign Source 
Income and Taxes, Actual and Potential 
Before discussing the issues and consequences of reforms, it is useful to get a “lay of the land.” 
How important are the various sources of foreign income, how much tax do they generate 
currently, and how much might they generate with various reforms? Because individual tax return 
data are not available, this issue can only be explored by combining aggregate data available and 
various analyses that have been done by researchers with access to tax returns. This section 
discusses the current sources of foreign income, the potential magnitude of foreign income not 
reported, the sources of tax liability, and the potential size of foregone taxes due to deferral and 
cross-crediting. 

Current Sources of Realized Foreign Income 
Table 1 shows the distribution of foreign source income by type for firms claiming and receiving 
foreign tax credits for 2007 and 2008, to the extent that sources can be identified. This data set 
should capture most of foreign source income reported by U.S. multinationals on their tax return 
(i.e., not deferred). (Although some data are available for 2009, these data may be skewed 
because of the economic slowdown that spread abroad). Total foreign source net income was 
$392.5 billion in 2007 and $413.4 billion in 2008. In the data, oil and gas extraction income is 
reported separately, so that dividends do not include that income. 

Table 1. Distribution of Foreign Source Income Realized in 
the United States by Type, 2007 and 2008 

Type of Income 
Share of Taxable 
Income, 2007 (%) 

Share of Taxable 
Income, 2008 (%) 

Dividend Payments  19.2 22.2 

Includable Income (Subpart F) 16.6 16.5 

Deemed Taxes (Gross Up)  12.9 16.9 

Export Income  3.7 3.5 

Royalties, and License Payments (Gross)  26.0 25.7 

IC-DISC 2.3 0.0 

Other  19.4 15.2 

Source: Statistics of Income, International Statistics, Returns With Foreign Tax Credits, http://www.irs.gov/
taxstats/bustaxstats/article/0,,id=210069,00.html; Royalties and License Payments adjusted to eliminate rents 
based on data from Bureau of Economic Analysis, Trade in Services, 1999-2010, http://www.bea.gov/scb/pdf/
2011/07%20July/0711_itaq-tables.pdf. Foreign taxes withheld as reported in the IRS data are added to royalties. 
Total taxable income for royalties from the Commerce Department data was increased by withholding taxes of 
approximately $4 billion.  

Notes: Newly provided data for 2008 and 2009 separate the deemed tax gross up; for 2008, 73% of these taxes 
were associated with dividend payments and the remainder with Subpart F. See Internal Revenue Service 
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/08colinecount.pdf. 
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Note that the third item in the table is related to the first two. Because dividends and Subpart F 
income are on an after-tax basis, the dividends must be increased by the taxes paid for corporate 
taxpayers electing a foreign tax credit. Most of the deemed paid taxes are probably associated 
with dividend payments (73% for 2008 when data first because available)15 because Subpart F 
income is usually subject to lower foreign taxes. Accordingly, the data suggest an estimate of 
30% to 35% of foreign source income that arises from these dividends. 

The table also shows that royalties are significant parts of foreign source income, accounting for 
about a quarter of foreign source income, suggesting that the consequences of changes in the law 
for this income might be significant. 

In Table 1, the measure of net income was income net of all deductions (but before adjustments). 
Some of these deductions were overhead costs that are allocated based on formulas. In Table 2, 
shares are calculated based on income before these allocated deductions. With this approach, it is 
also possible to calculate the share of interest income and oil and gas extraction income. In Table 
2, foreign source income before non-allocable deductions is $615.4 billion in 2007 and $614.6 
billion in 2008. Non-allocable deductions accounted for 36% of this income in 2007 and 33% in 
2008. 

Table 2. Distribution of Realized Foreign Source Income 
Before Non-Allocable Deductions, 2007 and 2008 

Type of Income 
Share of Taxable 
Income, 2007 (%) 

Share of Taxable 
Income, 2008 (%) 

Dividend Payments  12.2 14.9 

Includable Income (Subpart F) 8.3 11.1 

Deemed Taxes (Gross Up)  10.6 11.4 

Export Income  2.3 2.3 

Royalties, and License Payments (Gross)  16.6 17.3 

IC-DISC 1.4 0.0 

Oil and Gas Extraction Income 10.2 15.9 

Service Income  2.8 3.2 

Interest 21.3 18.4 

Other (rents, other branch income) 14.3 5.3 

Source: Statistics of Income, International Statistics, Returns With Foreign Tax Credits, http://www.irs.gov/
taxstats/bustaxstats/article/0,,id=210069,00.html; Royalties and License Payments adjusted to eliminate rents 
based on data from Bureau of Economic Analysis, Trade in Services, 1999-2010, http://www.bea.gov/scb/pdf/
2011/07%20July/0711_itaq-tables.pdf. Foreign taxes withheld as reported in the IRS data are added to royalties. 
Total taxable income for royalties from the Commerce Department data was increased by withholding taxes of 
approximately $4 billion.  

Notes: Newly provided data for 2008 and 2009 separate the deemed tax gross up; for 2008, 73% of these taxes 
were associated with dividend payments and the remainder with Subpart F. See Internal Revenue Service 
http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/08colinecount.pdf. 

                                                 
15 See Internal Revenue Service http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/08colinecount.pdf. 
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Dividend payments and their related tax gross ups are smaller as a share (25% to 30%) when pre-
tax income is considered. Their true importance probably lies somewhere between the shares in 
Table 1 and Table 2 given the imperfections in allocation rules. Note however, that oil and gas 
extraction income can arise from a subsidiary and is simply reported separately. Including oil and 
gas income in dividends would bring the totals back up toward 35% to 40% of income. Oil and 
gas extraction income, however, has little or no reason not to be repatriated because the taxes due 
on these earnings are generally larger than the U.S. tax (which is why they are treated separately 
in a way that effectively results in a separate basket). Table 2 also shows the importance of 
interest income in the totals for foreign source income (although a full measure of the importance 
of interest would require information on income of financial institutions through branches). 

Deferred Income 
Table 1 and Table 2 report realized income (direct, repatriated, branch, and Subpart F). Total 
foreign source income also includes deferred income. How large is this deferred income on an 
annual basis? Estimates in this section indicate that close to half of foreign source income is 
subject to U.S. tax, but less than a quarter of active income of foreign subsidiaries of U.S. firms 
that can be deferred is currently repatriated. 

There are no precise data sources to estimate this effect. Based on IRS statistics for controlled 
foreign corporations, available for 2008, which accounted for $177 billion of distributions out of 
pre-tax income to U.S. parents (about 78% of the total distributions), total deemed and distributed 
income was 27% of total pre-tax income. Subpart F income was 12.1% of pre tax income and 
dividends were 14.7%.16 As a share of after tax income, dividends were 18.1% of income and 
Subpart F 14.3% income, for a total of 32.4%. These ratios might be somewhat understated 
because of the possibility of non-U.S. shareholders, but that is likely to be unimportant. 

Commerce Department data (Table 6.16D: Corporate Profits by Industry) reports $511 billion and 
$582 billion of rest of world corporate profits in 2007 and 2008, on an after-tax basis.17 
Considering distributions after foreign tax in 2007, the ratios are 14.7% for dividends and 12.7% 
for Subpart F income, for a total of 27.4%. These ratios are 15.7% for dividends, 12.0% for 
Subpart F, and 27.8% for the total for 2008. 

These numbers do not capture deemed taxes. Using IRS data on controlled foreign corporations 
and based on the ratios of deemed taxes to distributions in Table 1 (with 73% of deemed taxes 
associated with active dividends), the share of pre-tax profits including taxes for 2008 was 19.7% 
for dividends and 14.7% for Subpart F. Because Subpart F is not voluntary, the share of dividends 
out of pre-tax profits net of Subpart F income is 23%.  

A study of the new M-3 form that reconciles tax and book income finds that for firms with 
positive taxable and book income, 9% of the foreign source income is actively paid as a dividend 
and 47% is subject to U.S. tax (including royalties and other direct). Dividends as a share of total 
income are 19%, the same share as in Table 1. The ratios would be similar to those above if 
deemed taxes were included. 
                                                 
16 Internal Revenue Service, Statistics of Income, Controlled Foreign Corporations, at http://www.irs.gov/taxstats/
bustaxstats/article/0,,id=96282,00.html. Firms represented in these statistics have a 50% ownership or more. 
17 Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Table 6.16D, at http://www.bea.gov/international/
di1usdop.ht.m. 
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Overall, it appears that close to half of foreign source income is reported as taxable income in the 
United States, but less than a quarter of the income over which firms have discretion, active 
income of foreign subsidiaries, is subject to U.S. tax. Rates of deferral vary significantly by 
location. For 2008, in the aggregate 33% of after tax income of controlled foreign corporations 
was distributed, 18% as discretionary dividends and the remaining 15% as Subpart F income. 
Canadian subsidiaries, however, distributed 44%, with 36% as discretionary payments and the 
remaining 8% as Subpart F. However, for Switzerland, a significant tax haven country, 19% was 
paid out, 10% as dividends and the remaining 9% as Subpart F. These shares are not available for 
2007, and 2006 is probably not very representative, at least for tax haven countries, because it 
was immediately after the repatriation holiday enacted in 2004 that permitted a one-time dividend 
payment with an 85% exclusion.18 

In determining the consequences of present and proposed systems, it is also important to note the 
repatriated income is not random. Firms presumably choose to repatriate income that can be most 
easily shielded by foreign tax credits. Some evidence of this effect can be found in the M-3 study, 
in which the residual U.S. tax on foreign source income was only 3.3% even though half of 
income was reported and a significant share was in royalties that had little foreign tax (to be used 
for credits) attached. 

Sources of Tax Liability 
To examine this issue, consider the data in Table 3 on foreign tax credits, which indicate the 
foreign taxes paid, and credits claimed.  

Table 3. Foreign Tax Payments and Credits, 2007 and 2008 

Item 2007 ($ billions) 2008 ($ billions) 

Current Foreign Taxes Paid 99.1 156.2 

Minus Reduction (Largely for Oil and Gas Taxes) 10.3 14.7 

Plus Carryover 29.2 49.7 

Equals Total Foreign Tax Credits Available 117.9 191.2 

Foreign Tax Credit Limit 114.0 122.5 

Foreign Tax Credits Claimed 86.5 100.4 

Residual U.S. Tax (Limit Minus Claim) 29.5 22.1 

Source: Statistics of Income, International Statistics, Returns With Foreign Tax Credits, http://www.irs.gov/
taxstats/bustaxstats/article/0,,id=210069,00.html. 

Even though a significant share of the income was royalties and other direct income that should 
have been taxed, the effective U.S. residual tax rate on foreign source income as measured for tax 
purposes was only 7% in 2007 and 5% in 2008.19 Moreover, the size of the tax suggests that 
royalties were being shielded from tax by excess credits. The royalties were $101.9 billion and 
$106.4 billion. Had they been fully subject to a 35% tax rate the tax on this source of income 

                                                 
18 For 2006 total payments were 25% with 12% as discretionary dividends. The data for Canada were similar, but in 
Switzerland 16% was paid out in total but only 3% as dividends. 
19 Residual U.S. tax in Table 3 divided by net income from statistics reported in Table 1. 
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(offset by approximately $4 billion in withholding taxes) would have been around $32 billion and 
$33 billion respectively, larger than total taxes paid. 

The indication that royalties are shielded from tax is reinforced by evidence from 2000 tax 
returns, which traced the $12.7 billion of U.S. residual taxes to foreign sources.20 Table 4 shows 
the distribution of the shares paid. In 2000, there were nine foreign tax credit limit baskets. Only 
three accounted for a significant share: passive (4.6% of the total), financial services (21.3% of 
total), and the residual general limit basket (71.3% of the total).21 Active dividends in the general 
basket accounted for only 10.2% of total taxes and dividends in financial services accounted for 
2.4%. The largest share was due to royalties, interest, and branch income in the active basket. 
Financial branch income and financial interest each accounted for 18% so that the financial 
income basket bore a share of taxes out of proportion to its share of income, presumably in part 
because interest income was subject to tax. The remainder, 16.5% was due to the passive basket, 
which was largely composed of Subpart F income.  

Table 4. Estimated Sources of Tax Revenue on Foreign Source Income, 2000 

Type of Income Share of Taxes Paid (%) 

Dividends Non-Financial Services 10.2 

Dividends Financial Services 2.4 

Active Royalties, Interest and Export (Non-Financial) 33.9 

Financial, Branch Income 18.1 

Financial, Interest 18.1 

Passive (Largely Subpart F) 16.5 

Source: Harry Grubert and Rosanne Altshuler, “Corporate Taxes in the World Economy: Reforming the 
Taxation of Cross-border Income,” in Fundamental Tax Reform: Issues, Choices, and Implications, Ed. John W. 
Diamond and George R. Zodrow, Cambridge, MIT Press, 2008, pp. 326-327. 

If current taxes were distributed in the same manner now as they were in 2000, then taxes on 
active dividends for 2007 would have been responsible for a residual U.S. tax of around one-half 
of 1% on total foreign source active income potentially paid out as dividends.22 The combination 
of selective deferral and cross-crediting appears to have essentially eliminated any U.S. tax on 
active income of foreign subsidiaries. 

The same study that estimated data for Table 4 estimated that two-thirds of royalties were 
shielded by tax credits. It is possible, however, that more tax is collected on royalties currently 
because of the declines in foreign tax rates and the elimination of foreign tax credit splitting.  

                                                 
20 Harry Grubert and Rosanne Altshuler, “Corporate Taxes in the World Economy: Reforming the Taxation of Cross-
border Income,” in John W. Diamond and George R. Zodrow, eds., Fundamental Tax Reform: Issues, Choices, and 
Implications (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2008). 
21 Data on distribution by basket from Scott Luttrell, Corporate Foreign Tax Credit, 2000, Internal Revenue Service, 
Statistics of Income, at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/00cftcar.pdf. 
22 Pre-tax income would range from $112 billion for 2007 to $142 billion for 2008 (with deemed tax apportioned 73% 
on active dividends. 12.6% of the total tax in Table 3 would result in $3.7 billion in 2007 and $2.8 billion in 2008, for 
an effective tax rate of 3.3% and 1.6% on dividends received. However, estimates above indicate that only about 23% 
of dividends are paid out, so that these tax rates need to be multiplied by 0.23, yielding rates of 0.36% to 0.76%.  
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Current and Potential Tax Collections 
To consider a year that should be more normal (i.e., past the effects of a slow recovery from the 
recession) Table 5 estimates three components of potential foreign taxes for FY2014: foreign 
taxes projected to be collected, additional taxes collected as a result of the repeal of deferral, and 
additional taxes collected if, in addition to repealing deferral, a per country foreign tax credit 
were imposed. Those provisions taken together should result in a close approximation of a true 
worldwide system that eliminated deferral and largely eliminates cross-crediting. 

Table 5. Current and Potential Tax Collections on Foreign Source Income, FY2014 

Provision 
Effect on Revenues 

($billions) 
Share of Current Total 
U.S. Corporate Tax (%) 

Current Tax 32.1 7.5 

Gain from Ending Deferral 18.4 4.3 

Additional Gain from Per Country Foreign Tax Credit 
Limit 

45.9 10.9 

Total Share of All  96.4 22.5 

Addendum: Eliminate Title Passage Rule 6.3 1.6 

Addendum: Repeal Worldwide Interest Allocation 3.6 0.8 

Source: Current Tax extrapolated from 2007 data based on changes in corporate tax revenues. Gain from 
Ending Deferral and Title Passage Rule from Joint Committee on Taxation, Estimates Of Federal Tax Expenditures 
For Fiscal Years 2011-2015, January 17, 2012, JCS-1-12. Gain from Per Country Foreign Tax Credit Limit from 
Joint Committee on Taxation estimates at http://wyden.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Score.pdf; Worldwide interest 
allocation based on FY2019 cost adjusted to FY2014 based on projected corporate tax revenues; FY2019 cost at 
Joint Committee on Taxation, General Explanation Of Tax Legislation Enacted In The 111th Congress, JCS-2-11, 
March 24, 2011. 

This table shows the importance of cross-crediting, by showing the effects of moving to a per 
country foreign tax credit limit given deferral is eliminated. Because of this importance, a 
territorial tax, which would eliminate foreign tax credits, can have consequences beyond the 
active income it is designed to remove from the U.S. tax base, since excess credits currently 
shield royalty and export income from U.S. tax. 

Table 5 also shows the separate revenue consequences of two other provisions: the title passage 
rule and the effect of worldwide allocation of foreign source income. 

Issues in Considering Territorial Taxation 
Several issues arise when considering moving from the present hybrid tax system to a territorial 
tax: the effect on repatriations, the effect on the location of real investment, the consequences for 
artificial profit shifting, transition, administrative and compliance issues, and the revenue 
consequences. 
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Effect on Repatriations 
One criticism of the current system is that while collecting very little revenue from foreign 
subsidiaries, it nevertheless discourages repatriations. The negative effect of the current system 
on repatriations is the major economic rationale cited by the Ways and Means Committee’s press 
release proposing a territorial tax.23 This argument also ties the lower repatriation rates to less 
investment and fewer jobs in the United States. 

Before discussing the potential effects, however, note that the repatriation argument alone is not a 
sufficient justification for a territorial tax. The tax effect on repatriation could be eliminated by 
moving in the opposite direction, ending deferral. Or it could be achieved by a variety of hybrid 
approaches such as taxing a fixed share of profits currently and exempting the remainder, or 
allowing an exemption combined with a minimum tax that is smaller than the U.S. tax rate. All of 
these approaches create a system where taxation is not triggered by repatriation.  

Would the elimination of the tax triggered by repatriations (which could be achieved by either a 
territorial tax or elimination of deferral) increase repatriations significantly? And if so, would 
those increased repatriations result in more investment and jobs in the United States? 

Although the projections vary with data source and with shares of pre-tax and after-tax income, 
estimates in the previous section suggest that about a third of foreign subsidiaries’ earnings was 
repatriated, with discretionary distributions net of Subpart F income around 23%. Does that imply 
that the remaining two thirds of income (or 77% of income net of Subpart F distributions) would 
be repatriated? It is unlikely that much of an increase would occur, as discussed below, and even 
more unlikely that it those repatriations would be translated into investment.  

Several considerations suggest that the increase in repatriations would be limited. First, regardless 
of tax considerations, much of foreign source earnings would be retained abroad to be reinvested 
in the enterprises there. Historical evidence on corporate rates of return and growth rates in the 
United States suggest that about 60% of nominal income is typically retained to maintain the real 
capital stock and allow it to grow normally at a steady state.24 The remainder, 40%, would be 
distributed. Thus we might expect, using the estimates above, at best to see an increase of 7% of 
earnings, or 17% of earnings net of Subpart F income.  

Second, these repatriation rates are probably at an unusually low level because they followed the 
large one time repatriation (generally in 2005) from the temporary repatriation holiday enacted in 
2004. Not only had large sums been repatriated to take advantage of a one time tax exemption 
which reduced the need for repatriations immediately after the holiday, but more might have been 
retained abroad than usual in anticipation of another holiday.25 Historical data indicate that 

                                                 
23Camp Releases International Tax Reform Discussion Draft , October 26, 2011, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/
News/DocumentSingle.aspx?DocumentID=266168. 
24 If the rate of return were 10%, the steady state nominal growth rate were 6% (a typical value reflecting a real growth 
rate of 3% and an inflation rate of 3%), then the remainder would be paid out as a 4% dividend yield. These are typical 
historical values in the United States. Thus, in a steady state growth model with these values, 60% of nominal earnings 
would be retained in any case (and would be retained if taxes did matter), and 40% paid out. 
25 See CRS Report R40178, Tax Cuts on Repatriation Earnings as Economic Stimulus: An Economic Analysis, by 
Donald J. Marples and Jane G. Gravelle. Another repatriation holiday was voted on in the Senate in 2009, but not 
adopted. 
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repatriation rates fell towards the end of the 1990s and continued to be low from 2000 to 2008.26 
Data were provided every other year and did not include 2005, the year most repatriations 
occurred under the repatriation holiday. Over the period 1968-2008, the average repatriation rate 
was 40%; for 2000-2008 it was 20%. In addition to the anticipation and aftermath of repatriation 
holidays, the growth of high-tech and dot.com firms that were expanding rapidly and not initially 
paying dividends may also have affected these payout ratios.27 The evidence from tax data is also 
consistent with studies examining repatriation rates over an earlier period of time using financial 
data that found rates of around 40%.28 Since a 40% rate is about the rate that might be expected in 
a no-tax world, these results suggest that the repatriation tax has had relatively little effect on a 
permanent basis. If firms came to believe another repatriation holiday or territorial tax were not in 
store, and the high-tech industries achieved a steady state growth, repatriation rates might rise to 
more normal levels.  

Third, there is direct evidence that shifting to a territorial tax would not have large effects. Some 
initial evidence indicates that the Japanese shift to a territorial tax increased repatriations in the 
first year by about 20%.29 Applied to current realizations rates, it would increase realizations by 
about 4% of total earnings; compared to the 40% rate it would increase realizations by about 8% 
of earnings. Since a larger first year effect might be expected, as pent up earnings are returned, 
such an increase is quite modest. Preliminary results from a study of the UK territorial tax shift, 
while subject to revision, suggest an increase of 6% of earnings.30 A statistical study of U.S. 
affiliates in different countries facing different taxes suggested that repatriations would increase 
by about 13%, which would be 2.5% to 5% of earnings.31  

Moreover, some theory and research suggests the effects would be negligible on a permanent 
basis. Theoretical considerations indicate that the repatriation tax should not matter because firms 
will eventually have to repatriate earnings. This theory, referred to as the “new view” is related to 
a similar theory about why domestic firms pay dividends to their individual shareholders even 
though it triggers a dividend tax. In both cases, the idea is that eventually shareholders will want 
to receive their dividends in excess of amounts needed for steady state reinvestment and 
dividends will be paid either currently, or in the future with interest. In either case, the same 
present value of tax will occur. While this “new view” for dividends paid in the U.S. to its 
individual shareholders could be rejected on the grounds that firms can return cash to the 

                                                 
26 Data from 1992 to 2008 were from Internal Revenue Service Statistics of Income, Data on Controlled Foreign 
Corporations, http://www.irs.gov/taxstats/bustaxstats/article/0,,id=97151,00.html. Data from 1968-1992 reported in 
James R. Hines, Jr., The Case Against Deferral: A Deferential Consideration, National Tax Journal ,Vol. 52, 
September 1999, pp. 385-404. 
27 The evidence does not support the idea that the fall in repatriations was due to check-the-box, which was first 
announced at the beginning of 1997. Subpart F income did not begin to decline as a share of income until 2004.  
28 Mehir A. Desai, C. Fritz Foley, and James R. Hines, Jr., Dividend Policy Inside the Multinational Firm, Financial 
Management, March 22, 2007, at http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Dividend+policy+inside+the+multinational+firm.-
a0167305683. 
29 Testimony of Mr. Gary M. Thomas Before the Committee on Ways & Means, U.S. House of Representatives, 
Hearing on How Other Countries Have Used Tax Reform To Help Their Companies Compete in the Global Market and 
Create Jobs, May 24, 2011, at http://www.whitecase.com/files/Uploads/Documents/GThomas-HWM-Testimony-
24May2011.pdf. 
30 Peter Egger, Valeria Merlo, Martin Ruf, and Georg Wamser, The Consequences of the new UK Tax Exemption 
System: Evidence from Micro-level Data, Working Paper, January 26, 2012. 
31 Mehir A. Desai, C. Fritz Foley, and James R. Hines, Jr., “Repatriation Taxes and Dividend Distortions,” National 
Tax Journal, Vol. 54, December 2001, pp. 829-851. 
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economy by repurchasing shares, such an option is not available for dividend payments between a 
multinational affiliate and its parent.  

If the theory correctly describes behavior, then one would expect that, regardless of the 
repatriation tax a similar share of earnings would be paid in dividends with or without a 
repatriation tax. A large empirical literature has developed to study repatriation behavior, finding 
a variety of results. For example, some early evidence suggested that repatriation rates are 
sensitive to tax, but subsequent research showed that it might be due to transitory effects.32 
Evidence that repatriations were more likely from highly taxed subsidiaries (where taxes 
generated would be offset by foreign tax credits) relative to low taxed ones suggested that taxes 
have effects on repatriations.33 However, another study found that the repatriations tax became 
less important given alternative strategies for returning cash for the United States.34 These 
strategies included making passive investments abroad with the parent company borrowing 
against them, or having low tax subsidiaries make equity investments in high tax subsidiaries 
which in turn repatriated income with attached foreign tax credits.35 These strategies would 
indicate differential repatriation rates exist between high and low tax subsidiaries but they are not 
necessarily meaningful. Most recently, a study suggested taxes had some effect, but a limited one, 
on repatriations; this study also showed over a long period of time payout shares of about 40%.36  

The recent pressure for a repatriation holiday and reports of large amounts of accumulated 
unrepatriated earnings probably comes largely from firms that have intangible assets, have been 
growing rapidly abroad and thus retaining earnings for that purpose, and perhaps shifting profits 
arbitrarily.37 They may have also been delaying repatriations in anticipation of another holiday. As 
affairs settle into more of a steady state, there may be a greater need to distribute to pay 
shareholders, so this phenomenon may be largely transitory.  

Even if repatriations increase under a permanent territorial tax, those repatriations may not result 
in additional investment, but are likely to be paid out as dividends, or substitute for borrowing by 
the parent company.38 Job creation is not the primary focus here in any case, as in the long run, 
                                                 
32 See Rosanne Altshuler, T. Scott Newlon, and William C. Randolph, “Do Repatriations Matter? Evidence from Tax 
Returns of Multinationals,” in The Effects of Taxation on Multinational Corporations, Ed. by Martin Feldstein, James r. 
HInes, Jr. and R. Glenn Hubbard, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995, pp. 253-277. 
33 Mehir A. Desai, C. Fritz Foley, and James R. Hines, Jr., “Repatriation Taxes and Dividend Distortions,” National 
Tax Journal, Vol. 54, December 2001, pp. 829-851.  
34 Rosanne Altshuler and Harry Grubert, “Repatriation Taxes, Repatriation Strategies and Multinational Financial 
Policy, Journal of Public Economics, Vol 87, 2002, pp. 73-107. 
35 Some methods of returning cash to the United States involve corporate reorganizations. See Jesse Drucker, “Dodging 
Repatriation Tax Lets Companies Bring Home Cash,” Bloomberg, December 29, 2010, http://www.bloomberg.com/
news/2010-12-29/dodging-repatriation-tax-lets-u-s-companies-bring-home-cash.html. For an in depth discussion of 
methods, see Hal Hicks and David J. Sotos, “The Empire Strikes Back (Again) – The Killer Bs, Deadly Ds and Sec. 
367 As The Death Star Against Repatriation Rebels,”. International Tax Journal, May-June 2008, pp. 37-58. The 
Internal Revenue Service has periodically attempted to address various methods of repatriating cash without paying tax, 
most recently in July 2012. See Richard Rubin, “IRS Ends Deals That Let Companies Avoid Repatriation Tax,” 
Bloomberg, July 13, 2011, at http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2012-07-13/irs-ends-deals-that-let-companies-avoid-
repatriation-tax.html.  
36 Mehir A. Desai, C. Fritz Foley, and James R. Hines, Jr., Dividend Policy Inside the Multinational Firm, Financial 
Management, March 22, 2007, at http://www.thefreelibrary.com/Dividend+policy+inside+the+multinational+firm.-
a0167305683. 
37 CRS Report R40178, Tax Cuts on Repatriation Earnings as Economic Stimulus: An Economic Analysis, by Donald J. 
Marples and Jane G. Gravelle. 
38 The repatriations under the repatriation holiday, enacted on the basis of increasing investment, were largely used to 
(continued...) 
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reduce jobs. The economy will tend to create jobs naturally. As an illustration, consider that in 
1961 and in 1991 the unemployment rate was the same, 6.7%. Employment, however, rose from 
66 million to 117 million, as the economy accommodated the baby boom and the entry of women 
into the labor force. Permanent provisions that encourage capital to move abroad can change the 
types of jobs and reduce wages, but not overall employment.39  

Location of Investment 
Historically, the central issue in evaluating a foreign tax regime has been the effect on the 
allocation of investment. Economic theory seeking efficiency objectives supports taxing 
investments at the same rate wherever they are invested; this approach would maximize 
worldwide output by investing capital where it earns the highest pre-tax return. For example, if 
the after tax return is 7% and the U.S. tax is an effective 30% while the foreign tax rate is zero, 
and investments are perfect substitutes, the total pre-tax return at the margin on an investment in 
the United States is 10% (0.07/(1-0.30) while the return in the foreign location is only 7%. 
Allowing foreign source income to be exempt causes capital to move to a less productive use, 
where it earns a pre-tax return of 7%, when it could earn a 10% return in the United States.40 

The equating of taxes on a firm’s investment is most closely associated with a residence based tax 
system. Given the need for limits on foreign tax credits, this system would be most closely 
approximated by a system that eliminates deferral and imposes a foreign tax credit limit on a 
country by country basis. If the objective were not worldwide optimization or efficiency, but 
maximizing U.S. welfare, the rules would be more stringent by allowing foreign taxes as a 
deduction rather than a credit.41  

Assessing Arguments for A Territorial Tax 

What, then, is the justification for moving in the opposite direction, to a territorial tax? One may 
be that if, for political or other reasons, it is not possible to move closer to a residence-based 
system, it is possible to design a territorial tax system that is an improvement over the current 
rules. This argument is made by Grubert and Mutti,42 and their proposal was incorporated in 
President Bush’s Advisory Commission’s tax reform proposals.43 Grubert and Mutti proposed, 
along with exempting active dividends from tax, to provide for an allocation of overhead costs of 
                                                                 
(...continued) 
repurchase shares, the equivalent of paying dividends. See CRS Report R40178, Tax Cuts on Repatriation Earnings as 
Economic Stimulus: An Economic Analysis, by Donald J. Marples and Jane G. Gravelle, for a review of the evidence. 
39 Using repatriations to increase employment in an underemployed economy in the short run are unlikely to be 
effective because transferring foreign earnings into U.S. dollars is contractionary and likely overwhelms any direct 
spending effects. See CRS Report R40178, Tax Cuts on Repatriation Earnings as Economic Stimulus: An Economic 
Analysis, by Donald J. Marples and Jane G. Gravelle. 
40 Note that economic analysis has focused on efficient allocation of investment, rather than the effects on jobs because 
in the long run (the focus of a permanent tax law), an economy will tend to naturally create jobs. 
41 The issues discussed in this section are discussed in more detail in CRS Report RL34115, Reform of U.S. 
International Taxation: Alternatives, by Jane G. Gravelle. 
42 Harry Grubert and John Mutti, Taxing International Business Income: Dividend Exemption Versus the Current 
System,” Washington, DC, The AEI Press, 2001. 
43 The President’s Advisory Panel on Federal Tax Reform, Simple, Fair and Pro-Growth: Proposals to Fix America’s 
Tax System, November, 2005, at http://govinfo.library.unt.edu/taxreformpanel/. 
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the firm (such as interest) between taxable and tax exempt income. For example, if 10% of 
income is exempt because of the dividend exemption then 10% of interest and other overhead 
costs would be disallowed. They also note that that the elimination of foreign tax credits would 
mean that royalty, export and other income would not be shielded from U.S. tax with excess 
foreign tax credits. As a result, this proposal is projected to raise revenue, a result also found by 
the Joint Committee on Taxation, and the overall tax rate on foreign source income would rise.44 
Grubert and Mutti also note that repatriations would not trigger a tax and that such a change 
would reduce the cost of tax planning to avoid the repatriation tax. 

The argument that a territorial tax that could improve economic efficiency, or at least make it no 
worse, should be distinguished from arguments that do not stand up to economic reasoning. For 
example, moving to a territorial system because other countries have generally done so does not 
mean such a system is desirable either for them or for the United States. Many policies exist in 
other countries, such as a value added tax or national health insurance, policies that many oppose 
and that have not been adopted in the United States. The issues may differ as well. European 
countries, for example, are geographically and politically closer than the United States is to other 
countries. The European Union also has provisions on freedom of capital movement and 
establishment that prevent the type of anti-inversion laws that the United States has, to prevent 
U.S. firms from relocating their headquarters.45 These rules may influence decisions to adopt 
territorial systems as well as decisions to lower corporate tax rates, which has occurred in the 
United Kingdom recently.  

Similarly, the argument that because most other countries do not tax their foreign subsidiaries, the 
United States also should not do so in order to allow its firms to compete abroad does not stand 
up to economic analysis. A country does not compete in the manner that a firm does, because its 
resources (labor and savings provided by its citizens) do not disappear if another firm undercuts 
prices; they are simply used in a different way. That is, a country does not compete with the rest 
of the world, it trades with them, both its products and its capital. It can generally be shown that 
the United States would still be better off, or at least no worse off, if it taxes foreign and domestic 
investments by its firms at the same rate, even if other countries do not.46  

Finally, arguments made based on empirical studies that indicate that increased foreign 
investment of multinationals is correlated with more, not less, domestic investment do not show 
that overall U.S investment is not reduced by more favorable foreign treatment, and may simply 
identify firms that are growing. In any event, the aggregate amount of capital owned by U.S. 
citizens and the allocation of that capital are separate issues. Even if savings responds to the 
overall U.S. tax burden, of two revenue neutral regimes, the one that taxes capital equally in both 
locations would be more efficient.  

                                                 
44 The proposal is estimated to raise revenues by $6.9 billion in FY2014. See Congressional Budget Office, Reducing 
the Deficit: Spending and Revenue Options, March, 2011, p. 187, http://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/
ftpdocs/120xx/doc12085/03-10-reducingthedeficit.pdf. 
45 Countries can adopt anti-abuse provisions that are more limited. See Marco Rossi, “European Commission Blesses 
Italy’s Anti-Inversion Rules,” at http://www.euitalianinternationaltax.com/2011/05/articles/european-commission-
blesses-italys-antiinversion-rules/. 
46 See Jane G. Gravelle, Does the Concept of Competitiveness Have Meaning in Formulating Corporate Tax Policy? 
November 2011, forthcoming, Tax Law Review, at http://www.americantaxpolicyinstitute.org/pdf/
Jane%20Gravelle%20paper.pdf. Critiques of competitiveness arguments were also made, primarily with respect to 
trade policy, by Paul Krugman, See “Competitiveness: A Dangerous Obsession,” Foreign Affairs, Vol. 73, No. 2 
(March-April, 1994), pp. 28-44. Links to the journal can be found at http://www.foreignaffairs.com/issues/1994/73/4.  
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There are some arguments that have been made that bear consideration. Perhaps the most 
important of these is that U.S. firms can change their nationality by moving their headquarters 
abroad, merging with foreign companies, or incorporating abroad. However, anti-inversion rules 
adopted in 2004 are likely to prevent large-scale shifting of headquarters of existing firms, while 
mergers and incorporating abroad are probably largely determined by non-tax factors and could 
be addressed with legislative revisions.47 Evidence suggests that very little incorporation of true 
U.S. firms occurs abroad48 and this effect could be addressed with legislation (such as basing 
taxation on where effective management occurs) if necessary.  

Arguments have also been made that the higher taxes on returns to capital investments would 
prevent U.S. firms from exploiting intangible assets abroad.49 However, there are many ways of 
exploiting intangibles without engaging directly in manufacturing or other activities, such as 
licenses, franchises, and contract manufacturing.50 Products embodying U.S. innovations could 
also be produced in the United States and exported.  

Likely Effects of International Tax Revision on Investment 

What are the likely effects of altering the international tax system on investment? There are 
several reasons that these effects would probably be modest, although they would depend on the 
particular design features of the reform.  

First, most countries where physical investment might take place, such as manufacturing, tend to 
have taxes that are not much different from those that apply in the United States: average 
effective rates of 27% and marginal effective rates of about 20%.51 The average effective tax rate 
on foreign subsidiaries of U.S. parents is estimated to be lower than that of U.S. firms in general 
(about 16% versus 26% with a 3% residual U.S. tax on foreign earnings), but that partially 
reflects profit shifting to low tax countries, since the effective rate in tax haven countries was 
5.7%.52 Overall effective tax rates abroad for foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies also vary by 

                                                 
47 Mergers that involve shifting the location of incorporation do occur occasionally. The announced merger of Eaton 
Corporation and Cooper Industries is an example of how mergers can be used to shift headquarters although even in 
this case the stated primary reason was non-tax issues. Cooper was already incorporated in Ireland, but is effectively a 
U.S. company with management in Houston. See Robert Schoenberger, “Eaton Corporation Plans to Buy Cooper 
Industries, Move Incorporation to Ireland,” The Plain Dealer, May 12, 2012. http://www.cleveland.com/business/
index.ssf/2012/05/eaton_corp_plans_to_merge_with.html. Aon’s shift of incorporation to the U.K. will trigger a 
shareholder level capital gains tax. See “Aon Shareholders May Pay Hefty Taxes With Headquarters Shifting to 
London,” Ameet Sachdev’s Chicago Law, at http://articles.chicagotribune.com/2012-01-20/business/ct-biz-0120-
chicago-law-20120120_1_aon-global-aon-corp-tax. Among solutions to limit tax motivated international mergers is 
imposing a tax on shareholder gain at ordinary rates.  
48 Susan Morse and Eric Allen, “Firm Incorporation Outside the U.S.: No Exodus Yet,” December 2011, at 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1950760. 
49 This idea is most recently addressed in Mihir Desai and James Hines, “Evaluating International Tax Reform,” 
National Tax Journal, Vol. 56, September 2003, pp. 487-502. 
50 See CRS Report RL34115, Reform of U.S. International Taxation: Alternatives, by Jane G. Gravelle, for a more 
detailed discussion of this issue.  
51 See CRS Report R41743, International Corporate Tax Rate Comparisons and Policy Implications, by Jane G. 
Gravelle. 
52 Melissa Costa and Jennifer Gravelle, Taxing Multinational Corporations: Average Tax Rates, Presented at a 
Conference of the American Tax Policy Center, October 2011, and forthcoming in Tax Law Review, at 
http://www.americantaxpolicyinstitute.org/pdf/Costa-Gravelle%20paper.pdf. 
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industry. Industries with a lot of intangible assets have lower tax rates. For example, computer 
and electronic product manufacturing had an effective tax rate of 8.7% and finance 11.3%.53  

Second, to the extent that firms expect largely to avoid U.S. taxes under the current system, either 
through permanent reinvestment of profits or tax planning, moving to a territorial tax would not 
make much difference in inducing outflows of capital, especially if anti-base erosion provisions 
(such as treating income earned in tax haven countries as Subpart F Income) are adopted. 
Nevertheless, since firms’ investments are only observed under the current deferral and foreign 
tax credit system, it is possible that significantly more capital would be invested abroad, 
especially in lower tax jurisdictions.  

Moving in the opposite direction, by ending deferral and possibly cross-crediting (with a per 
country foreign tax credit limit) would reduce capital investment abroad by retaining more 
outbound capital in the United States.  

Nevertheless, effects from either revision are unlikely to be important to the overall U.S. 
economy or to U.S. welfare; estimates of the effect of cutting the U.S. corporate tax rate by ten 
percentage points, which would presumably have larger effects by attracting inbound capital as 
well is estimated to increase U.S. output by only about 2/10ths of 1% and U.S. income by 2/100ths 

of 1%.54 The effects of moving to a territorial tax would be negative (decrease U.S. output) 
because they increase the return on outbound capital, but would be smaller in magnitude because 
the effects are smaller. Based on relative sizes of revenue effects, a ten percentage point rate 
reduction would lose about 29% of corporate revenue, while, based on the estimates in Table 5, 
eliminating all taxes on foreign source income would lose about 7.5% of corporate revenue, or a 
quarter of the amount. Eliminating deferral alone would gain revenue equal to about 15% of the 
absolute change from a ten percentage point rate reduction, while eliminating deferral and cross-
crediting would be about 53% of the change. This last change could be more significant than the 
domestic rate reduction but nevertheless not large relative to the U.S. economy.  

All of these effects are small, relative to output, for several reasons. First, although capital flows 
respond to differential tax rates, capital is not perfectly mobile.55 Even if it were, the large size of 
the U.S. domestic economy and capital stock and the constraints of production (capital must 
combine with labor to be productive) limit the effect to ½ of 1% of output and a negligible effect 

                                                 
53 Charles Duhigg and David Kocieniewski, “How Apples Sidesteps Billions in Taxes,” New York Times, April 29, 
2012, p.1, 20-21. at http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/29/business/apples-tax-strategy-aims-at-low-tax-states-and-
nations.html?pagewanted=all. 
54 See CRS Report R41743, International Corporate Tax Rate Comparisons and Policy Implications, by Jane G. 
Gravelle. 
55 The overall evidence suggests an elasticity of around three which is used in the calculations above; see Jennifer C. 
Gravelle, Corporate Tax Incidence: Review of General Equilibrium Estimates and Analysis, Working Paper 2010-03, 
May 2010, at http://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/ftpdocs/115xx/doc11519/05-2010-working_paper-
corp_tax_incidence-review_of_gen_eq_estimates.pdf. See Harry Grubert and Rosanne Altshuler, “Corporate Taxes in 
the World Economy: Reforming the Taxation of Cross-border Income,” in Fundamental Tax Reform: Issues, Choices, 
and Implications, Ed. John W. Diamond and George R. Zodrow, Cambridge, MIT Press, 2008 who reference a number 
of studies showing that investment by multinationals is sensitive to tax rates. A review is also contained in Michael 
Smart , Repatriation Taxes and Foreign Direct Investment: Evidence From Tax Treaties, Working Paper, June 20, 
2010, at http://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/centres/tax/symposia/Documents/2010/05%20Smart.pdf; and in Lars Feld and Jost 
Heckemeyer, “FDI and Taxation: A Meta Study,” Journal of Economic Surveys, Vol 25, April, 2011, pp.233-272 . The 
working paper version is at http://www.cesifo-group.de/portal/pls/portal/docs/1/1186528.PDF.  
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on income.56 The corporate tax itself is also small as a cost factor: about 2% of GDP. Thus even a 
10 percentage point rate reduction would be slightly over ½ of 1% of GDP, while most 
international revisions would be even smaller. Finally, most of these gains would not accrue to 
U.S. income: for inbound capital most of the gain would be profit to foreign investors, and for 
outbound capital drawn back, profits were already in existence and merely change location.  

The analysis in this section suggests that while there may be concerns about the effects of 
international reforms on investments, either reducing U.S. investment in the case of a territorial 
tax or increasing it by moving towards a residence based tax (e.g., eliminating deferral and cross-
crediting) these effects are likely quite modest. 

Treatment of Royalties and Export Income 

One effect of the current system that might be changed by moving to a territorial system is the 
reduction in the beneficial treatment of royalties and export income through the use of excess 
foreign tax credits. The current benefits for royalties encourage firms to exploit intangibles in 
foreign operations rather than in the United States, while the export subsidy causes prices and 
magnitudes of exports to be too large. 

Royalties, in particular, are a difficult issue to address because increased taxes on royalties paid 
from foreign subsidiaries would encourage manufacturing of goods in the United States but, as 
will be discussed in the next section, also creates an incentive to understate royalties and 
artificially shift intangible income into untaxed active earnings of foreign subsidiaries that are 
exempt. Ideally, such profit shifting should be addressed by anti-abuse provisions. 

Artificial Profit Shifting 
The third issue, which primarily involves revenue, is artificial profit shifting—that is, shifting 
profits into low-tax jurisdictions that are then exempt from U.S. tax. Profit shifting also exists 
under the current system because of deferral. Evidence of profit shifting is clear from the 
distribution of shares of U.S. subsidiary profits as a percentage of GDP, where profits as a 
percentage of output were typically less than 1%-2% in the G-7, were significantly larger in the 
larger tax-haven countries (7.6% in Ireland and 18.2% in Luxemburg), and were more than 600% 
and 500% respectively in Bermuda and the Cayman Islands.57 The estimates of magnitude vary 
substantially reaching up to $90 billion and ranging from about 14% to 29% of corporate 
revenues.58 They have been growing as well.59 

                                                 
56 Estimates from CRS Report R41743, International Corporate Tax Rate Comparisons and Policy Implications, by 
Jane G. Gravelle, based on perfect mobility of capital and perfect product substitution. 
57 CRS Report R40623, Tax Havens: International Tax Avoidance and Evasion and CRS Report R41743, International 
Corporate Tax Rate Comparisons and Policy Implications, both by Jane G. Gravelle. Data on earnings and profits of 
controlled foreign corporations were taken from Lee Mahoney and Randy Miller, Controlled Foreign Corporations 
2004, Internal Revenue Service Statistics of Income Bulletin, Summer 2008,http://www.irs.ustreas.gov/pub/irs-soi/
04coconfor.pdf. Data on GDP from Central Intelligence Agency, The World Factbook, https://www.cia.gov/library/
publications/the-world-factbook. Most GDP data are for 2008 and based on the exchange rate but for some countries 
earlier years and data based on purchasing power parity were the only data available. 
58 See CRS Report R40623, Tax Havens: International Tax Avoidance and Evasion and CRS Report R41743, 
International Corporate Tax Rate Comparisons and Policy Implications, both by Jane G. Gravelle. For the most recent 
estimates see Kimberly A. Clausing “The Revenue Effects of Multinational Firm Income Shifting Tax Notes, March 
(continued...) 
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In general, most of this profit shifting apparently arises from either leveraging (borrowing in 
high-tax jurisdictions) or shifting of the location of profits from intangibles. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that low-tax rates tend to be associated with manufacture of drugs and electronics, and 
the information and communications industries. 

Profit shifting is a policy problem even without a move to a territorial tax. One of the concerns 
about moving to a territorial tax is the possibility that it will increase the already significant and 
growing estimated level of profit shifting. Under current law, firms that have shifted profits to 
low-tax jurisdictions may still have to face eventual taxation. The considerable lobbying for a 
repatriation holiday such as that in 2004 may be a sign of this concern.60 With a simple territorial 
tax with no anti-abuse provisions, profit shifting could increase substantially. There is little to 
clarify the likely magnitude of this effect. Evidence for European countries has also indicated 
significant profit shifting, benefiting most European countries largely at the expense of 
Germany.61 Germany has since lowered their corporate tax rate (and profit shifting may have 
played a role in that decision). However, it is difficult to draw conclusions from the experiences 
of these very different countries, who already have territorial systems but also have in most cases 
had measures to address base erosion. 

If the new view of dividends is correct, and companies expect to pay taxes on excess profits with 
interest when deferred, then the move to a simple territorial tax (without any anti-base erosion 
measures) could increase profit shifting, perhaps considerably. However, if this view is not 
correct and firms expect to escape tax indefinitely, then going to a territorial tax might not make 
much difference. Unfortunately, while there is a relatively powerful theoretical justification for 
the new view, the empirical evidence has been mixed. At the same time, however, as noted above, 
the lobbying for a repatriation holiday supports the new view and the expectation that profit 
shifting might increase insignificantly. 

One particular potential effect on profit shifting involves royalties. Because royalties are 
protected to some extent by excess foreign tax credits, moving to a territorial tax would eliminate 
that protection and increase the tax on royalties. This change in taxation would create a further 
incentive to shift intangible income into the earnings of foreign subsidiaries and out of royalties. 

Aside from the issue of the effect of a territorial tax (and of its particular design features) on 
profit shifting, other reforms might be considered that might address profit shifting either in the 
current system or in a system revised in ways other than moving to a territorial tax. These reforms 
might include provisions reforming the current system proposed by President Obama (and earlier 
by former Ways and Means Committee Chairman Rangel), which would tax excess earnings from 

                                                                 
(...continued) 
28, 2011, pp. 1580-1586, who finds estimates for 2008 from $57 billion to $90 billion and Martin Sullivan, “Transfer 
Pricing Costs U.S. at Least $28 Billion,” Tax Notes, March 22, 2010, pp. 1439-1443. 
59 Martin Sullivan, “Transfer Pricing Abuse Is Job-Killing Corporate Welfare,” Tax Notes August 2, 2010, pp. 461-468. 
60 The lobbying group has apparently ended at least part of their campaign. See “WIN America, Tax Repatriation 
Holiday Lobby Group, Ends Advocacy Work” Reuters, http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/04/23/win-america-tax-
repatriation-holiday_n_1447581.html?ref=business. For a report on the repatriation holiday and its issues see CRS 
Report R40178, Tax Cuts on Repatriation Earnings as Economic Stimulus: An Economic Analysis, by Donald J. 
Marples and Jane G. Gravelle. 
61 Harry Huizinga and Luc Laeven, “International Profit Shifting Within Multinationals: A Multi-Country Perspective,” 
Journal of Public Economics, vol. 92. 2008, pp.1164-1182. 
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intangibles as subpart F income and rules that would disallow some portion of overhead expenses 
to the extent income is not taxed. 

Fundamentally, as long as a system allows for differential taxes, whether between the U.S. and 
foreign source income or between types of foreign source income, there is likely to be profit 
shifting. Companies appear willing to exploit relatively small differentials in tax as illustrated by 
the double-Irish, Dutch sandwich technique that allowed firms to not only avoid the U.S. tax, but 
to avoid the 12.5% Irish tax as well, and establish taxation in Bermuda, with a zero tax rate.62 The 
only tax system that eliminates differential taxes is the elimination of deferral, possibly combined 
with a separate tax credit limit basket for royalty income. 

Transition 
An important issue in moving to a territorial tax is how to treat accumulated unrepatriated 
earnings, which were generated under a worldwide system. One approach would be to deem all 
accumulated earnings as repatriated and pay taxes, with a number of years allowed to pay these 
taxes. The provision might create a hardship for firms to the extent that income is tied up in non-
liquid form, unless the period of time for paying the tax were extensive. In addition, it would be a 
retroactively harsh tax compared with the present system, because a significant portion of 
earnings need never be repatriated. During normal times, estimates suggest that more than half of 
retained earnings abroad is probably reinvested in the firms activities. Note also that while 
perhaps 60% or so of the flow of income would be retained abroad, a much larger share of the 
stock of unrepatriated earnings would be likely to be permanently reinvested abroad. 

Another option is to treat these earnings the same as newly generated earnings and exempt them 
in the same way. This approach would create a windfall benefit, especially to the degree that 
firms have been holding off repatriating and engaging in aggressive profit shifting because of a 
potential tax holiday. 

A third option would be to treat dividends as paid out of accumulated earnings until these 
earnings are exhausted, while applying the full tax rate and foreign tax credit rules. This 
approach, however, would continue the disincentive to repatriate for some time. 

None of these approaches may be entirely satisfactory. Intermediate proposals that are under 
consideration would tax this income but at a lower rate. One, in the Ways and Means proposal, is 
to deem all this earnings repatriated prior to the law changes, apply the provisions of the 2004 tax 
holiday (85% exclusion of income with proportional foreign tax credits), which would impose a 
small tax, and allow it to be paid over a period of time. On average this may be a reasonable 
compromise, because, although a significant fraction of income is exempt, a significant fraction 
of this income would probably never have been repatriated. 

A second intermediate option is to allow firms to elect the holiday (with an extended pay out 
period) and to tax any remaining dividends at the full tax rate until all of the remaining earnings is 
paid out as dividends. This voluntary approach allows firms to avoid undesirable forced payouts, 
but prolongs the effective movement to a territorial tax. 
                                                 
62 Jesse Drucker, “Google 2.4% Rate Shows How $60 Billion Lost to Tax Loopholes,” Bloomberg, October 21, 2010, 
at http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2010-10-21/google-2-4-rate-shows-how-60-billion-u-s-revenue-lost-to-tax-
loopholes.html. 
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Striking a balance between limiting the windfall benefits and the associated revenue loss 
compared with a baseline, providing firms with terms that allow the funds to pay (since a lot of 
accumulated earnings are not liquid) and avoiding prolonged coverage of dividends under the old 
system is one of the most difficult problems in crafting a shift to a territorial tax. As will be 
discussed subsequently, the proposals have included a variety of approaches. 

While accumulated untaxed earnings are an important issue, there are other transition issues 
relating to the shift from the current system to a territorial tax. These include unused foreign tax 
credits associated with previously taxed income and foreign loss carryovers. How credits and 
losses might be treated may depend largely on the treatment of existing earnings accumulated 
abroad and how other features of the foreign tax credit are modified. 

Administration and Compliance 
Arguments have often been made that moving to a territorial tax would simplify administration 
and compliance. Grubert and Mutti, in their proposal for a territorial tax, stressed the cost of tax 
planning associated with repatriating income while paying minimal tax. Thus a territorial tax 
would add value by simplifying repatriation policy. U.S. parents could receive dividends from 
their subsidiaries without concerns about the tax consequences. However, the same simplification 
would occur if deferral were ended, because firms would have no choice about paying taxes or 
arranging for optimal cross-crediting. Hybrid approaches such as taxing a share of income 
currently would also eliminate the scope for tax planning around repatriation. 

Although repatriation tax planning would be eliminated, if a territorial tax increased profit 
shifting incentives, tax planning in that area could increase. And, as will be shown in the 
discussion of design issues, provisions considered to combat income shifting can add 
considerable complexity to the tax code. 

Revenue Issues 
A shift to a territorial system could potentially gain revenue, in part because relatively little tax is 
collected on foreign operations. In any case, it is unlikely that large revenue losses would occur 
unless the move to a territorial tax includes other provisions (such as lower tax rates on royalties) 
or induces pronounced income shifting responses. If Table 4 shares of income are applied to 
estimates of current taxes paid on foreign source income listed in Table 5, the taxation of 
dividends of foreign subsidiaries is quite small, a little over $4 billion in FY2014, or about 1% of 
corporate revenues. Branch income is slightly under $6 billion, so if this income is also exempted 
in a move to a territorial tax, the total effect would be about $10 billion. The two together are 
about 2% of corporate revenues. Taxes on royalties and export income (which along with 
nonfinancial interest would be somewhat over $10 billion, or about 2% of revenues) could 
increase with the loss of foreign tax credits, leading to a relatively small net loss or possibly a 
small gain. 

There is considerably more revenue to be gained by moving in the opposite direction, as some 
proposals do. Eliminating deferral and providing a per country foreign tax credit limit could triple 
the revenue collected on foreign source income, raising $64 billion or about 15% of corporate 
taxes, according to the estimates in Table 5. Other intermediate changes could raise revenues; 
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eliminating deferral alone would raise about $18 billion in revenue, and the combination of 
President Obama’s budget proposals for international taxation would raise $16 billion.63 

Some proposals for moving to a territorial tax aim for revenue neutrality, but also propose to use 
transitional revenues (from taxes on accumulated untaxed earnings) to achieve this revenue 
neutrality in the budget horizon. Because transitional gains are temporary, this approach results in 
a long-run revenue loss. 

Design Issues in a Territorial Tax 
Moving to a territorial tax goes far beyond a simple matter of exempting foreign source income 
from U.S. tax. There are issues of transition, the treatment of current flow through income, and 
the retention and perhaps revision of anti-abuse rules. In this section, three proposals are outlined: 
the Grubert Mutti proposal, the discussion draft provided by Ways and Means Committee 
Chairman, and Senator Enzi’s bill, S. 2091. The latter two proposals are similar in general 
approach. Note that the Grubert Mutti proposal is a general outline, while the Ways and Means 
Discussion Draft and S. 2091 are in legislative language and are more detailed.  

The Grubert Mutti Proposal 
This proposal has been circulating for some time as a general proto-type of a move to a territorial 
tax, and has been estimated to raise revenue, primarily due to increased taxes on royalties and 
allocation of parent company expenses between taxable and exempt income.64 A proposal of this 
nature was included in President Bush’s Advisory Panel Proposal in 2005.65 

• Exemption of dividends for active foreign income by U.S. shareholders with a 
10% or more interest and eliminate foreign tax credits.  

• Foreign branches treated the same as subsidiaries. 

• Royalties and interest paid to the U.S. parent are taxable. 

• Current anti-abuse rules for passive income(Subpart F) would be retained, 
although some aspects would become obsolete (primarily the inclusion of 
dividend payments between subsidiaries). 

• Parent’s overhead expenses, such as interest, would be allocated in proportion to 
untaxed income and disallowed. 

• Active foreign losses could not offset domestic income.  

• Capital gains and losses from the sale of productive assets would be exempt. 

• Income from U.S. exports would not be classified as foreign source income.  
                                                 
63 Department of the Treasury, General Explanations of the Administration’s Fiscal Year 2013 Revenue Proposals, 
February 2012, http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/tax-policy/Documents/General-Explanations-FY2013.pdf. 
64 Harry Grubert and John Mutti, Taxing International Business Income: Dividend Exemption Versus the Current 
System (Washington, DC, AEI Press, 2001). 
65 The President’s Advisory Panel on Federal Tax Reform, Simple, Fair and Pro-Growth: Proposals to Fix America’s 
Tax System, November, 2005, at http://govinfo.library.unt.edu/taxreformpanel/. 
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The proposal does not address the treatment of existing accumulated earnings abroad or profit 
shifting via intangible assets, although one of the proposal’s authors has indicated that their plan 
should probably include a tax on accumulated earnings, but at a lower rate.66  

This proposal has been estimated to raise revenue of approximately $6.9 billion in 2014.67 If the 
shares of revenue in Table 4 remain the same for 2014, about 30% of current tax on foreign 
source income or slightly under $10 billion (based on aggregates from Table 5) is collected on 
active dividends and branch income. The additional taxes on royalties and export income plus 
limits on the deduction of overhead expenses presumably raise about $17 billion (replacing the 
lost revenue and generating additional amounts).  

Ways and Means Chairman Camp’s Discussion Draft 
In October 2011, Ways and Means Chairman Dave Camp released a discussion draft outlining an 
approach to a territorial tax (hereafter Discussion Draft). This proposal includes some options and 
unsettled issues, and there is not as yet a revenue estimate. Note also that the intention expressed 
in press releases at that time was to couple the move to a territorial tax with a general tax reform 
that would reduce the top corporate rate from 35% to 25%. This rate matters since some 
provisions allow a proportional tax benefit. Since the other changes that might be needed to 
achieve this reduction have not been yet spelled out, no observations on the effects if any 
remaining revision will be included, outside of noting the consequences of the rate change for 
specific territorial provisions. 

The following summary of these provisions does not include all of the detailed nuances of the 
proposal, which are contained in a technical draft discussion.68  

• Allows a 95% deduction for the foreign source portion of dividends for 10% U.S. 
corporate shareholders of foreign subsidiaries that are controlled foreign 
corporations (CFCs). A holding period of one year for stock in foreign 
corporations is required. If the rate is reduced to 25%, dividends would be taxed 
at 1.25%; at the current rate, they would be taxed at 1.75%. (CFCs are those 
where 50% of the stock is owned by five or fewer 10% U.S. shareholders.)  

• 10% corporate shareholders of non controlled corporations (where 50% of the 
stock is not owned by five or fewer 10% U.S. shareholders, called 10/50 
corporations) can elect the same treatment as CFCs.  

• Foreign branches are treated the same as subsidiaries; the draft also considers the 
possible inclusion of partnerships in this treatment. 

• Anti-abuse (Subpart F) provisions are retained, although these rules would be 
revised in light of the other changes; these details are to be considered 
subsequently. Dividends paid between CFCs are exempt.  

                                                 
66 Author’s conversation with Harry Grubert, July 2, 2012.  
67 Congressional Budget Office, Reducing the Deficit: Spending and Revenue Options, March 20, 2011, p. 187. 
http://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/ftpdocs/120xx/doc12085/03-10-reducingthedeficit.pdf 
68 Documents, including bill language, technical discussions and shorter summaries can be found at the Ways and 
Means Committee website at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/taxreform/. 
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• Capital gains on sales of stock in active eligible subsidiaries are also eligible for a 
95% exclusion. 

• Accumulated untaxed earnings will be taxed with an 85% exclusion and 
apportionment of associated foreign tax credits in the same fashion as the 2004 
repatriation holiday, except that all earnings will be taxed rather than earnings 
that are voluntarily repatriated. No actual repatriation is necessary. Firms can pay 
the tax in installments with interest over eight years. Assuming this provision 
applies before changes in the statutory tax rate, the effective rate is 5.25% less 
any apportioned foreign tax credits. 

• The foreign tax credits associated with active dividends and with foreign branch 
income are disallowed (those for Subpart F are retained). All foreign tax credits 
would be in one basket, presumably because the active basket would no longer be 
relevant. The proposal also eliminates the allocation of parent interest that 
presently applies to determine the foreign tax credit limit: only directly 
associated expenses will be applied to determine foreign income. It would also 
repeal the provision preventing the splitting of foreign tax credits.  

• A provision that requires the inclusion in income of investments of deferred 
income (income that is not taxed because it is not distributed) in U.S. property is 
repealed. This provision exists to prevent firms from effectively repatriating 
earnings without declaring dividends that are subject to the tax.  

• Three anti-base-erosion options, two directed at intangible income, are 
considered. Option A is similar to a proposal made by President Obama in his 
budget proposals, that would tax excess earnings on intangibles (in excess of 
150% of costs) in low tax jurisdictions as Subpart F. The inclusion would be 
phased out between a 10% and a 15% rate. Option B would tax income that is 
subject to an effective foreign tax rate below 10% unless it qualifies for a home 
country exception. The home country exception applies when a firm conducts an 
active trade or business in the home country, has a fixed place of business, and 
serves the local market. Option C would tax all foreign income from intangibles 
(whether earnings by the foreign subsidiary or royalty payments) but allow a 
deduction for 40%, resulting in a tax rate of 15% at a 25% statutory tax rate.  

• Additional base-erosion provisions (sometimes call thin-capitalization rules) 
relating to interest would restrict the deduction for interest if the company failed 
to meet either of two tests: if debt to equity ratios in the U.S. differed from the 
total debt to equity ratio worldwide and if interest expenses exceed a certain 
share of adjusted income (generally taxable income before the deduction of 
interest and depreciation). The smaller of the excess interest under either test 
would be disallowed, but the percentage has not been specified.  

• The draft indicates that the two extenders, exception from Subpart F of active 
financing and active insurance income and the look-through rules, would be 
considered separately.  
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Senator Enzi’s Bill (S. 2091) 
Senator Enzi has introduced S. 2091 which is similar in many respects to the Ways and Means 
Discussion Draft. His bill is a separate bill that does not include a general tax reform or lowering 
of the corporate rate.69  

• The Enzi proposal provides the same 95% dividend exemption and election 
option for 10/50 companies as the Discussion Draft. 

• Foreign branches would not be treated as subsidiaries.  

• Anti-abuse rules (Subpart F) would be retained, but the inclusion of foreign base 
company sales and service income would be eliminated.  

• Capital gains on the sale of stock would be eligible for the exclusion to the extent 
they would be treated as a dividend under Section 1248 (which treats gains as 
dividends to the extent of earnings and profits). 

• Firms could elect to tax accumulated earnings with a 70% exclusion (a 10.5% 
tax) and no foreign tax credits; otherwise accumulated earnings would be taxed at 
full rates with foreign tax credits allowed when paid out as dividends and these 
pre-existing earnings would be deemed to be paid out first. 

• Foreign tax credits (and deductions for these taxes) associated with exempt 
income would be disallowed.  

• The Enzi bill does not repeal the provision taxing investments of deferred income 
in U.S. property. 

• For anti-base-erosion provisions a version of Option B in the Discussion Draft 
along with a version of the first part of Option C would be included. Income in 
countries with tax rates of half or less than the U.S. rate (17.5%) would be 
subject to tax. However, operations that conduct an active business, with 
employees and officers that contribute substantially, would be excepted except to 
the extent the income is intangible income of the CFC. The CFC’s intangible 
income would be Subpart F income. These rules provide more scope for 
exemption as compared to the rules in the Discussion Draft which would require 
exempt income to carry out activities serving the home country market. The bill 
also includes the first part of Option C, allowing a 17.5% tax rate on intangible 
income (such as royalties) earned by a domestic corporation. Intangible income 
would be placed in a separate foreign tax credit basket. 

• The bill does not contain the thin capitalization rules (such as allocating interest 
between U.S. firms and their foreign subsidiaries). 

• The bill makes the two extenders, the exception from Subpart F for active 
financing and active insurance income and the look-through rules, permanent. It 
also applies the worldwide interest allocation for purposes of the foreign tax 
credit in 2013, rather than 2021.  

                                                 
69 Ernst & Young has provided a summary of this bill, “Senator Enzi Introduces and International Tax Reform Bill,” 
http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/Senator_Enzi_introduces_an_international_tax_reform_bill/
$FILE/Senator%20Enzi%20introduces%20reform%20bill.pdf, March 1, 2012.  
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Analysis and Commentary on the Proposals 
Some insights into issues and trade offs may be noted by observing the difference between these 
proposals. In addition, the Discussion Draft proposals invited commentary, which has appeared in 
a number of venues including testimony before a Ways and Means Subcommittee on Select 
Revenue Measures hearing on November 27, 2011. This section examines the alternative 
approaches in light of the issues discussed earlier and general design considerations.  

Repatriation Incentives 

While the Grubert-Mutti proposal has no tax that is triggered by repatriation, the other two 
territorial proposals do, due to the 5% “haircut” resulting from the proposed 95% exemption. In 
addition, the Discussion Draft also allows firms to choose an alternate completely tax free method 
of repatriation since investment in U.S. assets is not taxed, even at a 5% share. Presumably, the 
expectation is that the tax due to the 5% inclusion in income (1.25% at a 25% rate and 1.75% tax 
at a 35% rate) is too small to matter. At least one commentator, however, has singled this issue out 
as a potentially serious one indicating that as long as tax planning to avoid even a small tax is 
costless, firms will undertake it.70 One option for the Discussion Draft, which would not eliminate 
the small repatriation tax but would eliminate the costless avoidance, would be to continue to tax 
these transactions, or to tax 5% of them. An approach that could eliminate the repatriation tax 
trigger arising from the 5% exclusion altogether is to include 5% of income whether repatriated 
or not, and make dividends entirely exempt. 

S. 2091 also has an additional temporary repatriation trigger arising from its transition rule, which 
allows firms to elect to repatriate under a 70% exclusion without credits, but would tax dividends 
until any remaining accumulated funds are exhausted. Presumably, firms would repatriate funds 
voluntarily from low tax jurisdictions, and then repatriate funds from countries with high foreign 
taxes until the backlog is exhausted.  

The Grubert Mutti proposal does not have any special provision for accumulated untaxed 
earnings and dividends paid out of those earnings . Basically this provision was not addressed 
although, as noted above, the authors would expect some transition rule similar to the other 
proposals; this treatment was not incorporated into their revenue estimates.  

Effects on Tax Burden and Investment 

Although the Discussion Draft leaves a number of options open, its objective to be revenue 
neutral indicates that it is more beneficial to U.S. multinational firms than the Grubert-Mutti 
proposal that raises revenue. Moreover the Discussion Draft proposes to finance part of the 
revenue loss through the one time revenue gain from the tax on existing accumulated earnings. 
Senator Enzi has indicated an intention for his bill to be revenue neutral as well, although it has 
not been scored.71 

                                                 
70 Jeffery M. Kadet, “Territorial W&M Discussion Draft: Change Required,” Tax Notes, January 23, 2012, 
pp. 463-464. 
71 See Senator Enzi’s press release, at http://www.enzi.senate.gov/uploads/3.pdf. 
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Some elements that increase the tax burden on foreign source income (offsetting the loss from 
exempting dividends and in some cases branch income) are the allocation of deductions and 
taxation of royalties in the Grubert-Mutti proposal and the 5% inclusion of dividends in the other 
two proposals. The base erosion provisions may or may not increase taxes depending on which 
option is chosen and the extent to which firms can use the active trade or business exception to 
avoid the tax. Some of the reason for these differences in revenue effect is that the 5% inclusion 
appears to be significantly smaller than overhead costs (even excluding interest). One comment 
also noted that the 5% inclusion does not take account of a firm’s individual circumstances.72 

Altshuler and Grubert estimate that overhead expenses outside of interest and research 
expenditures are 10% of pretax earnings.73 Moreover, their proposal would disallow the deduction 
regardless of whether dividends are paid out, while the 5% inclusion would apply only to 
dividends paid. Assuming that about 40% of earnings are paid out in a steady state the 5% 
provision would be 2% of total earnings. Thus the provision in the Grubert-Mutti proposal would 
be about five times the size of the provision in the Discussion Draft and S. 2091.  

Presumably interest would also be significant. The Grubert-Mutti proposal has a direct allocation 
rule for the parent’s interest presumably based on allocations of assets.74 The proposal does not 
spell out specifics, but interest allocation could be net or gross, and it could involve only the 
parent interest or worldwide interest. Turning to years of 2006 and 2007, net interest as a share of 
combined interest and pretax earnings of nonfinancial corporations in the National Income and 
Product Accounts was 15% in 2006 and 21% in 2007.75 The 2006 measure may be more 
appropriate as a steady state guide since profits had begun to decline in 2007. According to tax 
statistics, for manufacturing the share was 13% in 2006 and 18% in 2007.76 Gross interest, the 
basis of the current allocation rules for the foreign tax credit limit, would be much larger, ranging 
from 34% to 39% of profits plus interest payments. In a related article, by Altshuler and Grubert, 
the analysis assumes that debt accounts for a third of the capital stock.77 The Discussion Draft has 
thin capitalization rules that are based on two alternative tests: an allocation provision for net 
interest based on parent versus subsidiary debt-equity ratios taking into account worldwide debt 
and an alternative based on an as-yet-unspecified share of adjusted income, so that the effects on 
interest are uncertain. S. 2091 has no allocation rule.  

Grubert and Mutti could have an allocation for research and development expenditures but 
apparently do not.78 Thus, they have no provision that addresses profit shifting from intangibles. 

                                                 
72 Comments of Stephen Shay, KPMG, Will the U.S. Shift to a Territorial System: A Discussion of Chairman Camp’s 
Territorial Tax Draft, http://www.us.kpmg.com/microsite/taxnewsflash/Corporate/2011/tgi-exec-sum-territorial-
tax.pdf. 
73 Rosanne Altshuler and Harry Grubert, “Where Will They Go if We Go Territorial? Dividend Exemption and the 
Location Decisions of U.S. Multinational Corporations,” National Tax Journal, December 2001, pp. 787-809.  
74 The proposal refers to allocating the parents interest to firms and not worldwide interest, although a worldwide 
allocation would be an option. 
75 See data from Economic Report of the President at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/ERP-2012/pdf/ERP-2012-
table15.pdf. 
76 Internal Revenue Service, http://www.irs.gov/taxstats/article/0,,id=170692,00.html. In 2006, the manufacturing 
sector has 247 billion of interest payments, $183 billion of interest income and $481 billion in net income. In 2007, 
these numbers were $304 billion, $203 billion and $468 billion respectively. 
77 Rosanne Altshuler and Harry Grubert, “Where Will They Go if We Go Territorial? Dividend Exemption and the 
Location Decisions of U.S. Multinational Corporations,” National Tax Journal, December 2001, pp. 787-809. 
78 Ibid.  
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If these costs were included, for 2006 for manufacturing they were 18% of the total of earnings 
and research costs.79 Neither the discussion draft nor S. 2091 have such an allocation, although 
they have some options that affect base erosion that could address intangibles.  

Without more specific guidelines, it is difficult to determine the share of income that would be 
taxed under the Grubert Mutti proposal. Using net interest, the ratio for manufacturing in 2006 
relative to net income is about 15% and the overhead costs add another 10%, taxing about 25% of 
income, whether paid as a dividend or not. In contrast, assuming 40% of income is paid as a 
dividend, the 5% inclusion in the Discussion Draft and S. 2091 would tax about 2%. At a 35% 
rate, these effects would impose additional taxes of 8.75% (0.25 times 0.35) under the Grubert 
Mutti plan and 0.7% (0.05 times 0.35 times 0.40).  

If the allocation of interest is made based on worldwide costs (and not just U.S. parent costs), the 
allocation could be smaller and firms could shift interest costs to their foreign subsidiaries and 
deduct them so that the effect would be only the difference between the U.S. and foreign rate. In 
addition, with an overall allocation, this interest cost would presumably be shifted to high tax 
countries. The United States would still gain revenue but some of it would be offset (from the 
firm’s point of view) by lower tax payments to foreign countries. At the extreme, only the 
overhead allocation of 10% would affect taxes, leading to a 3.5 percentage point tax increase.  

Both the Discussion Draft and S. 2091 include specific anti-base erosion measures which are not 
included in the Grubert Mutti proposal and these may to some extent substitute for cost allocation 
provisions. These provisions relate less to investment than to profit shifting and are discussed in 
the next section. 

Incentives could also be affected by the treatment of royalties whose tax burden would rise as 
excess foreign tax credits disappear. This higher tax on royalties could encourage both more 
exports of products with technology embodied (as the cost of exploiting intangibles abroad 
increases). It could also encourage more research to be performed abroad in low tax CFCs 
although this effect is unclear since such research would not have a benefit as an investment 
(expensing and the R&D credit) as is the case in the United States.  

S. 2091 also provides that royalty income will be taxed at a 17.5% rate, which reduces the 
additional taxes that would arise from the loss of foreign tax credits on other incomes. A lower tax 
on royalties is an option in the discussion draft. Under S. 2091, intangibles that fall under the anti-
base erosion rules would be taxed at the full rate, 35%.  

As noted earlier, none of the shifts in investment are likely to be large relative to the U.S. 
economy. Thus, even if the provisions induce more research to be performed abroad, the 
consequences would not be likely to be significant. 

Artificial Profit Shifting 

There are several different anti-profit shifting regimes discussed in the proposals: the full 
allocation of deductions in Mutti and Grubert, the interest allocation rules plus one of three 
options in the Ways and Means Draft, and the combination of components of two of the three 

                                                 
79 International Revenue Service statistics, at http://www.irs.gov/taxstats/article/0,,id=164402,00.html. 
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options for S. 2091. Although a more detailed discussion is presented below, Table 6 summarizes 
the discussion. 

Grubert and Mutti address artificial profit shifting by allocating deductions, including overhead 
administrative costs and interest. For interest deductions, this allocation method should address 
the shifting facilitated through leveraging, although their proposal may only allocate parent 
company expenses. A more comprehensive approach is to allocate world wide expenses.80 They 
discuss this world wide approach as well, which would lose revenue compared to allocating only 
parent company costs and could potentially cause an overall revenue loss. For intangible profits, 
they do not address the tax on income shifted abroad. Rather they disallow a portion of the 
associated investment costs (research and development costs and other overhead costs such as 
marketing). Their anti-abuse program has the virtue of simplicity and because an increase in 
profits abroad triggers a tax (in the form of foregone deductions) it reduces the incentive to shift 
profits through that effect as well. 

Table 6. Summary of Discussion in Text of Base Erosion Provisions of the Proposals 

Grubert and Mutti 

Allocation of 
Deductions 

Allocation of overhead costs and interest is simple. It might be desirable to employ worldwide 
allocation. Allocation would automatically impose an additional tax on shifted profits. Grubert 
and Mutti have no provisions to address profit shifting through intangibles. 

Ways and Means Discussion Draft 

Interest 
restrictions 

Worldwide allocation of interest may be effective in dealing with leverage. The ability to meet 
an alternative less restrictive test may undermine the effects; it is not clear what the purpose of 
this alternative is. 

Plus Option A Provisions to tax as U.S. connected income intangible earnings in excess of 150% of costs for 
countries with rates below 15% (phased out between 10% and 15%) would discourage profit 
shifting of this nature. It creates an incentive to shift costs to low tax countries and could 
encourage firms to relocate. Measuring effective tax rates and identifying affected income would 
be complicated. 

Or Plus Option B Provisions to tax income in countries with rates below 10% as U.S. income would exclude 
Ireland, and would encourage firms to shift to slightly higher tax rate countries, or perhaps 
encourage tax havens to increase taxes, both of which would increase taxes paid to foreigners. 
Measuring effective tax rates could be complicated. Firms may be able to avoid the U.S. tax 
through the home country exception.  

Or Plus Option C This provision, which taxes all intangible income as U.S. income at a lower rate is not triggered 
by the country’s tax rate and effectively imposes a minimum tax of 15% on intangible income. It 
thus imposes a lower tax rate on income in low tax jurisdictions but does not induce shifting to 
other countries. It also imposes the same tax rate on royalties, reducing the incentive to shift 
these profits into a subsidiary, but compared to a plan without this feature, encouraging 
production abroad. Distinguishing intangible income would be difficult. This royalty provision 
might violate WTO rules against export subsidies. 

S. 2091 (Enzi) 

No Deduction 
Allocation  

This bill has no provision for restricting leveraging directly. 

                                                 
80 When the Grubert Mutti proposal was developed, worldwide allocation was not in the law. Harry Grubert, in a 
conversation on July 5, 2012, indicated that worldwide allocation would be appropriate.  
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Option B Version Income in countries with taxes less than half the U.S. rate (17.5%) are subject to U.S. tax, unless 
there is an active trade or business. A higher rate encompasses more countries, including 
Ireland. However, it also has an incentive for affected firms to move income to slightly higher 
tax rate countries and involves complications in measuring effective tax rates. The provision 
excepts firms that are making a substantial contribution to a business, a more easily avoided 
rule than the one in the Discussion Draft which allows an exception only for production for the 
home market.  

Plus Part of 
Option C 

Would also tax royalties at 17.5%, which could in some cases encourage income to be received 
as royalties. It would encourage exploitation of intangibles abroad and might violate the WTO.  

Source: CRS analysis of proposals. 

The Ways and Means Discussion Draft addresses the shifting due to leveraging by restricting 
interest deductions. They impose the lesser of two restrictions. The first is an allocation of interest 
based on worldwide interest and assets, much like the Grubert and Mutti approach. The second is 
a limit on interest relative to modified income, and since the limit is not spelled out, the extent of 
that restriction is yet to be determined. If a high enough ratio of interest to modified income is 
allowed then the interest allocation would not be very effective and since modified income is 
prior to not only interest but depreciation and some other production expenses, the ratio would 
have to be relatively low to be broadly effective. The effectiveness would need to be explored 
once a percentage is determined. The value of this alternative is not readily apparent given that 
the first restriction, the allocation rule, provides a reasonable method. The Enzi bill has no interest 
allocation provisions.  

A specific base erosion provision outside of interest has not been chosen in the discussion draft, 
and it is difficult to determine how effective the base erosion proposals are likely to be. Both 
Options A and Option B hinge on being in a low tax country and the tax rate is relatively low, 
only 10%. Option A, which phases out the U.S. taxation of excess intangibles between 10% and 
15% may only partially affect Ireland, for example, which has a statutory tax rate of 12.5% and 
Option B would miss it altogether. These tax rates are effective rates, which is appropriate, but 
which could be difficult to measure.81 Options A and C require the identification of intangible 
income, which is not necessary for B; this problem has been identified as an important 
complicating factor in several comments.82 

By triggering current taxation of intangibles when the return exceeds 150% of costs, Option A 
provides an incentive to push deductible development and marketing costs into the CFC, a point 
made in Ways and Means hearing.83 Once a firm falls into the excess profit class a dollar of cost 
moved to the CFC will decrease income subject to U.S. taxation by $1.50, while increasing 
taxable income in the United States by $1.00 (although if the tax code retained the production 
activities deduction and income were eligible for it, this additional dollar would increase taxable 
income by $0.91).  
                                                 
81 This measurement problem is pointed out by Harrington, Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and 
Means Committee, November 27, 2011, testimony of John L. Harrington, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/
UploadedFiles/Harringtonsrm1117.pdf. 
82 This complication of Options A and C is pointed out by Stephen Shay and Paul Oosterhuis, KPMG, Will the U.S. 
Shift to a Territorial System: A Discussion of Chairman Camp’s Territorial Tax Draft, at http://www.us.kpmg.com/
microsite/taxnewsflash/Corporate/2011/tgi-exec-sum-territorial-tax.pdf and by Michael Reilly, discussion reported in 
Shamik Trivedi, “Agreement on Territorial Plans Unlikely Despite Commonalities,” Tax Notes, February 20, 2012, pp. 
949-950.  
83 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, Testimony of T. 
Timothy Tuerff, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Tuerffsrm1117.pdf. 
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Option B, which triggers full U.S. taxation of some income in countries with tax rates below 10% 
would create incentives to move profits to countries with tax rates higher than the 10% level but 
lower than the U.S. 25% level. Ireland is a possibility, but there are many potential locations 
which might not currently be used as tax havens which would become so, including a number of 
former eastern block countries. It is also possible that jurisdictions that cater largely to U.S. 
multinationals would raise their own taxes to prevent U.S. firms from leaving. In either case, total 
U.S. income (the sum of taxes and company profits) would be reduced because a third party (the 
other countries) would collect a higher share of U.S. firms profits. Option B also is formulated as 
a cliff: once the country reaches a trigger level all income is subject to full U.S. taxes. Option B 
exempts from inclusion income derived in the home country (an active trade or business with 
income derived from the sale of property for use in the country or services provided in the 
country). These rules may be exploited by firms to avoid the tax. 

The drawbacks of option B could also potentially affect option A as well. Since the lower taxes 
would apply to profits equal to 150% of costs, the lower taxes paid in countries with rates below 
10% on this portion of profits would have to be traded off against higher taxes on the excess 
profits. However, in countries where the costs are small relative to profits firms might also have 
incentives in this case to shift locations.  

Option C, which applies this system only to intangibles and is not triggered by a specific tax rate 
would also have the merit of not inducing undesirable behavioral changes. Option C would also 
apply this lower tax to royalties, although at least one analysis has suggested that a lower tax rate 
on royalties might violate WTO rules on export subsidies.84 Several critics have pointed out the 
complication of measuring intangible income which would be a drawback. However, it would 
still require the measurement of affected income, adding complexity.  

The purpose of option B could be accomplished is a way that does not encourage these 
undesirable behavioral responses by imposing a minimum (combined U.S. and foreign) tax on all 
foreign source income. Consider, for example, the 60% share of income taxed that comprises the 
second half of Option C. If a 15% minimum tax were imposed, it would only affect income in 
those countries with effective tax rates of below 15% but it would not produce incentives to move 
to a higher tax country.  

Option B does appear to have relatively effective provisions defining an active operation that can 
avoid the tax in the Ways and Means Discussion Draft, although whether companies could work 
around them remains to be seen. The Enzi bill has a weaker rule, which would might more easily 
allow firms to justify an exception to the tax authorities and to the courts. The Enzi bill provision 
is triggered by a higher tax rate, which should capture Ireland.  

One witness at the Ways and Means Hearing also noted that there is no distinction in the 
Discussion Draft between intangibles created in the United States and in other foreign countries: 
any intangible income could trigger a U.S. tax even if developed outside the United States.85  

                                                 
84 Kristen A. Parillo, “Camp Plan Would Likely Violate WTO Rules, Buckley Says,” Tax Notes, December 12, 2011, 
pp. 1327-1328. 
85 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, testimony of David 
G. Noren, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Norensrm1117.pdf. 
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Option C of the Ways and Means Discussion Draft and S. 2091 also contains a reduced tax rate 
for royalties. Under Option C, royalties would be taxed at the same rate as intangible income 
generated inside the CFC which would eliminate the incentive to shift newly taxed royalties into 
tax exempt CFC income. If two thirds of royalties were exempt before due to sheltering by 
foreign tax credits, this change would be a slight relative tax increase (since 40% is taxed), but if 
the share is lower due to small excess credits and elimination of the splitter rules it could be a tax 
cut. Similar points could be made about S. 2091.  

Transition 

The Grubert-Mutti proposal appears to exempt dividends regardless of their source, a view that is 
probably consistent with their emphasis on reducing tax complexity, such as planning around 
repatriation. This approach provides a windfall benefit. However, as the Grubert and Mutti study 
is a general outline, the authors may simply not have addressed transition issues. One of the 
authors has indicated that it would be appropriate to impose a lower tax on the accumulated 
unrepatriated earnings in an approach similar to the Ways and Means Discussion Draft.86  

The Ways and Means Discussion Draft would tax all accumulated earnings before 
implementation of the reform, but with an 85% exclusion, which may or may not provide a 
windfall since it might largely apply to earnings that would probably never be repatriated. These 
earnings would not have to be actually repatriated, but could be deemed repatriated, a benefit that 
is important if these funds are tied up in illiquid investments. Taxes would be offset by a 
proportional share of foreign tax credits. In a steady state, most accumulated earnings, based on 
past evidence and new view theory would be earnings that are permanently reinvested. However, 
since earnings may have accumulated at higher rates through anticipation of another repatriation 
holiday, more of these earnings may be planned for distribution.  

One critic suggests that the deemed repatriation provision which is extended to individuals as 
well may not be appropriate for taxpayers not eligible for the dividend exemption.87 Another 
suggests that firms may have trouble measuring the total amount of unrepatriated earnings.88 

S. 2091 has a repatriation tax that differs from the Ways and Means provision in that it is elective 
on a CFC by CFC basis, the exclusion is smaller at a 70% exclusion and no foreign tax credits 
would be allowed. However, for income that is not elected to be taxed, the dividend relief would 
not occur until these accumulated earnings are exhausted. Since firms might eventually wish to 
repatriate earnings, this rule should create an incentive to repatriate, however, the elective aspect 
allows firms not to repatriate if their conditions are such that a move of this nature would be 
difficult (i.e., lack of funds to pay the tax).  

                                                 
86 Conversation with Harry Grubert, July 2, 2012.  
87 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, testimony of John L. 
Harrington, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Harringtonsrm1117.pdf. He notes that the purpose may 
be able to deal with individuals transferring their earnings to corporate form, but suggests that should be dealt with in a 
more targeted fashion. 
88 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, testimony of Paul 
W. Oosterhuis, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Oosterhuissrm1117.pdf. 
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Current tax treatment is governed in some respects by tax treaties and these treaties may now 
come into conflict with the new proposed rules. Interactions with treaties would need to be 
addressed.  

An issue to be determined is the treatment of foreign tax credits and losses that have been carried 
over. For the Grubert-Mutti proposal and the Ways and Means Discussion Draft, which are aimed 
at a full break from the old system, it seems appropriate to allow foreign tax credit carryovers to 
lapse (if any foreign tax credit carryovers remain after the taxation of accumulated earnings). That 
is apparently the intent of the deemed repatriation tax.89 S. 2091 would presumably continue 
carryovers for entities not covered (such as branches) and tax credits associated with accumulated 
income not yet taxed. Treatment of losses under the Discussion Draft has not been addressed, but 
presumably would continue under S. 2091 which continues aspects of the pre-existing system.  

Administrative and Technical Issues 

Many of the major rules discussed above would complicate tax administration. The Grubert-Mutti 
proposal appears to involve the least amount of complication as it has a simple exclusion, 
somewhat reduces the scope of Subpart F, and has a straightforward anti-abuse provision in the 
form of the allocation of deductions. There is no scope for a repatriation tax. Although the Ways 
and Means Discussion Draft is not fully fleshed out, it retains a small repatriation tax that could 
lead to tax planning (the 5% inclusion of dividend income), and its anti-abuse provisions could be 
quite complicated. S. 2091 could also potentially lead to a continued repatriation incentive.  

This section addresses some other specific issues that have technical and administrative 
implications.  

Including Branches 

Including branch company income under the territorial rules is contained in two of the proposals, 
Grubert and Mutti and the Ways and Means Discussion Draft, but not in S. 2091. There is a good 
reason for including branches in the scope of the territorial tax, since, if branch income is not 
allowed or if firms can opt out, then firms could continue to use branches versus subsidiaries for 
tax planning, to allow the recognition of losses but not positive earnings. Moreover, while there 
are non-tax reasons for operating as a branch, including branches would equalize the treatment of 
branch and subsidiary operations. 

Nevertheless, one comment suggests that the approach in the Discussion Draft, which treats 
branches as if they are CFC’s subject to all of the other provisions of the proposal comes with 
additional complications. It is difficult to: measure income of an entity that does not legally exist 
as if it were separate, determine when a foreign branch exists as designed in the proposal, 
determine the formation or liquidation of an operation that is not a separate entity, and address the 
rules that apply to intra-company payments. In addition, firms might shift to operating as a 
partnership. This comment suggests that branch income simply be exempt from the tax without 
defining them as CFCs90 Another comment raises a number of specific tax issues that need to be 
                                                 
89 See comment of Ray Beeman , KPMG, Will the U.S. Shift to a Territorial System: A Discussion of Chairman 
Camp’s Territorial Tax Draft, at http://www.us.kpmg.com/microsite/taxnewsflash/Corporate/2011/tgi-exec-sum-
territorial-tax.pdf. 
90 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, testimony of John L. 
(continued...) 
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addressed when branches are included, including whether taxes will be triggered by 
reorganization and the treatment of inter-branch payments.91  

10/50 Election 

The Grubert Mutti proposal includes 10/50 corporations in their exemption system, while the 
Ways and Means Discussion Draft and S. 2091 allow it as an election. (Recall that a 10/50 
company is one where the corporation has a 10% or more share but the company is not controlled 
by five or less 10% U.S. shareholders). Presumably companies would prefer to elect the exempt 
treatment especially as they will lose the foreign tax credits associated with dividends. One 
comment suggested that 10/50 corporations that wish to elect inclusion may have difficulties 
because they will become subject to Subpart F rules but may not be able to obtain the information 
on Subpart F income because they do not control the firm. In addition, 10/50 firms may not be 
able to compel the cash dividend payments needed to pay tax given the tax on accumulated 
earnings under the Ways and Means Discussion Draft,92 and may not be able to determine the size 
of those accumulated earnings.93 A concern was also expressed that the tax on accumulated 
deferrals would include income generated before the taxpayer purchased shares in the company.94 
In S. 2091, a similar argument could be made about the elective repatriation, which these firms 
may not be able to take advantage of.  

Foreign Tax Credit Revisions 

The Ways and Means Discussion Draft eliminates foreign tax credits for CFC’s, branches, and 
10/50 corporations except for those associated with Subpart F income. It also eliminates the 
foreign tax credit baskets, splitter rules, and allocation of indirect expenses to foreign source 
income (including interest allocation rules). One comment suggests that these changes are 
problematic because individuals will still be eligible for foreign tax credits.95 Another adds that 
these changes in the foreign tax credit would encourage countries to reinstate foreign withholding 
tax and abrogate treaties because the changes effectively eliminate the limits of current law that 
credits are limited to foreign source income.96  

                                                                 
(...continued) 
Harrington, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Harringtonsrm1117.pdf. 
91 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, testimony of T. 
Timothy Tuerff, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Tuerffsrm1117.pdf. 
92 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, testimony of John L. 
Harrington, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Harringtonsrm1117.pdf .  
93 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, , testimony of Paul 
W. Oosterhuis, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Oosterhuissrm1117.pdf. 
94 Report on comment of Jose Murillo at an Ernst and Young Conference, Kristen A. Parillo and Marie Sapirie, 
“Territorial Plan Drafters Aware of Transition Concerns,” Tax Notes, November 14, 2011, pp. 810-812. 
95 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, testimony of John L. 
Harrington, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Harringtonsrm1117.pdf.  
96 Kristen A. Parillo, “Camp Plan Would Dramatically Affect Withholding, Buckley Says” Tax Notes, November 21, 
2011, pp. 948-949, reporting comments by John Buckley. 
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Thin Capitalization Rules and Interest Allocation  

One comment raised the question of whether strengthened thin capitalization rules that limit debt 
would be extended to U.S. subsidiaries of foreign parents (where presumably weaker rules 
already apply), or at least that intentions in this area might need to be made clear.97 Although the 
legislation is focused on U.S. multinationals and their foreign operations, profit shifting can also 
occur across foreign parents and their U.S. subsidiaries, the current focus of thin capitalization 
rules. 

Another comment pointed out that with more restrictive interest allocation rules firms might want 
to shift borrowing abroad so that interest could be deducted in other jurisdictions, but that this 
change might increase borrowing costs.98 One option that might be considered is to allow loans 
from the parent to foreign subsidiaries at the borrowing rate of the parent or allow the parent to 
guarantee subsidiary loans without triggering effective dividends.  

Continuing Subpart F 

Some discussion of the treatment of the existing anti-abuse rules under Subpart F has occurred. At 
least one commentator questions why Subpart F, which was developed as a general anti-deferral 
provision, should continue as is with respect to certain types of income, when income is now 
generally exempt. One example is foreign to foreign base company income relating to sales and 
services, which is active income.99  

Grubert and Mutti suggest that Subpart F should be retained to address profit shifting but 
modified by eliminating taxes on dividends and also on deemed dividends from investments in 
the United States. The Ways and Means Discussion Draft makes these two changes although they 
do not account for the 5% inclusion in income for either. They indicate a further consideration of 
Subpart F will be made. Grubert and Mutti suggest that the case for other rules such as the foreign 
base company rules relating to sales and services and interest would be strengthened under a 
territorial tax. Presumably they are referring to income shifted out the United States. S. 2091, 
however, specifically excludes this income from Subpart F.  

Grubert and Mutti prepared their analysis before check-the-box rules (and the look-through rules) 
that allow CFC’s to disregard their related foreign subsidiaries, which have undermined Subpart 
F, became so important. The Ways and Means Discussion Draft indicates that these issues will be 
considered separately and S. 2091 would make the look-through rules (as well as the exclusion of 
active financing income), currently part of extenders and having expired after 2011, permanent 
One comment suggested that tax reform should address the leakage in Subpart F including check-
the-box and the look-through rules100 At the same time, one of the concerns about check the box 
                                                 
97 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, testimony of John L. 
Harrington, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Harringtonsrm1117.pdf. 
98 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, Testimony of T. 
Timothy Tuerff, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Tuerffsrm1117.pdf. See also Paul Oosterhuis, , 
KPGM, Will the U.S. Shift to a Territorial System: A Discussion of Chairman Camp’s Territorial Tax Draft, at 
http://www.us.kpmg.com/microsite/taxnewsflash/Corporate/2011/tgi-exec-sum-territorial-tax.pdf. 
99 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, testimony of John L. 
Harrington, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Harringtonsrm1117.pdf.  
100 Kristen A. Parillo, “Camp Plan Would Dramatically Affect Withholding, Buckley Says” Tax Notes, November 21, 
2011, pp. 948-949, reporting comments by Jeff Vandervolk. 
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and look through rules is that the result would not be greater U.S. tax collections but an increase 
in taxes paid to other countries. For example, if a subsidiary’s interest payments from loans to its 
own high tax subsidiary could not longer be disregarded for purposes of Subpart F with an end to 
these rules, the response could be to no longer make the loan causing additional tax to be 
collected by the higher tax foreign country. This outcome would not be beneficial for the U.S. 
overall since it would reduce the sum of U.S. private profits and U.S. taxes. One comment, for 
example, notes that exemption would cause firms to have every incentive to reduce foreign taxes 
paid, and broadening of Subpart F rules should not undo that incentive.101  

A final comment about Subpart F income is that, since this income is deemed repatriated and not 
actually paid out, there will be an additional tax under the Discussion Draft and S. 2091on 5% of 
income when these earnings are actually paid out as dividends.102 Thus, 5% of income would be 
subject to double taxation. 

Revenue Consequences 

The Grubert-Mutti proposal is projected to raise revenue on a permanent basis, although the gain 
is small, less than 2% of corporate revenues. Both the Ways and Means Discussion Draft and S. 
2091 aim to be revenue neutral over the budget horizon. However, both also rely on a one time 
revenue gain from taxing existing accumulated earnings. Since this gain is transitory, these 
proposals will lose revenue on a permanent basis. Since the proposals have not been scored, there 
is no way to determine how large the permanent revenue loss would be, but it is likely to also be 
small. 

Alternatives to a Territorial Tax 
As noted in the prior discussion, there are alternatives to a territorial tax that could address issues 
associated with repatriation and profit shifting as effectively or perhaps more effectively than the 
territorial tax provisions. These alternatives fall into three main groups: ending deferral and 
possibly limiting cross-crediting to move closer to a true worldwide system, reforming the 
existing system in more limited ways, particularly to address profit shifting, and a hybrid between 
ending deferral and a territorial tax, such as a minimum tax, which would eliminate the 
repatriation tax trigger. By traditional theory all of these approaches would probably attract 
capital back to the United States and improve efficiency in the allocation of capital, although they 
may create a need to further address shifting of headquarters. 

These proposals are summarized briefly. Many of them are addressed in more detail in other CRS 
reports.103 Note that many of the same issues that arise with a territorial tax would need to be 
addressed in some cases, such as dealing with the transition, and dealing with operations outside 
of CFCs.  

                                                 
101 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, testimony of Paul 
W. Oosterhuis, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Oosterhuissrm1117.pdf. 
102 Subcommittee on Select Revenue Measures, Ways and Means Committee, November 27, 2011, Testimony of T. 
Timothy Tuerff, at http://waysandmeans.house.gov/UploadedFiles/Tuerffsrm1117.pdf. 
103 CRS Report RL34115, Reform of U.S. International Taxation: Alternatives, by Jane G. Gravelle; CRS Report 
R40623, Tax Havens: International Tax Avoidance and Evasion, by Jane G. Gravelle. 
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Ending Deferral 
Ending deferral, as shown in Table 5, is estimated to raise $18.4 billion in FY2014. A deferral 
option is also included in the CBO budget options study and is estimated to raise $11.1 billion in 
revenue in FY2014.104 The smaller revenue gain may reflect a provision that eliminates the 
current interest allocation provision for purposes of the foreign tax credit limit. It would tax 
income of foreign subsidiaries, while allowing foreign tax credits as in current law. Current 
taxation would eliminate any disincentive to repatriate, and would also reduce the benefits and 
scope for profit shifting. Cross-crediting would still be available. It would be more consistent 
with efficient resource allocation, although issues of shifting headquarters might need to be 
addressed further. As with territorial tax proposals, transition issues would arise which could be 
addressed in a fashion similar to that in the Ways and Means Discussion Draft. The revision 
would require the measurement of earnings under U.S. law, which could add complexity, 
although such measurement would also be needed for most base erosion measures as well. As 
with the territorial tax, issues would arise in extending the treatment to 10/50 corporations that 
have a large U.S. shareholder but are not controlled by a group of large U.S. shareholders, since 
information on earnings may not be available. This change would, however, permit the 
elimination of Subpart F.  

Ending Deferral and Ending Cross-Crediting Via a 
Per Country Limit 
A greater level of taxation and a more effective provision to discourage artificial profit shifting, 
which would also eliminate disincentives to repatriate, is to combine ending deferral with a per 
country limit on foreign tax credits, preventing tax haven income from being shielded by foreign 
tax credits. This proposal is part of S. 727, the Wyden and Coats general tax reform plan, and is 
combined with a repatriation holiday similar to that enacted in 2004. This provision was 
estimated to raise $64.3 billion in FY2014 (see Table 5). This larger revenue gain aided in the 
reduction of the corporate tax rate in that bill to 24%. This provision would require country-by-
country measures of foreign taxes paid as well as income (focusing on income earned within that 
country and not adjusting for intercompany dividends). Provisions would need to be enacted to 
prevent firms from using holding companies to avoid the per country limit and check the box and 
look through rules would probably need to be revised.  

Measures to Modify the Current System: the President’s Proposals 
The President has made several proposals that address international tax issues. 

The FY2013 budget outline contains several revisions which overall would raise $16.8 billion in 
FY2014. Note that some of these are complex to explain, and are described in more detail in a 
Treasury Department document.105  

                                                 
104 Congressional Budget Office, Reducing the Deficit: Spending and Revenue Options, March, 2011, p. 186, at 
http://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/ftpdocs/120xx/doc12085/03-10-reducingthedeficit.pdf. 
105 See U.S. Department of Treasury, General Explanations of the Administration’s FY2013 Revenue Proposals, 
February 2012, http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/tax-policy/Documents/General-Explanations-FY2013.pdf. 
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• Disallowing interest deductions of parent companies to the extent that income is 
deferred. This provision is similar to the allocation proposal in Grubert and Mutti 
but confined to interest and affecting deferred income. An earlier tax reform 
proposal by Chairman Rangel (H.R. 3970 in the 110th Congress, 2007) would 
have allocated a broader range of deductions, not just interest. This provision 
would reduce, although not eliminate, the disincentive to repatriate. ($5.9 
billion). 

• Limiting foreign tax credits available to the same share of total credits as the 
overall share of income that is repatriated. This approach would limit tax 
minimization by repatriating income to absorb foreign tax credits. ($5.5 billion). 

• Treating excess intangibles profits as U.S. income, the same provision as Option 
A is the Ways and Means Discussion Draft, although the budget proposal does 
not specify the magnitude of the cost mark-up. ($2.5 billion). The proposal would 
also clarify some rules relating to the valuation of intangibles. ($0.1 billion).  

• U.S. insurance companies can reduce taxes by purchasing reinsurance from 
foreign affiliates, with a deduction of the premiums by the U.S. firm but no tax 
on the income of the foreign affiliate. This provision would disallow these 
deductions under certain circumstances. ($0.2 billion). 

• Stricter limits on interest deductions would apply to U.S. subsidiaries of firms 
that inverted (moved their headquarters abroad) prior to the anti-inversion rules 
adopted in 2004. ($0.4 billion).  

• Foreign taxes paid in part to receive a benefit (i.e., the firm is paying a tax in a 
dual capacity) would not be credited unless the income tax is generally imposed 
on the country’s own residents as well as foreign persons. The current rule does 
not require the tax to be imposed on the country’s residents. This provision 
typically relates to taxes being substituted for royalties in oil producing countries. 
($1.0 billion).  

• A codification of regulations that impose on a foreign corporation or nonresident 
alien tax on gain from a partnership interest to the extent the gain reflects 
property effectively connected with U.S. business. ($0.2 billion). 

• A provision to prevent a foreign affiliate from avoiding characterization as a 
dividend by making the distribution through a related affiliate with limited 
earnings and profits, causing the distribution to adjust the cost basis of stock 
rather than create dividend income. ($0.3 billion).  

• Preventing foreign tax credits from offsetting tax on the gain from certain types 
of asset acquisitions. (0.1 billion ). 

• A provision that prevents the reduction of earnings and profits without the 
reduction in foreign tax credits that can currently occur in some transactions. 
($20 million). 

The Administration also presented a framework for tax reform that mentioned five elements: the 
allocation of interest for deferred income (first bullet point above), a tax on excess intangibles 
(third bullet point), a minimum tax on foreign source income in low tax countries, disallowing a 
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deduction for the cost of moving abroad and providing a 20% credit for costs of moving an 
operation from abroad to the United States.106  

The minimum tax on foreign source income, which would be a potentially important provision, is 
not discussed in detail. A minimum tax that could be imposed in the framework of an effective 
territorial system is discussed below.  

Partial or Targeted End to Deferral 
A variety of more limited ways of reducing or partially eliminating deferral include eliminating 
deferral for specified tax havens, eliminating deferral in countries with tax rates that are below the 
U.S. rate by a specified proportion, eliminating deferral for income from the production of goods 
that are in turn imported into the United States, eliminating deferral for income from the 
production of goods that are exported to any other country from the foreign location, and 
requiring a minimum payout share. These provisions would partially achieve the goals of a 
general elimination of deferral.107  

Formula Apportionment 
Another approach to addressing income shifting, whether in the current system or a revised 
territorial system, is through formula apportionment. With formula apportionment, income would 
be allocated to different jurisdictions based on their shares of some combination of sales, assets, 
and employment. This approach is used by many states in the United States and by the Canadian 
provinces to allocate corporate income. In the past, a three factor apportionment was used, but 
some states have moved to a sales based system. Studies have estimated a significant increase in 
taxes from adopting formula apportionment.108 The ability of a formula apportionment system to 
address some of the problems of shifting income becomes problematic with intangible assets 
which, unlike production income, cannot be allocated based on tangible assets.109 There is also a 
problem of coordinating with other countries so that income would not be double-taxed or never 
taxed.110 

                                                 
106 The President’s Framework for Business Tax Reform: A Joint Report by the White House and the Department of the 
Treasury, February 2012, http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/tax-policy/Documents/The-Presidents-Framework-
for-Business-Tax-Reform-02-22-2012.pdf. 
107 CRS Report R40623, Tax Havens: International Tax Avoidance and Evasion, by Jane G. Gravelle This reports also 
discusses a variety of minor changes in rules including foreign tax credit provisions. 
108 Slemrod and Shackleford estimate a 38% revenue increase from an equally weighted three-factor system Douglas 
Shackelford and Joel Slemrod, “The Revenue Consequences of Using Formula apportionment to Calculate U.S. and 
Foreign Source Income: A Firm Level Analysis,” International Tax and Public Finance, vol. 5, no. 1, 1998, pp. 41-57. 
Clausing and Avi-Yonah estimate a 35% increase in taxes using sales. Kimberly A. Clausing and Reuven A. Avi-
Yonah, Reforming Corporate Taxation in a Global Economy : A Proposal to Adopt Formulary Apportionment, 
Brookings Institution: The Hamilton Project, Discussion paper 2007-08, June 2007.  
109 These and other issues are discussed by Rosanne Altshuler and Harry Grubert, “Formula Apportionment: Is it Better 
than the Current System and Are There Better Alternatives?” Oxford University Centre for Business Taxation, 
Working paper 09/01.  
110 CRS Report R40623, Tax Havens: International Tax Avoidance and Evasion, by Jane G. Gravelle, for further 
discussion. 
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Hybrid Approaches: Minimum Tax, Partial Territorial Tax 
Using the basic territorial approach embodied in the Ways and Means Draft Discussion, it would 
be possible to generate a relatively straightforward hybrid approach, by a modification of Base 
Erosion Option B to impose a simpler general minimum tax with no exceptions for active trade or 
business. Such a revision would technically begin with an elimination of deferral and per country 
foreign tax credit limit. Income, however, would be taxed at a lower tax rate. This approach 
would avoid the incentives to shift to a slightly higher tax jurisdiction. Moreover, it would be 
simpler, because it would not require any measure of a specific type of income, would not require 
a measure of effective tax rate, and would not require a determination of the type of activity to 
allow an exception. It would use U.S. rules for measurement of income, but would apply a lower 
statutory rate to taxable income. Foreign tax credits would need to be allowed on a country by 
country basis. For example, suppose the statutory rate to be applied were half the U.S. rate, or 
given current rates, 17.5%. In that case any income from a country with an effective tax rate on 
taxable income at that level (and probably a lower effective rate overall) would not be subject to 
U.S. tax. Such a tax regime would only affect tax havens and low tax jurisdictions.111  

An alternative would be to require income to be repatriated (or deemed repatriated) but subject 
some share of it to U.S. tax and exempt the rest. An appropriate share of foreign tax credits would 
be disallowed. For example, if half of income is taxed, the system would be 50% a territorial tax 
and 50% a world wide tax without deferral. Foreign tax credit limits could be allowed on an 
overall basis or country by country. This approach bears some resemblance to the foreign tax 
credit pooling proposal in the President’s budget except there is no discretion about repatriation.  

Comments made on the combining of a minimum tax with a territorial system suggested that the 
tax rate would be important, with two observers suggesting a rate of 20%, similar to the rate used 
by Japan, and indicating that a 10% tax rate is too low.112 

Both of these proposals would have the effect of eliminating the repatriation disincentive as well 
as reducing the incentive to shift profits (or at least the cost). Unlike proposals to tax this income 
at full U.S. rates, such a minimum tax is less likely to shift income to other jurisdictions that have 
higher rates than the United States.  

In any proposal aimed at tax havens, there is a possibility that the haven or low tax country would 
raise its taxes and capture some of the profits. This problem is more significant with a minimum 
tax that it would be with full elimination of deferral, which would remove the incentive to profit 
shift altogether. Tax havens attracting other country’s firms might be reluctant to raise taxes and it 
might be possible to deny credits for taxes that are increased for that purpose. 

                                                 
111 A 2000 Treasury Study proposed a similar treatment and also discussed a tax at a low rate without foreign tax 
credits. See U.S. Department of Treasury, The Deferral of Income Earned Through U.S. Controlled Foreign 
Corporations, p. 91, at http://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/tax-policy/Documents/subpartf.pdf. 
112 These observations were made by Reuven Avi-Yonah and Edward Kleinbard, reported in Julie Martin, “Minimum 
Tax on Multinationals,” Tax Notes, March 19, 2012, pp. 1498-2000. 
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Appendix. History of International Tax Rules 
As this history indicates, most of the proposals made over the years, whether adopted or not, 
moved not toward a territorial tax and a reduction in taxation of foreign source income, but 
toward a worldwide tax and increased taxation. 

Deferral of tax on income from foreign incorporated subsidiaries dates from the earliest years of 
the income tax based reflecting legal principles of the time. The earliest income tax allowed a 
deduction for foreign taxes, which was replaced by an unlimited credit in 1918. In 1921 an 
overall limit on the foreign tax credit. similar to current law, was adopted. Beginning in 1932, a 
per country limit was allowed or required, although regulations that sourced income to holding 
companies allowed firms to achieve overall limits on their own. The per country limit was 
eliminated in 1976, although income was sorted into passive and active baskets to prevent this 
type of cross-crediting. 

A number of proposals for changing the system were made but were not (or have not yet been) 
adopted. Eliminating deferral was proposed by President Kennedy and President Carter. The 
Kennedy proposals led to the anti-abuse rules (Subpart F) that tax passive and easily shifted 
income currently.  

The Burke Hartke proposal in the 1970s would have repealed deferral and allowed a deduction 
rather than a credit for foreign taxes. A per country limit was proposed by the Reagan 
Administration as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, but the legislation expanded the number of 
baskets from two to several instead. The baskets were reduced to two again in legislation in 2004. 
The main consequence according to tax data, was to include income from financial services in the 
general basket.  

Legislative proposals which would have increased taxation of international income by allocating 
parent company expenses, such as interest, to deferred income and not allowing it as well as 
allowing overall foreign taxes to be considered Proposals similar to those of President Obama 
were included in tax reform legislation proposed by then Ways and Means Committee Chairman 
Rangel in 2007. A predecessor to the Wyden Coats bill was the Wyden Gregg bill in the 111th 
Congress. International tax provisions are discussed in detail, through 1989, in William P. 
McClure and Herman B. Bouma, “The Taxation of Foreign Income from 1909 to 1989: How a 
Tilted Playing Field Developed,” Tax Notes, June 19, 1989, pp. 1379. 
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A Challenging Time for
International Tax Policy

By Kimberly A. Clausing

By any measure, the U.S. system of taxing multi-
national corporations is broken. Because corpora-
tions can postpone paying U.S. taxes on foreign
profits indefinitely as long as they keep those
profits abroad, the current system encourages firms
to move factories and jobs to low-tax destinations
and to keep their profits reinvested abroad. Because
the corporate tax code is full of loopholes that allow
firms to book income from U.S. operations as if it
came from operations in low-tax countries, corpo-
rate tax revenues are significantly reduced. I re-
cently estimated that income shifting by
multinational firms costs the treasury about $90
billion a year.1 That shifting of economic activity
abroad has real costs for American workers.

Because nearly everyone agrees that the system is
broken, debates over reform are intensifying. Two
main approaches have emerged. The first seeks to
reduce the incentive to locate economic activity and
income abroad. For example, the Obama adminis-
tration is proposing a minimum tax on foreign
income earned in tax havens and a crackdown on
corporate practices in which income from an eco-

nomic activity is booked in low-tax countries while
the deductions and credits associated with the same
activity are booked in the United States. The bipar-
tisan tax reform proposal by Sens. Ron Wyden,
D-Ore., and Daniel Coats, R-Ind., takes a similar
approach and would reduce the incentive to locate
jobs and income abroad. Both of the proposals
couple tighter international tax rules with a lower
corporate tax rate to encourage economic invest-
ment and jobs in the United States.

Others are pushing a different approach. They
would move the United States to a territorial system
in which the foreign income of U.S. multinational
corporations is completely exempt from U.S. taxa-
tion. That approach would significantly increase
incentives for U.S. firms to move economic activity
abroad. U.S. tax payments for the income from
foreign operations of U.S. multinational corpora-
tions would not simply be deferred; they would be
completely erased. That would eliminate con-
straints on shifting income abroad.

Advocates of a territorial system argue that be-
cause many of our trading partners have moved to
a territorial system, we need to follow if our multi-
national corporations are to remain competitive. Yet
most countries with territorial systems have hybrid
versions of territoriality that are far different from
the version being suggested for the United States.
Those hybrid systems include tough antiabuse pro-
visions that discourage the shifting of income and
employment to low-tax havens; the result is often a
higher tax on foreign income than applies in the
United States. Under U.S. law, foreign income is not
taxed until it is repatriated to the United States, and
foreign tax credits are allowed for taxes paid to
foreign governments. Under typical territorial sys-
tems in other countries, some foreign income is
taxed currently, even if it is not repatriated. For
example, Japan taxes foreign income currently
when the foreign tax rate is less than 20 percent; in
other countries, foreign income is taxed currently if
the host country tax rate is less than one-half or
three-quarters of the home country rate.2 Thus, the
hybrid systems used by our largest trading partners

1Kimberly A. Clausing, ‘‘The Revenue Effects of Multina-
tional Firm Income Shifting,’’ Tax Notes, Mar. 28, 2011, p. 1580,
Doc 2011-4859, 2011 TNT 61-9, updating Clausing, ‘‘Multina-
tional Firm Tax Avoidance and Tax Policy,’’ 62 Nat’l Tax J. 703
(Dec. 2009).

2See Joint Committee on Taxation, ‘‘Background and Selected
Issues Related to the U.S. International Tax System and Systems
That Exempt Foreign Business Income,’’ JCX-33-11 (May 20,
2011), Doc 2011-11045, 2011 TNT 99-76.
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have more in common with the reforms suggested
by the Obama administration and by Wyden and
Coats than they do with a pure territorial system.

What would the effects be if the United States
shifted to a pure territorial system? First, it would
eviscerate the U.S. corporate tax base by eliminating
any constraints to shifting income abroad. Second,
it would encourage job creation abroad instead of at
home.

Based on my research and that of other experts in
international taxation, it is possible to estimate how
many jobs are at stake in this debate. In 2008 U.S.
multinational firms employed 10 million workers in
affiliated firms abroad.3 Under a pure territorial tax
system, the tax incentive to locate jobs in low-tax
countries would increase significantly, which I cal-
culate would increase employment in low-tax coun-
tries by about 800,000 jobs.

The method for that calculation involves several
steps:

1. First, I use the employment tax response
elasticity from Table 3 of my 2009 article.4 That
study uses data from U.S. multinational opera-
tions between 1982 and 2004.

2. I assume that under a territorial system
elasticity would rise by 0.98, which is the
difference in foreign direct investment tax
elasticities between territorial and worldwide
system countries in a comprehensive 2008
meta-analysis by Ruud A. de Mooij and Sjef
Ederveen.5

3. Using 2008 data for U.S. multinational op-
erations from the Bureau of Economic Analy-
sis, I use actual employment and effective tax
rate data for U.S. affiliates in countries sur-
veyed. The effective tax is calculated as the
ratio of foreign taxes paid by U.S.-owned
affiliates in a country to their net pre-tax
income. Those are the most recent (non-
preliminary) data.

4. I assume a U.S. effective tax rate of 27.1
percent, as reported by Jane G. Gravelle.6

5. For each country with an effective tax rate
below the U.S. rate, I calculate the implied

number of additional low-tax-country jobs re-
sulting from the larger employment elasticity.

The estimates are uncertain. The direction of
possible bias of each is discussed below.

1. The older data may bias those estimates down-
ward, since foreign activity tax responses have been
rising over time.7

2. The elasticity difference between territorial and
nonterritorial countries was estimated using data
from the actual territorial and nonterritorial sys-
tems in place around the world during the previous
decades. A pure territorial system would entail
even larger tax responsiveness than the hybrid
territorial systems that are typically used. Thus, this
consideration also suggests that 800,000 could be an
underestimate of the increase in jobs in low-tax
countries.

3. The analysis assumes that the U.S. effective tax
rate is 27.1 percent, and it considers only the
difference between tax responses under territorial
and nonterritorial systems. If the U.S. effective tax
rate were to fall because of changes in the tax code,
the calculated job responses would be lower.

4. Foreign effective tax rates have been decreas-
ing since 2008; accounting for that would raise the
magnitude of the estimates.

Table 1 illustrates the countries that would have
the largest job increases in response to a territorial
system, according to these calculations. While most
of those countries are not tax havens, they do have
lower effective tax rates than the United States. The
higher tax response under a territorial system
would generate increased economic activity.

A similar calculation can be done for the in-
creased income shifting that would occur under a
territorial system. Table 2 shows the top 10 coun-
tries receiving additional profits (gross income)
under a territorial system. Most of those are low-tax

3This is the most recent year with revised data from the
Bureau of Economic Analysis. See http://www.bea.gov/scb/
account_articles/international/iidguide.htm#page5.

4See Clausing, supra note 1.
5De Mooij and Ederveen, ‘‘Corporate Tax Elasticities: A

Reader’s Guide to Empirical Findings,’’ 24 Oxford Rev. of Econ.
Pol’y 680 (2008).

6Gravelle, ‘‘International Corporate Tax Rate Comparisons
and Policy Implications,’’ Congressional Research Service
R41743 (Mar. 31, 2011), Doc 2011-7074, 2011 TNT 65-32. 7See de Mooij and Ederveen, supra note 5.

Table 1
Country New Jobs

Canada 150,000
China 73,000
The Netherlands 65,000
Germany 52,000
Mexico 39,000
France 37,000
Singapore 31,000
Taiwan 28,000
India 26,000
Belgium 26,000
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havens and are the locations where disproportion-
ate amounts of income are booked now.

If U.S. unemployment rates are low, jobs abroad
need not displace jobs at home, although the com-
position of jobs may change (and multinational
corporate jobs are often good, high-wage jobs). In
this economy, however, those new, low-tax-country
jobs could displace jobs at home. With high unem-
ployment rates, why further tilt the playing field in
favor of jobs in low-tax countries? And given to-
day’s budget climate, avoiding further erosion of
the corporate tax base should be a priority.

The Case Against E-Filing

By Jay Starkman

Intuitively, it seems that e-filing has benefits for
all stakeholders in tax compliance, particularly
from the efficiency it brings through lower operat-
ing costs. But in many ways, that’s not true.

E-filing has added to tax complexity, increased
compliance costs, raised penalties, created a higher
audit potential, and facilitated cheating so extensive
that tax fraud is now the third-largest theft of
federal funds after Medicare/Medicaid and unem-
ployment insurance fraud.

The Justice Department website lists one convic-
tion a day for tax fraud, but few concern boiler
room e-file fraud and rarely for thefts over $1
million, while the fraud totals in the billions. The
problem is so widespread that the IRS has set a
$100,000 threshold before investigating and pros-
ecuting these cases.1 Its Criminal Investigation di-
vision in 2011 initiated just 276 identity fraud cases,
with 81 convictions. Meanwhile, classes of 50 to 100
people at a time are being taught how to file

1‘‘Tax Fraud by Identity Theft: Hearing Before the Subcomm.
on Fiscal Resp. & Econ. Growth, S. Fin. Comm.’’ (Mar. 20, 2012)
(statement of Detective Sal Augeri, Tampa Police Department),
Doc 2012-5822, 2012 TNT 55-44.

Table 2

Top 10 Countries:
Increased Profits

Effective Tax
Rates of U.S.

Affiliates
Abroad

The Netherlands 2%
Luxembourg 0.4%
Ireland 4.3%
Bermuda 0.6%
Switzerland 3.2%
United Kingdom Islands, Caribbean 1%
Canada 13.6%
Singapore 3.5%
Belgium 8.6%
Germany 18.9%
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800,000 Jobs Shipped Overseas?
Check the Math!

By Gary Clyde Hufbauer

It’s high praise when the president of the United
States quotes almost verbatim the findings of a
college professor in his stump speech. That’s the
honor President Obama bestowed on professor
Kimberly A. Clausing. Here is what Obama said in
Cincinnati on July 16:

We have not found any serious economic
study that says Governor Romney’s economic
plan would actually create jobs — until today.
I’ve got to be honest. Today we found out
there’s a new study out by nonpartisan econo-
mists that says Governor Romney’s economic
plan would, in fact, create 800,000 jobs. There’s
only one problem: The jobs wouldn’t be in
America. They would not be in America.
They’d be in other countries. By eliminating
taxes on corporations’ foreign income, Gover-
nor Romney’s plan would actually encourage
companies to shift more of their operations to
foreign tax havens, creating 800,000 jobs in
those other countries.

Now, this shouldn’t be a surprise, because
Governor Romney’s experience has been in-
vesting in what were called ‘‘pioneers’’ of the
business of outsourcing. Now he wants to give
more tax breaks to companies that are ship-
ping jobs overseas.

So I want everybody to understand, Ohio, I’ve
got a different theory. We don’t need a Presi-
dent who plans to ship more jobs overseas, or

wants to give more tax breaks to companies
that are shipping jobs overseas.1

The fair implication of Obama’s remarks is that a
territorial tax system would shift 800,000 American
jobs to foreign countries.

That’s close to a paraphrase of Clausing’s Tax
Notes article, published the same day, in which she
wrote:

Based on my research and that of other experts
in international taxation, it is possible to esti-
mate how many jobs are at stake in this debate.
In 2008 U.S. multinational firms employed 10
million workers in affiliated firms abroad.
Under a pure territorial tax system, the tax
incentive to locate jobs in low-tax countries
would increase significantly, which I calculate
would increase employment in low-tax coun-
tries by about 800,000 jobs.2

Again, the fair implication of Clausing’s article is
that a territorial system would shift 800,000 Ameri-
can jobs to foreign countries.

But that’s not what Clausing’s research shows.
Her calculations start with an ‘‘employment tax

response elasticity,’’ taken from an article she pub-
lished in the National Tax Journal.3 The semi-
elasticity is -1.6 (rounded), implying that a 1
percentage point reduction in the foreign country
effective tax rate (ETR) relative to the U.S. ETR
(taken to be 27.1 percent) causes a 1.6 percent
increase in employment of foreign affiliates of U.S.-
based multinational corporations (MNCs) in that
country. To give an example, if the foreign affiliate
ETR is 17.1 percent, the 10 percentage point wedge
is estimated to cause a 16 percent increase in the
foreign affiliate’s employment, other things being
equal.4

This is where the problems begin with Clausing’s
arithmetic. Her data set is employment in foreign
affiliates. It says nothing about employment by
MNC parent companies in the United States. As
between affiliates operating in different foreign

1Barack Obama, ‘‘Remarks by the President at a Campaign
Event’’ (July 16, 2012), available at http://www.whitehouse.
gov/the-press-office/2012/07/16/remarks-president-campaig
n-event.

2Kimberly A. Clausing, ‘‘A Challenging Time for Interna-
tional Tax Policy,’’ Tax Notes, July 16, 2012, p. 281, Doc 2012-
14139, 2012 TNT 137-5.

3Clausing, ‘‘Multinational Firm Tax Avoidance and Tax
Policy,’’ 62 Nat’l Tax J. 703 (2009).

4In real life, of course, other things are not always equal.
Poorer countries with lower wages might also be countries with
lower ETRs. Clausing’s equation might be picking up, in part,
the effect of wage levels on employment in foreign affiliates.
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countries, there may be a high employment re-
sponse to tax differences. But employment re-
sponses as between foreign affiliates cannot be
blithely attributed to employment responses be-
tween the U.S. parent company and its collected
foreign affiliates. Worse, Clausing disregards em-
ployment reductions by U.S. MNCs in countries with
higher tax rates than the United States, which her
own method predicts would occur. Instead, Claus-
ing only reports the calculated employment in-
creases in low-tax countries.

Based on corporate tax return data for 754 large
nonfinancial MNCs for 1996 to 2004, Harry Grubert
reached a noteworthy finding.5 Challenging the
conventional wisdom echoed by Clausing, Grubert
found that corporate tax differentials between the
United States and foreign countries make little
difference to U.S. production, measured by the
geographic origin of sales. Grubert did not analyze
investment or employment data, but the national
origin of sales closely corresponds to the national
location of employment and investment. Based on
Grubert’s results, which are grounded on corporate
tax returns, Clausing’s employment response elas-
ticity is simply irrelevant to U.S. parent MNC
employment experience.

There are other problems in Clausing’s exposi-
tion. Clausing assumes that territorial advocates are
calling for a ‘‘pure territorial system’’ with no
safeguards against income shifting on a massive
scale. That is factually incorrect. The sort of territo-
rial system urged by most experts would cut the
U.S. dividend repatriation tax burden perhaps to 5
percent of the corporate tax rate but would retain
the current array of income-shifting safeguards and
possibly add new ones. For example, Grubert and
Rosanne Altshuler are favorably disposed to the
Japanese variant of a territorial system, which ex-
empts 95 percent of dividends from a foreign sub-
sidiary (excluding dividends funded by passive
income) and taxes currently any passive income not
repatriated by a foreign affiliate based in a country
that has a tax rate below 20 percent.6

Clausing enhances her own employment tax
response elasticity by another -1 (rounded), draw-

ing on the meta-analysis reported by Ruud A. de
Mooij and Sjef Ederveen.7 With this enhancement,
Clausing’s calculations reflect an employment tax
response elasticity of -2.6 (rounded). However, the
de Mooij and Ederveen finding cited by Clausing is
for the outward foreign direct investment (FDI)
elasticity (as between foreign affiliates) experienced
by a home country that follows an exemption
(territorial) system. Clausing’s own research shows
that the asset elasticity (an approximation of the
FDI elasticity) is far higher than the employment
elasticity (-4.8 versus -1.6). Consequently, an em-
ployment tax response elasticity of -2.6 is an en-
hancement too far.8

In her calculations, Clausing assumes that the
entire difference between the foreign affiliate ETR
and the U.S. ETR (27.1 percent) would amount to an
incremental increase in the foreign versus U.S. tax
wedge under a pure territorial system. But given
the realities of dividend repatriation by U.S. MNCs,
the incremental increase in the tax wedge would be
less than 5 percentage points. That’s because MNCs
simply don’t repatriate foreign earnings when the
U.S. dividend repatriation tax burden is much
above 5 percent. Thus Clausing’s arithmetic, as
applied to her own employment tax response elas-
ticity (the coefficient of -1.6), massively exaggerates
the impact of a U.S. territorial system on enlarging
the effective tax wedge between income earned in
the United States by MNCs and income earned in
their foreign affiliates. However, as applied to the
coefficient borrowed from de Mooij and Ederveen
(the enhancement of -1), Clausing’s procedure is
appropriate (although the enhancement is too large)
since the de Mooij and Ederveen coefficient relates
to the mere existence of a territorial system, not the
difference in ETRs between the host and home
countries.

Finally, Clausing doesn’t mention that both Mitt
Romney and Obama have proposed cutting the U.S.
statutory corporate rate to 25 percent (Romney) or
28 percent (Obama). If enacted, a cut would lower
the U.S. ETR to something between 21 percent and
24 percent and narrow the calculated difference
between the foreign affiliate ETR and the U.S. ETR

5Grubert, ‘‘Foreign Taxes and the Growing Share of U.S.
Multinational Company Income Abroad: Profits, Not Sales, Are
Being Globalized,’’ 65 Nat’l Tax J. 247 (2012).

6Grubert and Altshuler, ‘‘Fixing the System: An Analysis of
Alternative Proposals for the Reform of International Tax’’ (June
2012), available at http://www.law.nyu.edu/academics/col
loquia/taxpolicy/index.htm. For a detailed description of the
Japanese system, see Joint Committee on Taxation, ‘‘Background
and Selected Issues Related to the U.S. International Tax System
and Systems That Exempt Foreign Business Income,’’ JCX-33-11
(May 20, 2011), Doc 2011-11045, 2011 TNT 99-76.

7Ruud A. de Mooij and Sjef Ederveen, ‘‘Corporate Tax
Elasticities: A Reader’s Guide to Empirical Findings,’’ 24 Oxford
Rev. Econ. Pol’y 680 (2008). It’s worth noting that the -1 coeffi-
cient used by Clausing has rather low statistical significance.

8Also worth noting is that the coefficients calculated by de
Mooij and Ederveen reflect just the impact of foreign tax rates,
whereas Clausing’s coefficients reflect the difference between
foreign ETRs and the U.S. ETR. So there’s a mismatch between
the statistical foundations of the two sets of coefficients.
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by between 3 and 6 percentage points.9 Coupling
corporate rate reform with a sensible territorial
system would unlock a vast pool of earnings now
trapped abroad for productive investment and
larger consumption in the United States, thereby
creating more U.S. jobs.

Driving Clausing’s arithmetic and Obama’s
rhetoric is a zero-sum worldview. To them and
many other observers, larger investment abroad
spells smaller investment at home. More jobs
abroad spell fewer jobs at home. In the wake of the
Great Recession and a subnormal recovery, this sort
of pessimism is widespread. But a zero-sum picture,
in which one country’s gain means another coun-
try’s loss, hasn’t described the broad course of
global trade and investment over the past 300 years.

Careful econometric studies have compared U.S.
companies that engage in outward investment with
similar companies that stay at home.10 The studies
show that outward-bound firms consistently export
more from the United States than the homebodies.11

If U.S. tax policy is changed so as to hinder outward
investment by U.S. companies, the result will be
fewer U.S. exports, and fewer exports will spell
fewer U.S. jobs. Since export-related jobs pay wages
around 10 percent higher than the average for
homebody jobs requiring similar skills, ‘‘good jobs’’
will be lost to the American economy. Conversely, a
territorial system, by making U.S.-based MNCs
stronger competitors on the world stage, will add
exports and high-paying jobs to the U.S. economy.

Revamping U.S. tax policy to retard outward in-
vestment by U.S. MNCs will not lead to more in-
vestment at home. Mihir Desai, Fritz Foley, and
James Hines show that the years in which U.S.
MNCs make greater capital expenditures abroad co-
incide with years of greater capital spending at home
by the same companies.12 They find that 10 percent

greater foreign investment by the multinationals
triggers 2.2 percent additional domestic investment.

The plants of U.S. MNCs are the most productive
in the United States, in terms of both total factor
productivity and labor productivity; they are the
most technology-intensive and pay the highest
wages. MNCs show labor productivity 16.6 percent
higher than large homebody companies and 44.6
percent higher than small U.S. companies, and
MNCs pay wages that are 7 to 15 percent higher
than wages at comparable domestic plants.13 It’s
also worth noting that U.S. manufacturing employ-
ment has declined faster among U.S. companies
that do not have foreign operations.14

Contrary to Clausing’s recommendations and
Obama’s stump speeches, it defies common sense to
embark on a course of taxation that would under-
mine these crown jewels of the American economy.

What makes a great deal more sense are tax
changes that would unlock approximately $1.4 tril-
lion of foreign earnings now held abroad in the
foreign subsidiaries of U.S.-based MNCs that are
unwilling to pay a heavy dividend repatriation
tax.15 In a careful study, Laura D’Andrea Tyson,
Kenneth Serwin, and Eric J. Drabkin estimate that a
one-time repatriation holiday, modeled after the
Homeland Investment Act of 2004, would induce
MNCs to repatriate to the United States about $1
trillion of those earnings. Through investment and
consumption channels, the earnings would spark
an increase in GDP by at least $138 billion and
create more than a million U.S. jobs.16 A simple and
fair territorial tax system, with a dividend repatria-
tion tax rate of about 5 percent of the corporate tax
rate, would accomplish the same worthy goals.
Moreover, a permanent territorial tax system would
indefinitely enlarge U.S. exports by strengthening
the competitive position of U.S.-based MNCs in
world markets.

The famous 800,000 jobs number thrown out by
Clausing and Obama has the right magnitude but
entirely the wrong sign. A fair territorial tax system
— like that in all of the other G-8 countries —
would ship more than 800,000 jobs into the United
States. A lower corporate rate and territoriality
should top the tax reform agenda in 2013.

9The extent of reduction in the U.S. ETR would depend on
the base-broadening provisions that accompanied the rate re-
duction. For reasons spelled out elsewhere, Obama’s proposals
substantially exaggerate the magnitude of base broadening
needed to ensure that a rate cut does not reduce corporate tax
revenue. See Hufbauer and Martin Vieiro, ‘‘Right Idea, Wrong
Direction: Obama’s Corporate Tax Reform Proposals,’’ Peterson
Institute for International Economics Policy Brief No. PB12-13,
at 1-16 (May 2012).

10These paragraphs are drawn from Hufbauer and Theodore
H. Moran, ‘‘Hobbling Exports and Destroying Jobs,’’ Peterson
Institute for International Economics Policy Brief No. PB10-13,
at 1-2 (June 2010).

11The evidence is summarized in Moran, ‘‘American Multi-
nationals and American Economic Interests: New Dimensions to
an Old Debate,’’ Peterson Institute for International Economics
Working Paper No. WP09-3, at 1-22 (July 2009).

12Desai et al., ‘‘Foreign Direct Investment and the Domestic
Capital Stock,’’ 95 Am. Econ. Rev. 33 (2005).

13Moran, supra note 11.
14Desai, ‘‘Securing Jobs or the New Protectionism? Taxing

the Overseas Activities of Multinational Firms,’’ Harvard Busi-
ness School Finance Working Paper No. 09-107, at 1-30 (2009).

15JP Morgan, ‘‘Global Tax Rate Makers,’’ North American
Equity Research (May 16, 2012).

16Laura D’Andrea Tyson et al., ‘‘The Benefits for the U.S.
Economy of a Temporary Tax Reduction on the Repatriation of
Foreign Subsidiary Earnings,’’ New America Foundation, BRG
Working Papers, at 3 (2011).
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Response to Hufbauer:
Territorial System Has Risks

By Kimberly A. Clausing

Gary Clyde Hufbauer recently published an ar-
ticle in Tax Notes1 that makes various claims about
the accuracy of my own recent article in Tax Notes,
‘‘A Challenging Time for International Tax Policy.’’2
In short, he claims that I have not checked my math
and that the inferences of my analysis are inaccurate
or misleading.

Hufbauer shows little understanding of the
analysis behind my calculations, and his own infer-
ences are fundamentally flawed. I will respond
herein to each of his critiques in turn.

1. Hufbauer claims that an analysis based on
affiliate employment tax regressions is irrelevant
to the question at hand. He states that the analysis:

says nothing about employment by [multina-
tional corporation] parent companies in the
United States. As between affiliates operating
in different foreign countries, there may be a
high employment response to tax differences.
But employment responses as between foreign
affiliates cannot be blithely attributed to em-

ployment responses between the U.S. parent
company and its collected foreign affiliates.
This is a fundamental misunderstanding of my

analysis. My employment elasticities show how
U.S. multinational firm affiliate employment is as-
sociated with effective tax rate differences between
countries. The calculations are very straightfor-
ward. You simply calculate the implied employ-
ment levels without the effective tax rate difference,
and then you calculate the employment levels with
an enhanced tax responsiveness under a territorial
system, comparing it with current employment
levels to predict how affiliate employment levels
would change.

My analysis does not speak to the effects on jobs
in the United States; I merely report how affiliate
employment is sensitive to tax rate differences. At
the end of the analysis, however, I draw a policy
inference, which is also addressed in point 7 below.
When there is weak aggregate demand and unem-
ployment is higher than normal, one might be
legitimately concerned that new jobs in low-tax
countries could displace some domestic job crea-
tion.

In other words, I conclude that employment by
foreign low-tax affiliates of U.S. multinationals will
rise, and I then suggest that the present macroeco-
nomic environment is not a good time to create an
increased incentive for new jobs in low-tax coun-
tries. Further, even if the economy were strong,
concerns remain about the incentive effects of a
territorial system. I also conclude with the inargu-
able point that territorial regimes of the sort pro-
posed by many U.S. multinational companies will
lead to systematic erosion of the domestic corporate
tax base.

Hufbauer goes on to state:
Worse, Clausing disregards employment re-
ductions by U.S. MNCs in countries with
higher tax rates than the United States, which
her own method predicts would occur. In-
stead, Clausing only reports the calculated
employment increases in low-tax countries.
As Hufbauer surely recognizes, U.S. effective tax

rates are high compared with those in other coun-
tries. In these analyses, it is common to cap effective
tax rate calculations such as those in the Bureau of
Economic Analysis data by the country’s statutory
rate. Once that is done, there are very few countries
that have tax rates higher than those in the United

1Gary Clyde Hufbauer, ‘‘800,000 Jobs Shipped Overseas?
Check the Math!’’ Tax Notes, Aug. 6, 2012, p. 717, Doc 2012-15649,
2012 TNT 152-6.

2Kimberly A. Clausing, ‘‘A Challenging Time for Interna-
tional Tax Policy,’’ Tax Notes, July 16, 2012, p. 281, Doc 2012-
14139, 2012 TNT 137-5.

Kimberly A. Clausing
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States, and even if those countries were accounted
for, the overall jobs number would be similar.

2. Hufbauer cites a study by Harry Grubert that
was recently published in the National Tax Jour-
nal.3 However, he misunderstands its implications:

Based on Grubert’s results, which are
grounded on corporate tax returns, Clausing’s
employment response elasticity is simply irrel-
evant to U.S. parent MNC employment ex-
perience.
Grubert’s study is sound analysis, but it does not

imply that a large amount of evidence, from me and
many others, is irrelevant. The study, like some of
my own, simply points to the fact that reported
income is far more tax responsive than real activi-
ties, such as sales. That is one of the points I make
in my National Tax Journal article from which the
employment elasticity is taken. However, there is a
large body of work, cited in the meta-analyses of de
Mooij and Ederveen (2008), that shows that real
activities are also tax responsive at the margin.4 My
study is hardly the first to point that out.
3. Hufbauer then challenges my exposition. He
states:

Clausing assumes that territorial advocates are
calling for a ‘‘pure territorial system’’ with no
safeguards against income shifting on a mas-
sive scale. That is factually incorrect.
His statement is factually incorrect. In my analy-

sis, I merely note that many advocates of a territo-
rial system suggest just such a system.5 However, I
also note that real-world territorial systems often
come with safeguards. Indeed, the jobs analysis
assumes that the United States would adopt a more
typical territorial system, because the meta-analysis
elasticity difference is based on real-world territo-
rial systems.
4. Hufbauer’s subsequent critique is that because
asset elasticities are higher than employment elas-
ticities, one should not expect employment elas-
ticities to be higher under a territorial system. I do
not understand Hufbauer’s logic; if the meta-
analysis shows higher foreign direct investment
elasticities for territorial countries — and it does —
why would that not imply higher elasticities for all

types of activity? My employment elasticity under a
territorial regime remains far lower than the aver-
age meta-analysis elasticity for foreign direct invest-
ment (from all countries) in recent years.
5. Hufbauer then claims that I am making faulty
assumptions about the relevant tax incentives. He
states:

Clausing assumes that the entire difference
between the foreign affiliate [effective tax rate]
and the U.S. ETR (27.1 percent) would amount
to an incremental increase in the foreign versus
U.S. tax wedge under a pure territorial system.
That is false. My analysis is merely based on an

enhanced tax responsiveness to any existing tax
rates under a territorial system. It makes no as-
sumptions regarding any changes in tax rates. That
is stated clearly in the analysis. And indeed, this
enhanced responsiveness under a territorial system
is exactly what would be predicted by economic
theory, and it is found in many economic analyses
as well as the meta-analysis.
6. Hufbauer then claims that I ignore possible
reductions in effective tax rates; however, that
point is directly addressed in my piece as a
possible caveat. Still, it should be noted that if we
are comparing a territorial system and a worldwide
system, both with reduced corporate tax rates, the
change in jobs in low-tax countries between those
two hypothetical systems would still be quite simi-
lar (although the overall number of jobs in low-tax
countries would diminish in both cases).
7. Hufbauer then states:

Driving Clausing’s arithmetic and Obama’s
rhetoric is a zero-sum worldview. To them and
many other observers, larger investment
abroad spells smaller investment at home.
Again, this is false. I explicitly note that jobs

abroad need not displace jobs at home in a strong
economy. However, in the current economic envi-
ronment with high unemployment rates, I question
whether it is good policy to further tilt the playing
field in favor of jobs abroad. That is surely a
relevant question when the macroeconomy is weak.

Hufbauer then proceeds to attack a straw man
view that multinational companies are bad for the
U.S. economy. This straw man view is quite differ-
ent from my own, and I have done extensive work
that illustrates the sort of benefits that Hufbauer
describes. However, just because multinational
companies are dynamic corporations that are good
for the U.S. economy does not mean a territorial tax
system is good for the U.S. economy.

A territorial system creates concerns among
many economists — of which I am just one — that
the U.S. corporate tax base will be eviscerated
through even greater income shifting. A territorial

3See Harry Grubert, ‘‘Foreign Taxes and the Growing Share
of U.S. Multinational Company Income Abroad: Profits, Not
Sales, Are Being Globalized,’’ 65 Nat’l Tax J. 274 (2012).

4See Ruud A. de Mooij and Sjef Ederveen, ‘‘Corporate Tax
Elasticities: A Reader’s Guide to Empirical Findings,’’ 24 Oxford
Rev. Econ. Pol’y 680 (2008).

5See arguments within Edward D. Kleinbard, ‘‘The Lessons
of Stateless Income,’’ 65 Tax L. Rev. 99 (2012). See especially p.
136-140.
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system puts a lot of pressure on source rules.
Territorial systems also strengthen the incentive to
locate activities abroad. Finally, a revenue-neutral
adoption of a territorial system would require
higher taxes on domestic investment to offset lower
taxes on foreign income; this, too, is an important
consideration in determining if a territorial system
is wise policy. Thus, one might legitimately wonder
whether such a policy is good for the United States
without doubting the important economic contribu-
tions of multinational companies.
8. Hufbauer also makes other claims in his analy-
sis that have little backing in the economic re-
search. For instance, he writes:

Coupling corporate rate reform with a sensible
territorial system would unlock a vast pool of
earnings now trapped abroad for productive
investment and larger consumption in the
United States, thereby creating more U.S. jobs.
Yet there is little evidence that tax breaks to

encourage repatriation of cash trapped abroad cre-
ate jobs or investments in the United States. The
studies of the repatriation holiday provided by the
American Jobs Creation Act of 2004 conclude the
opposite: Extra cash was used for dividends and
share repurchases, not job creation or new U.S.
investment.6 Also, these ‘‘unrepatriated’’ foreign
earnings are often already invested in U.S. financial
institutions — for example, as bank deposits made
available to borrowers.

Hufbauer also argues:
Moreover, a permanent territorial tax system
would indefinitely enlarge U.S. exports by
strengthening the competitive position of U.S.-
based MNCs in world markets.
This seems particularly strange in light of Huf-

bauer’s earlier claims in his piece that (1) a territo-
rial system would not much affect the relative tax
advantage of low-tax countries; and (2) real activity
is not very responsive to tax rate differences, as
noted in the Grubert study. (The abstract of the
Grubert study ends with the observation that
‘‘lower taxes on foreign income do not seem to
promote competitiveness.’’) If those claims are true,
what is the mechanism through which our competi-
tive position in world markets is enhanced?

Sales Between a Partnership
And Non-Partners

By Douglas A. Kahn

A. Denial of a Loss Deduction

The code denies a deduction for a loss recognized
on a sale or exchange between certain related
parties. Two of the principal code sections that deny
a deduction in that circumstance are sections
267(a)(1) and 707(b)(1)(A). Two regulatory provi-
sions promulgated under section 267 apply the
denial of a loss deduction rule to partnerships —
reg. section 1.267(b)-1(b) and temp. reg. section
1.267(a)-2T(c), Question 2. I conclude that to the
extent reg. section 1.267(b)-1(b) applies to section
267(a)(1), it is invalid and has been invalid since
1986. Also, two of the questions and answers in the
temporary regulation are invalid.

1. The operation of section 267(a)(1). Section
267(a)(1) denies a deduction for a loss recognized
on a sale or exchange between persons who are
related within the terms of section 267(b). In deter-
mining whether two persons are related, section
267(c) provides attribution rules treating a taxpayer
as owning corporate stock that is actually (or con-
structively) owned by someone related to the tax-
payer. The loss that is denied a deduction by section
267(a)(1) has tax consequence. The transferee (and
only that transferee) of the property on which the
loss deduction was denied will not recognize a gain
on the subsequent disposition of the property1 to
the extent of the deduction denied to the transferor.2

Example 1. In year 1, W sold 100 shares of X stock
to her daughter, D, for its value of $400. For

6For a review of the evidence, see Donald J. Marples and Jane
G. Gravelle, ‘‘Tax Cuts on Repatriation Earnings as Economic
Stimulus: An Economic Analysis,’’ Congressional Research Serv-
ice R40178 (Oct. 27, 2011), Doc 2011-22813, 2011 TNT 210-64. 1If the property that the transferee acquired is exchanged for

other property in a nonrecognition exchange, the insulation
from income recognition will apply to the exchanged basis
property that the transferee acquired in the nonrecognition
transaction. Section 267(d)(2).

2Section 267(d).
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Rejoinder to Clausing

To the Editor:
Clausing’s original article strongly implied that a

territorial tax system would shift 800,000 U.S. jobs
to foreign countries.1 It’s exactly this implication
that caught President Obama’s eye when he cited
Clausing’s 800,000 jobs figure and proclaimed, ‘‘We
don’t need a President who plans to ship more jobs
overseas, or wants to give more tax breaks to
companies that are shipping jobs overseas.’’

In responding to my critique2 — which was
centered on the implication of 800,000 jobs at risk —
Clausing now concedes the central criticism.3 She
declares, ‘‘My analysis does not speak to the effects
on jobs in the United States; I merely report how
affiliate employment is sensitive to tax rate differ-
ences.’’ Too bad Clausing didn’t put this statement
in bold type at the front of her original article.
Instead Clausing fooled the president and everyone
else into thinking that her analysis showed that a
territorial system would shift 800,000 U.S. jobs to
foreign countries.

Clausing’s analysis shows, at most, that a terri-
torial tax system would create 800,000 jobs in low-
tax countries. Nothing in her analysis shows that
these jobs are created at the expense of US employ-
ment.4 They may not even be created at the expense
of employment in other high-tax foreign countries.5

Only a zero-sum world view could lead Clausing to
believe that the creation of 800,000 new jobs in
low-tax countries is bad for the world economy or
the United States.

Despite Clausing’s denial (her point 7), she does
indeed hold a zero-sum world view — at least
when times are tough. Clausing warns that, ‘‘When
there is weak aggregate demand and unemploy-
ment is higher than normal, one might be legiti-
mately concerned that new jobs in low-tax countries
could displace some domestic job creation.’’ My
shorthand response is that, when times are tough,
policy should be directed at stimulating productive
investment. To this end, slashing corporate taxes
can be a most useful tool.

At the conclusion of her response, Clausing asks,
‘‘What is the mechanism through which our com-
petitive position in world markets is enhanced’’ by
a territorial tax system? My answer is that here are
two mechanisms. First, U.S.-based MNCs could
then repatriate a significant part of the $1.7 trillion
stock of earnings held abroad for productive invest-
ment in the United States without incurring a
substantial US tax burden.6 Second, U.S.-based
MNCs could then compete with foreign-based
MNCs on equivalent tax terms in third-country
markets.

Gary Hufbauer
Reginald Jones Senior Fellow
Peterson Institute for
International Economics
Aug. 13, 20121Kimberly A. Clausing, ‘‘A Challenging Time for Interna-

tional Tax Policy,’’ Tax Notes, July 16, 2012, p. 281, Doc 2012-
14139, 2012 TNT 137-5.

2Gary Clyde Hufbauer, ‘‘800,000 Jobs Shipped Overseas?
Check the Math!’’ Tax Notes, Aug. 6, 2012, p. 717, Doc 2012-15649,
2012 TNT 152-6.

3Kimberly A. Clausing, ‘‘Response to Hufbauer: Territorial
System Has Risks,’’ Tax Notes, Aug. 13, 2012, p. 825, Doc
2012-16954, 2012 TNT 156-7.

4Even Jane Gravelle, no friend of territorial taxation or lower
corporate tax rates, concludes that ‘‘the effects of . . . reducing
U.S. investment in the case of a territorial tax . . . are likely quite
modest.’’ See Jane G. Gravelle, ‘‘Moving to a Territorial Income
Tax: Options and Challenges,’’ Congressional Research Service,
July 25, 2012, p. 20.

5The International Monetary Fund, in a cautious assessment
of territoriality, concluded that, ‘‘In any event, because little
residual U.S. tax on foreign earnings is paid, the stimulus to
outbound FDI would likely be small. The effect of territoriality

on FDI to high tax rate countries would likely also be small;
however, some of that investment may be siphoned off to
lower-tax countries, because the effective tax rate differential
between high- and low-rate countries would also increase.’’ See
International Monetary Fund, ‘‘United States: Selected Issues,’’
IMF Country Report No. 12/214, August 2012, p. 90.

6JP Morgan now estimates the stock of earnings held abroad
at $1.7 trillion, up from $1.4 trillion in 2010. See ‘‘Global Tax Rate
Makers,’’ North America Equity Research, May 16, 2012. The
arguments that a territorial system would lead to substantial
repatriation of foreign earnings (up to $1 trillion) are set forth by
Laura D’Andrea Tyson et al., ‘‘The Benefits for the U.S.
Economy of a Temporary Tax Reduction on the Repatriation of
Foreign Subsidiary Earnings,’’ New America Foundation, BRG
Working Papers (2011).
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FACT CHECK: Obama and the phantom peace dividend
By Calvin Woodward and Tom Raum
Associated Press

EXCERPT

WASHINGTON (AP) —

OBAMA: "And now you have a choice: We can give more tax breaks to corporations that ship jobs
overseas or we can start rewarding companies that open new plants and train new workers and create
new jobs here in the United States of America."

BIDEN: "Gov. Romney believes that in the global economy, it doesn't much matter where American
companies put their money or where they create jobs. As a matter of fact, he has a new tax proposal —
the territorial tax — that experts say will create 800,000 jobs, all of them overseas."

THE FACTS: Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney's proposal is actually aimed at encouraging
investment in the U.S., not overseas.

The U.S. currently has a global tax system that is filled with credits, exemptions and deductions that
enable many companies to avoid U.S. taxes and provides an incentive for corporations to keep their
profits in other countries. Whether Romney's plan would spur investment in the U.S. is debatable, but it's
not a plan aimed at dispersing profits abroad.

Experts differ on the impact of a territorial system on employment in the U.S. But Biden's implication that
Romney's plan sends jobs abroad is not supported by the expert opinion he cites.

Kimberly Clausing, an economics professor at Reed College in Portland, Ore., said a pure territorial tax
system could increase employment in low-tax countries by 800,000. But that did not mean U.S. jobs
moving overseas. Clausing later wrote: "My analysis does not speak to the effects on jobs in the United
States."
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Of all the policy changes that could im-
prove the competitive position of the 
United States and the living standards 
of Americans, revamping the corpo-
rate tax code is perhaps the most ob-

vious and least painful. High corporate taxes divert 
capital away from the U.S. corporate sector and to-
ward noncorporate uses and other countries. They 
therefore limit investments that would raise the pro-
ductivity of American workers and would increase 
real wages. This is the cruel logic of a corporate tax in 
a global economy—that its burden falls most heavily 
on workers. 

What principles should guide a reform of the cor-
porate tax that would advance American interests? 
First, the structure of the tax must reflect develop-
ments in the world economy—notably, declining tax 
rates in other nations, the mobility of innovative and 
headquarters activities, and the rising importance of 
non-U.S. markets. Second, corporate tax reform will 
probably need to be instituted separately from fun-
damental tax reform and must be roughly revenue-
neutral, given fiscal and political realities. Third, any 
reform must relegitimize corporations as respon-
sible citizens and the corporate tax as a meaningful 
policy instrument. 

The proposal elaborated on in this article fol-
lows those three principles. It calls for a significant 
reduction in the corporate tax rate, a new tax policy 
toward innovation, and an end to taxes on active 
foreign income—changes that would give global 
corporations better incentives to locate and invest in 
the United States. It proposes a tax on the growing 
noncorporate business sector, to reduce distortions 
in firms’ business structures and bring in revenues 
that offset corporate rate reductions. It also recom-
mends aligning the definition of taxable income with 
what corporations report to capital markets, which 
could help broaden the corporate tax base, further Ph
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fund rate reductions, and restore the public’s trust 
in business.

These changes won’t be truly effective, however, 
unless managers change their behavior. The com-
plexity of the current system and the proliferation of 
tax avoidance techniques have made the corporate 
tax optional for many global corporations. Tax has 
been transformed from a compliance function into 
a profit center that provides the pennies needed to 
reach earnings per share targets. More broadly, glo-
balization has led countless corporations to view 
countries’ infrastructures as interchangeable, and 
national identities and responsibilities as passé. 
Rather than shirking their tax obligations, business 
leaders should treat them as seriously as their other 
social responsibilities. 

the imperatives for Change
Four developments in the U.S. economy make sig-
nificant corporate tax reform an urgent priority. Any 
blueprint for change needs to address them.

The worst of all worlds—high rates and a 
narrow base. In 1986, the year of the last signifi-
cant tax reform, the U.S. corporate tax rate was lower 
than that of most developed countries. Today the 
top U.S. corporate rate of 35% is one of the world’s 
highest. During the intervening years, 
America’s global economic importance 
decreased—a sometimes unsettling arti-
fact of welcome growth in the developing 
world. As the importance of doing busi-
ness in the United States has shrunk, the 
relative cost has risen rapidly.

Because capital is mobile, high tax 
rates divert investment away from the 
U.S. corporate sector and toward hous-
ing, noncorporate business sectors, and 

foreign countries. American workers need that capi-
tal to become more productive. When it’s invested 
elsewhere, real wages decline, and if product prices 
are set globally, there is no place for the corporate tax 
to land but straight on the back of the least-mobile 
factor in this setting: the American worker. The flow 
of capital out of the United States only accelerates as 
opportunities in the rest of the world increase. This 
is the key to understanding why, despite political 
rhetoric to the contrary, reforming the corporate tax 
is central to improving the position of the American 
worker.

High corporate tax rates have further adverse 
consequences in a global setting. As corporations 
seize innumerable opportunities to shift income to 
lower-tax jurisdictions, tax revenue falls and top 
talent is diverted to tax-avoidance endeavors that 
create no economic value. Corporations spend more 
on lobbying and political donations, because man-
agers place a premium on shaping legislation. In 
short, high rates increase the returns corporations 
get on questionable activities, corrupt the political 
process, and ultimately reduce the tax base. There 
are consequences within the corporate sector, too: 
Firms with less-mobile income—domestic retailers, 
for example—and fewer political connections suffer 

disproportionately from high rates. 
The rise of noncorporate busi-

ness income. Noncorporate income 
has gone from less than 20% of busi-

ness income in 1986 to more than 50% 
today. This is a by-product of modest 
legislative efforts to allow entities with 
small numbers of shareholders to avoid 
double taxation. In response, the num-

ber of pass-through entities—such as 
limited liability companies, S corpo-

rations, investment trust structures, 
and limited partnerships—has rapidly 
multiplied, and a significant amount 
of business activity has migrated into 
those structures. The high tax rate 
has effectively driven capital away 

from the corporate sector 
and toward activities that 
can be shoehorned into 
the noncorporate busi- 
ness sector. Sectors that 
can use these structures—
primarily the financial 

management of domestic 

tax has been transformed 
from a compliance 
function into a profit 
center that provides 
the pennies needed to 
reach earnings targets.
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real estate, natural resources, and health care as-
sets—have grown disproportionately. The remark-
able “financialization” of the American economy 
over the past 25 years is in part an outcome of these 
incentives. 

Because only private companies are allowed to 
set up such structures, corporations effectively pay a 
toll to be public. It’s not clear why U.S. public capital 
markets should be hampered by such a toll.

The globalization of firm activity. As the 
world economy has become more integrated, non-
domestic income at U.S.-based multinational firms 
has jumped. On average, foreign operations are 
growing more quickly and are more profitable than 
operations at home. 

Under its current system the United States taxes 
the worldwide income of its citizens, including cor-
porations. Foreign income is taxed by the source 
country and then taxed again by the U.S. upon repa-
triation, with credits provided for taxes already paid 
to the source country. This approach aims to ensure 
that investments face the same tax rate regardless of 
where they’re made, which sounds logical enough. 
But that logic is flawed for two reasons: First, impos-
ing a tax upon repatriation encourages American 
firms to keep capital offshore. Second, and even 
more important, the approach assumes that when-
ever firms invest abroad, the United States loses a 
corresponding amount of investment. In fact, the 
evidence suggests that as firms enter new markets 
and become more efficient, they expand at home. 
Indeed, it is naive to think that penalizing the global 
activities of firms in today’s world will help them be-
come better employers at home. 

The appropriate policy is not to tax active for-
eign income, because doing so creates different tax 
treatments for investments made by U.S.-based and 
foreign-based corporations. Such discrimination 
reduces aggregate productivity because it can re-
ward less-productive owners with higher after-tax 

idea in brief
With its high statutory 
rates, low revenues, and 
perverse incentives, the 
u.s. corporate tax code 
is broken. 

Because multinational corpora-
tions are able to largely escape 
it, its burden falls most heavily 
on domestic-focused industries 
and on workers. It also drives 
capital out of the corporate 
sector and into noncorporate 
business. By skewing invest-
ments in these ways, the cor-

porate tax reduces economic 
efficiency and productivity. 

Fixing the system will re-
quire rate reductions and the 
elimination of attempts to tax 
overseas income. But it will 
also require heavier taxation of 
noncorporate businesses, an 
end to the disconnect between 

taxable income and the earn-
ings reported to investors, and 
a commitment by business 
leaders to treat tax obliga-
tions as responsibilities to be 
embraced rather than costs to 
be minimized.

the U.S. tax rate has become  
increasingly Uncompetitive
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returns. Other governments around the world have 
recognized this; among the large developed econo-
mies, the United States is now alone in taxing the 
worldwide income of its corporations. A particular 
irony of the tax on foreign income is that it raises 
little revenue. So eliminating it could end significant 
distortions in the allocation of capital and increase 
the supply of domestic corporate capital, all while 
resulting in a minimal loss of revenue.

With globalization, corporations have also en-
tered a new era of mobility, in which they can change 
their national identities with ease. Several UK com-
panies left their home for Ireland in response to the 
old UK regime of taxing foreign income. Mergers 
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and acquisitions provide another way for firms to ef-
fectively redomicile themselves, and entrepreneurs 
are choosing their homes on the basis of tax regimes. 
The exceptional treatment of foreign income for 
American firms is all the more problematic because 
headquarters can easily migrate out of the United 
States, taking associated jobs with them.

The decoupling of financial and taxable in-
come. It is now fairly common for American firms to 
announce large profits to the capital markets while 
reporting no taxable income to the government. The 
disconnect has multiple causes, including tax poli-
cies such as those related to the depreciation of new 
equipment. Income reported to tax authorities no 
longer has any meaningful connection to income 
reported to Wall Street. 

This has several adverse consequences. For start-
ers, shareholders are deprived of a true understand-
ing of the economics of firm performance. How can 
one get a clear grasp of profits when they’re being 
characterized opportunistically for the audience 
in question? Managers also devote resources that 
could otherwise be invested in growth to capital-
izing on the differences in reporting requirements. 
(Imagine how creative individuals would be in re-
porting personal income if they could obtain mort-
gages without submitting their tax returns.) Finally, 
the public loses faith in corporations when leading 
companies repeatedly boast of profits while not pay-
ing taxes. 

Tying the corporate tax more closely to reported 
earnings could broaden the corporate tax base and 
restore credibility to corporations and the tax as 
a whole. But rather than making the two kinds of 
profit reports conform completely (which might re-
duce the information conveyed to capital markets), 
one could loosely align them by requiring firms to 
pay a minimum percentage of their reported finan-
cial income over a period of years. 

A Code that Strengthens  
U.S. businesses and Workers
A reform that combined a significant rate reduc-
tion, an end to the foreign-income tax, a new tax 
on noncorporate business income, and a closer link 
between tax payments and reported earnings would 
pay for itself. The revenue lost by cutting the rate 
and exempting overseas income would be offset by 
the revenue gained from implementing the other 
two measures. Estimates using recent data suggest 
that a corporate rate cut from 35% to 18% could be 
funded by a 5% tax on noncorporate business in-
come and by aligning taxable income with income 
figures on financial reports. What’s more, such a re-
form would advance the integrity of the tax system 
and ensure that the world’s best global companies 
want to be headquartered in the United States, rather 
than flee it.

Over the years the corporate tax code has often 
been amended to spur innovative activity—for ex-
ample, through the research-and-development tax 
credit—and to favor particular industries, such as 
manufacturing. These diffuse efforts complicate 
the tax code and, because they’re usually struc-
tured as temporary provisions, often prove ineffec-
tive. Legislators would do better to concentrate on 
an overall rate reduction and on luring innovative 
activity through a strengthened version of the “pat-
ent boxes” that have become popular around the 
world. A patent box would tax the returns to intel-
lectual property at a preferential rate as long as that 
intellectual property was developed and employed 
within the United States, thus promoting higher-
quality domestic jobs. 

Such a change and the move away from a world-
wide tax regime also require changes to the transfer-
pricing regime employed by the United States. Cur-
rently, the fiction of using prices that would have 
been obtained between unrelated parties for trans-

higher rates don’t translate into higher revenue
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actions within multinational firms creates too much 
leeway for reallocating profits out of the United 
States, especially with the growing importance of 
intangible property. Transfer-pricing standards need 
to be reoriented so that how multinational firms 
distribute resources, talent, and profits around the 
world determines the amount of profits that can be 
rightfully allocated to different jurisdictions. The il-
lusion that profits are accruing to post-office boxes 
in sunny locations undercuts confidence in the tax 
system overall and needs to be countered by consid-
ering the actual location of resources and managers 
within firms. 

Corporate taxes as a Social 
responsibility
American corporations have become more aggres-
sive about minimizing their tax obligations. The 
rise in intangible assets, the mobility of income, the 
availability of intermediaries who peddle avoidance 
strategies, and the increasing attention paid to re-
ported earnings have all made tax planning an im-
portant piece of financial management. As a result, 
more than half of American corporations no longer 
have significant domestic tax obligations, according 
to the U.S. Government Accountability Office. 

At the same time, ironically, managers have come 
to embrace corporate social responsibility. Compa-
nies routinely tout their constructive role in society 
and pour resources into social programs even as 
they pursue aggressive tax strategies. Instead they 
should show their commitment to their communi-
ties by treating their tax obligations as a responsibil-
ity commensurate with, say, abiding by environmen-
tal regulations.

Boards of directors and managers could promote 
that attitude by ensuring that the performance of tax 
directors was evaluated on compliance rather than 
profit maximization. Codes of ethics could prohibit 

transactions that serve only to reduce tax obliga-
tions. In short, any statement of corporate values 
that declares a company will honor commitments to 
outside stakeholders—communities, the environ-
ment, customers—should also include a commit-
ment to fulfill tax obligations. These efforts should 
occur hand in hand with the policy changes de-
scribed earlier. Insisting on tax responsibility when 
the U.S. tax system is out of step with global norms 
is unfeasible and, perhaps, unfair. 

Finally, firms should commit to reporting in 
greater detail precisely what their tax payments have 
been. Continued obfuscation over such a significant 
set of payments should not be tolerated by share-
holders. Clarity over tax payments will help share-
holders understand the underlying economics of 
businesses and ensure that efforts to reach earnings 
targets will not be abetted by transitory manipula-
tions of tax payments. 

the CorporAte tAx hAS beCoMe a major obstacle 
to investment in the corporate sector of the United 
States and, consequently, a drag on the productivity 
and real wages of the American worker. Its impact 
worsens every day as the noncorporate business sec-
tor expands, opportunities for savings become more 
global, and attractive foreign investment opportuni-
ties multiply. 

A handful of changes would transform the cor-
porate tax system from an obstacle to an asset. But 
these must be matched by a shift in the managerial 
approach to corporate taxes: from an opportunistic 
perspective to one that treats tax obligations as a 
commitment to important stakeholders. Renewing 
the contract between managers, shareholders, and 
citizens along these lines can lay the foundation for 
what the U.S. needs—faster growth in the productiv-
ity and real wages of American workers. 
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the complexity of the 
system and the proliferation 
of avoidance techniques 
have made taxes optional 
for many corporations.
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Jobs Council Is Sidelined As President Courts Voters 
 
By Carol E. Lee and John D. McKinnon 
19 July 2012 
00:17 GMT 
The Wall Street Journal Online 
Copyright 2012 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
 
President Barack Obama is at odds with some of his handpicked outside advisers on hot-button 
election topics such as regulations and corporate taxes. 
 
Many of the recommendations at issue stem from the president's Council on Jobs and 
Competitiveness, a group of business and labor leaders with whom Mr. Obama hasn't met in six 
months. 
 
The disconnect arises as business issues have moved to the forefront of the campaign. The 
president is seeking to paint his opponent, Republican Mitt Romney, as someone who puts business 
interests ahead of the middle class. Mr. Romney, for his part, is stepping up his criticism of the 
president as anti-business. Mr. Obama had created advisory groups such as the Jobs Council, in 
part to inoculate himself against such labels. 
 
This week, the Obama campaign has focused on Mr. Romney's proposal to shift the U.S. to a 
"territorial" tax system, where companies pay U.S. taxes on their domestic, rather than world-wide, 
income. Many members of the jobs council and three other of Mr. Obama's outside advisory groups, 
including his Simpson-Bowles fiscal commission, have made the same recommendation. 
 
Mr. Romney has championed their view on the campaign trail, while Mr. Obama has been 
campaigning against it. 
 
In Ohio, a battleground manufacturing state, Mr. Obama this week said the proposal "would actually 
encourage companies to shift more of their operations to foreign tax havens." 
 
On Wednesday in the same state, Mr. Romney contrasted the number of presidential fundraisers 
with the number of times the jobs council has met recently. "His priority is not creating jobs for you; 
his priority is trying to keep his own job," Mr. Romney said. 
 
A recent update from the jobs council said the administration has implemented or made significant 
progress on 54 of the 60 recommendations for executive action. It holds monthly calls to track such 
progress. Executives at a recent meeting of the President's Export Council praised the 
administration's effectiveness in implementing its recommendations. 
 
Still, important differences remain. The latest example came this week when a new set of 
recommendations emerged from Mr. Obama's Advanced Manufacturing Partnership, which includes 
business executives, educators and others. In its report, the group said a U.S. tax overhaul "must 
consider the tax treatment of overseas earnings of U.S.-based corporations," including moving to a 
domestic-only or territorial taxation system. 
 
Republicans say the White House also has been slow to initiate new free-trade agreements, which 
have been recommended by the export council and Advanced Manufacturing Partnership. 
Republicans also point to cost-benefit analysis for independent regulatory commissions, a Jobs 
Council recommendation. 
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"This White House has been in re-election mode for more than a year now," said Sen. Marco Rubio 
(R., Fla.) "You're seeing that repeatedly, whether it's ignoring his own Simpson-Bowles commission 
or ignoring the recommendation of the Jobs Council." The Republican National Committee on 
Wednesday dubbed it the "Missing Jobs Council." 
 
The White House said Mr. Obama's outside advisory groups weren't designed to be in agreement all 
the time. A senior administration official noted Mr. Obama successfully pushed trade pacts with 
South Korea, Panama and Colombia and has made headway on trans-Pacific Partnership 
agreements. The official also said the administration considers cost-benefit analysis one of its 
successes. 
 
Mr. Obama has met with his jobs council four times since 2011, and the White House said the group 
plans to hold six smaller meetings in the next few months. White House press secretary Jay Carney 
said Mr. Obama hasn't met with the group since January because he has "a lot on his plate." Mr. 
Obama doesn't "support every idea that everybody has put on the table because he has to balance 
the various interests that are at stake when he looks at what's best for the American economy," Mr. 
Carney said. 
 
Labor leaders on the jobs panel, including AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka, have publicly 
disagreed with some of the council's recommendations. Thea Lee, deputy chief of staff at AFL-CIO, 
said the group believes it is "perfectly reasonable" for Mr. Obama to choose which recommendations 
to accept or reject. 
 
The Jobs Council members themselves appear to be backing the president, even if he isn't always 
backing them. At least eight of the 26-strong group have given the maximum amount allowed under 
federal law to Mr. Obama's re-election campaign, according to the Center for Responsive Politics. 
None appear to have given to Mr. Romney this year, according to the most recent Federal Election 
Commission filings from the Center. 
 
Daniel Lippman contributed to this article. 
 
Write to Carol E. Lee at carol.lee@wsj.com and John D. McKinnon at john.mckinnon@wsj.com 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The Holy Grail of Tax Reform

By Martin A. Sullivan — martysullivan@comcast.net

Globalization has made the battle between tax
fairness and economic growth fiercer with each
passing year. The educated and talented are getting
more rich and famous while wages for unskilled
labor remain stagnant. The resulting growth of
inequality has raised consciousness about the need
for fairness in the tax system.

Although there is a lot of kicking and screaming
around the edges, there is little doubt that the
public consensus on fairness coalesces around the
idea that households with higher incomes should
be taxed at higher rates. Our federal tax system for
the most part follows that approach. And even the
presumptive presidential nominee of the Republi-
can Party says he wants to keep it that way. ‘‘I’m not
looking for tax cuts for the rich,’’ Mitt Romney told
ABC News on April 16.

As the gap between the rich and poor has grown
wider, capital has become more mobile. So as gov-
ernments are under pressure to keep taxes progres-
sive, they are also under pressure to cut taxes on
businesses, particularly on footloose multinationals.
A business that in the old days might have scaled
back job-creating investment by a few percentage
points in response to high taxes will now relocate
entire facilities offshore just for tax benefits.

Economists and most conservatives believe a key
feature of a competitive tax system is the minimi-
zation, or preferably the elimination, of taxes on
capital income (or its approximate equivalent, pro-
viding an upfront deduction for saving). By taxing
consumption instead of income, a government can
eliminate the bias against saving and investment
and promote growth.

But because the rich consume proportionately
less of their income than the poor, such a tax is
inherently less progressive than an income tax.
Moreover, most consumption taxes — like VATs
and the proposed flat tax and FairTax — have only
a single rate. So both the rate structure and the base
of most consumption taxes tilt the tax burden down
the income scale.

With the demand greater than ever for both
fairness and growth, any tax plan that can credibly

promote both — instead of pitting one against the
other — is a plan that should attract a lot of
attention. That is exactly what Robert Carroll and
Alan Viard provide in their new book, Progressive
Consumption Taxation: The X Tax Revisited.

According to the authors, the United States
should adopt the Bradford X tax (named after the
late Princeton economist David Bradford, who had
the original idea). The X tax is a consumption tax
with graduated rates, and it can replicate the cur-
rent distribution of the tax burden and provide for
significant economic growth, the authors write. The
tax is also inherently simpler than the current
income tax. Those are bold claims. But with a
combination of facts, an encyclopedic knowledge of
tax economics, and clear writing, they make a
convincing case.

The X tax is a consumption tax with
graduated rates, and it can replicate
the current distribution of the tax
burden and provide for significant
economic growth.

Carroll, now at Ernst & Young LLP, was Treasury
deputy assistant secretary for tax policy during the
George W. Bush administration. Viard is a resident
scholar at the American Enterprise Institute. They
are proposing that the United States dump the
individual income tax, the corporate tax, and the
estate and gift tax and replace them with a broad-
based consumption tax. This would seem to put
them squarely in the same camp as proponents of
the flat tax and the FairTax. But the resemblance of
Progressive Consumption Taxation: The X Tax Revisited
to most prior works advocating radical reform is
only superficial. There is no stridency, no oversell-
ing, and for the most part, no glossing over the
numerous difficulties of any major reform plan.

They educate more than advocate. And that
makes the book relevant not just to readers inter-
ested in overhauling the code in the particular way
the authors suggest, but also to anybody who wants
a balanced overview of the latest developments in
tax economics.

A Two-Part VAT
The X tax has two parts: a household wage tax

and a business cash flow tax. The household wage
tax has a standard deduction and a progressive rate
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structure. Individuals would file annual returns,
and an employer would withhold income taxes as
under current law. Individuals would pay tax only
on compensation paid by employers. They would
pay no tax on dividends, interest, capital gains, or
business profits. Payroll taxes for Social Security
and Medicare would still be collected.

The business cash flow tax has a rate equal to the
top individual rate. The tax base is gross business
receipts less deductions for all purchases and for
wages. Interest and other capital income would be
excluded, and no deductions would be allowed for
interest. Capital expenditures would be written off
immediately.

Except for the rate structure, the X tax is basically
the same as the flat tax. The flat tax, in turn, is
basically a subtraction method VAT divided into
two parts. The difference between a VAT and the
flat tax is that a VAT is collected only from busi-
nesses and employee compensation is not deduct-
ible, while under a flat tax, businesses can deduct
employee compensation but it is taxed at the indi-
vidual level.

Can a replacement consumption tax be as pro-
gressive as current law? Contrary to what most may
think, that would not be difficult at all, according to
Carroll and Viard. Their main evidence supporting
this claim is a Treasury distribution analysis of an X
tax proposal that President Bush’s tax reform panel
considered in 2005. Under that plan, the household
wage tax would have rates of 15, 25, and 35 percent,
with the break points at $80,000 and $115,000 (in
2006 dollars). The business cash flow tax would be

a flat 35 percent. As shown in Figure 1, the distri-
bution of the tax burden of that progressive con-
sumption tax is nearly identical to that of current
law.

Because they do not want to get entangled in the
debate about extension of the Bush tax cuts and the
degree of base broadening, Carroll and Viard avoid
wedding themselves to any set of tax rates for their
own plan. When it is necessary to use real numbers,
they assume a top rate of 38.8 percent ‘‘purely for
illustrative purposes.’’

Not All Capital Income Would Be Exempt

It is not just the graduated rate structure that
makes the tax progressive. Under the X tax and
similar consumption taxes, the returns from ‘‘old
capital’’ — capital in place before enactment — are
subject to the business cash flow tax. Moreover,
profits that generate a rate of return above the rate
of return on marginal new investment are also
subject to the business cash flow tax.

That is a critical point that is difficult for non-
economists to understand. The central economic
benefit of consumption taxation — that is, the
elimination of the bias against saving and invest-
ment — is achieved primarily though the expensing
of capital expenditures. Expensing of new capital
provides a tax benefit that is roughly equal to tax
exemption of normal returns on capital. And that is
why you will hear that under a consumption tax,
the tax rate on capital income is zero. But more
precisely, what economists really mean is that the

Distribution of the Tax Burden Under Current Law and a Progressive Consumption Tax
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tax rate on income from a particular type of criti-
cally important capital — the tax rate on expected
income from marginal investment in new capital —
is zero.

Because expensing is available only for capital
placed in service on or after the effective date, old
capital gets no benefit. That does not particularly
bother economists, because it is the tax treatment of
new capital that determines investment behavior.
To achieve the economic benefits of a consumption
tax, it is only necessary to exempt returns on new
capital from tax.

Because expensing provides a tax benefit equiva-
lent to the exemption of normal returns on capital,
investments with above-normal returns are still
subject to tax on the excess. But economists are not
particularly concerned about investments with
above-normal returns, because businesses will
undertake these regardless of tax incentives. To
achieve the economic benefits of a consumption
tax, it is only necessary to exempt normal returns
on capital from tax, because those are the only
returns that affect behavior.

The authors cite a variety of studies
indicating that the long-run increase
in GDP from a switch to consumption
taxation would be between 2 percent
and 9 percent.

The expensing provisions of the X tax exempt the
normal returns on new capital, so that the decision
to save is no longer distorted by the tax system. But
returns on existing capital are still taxed, and above-
average returns on new capital are still taxed. The
taxation of these returns at the top rate under the
business cash flow tax contributes significantly to
the progressivity of the X tax.

What kind of growth can we expect from a
wholesale switch from income to consumption
taxation? Noting, as all economists should, that
estimates are ‘‘rough and uncertain,’’ the authors
cite a variety of studies indicating that the long-run
increase in GDP from a switch to consumption
taxation would be between 2 percent and 9 percent.
For the X tax that Carroll and Viard propose, the
estimates at the low end of the range are probably
more relevant because of the graduated rate struc-
ture and transition relief they propose. Transition
relief is critical to the estimates because much of the
economic benefit of a consumption tax is the result
of the one-time levy a consumption tax effectively
imposes on existing capital. The larger the transi-
tion relief, the smaller the expected economic ben-
efit.

Ready for the Real World?
Having made a good case for the fairness and

growth benefits of an X tax, the authors turn their
attention to practical implementation issues. As
should be the case under an ideal income tax, the
authors urge — but do not insist — that employee
fringe benefits lose their tax advantages. The value
of employer-provided health insurance should be
fully included in income. Contributions to retire-
ment plans should be taxed, and withdrawals
should be tax free.

Under an X tax, the disparate tax treatment of
businesses based on legal form and filing status
would be eliminated. Small sole proprietorships
and multinational corporations alike would be sub-
ject to the business cash flow tax. All would be
required to pay employee owners reasonable com-
pensation. Losses would be allowed a five-year
carryback and unlimited carryforwards with inter-
est.

Financial intermediaries require special rules. To
properly measure the consumption tax base, the
authors propose that these businesses, in addition
to complying with the normal business cash flow
tax rules, be required to include cash flows from
financial transactions with households (but not cash
flows from transactions with other businesses). So
amounts loaned to consumers would be deducted
from the tax base, while interest and principal
payments from mortgage and other consumer loans
would be included. The practical difficulties with
this treatment of the financial sector include distin-
guishing financial firms from nonfinancial firms,
distinguishing consumer transactions from busi-
ness transactions, and most of all, the one-time
determination of the market value of existing assets
and liabilities necessary to prevent massive transi-
tion problems.

On the international front, Carroll and Viard
adopt a view that is nearly universally accepted by
economists and nearly universally rejected by poli-
ticians. They argue that border adjustments —
exemption of exports, tariffs on imports — that are
common with VATs do nothing to improve trade
competitiveness. If border tax adjustments do not
matter, as economists claim, and politicians love
them so much, most economists are willing to let
lawmakers have their way rather than try to change
their minds.

But Carroll and Viard are not indifferent. They
make the rarely heard argument that the currency
appreciation that inevitably accompanies any con-
sumption tax with border tax adjustments will
increase the burden of U.S. debt owned to for-
eigners. Contrary to the usual view that the United
States must try to persuade other countries that
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border tax adjustments under a return-based con-
sumption tax should be permitted, the authors
argue vigorously that ‘‘we should not pressure
other countries to modify trade agreements solely
for the privilege of giving our wealth to other
citizens.’’

A consumption tax with border tax adjustments
does not have transfer pricing problems. There is no
incentive for funny business at the border, because
exports are exempt and, ultimately, imports are
fully taxed when sold to consumers in the U.S.
market. But under the system that Carroll and Viard
propose, businesses would have an incentive to
undervalue exports to related parties in order to
avoid tax. That is fundamentally the same problem
we have now.

The authors propose a solution to the transfer
pricing problem that is wildly different than current
arm’s-length pricing. Under it, all transactions with
foreign related parties would be taxed on a cash
flow basis. All payments to foreign affiliates would
be deductible, and all returns would be subject to
tax. That is similar to the cash flow approach Carroll
and Viard use for financial firms. Besides how
revolutionary the approach would seem to transfer
pricing practitioners, it has serious transition prob-
lems that are not easily solved. If a consumption tax
without border tax adjustments became law, we
would probably still be stuck with the same transfer
pricing problems that we have now.

No Easy Transition
For owner-occupied housing, the plan provides a

simple approach. Proceeds from sales of new homes
would be taxed, and proceeds from resales would
be exempt. Unlike with the taxation of business
under the cash flow tax, the prepayment method
exempts returns on existing housing capital from
tax. The authors deem this advantage to owners of
existing homes relative to owners of existing busi-
ness capital acceptable given the complexity of the
alternatives and given the lost tax advantages,
because repealing the income tax will drive down
housing values.

The implications of income tax repeal would be
enormous for state and local governments. States
almost certainly would have to repeal their corpo-
rate and individual income taxes and impose their
own X taxes that piggyback on the new federal levy.
Also, municipal bonds would no longer be tax
advantaged. Carroll and Viard suggest that if Con-
gress wishes to continue subsidizing municipal
bonds it can provide direct payments to bondhold-
ers in lieu of the exemption.

Probably the thorniest issue for any consumption
tax is transition. It has significant implications for
economic growth, for the distribution of the tax
burden, and for administration. It also raises ethical

issues. The absence of transition — by maximizing
the one-time unanticipated hit on existing capital —
would maximize economic growth, the progressiv-
ity, and the simplification benefits of an X tax. But
many commentators look at the capital levy as
harmful to the reputation of government and anti-
thetical to the rule of law. And so without adequate
transition relief, the capital levy aspect of consump-
tion taxation may not be the magic bullet econo-
mists usually claim it to be, particularly when it
comes to long-term economic growth.

States almost certainly would have to
repeal their corporate and individual
income taxes and impose their own X
taxes that piggyback on the new
federal levy.

Carroll and Viard suggest a middle path. They
reject opportunistic taxes on capital already in
place. But they believe there is no compelling
reason why existing capital should be completely
protected. They suggest that existing capital be
allowed simplified deductions for capital recovery
that are roughly equal to the present value of future
depreciation deductions. They suggest that lenders
continue to include interest on existing loans and
bonds in income and that borrowers continue to
deduct interest on existing loans but with a 20
percent haircut. The authors note that businesses
currently have an estimated $2 trillion of unused
net operating losses on their books, but they do not
tell us their fate under the proposal.

Partial Replacement
One good thing about Carroll and Viard’s book is

its absence of ideology and its grounding in reality.
They acknowledge on the first page that taxes may
have to be raised. They acknowledge that other
plans for replacing income taxes with consumption
taxes would result in ‘‘politically unacceptable re-
gressivity.’’

Unlike many other reform advocates, they do not
overstate the simplification benefits of consumption
taxation: ‘‘Consumption taxation retains many com-
plexities that are present under income taxation,
including the need to distinguish between con-
sumption and costs of earning income and the need
to measure consumption services provided by fi-
nancial intermediaries.’’ They do not seek to elimi-
nate the IRS. And they fully expect (although they
do not condone it) that Congress will retain and add
tax breaks if their plan is adopted. But these admis-
sions do nothing to detract from one of the main
advantages of their plan: the vast simplification
resulting from the elimination of most tax rules
pertaining to corporate and capital taxation.
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Carroll and Viard are broad-minded enough to
devote the book’s last chapter to the leading alter-
native to their plan — a VAT that would partially
replace income taxes. A VAT that completely re-
placed income taxes would deliver largely the same
economic benefits as the authors’ X tax. But a VAT
could never be anything more than a partial re-
placement to the current income tax because of
distributional implications, they write. A partial
replacement VAT, the authors correctly argue,
would deliver smaller economic gains and would
probably increase rather than reduce tax complex-
ity.

The authors acknowledge concerns about the
possibility of a partial replacement VAT serving as a
money machine that would fuel government
spending. But they note that the evidence in sup-
port of this oft-stated claim is mixed. They explore
solutions to the potential problem, including adopt-
ing procedural requirements that would make it
tougher for Congress to increase spending and
making the tax more visible by requiring VAT
liability to be separately stated on receipts.

The X Tax Challenge
Liberals will instinctively shy away from any

consumption tax proposal. And conservatives scoff
at the high amounts of tax collected from businesses
under the X tax. But here’s a challenge for all X tax
skeptics who profess a desire for reform: If the tax
does promote growth and preserve the current
distribution of the tax burden, what exactly is the
problem?

On April 30 Grassley wrote Treasury Secretary
Timothy Geithner and IRS Commissioner Douglas
Shulman to complain about the Miami trip, and he
used the opportunity to express his impatience with
the handling of his earlier complaints about the
whistleblower program. (For Grassley’s letter, see
Doc 2012-9420 or 2012 TNT 86-33.)

Grassley objected to the fact that 19 IRS em-
ployees attended the OffshoreAlert conference, ask-
ing for justifications as well as expense
breakdowns. He demanded that Whitlock be
grounded, or at least that Shulman approve his
travel.

Apparently, in the Midwestern mind-set, Miami
is an impossibly exotic tropical paradise, instead of
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